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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INTERACTIONS OF NUCLEONS WITH NUCLEONS 

IN THE ENERGY RANGE 100 ke V TO 1 Ge V 

A search of Nuclear Science Abstracts from Volume 20 (1966) 

through Volume 22, Number 12 (.June 30, 1968) was made for 

information on the following types of interactions: neutrons 

with neutrons, neutrons with protons, and protons with pro

tons. In general the energy range was limited to 100 keV to 

1 GeV, and theoretical as well as experimental papers have 

been included. The abstracts have been arranged in numerical 

order within each volume of Nuclear Science Abstracts with 

the abstracts from the most recent volume placed first. 



Volume 22 (1968) 

1451 ANALYSIS OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON SC-ATTERING 
·wiTH LARGE MOMENTUM TRANSFERS. Nagasaki, Masayukl;· 
lllrnsawa, Toshlakl; Taketanl, Mttuo (Rlkkyo Unlv., Tokyo), 
Progr. Theor. Phys. (Kyoto), 38: 514-16(Aug. 1967), 

The Serber model, which Is based on an approximation for the 
nmplltude of waves scattered from a soft medium at forward dl
rrrtions, Is discussed. The scattering amplltude for the Kleln
Gortlon equation is considered. (J .F.P.) 

145Z DYNAl\IICAL STATISTICAL .MODEL OF HIGH EN.:. 
,'f:HGY· ELASTIC SCATTERING. Narnltd, Miklo; Ohba, lchlro 
'f\\'nseda Untv., Tokyo). l'rogr. Theor. Phye. (Kyoto), 38: 
43H8(Aug. 1967); 

HIJ:h energy elastic scattering Is discussed through a proposal of 
thr "dynnmtcal statistical model," In which large angle elastic 
~rnttrrlng at high energies Is considered to be caused by some sort 
o! Irreversible process taking place In the Inner system of colliding 
nucleons. The "dynamical statistical model" enables one to obtain 
both the rapid decrease of the differential cross section for lncreas1 
Jng energy and the small fluctuation of the scattering amplitude, for· 
the lnrge angle elastic scattering at high energies. Arter a few ma
nipulations, It Is shown that the model can derive the differential 
rross section proportional to exp(-ap.L) similar to Orear's emplrl- · 
cal formula for large PJ.o IY and p~ being, respectively, the Orear 
constant and the transverse momentum. The present model also 
glvrs the relation between the the exponential p~ -dependence for 
Jorgr P .. and the O!lusslan P,.~dependence for small p~ within a unl
llrd theoretical framework, from which follows (i- ;;,; 0.!58 M, M · 

· ~x'Ing the nucleon mass. This Is In good agreement with experiment.:: 
furthermore it is remarked that the present model has the possi
bility of deriving, even for large p.1, the Gaussian P.1 -dependence like 
Krisch's empirical formula in some extreme cases, which may not 
br obtained by the simple statistical model ·given by Hagedorn and 
others and by the unitarity-analytlcltY argument. The Irreversibil
ity of the large-angle scattering-to be realized even by the 
time-reversal Invariant Hamiltonian-does not permit one to im
pose the time-reversal invariance requirement and the simple 
unitarily-analyticity argument on the large angle scattering ampli
tude except on the forward amplitude. Its ·Consequence may be used 
for a crucial test of the model. The "dynamical statistical model" 
was built on tho b:1sls of crltir.al fiiRcussion !lgalnst the simple 
statistical model. For this reason a detailed discussion o( the lat
ter is given. (auth) 

1453 . TWO-PION EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON POTENTIAL. Kapadia, P. D. (Univer
sity Coli., Lumlon). Nucl, Phys., R:l: 291-311(1967), 

The low energy scattering of two nucleons Is studied within the 
framework o( dispersion theory, using the Mandelstam reptesen-

tatton. Certain p-functlons occur In the treatment of this probiem 
and these p-functlons are expressed In terms of the hellclty am
plitudes (or the process 2rr - NN for any value of the angular mo
mentum J. These p-(unctlons are evaluated using the BCL model 
and using the "realistic" helictty amplitudes for the s- and P-· 
waves for the process 2rr- NN. Next, going over to the potential 
·approximation, the two-pion contribution to the nucleon-nucleon 
potential was evaluated. In the nucleon-nucleon potential, ns. cal
cutated by Cottlngham and Vlnh Mnu, the BCL S- and P-wave model
dependent contributions are replaced by the corresponding S- and 
P-wa,·e contributions cnlculnted !!_sing the realistic heliclty ampli
tude dnta for the process 2rr- NN. The nucleon-nucleon potentials 
so obtained In the various cases, such as the centrAl pot~ntlal, the 
spin-orbit potential, etc., are described graphically by curves for 
both the triplet and singlet states. The various p-functions ob
tained are also Illustrated graphically and a critical discussion of 
.the work 111 Included. In conclusion, It 111 observed that the nucleon• 
,riucieon potentiafcafculated_a.grees with that 'cBiculated by Catting~
ham and Vlnh Mau and with the Yale curves for the potential, except 
In special cases where the w meson Is expected to contribute · 
l!tr~n.gly .. (auth) 

. -:1454' PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG. Pearce, 
W. A.: Gale, W, A.; Duck, I. M. (Untv. of Rice, Houston, Tex.), 
Nucl. Phys., B3: 241-76(1967). · 

Proton-proton bremsstrahlung cross sections are calculated us
: lng the Tabakln separable potentials to generate off-shell nucleon-
· nucleon t-matrlx elements In low partial waves and off-shell one-
: Pion-exchange amplitudes for the higher parttai waves. The , eeultll 
are In good agreement with the experimental values reported by 
Warner, Halbert, Gottschiilk and Thorndike at proton bombarfltng 
energies of 48, 62, 158 and 204 MeV, hut are at the lower limit of 
the experimental results of Warner at 30 MeV and of Slaus at 48 

. MeV. The calculated cross sections In the Harvard geometry de-
. creaae monotonically to zero at zero proton ~nergy. The effect 
of rescatterlng corrections and of nonlocal corrections to the 
bremsstrahlung amplitude were estimated and these terms were 
found to be negligible for proton-proton bremsstrahlung. The re
sults are Insensitive to the choice of Tabakln's "soft-core" or 
"hard-s,hell" 150 potential, and are Insensitive to small changes In 
~he P-wave potentials. (auth) 

1456 INFLUENCE OF THE 1nr-NN INTERACTION UPON THE 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING. Lend'el, V. 1.; Ernst, B .. M. 
(Uzhgorod State Untv., USSR). Ysdern. Ftz., 6: 614-24(Sept. 1967). 
(In Russian). · · 

The amplitude of the nucleon-nucleon scattering Is expressed ~Ia 
lh" varametero of the wN and .... -int.P.ractione. The constants of the 
p, u and w meson-nucleon couplings are obtained on basts of the 
differential approach. The partial amplitudes of the NN-Interactlon 
are described reasonably with these constants. (authl. 
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1!457 PROTON-,PROTON SCATTERING AT HIGH ENERGY 
AND LARGE ANGLES AND THE THEORY OF THE COMPLEX. 
ANGULAR MOMENTA. Ansel'm, A·. A.; Dyatlov, I. T •.. (Joffe 
Inst. of Physics and Tech., Leningrad). Yadern. Flz., ~: 603-9 
(Sept. 1967), (In Russian). 

Proton-proton scattering at high energy an<! large moment)UJl 
transfer. are discussed In view of the complex angular momenta. 
It Is shown that the available experimental data are In good ac
cordance with the predictions base!! on the cAlculations of the 
contribution froni the )VIandelstam branch points in the angular 
momentum plane. A plctur.e Is proposed to explain the change 
of the character of the momentum transfer dependence of the 
cross section at large. angles. (auth) 

1733 . THE HEACTION d +!He~ !H + (pp). He!'lley, E. M. 
(Unlv. of Wnshingt.on, Seattle); Rjchards, F .. C.; Yu, D. U. L. 
Contract AT(45-1)-1388. Nucl. Phys., A10;J: 361-84.(1967). 
(HL0-1388.-515). . . 
· The reac.tlon d + ~He - 3Ji + 2p Is studied In the regh>n of P.hase 

spnce-.whcrc·.the (pp) final-state lnttoractlon Is Important, that Is 
.f.or ~he most e!'lergetic 3H nuclei. Two t·toactton processes are 
considered 1!'\.delail, a pick-up mechanism and a charge-exFhange 
reaction .. The cross section is. computed by three methC>ds; a 
modified Born approximation, comparison with the elastic scat
'tering d + 311e, and a distorted wave approximation. The dependence· 
of the. calculated differential cross section on the form of the In
teraction Is studied, and results at·e compared with experiment. 
(aut h) 

3256 PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS OF HIGH-PRECISION (p,p) 
POLARIZATION DATA AT 19.7 MeV, MacGregor, Mal!)olm H, 
(Unlv, of California, Livermore); Wright, Rot?ert M,; Arndt, 
Richard A. Phys. Rev. Lett., 19: 1209-12(Nov·. 13, 196?1· 
(UCRL-70673). 

A recent high-precision (p,p) polarization mea!!Ureme'nt at 19.7 
MeV was phase-shift analyzed. It Is not consistent with other 
(p,p) measurements at nearby energies. (auth) 

3310 CROSSOVER .AND POLARIZATION PHENOMENA IN 
HIGH-ENERGY SCATTERING. CUTS, CQNSPli_\AClliS, Aim 
SECONDARY REGGE POLES. Barger, V,; Durand III, L. (Unlv, 
of Wisconsin, Madison). Phys. Rev: Lett., 19: 129S-8(Nov. ~7, · 
1967), 

The usual Interpretation; In Regge-pole models, .or the c1'!11nge 
.In signs of the cross section dlffertinc~s da(AUI/dt -da.(A~)/dt at 
t- -0.15 (GeV/c) 2 observed. In elastic wN, KN, and NN scatterllli 
Is Inconsistent with recent data on· the reaction 'YP - w0p. It Is 
pointed out t.hat thlJI contradiction Is direct evidence for Jh~ exis
tence of contributions to the high-energy scattering ampUtwles ·in 
addition to those of the leading Regge poles. Alternative explana- · 
tiona of· the crossover phenomena which avoid the fort>golng dif
ficulty .are proposed, and their Implications are dt'8cusse<f. (auth) 
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3371 HIGH ENERGY STRONG INTERACTIONS Of' ELE-
MENTAHY PARTICLES. Bt!rtocchl, L. (CEHN, Geneva); 
Ferrari~ E. pp 71-217 of High Energy Phy"sics. Vol, ll. 
Burhop, E'. H. S. (ed.). New York and London, Acnilemic Preas, 
1967. . 

A revle';Y Is given o,t the expcrlment.al and thtooretical Ideas 
relevant to the dynamical approach to the physics of strong In
teractions. OJlly those initial states that are experimt<ntally 
acctossible are considered; I.e .. pp, np, j')p, JT±p, l<"p, and the 
reactions Initiated by them. Section II gives a review of the 
~xperlmerital sltuati<?n on elastic scattering' inelastic scatter
Ing, charge exchange scattering, quasi-elastic Interactions, and 
lm'llastlc processes with many-particle production. A summary 
of the general properties of the scattering amplitude follows in 
Section 111.' The basic models used for the description of expcrl
m~Jntal facts Ol) elastic and Inelastic interactions are prese11ted 
In Sections IV and V. Section VI deals specifically with the 
asy!flptotlc region. (-400 references). (L. B.S.) 

3419 ELASTIC .AND INELASTIC CHARGE EXCHANGE. 
PROCESSES IN THE QUARK.~IODEL.·· Bialas, A. (Univ., Kra
kow. lnst. of Nuclear Physics, Krakow); Gula, A.; Mur0t, B. 
Acta Phys. Pol., 32: ·443-59(1~67). · · ' 

Two-bepy c·harg~-exchange' processes, with or without reso
nance production are discussea In the framework of the general
ized quark model. R~lntions between the cross sections and spin 
density elements arc derived and compared with· the experimental 
data .. The cor.lparison shows a rather good agreement for the 
density matrix elements. On the other hand, relations between 
the cross sections predicted by the model seem to disagree, in 
gcrie.ral, with the data. (auth) · 

3424 STUDY OF TWO-PION EXCHANGE CONTRIBU-
TIONS 'FO QUASI-ELASTIC SCATTERING AT HIGH ENERGIES, 
~inr.~. P.: vein Baeyer, H. C. (McGill Univ., Montreal). N'uovo · 
Clm, (10), 5~A: 879-98(0ct, 21, 1967), 

The two-pion .exchange contrih'!tions to the absorptive ampli
tude are estimated for th.e processes w- pp, !Tp- A1p, lTp
A2p, pp ~ N• p for N• (1400) and N• (1520) and lTp- wN• (1238). 
The off-shell !TN scattering amplitude in the Feynman diagram 
fs replaced by its exptorimental on-shell value. It is found that, 
with appropriate form factors. it is possible to fit the shape of 
the diff.,rential cross section in all cases, but the absolute mag
nitude preilicted by the model is t~o small for the processes 
w- pp,'!Tp- A2p and JTp- N33w. ?,os!iib!.e reasons for this 
failure are discussed and the model is comparo:d to similar 
ones su~gested by other. authors. (auth) . . 

3448 ANALYTIC HELIClTY AMPLITUDES AND.REGOE-
POLE .FORMULAE F.OR DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS. 
Wang: Llng.:.lle Chau. BerkelE!Y. Calif., Unlv. ~f California, 
.1966. 58p, 

Thesis. 
A simple and stralghtforwar~ method to Identify and remove 

the kinematic singularities of hellclty amplitudes Is constructed 
fr.om the Trueman- Wick crossing relations. ~'set of amplitudes 
free of' all kinematic singularities and zeros Is obtained for two
particle ..:.. two-particle reactions of any sp.ln and masses exc!)pt 
.for boson-fermion Interactions. It Is shown that for boson-fermion 
lnte.ractions \\1th general mass assignments there Is always a 



kinematic S \ singularity left In the amplitude. Th!lrefore It Is 
natural to consider th11 11.mplltudes of boson-fermion Interactions 
as bunctions of s- Instead of S. The amplitudes obtained by the 
above method are suitable for Reggelzation and their resldlte 
(unctions are free of klnematic singularities. Regge pole lurmulas 
for differential cross sections o_f some quasi two-body wN and NN · 
interactions, which can have one or two meson trajectories ex
changed, are given. The reactions treated are: wN- w.O. (1236), 
wN- wN, wN- w.O. (1236), wN- A2N, wN- ')N, wN _. 7).0., wN- pN, 
wN- p.O. (1236), NN- N.O. (1236), NN- NN• (1500, o/2-), NN- NNO • 
(1480, \11-). (Dtsser. Abstr.) · 

3455 CONTrURIITION OF MANDELSTAM HltANCif CUTS 
TO PROTON-PHOTUN SCATTEiliNG AND '1'0 PRODUCTION 
Al\IPLITUDES AT HIGH ENERGY. DuMe, S. A. (Joffe lnst. of 
Physics and Tech., Leningrad). Phys. Rev. Lett., 19: 1299-
1302(Nov. 27, 1967). 

The contribution of 1\landelstam tranch cuts to the processes 
p + p- p + p, p + K- p + K•, y + p- p + w, and p + 1r- p + A2 
Is im•t•stlgut<'d hy t•onHidt•ring the Htructure or dlugramR In which 
two or mort• lh·ggeunll (aHymptutlc lll·ggt•-pole urnplltudt•IJ) ure· 
cx.-han.:•·d. Thrt·c or more H••tn:eons are required for the forward 
nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude ulpu(,?! + uV!u~2l, and for the 
forward production amplitudes. These amplitudes are expected tO 
behave asymptotically as s/(lns)1. l_auth) . 

]456 COMPARISONS BETWEEN ON-SHELL AND OFF-
SHELL METHODS FOR THE TWO-BODY T-MATRIX. Wong,. 
D. Y. (Univ. of California, San Diego, La Jolla). pp 49-55 of 
Elementary Particle Physics. Takeda, Gyo; Fujii, Aldhtko 
(eds.). Tokyo, Syokabo Publlahtng Co. and New York, W. A. 
Benjamin, Inc., 1967. 

The nonrelativlstlc Low equation Is extended to Include the rela
tivistic phase space factor. A general velocity dependent potential 
Is also allowed. A method for solving the Low-equations Is de- .
rived and applied to the NN, NR, and-lilT scattering problema. The · 
results are compar;;d with solutions of the on-shell N/D equation/.. 
It is found that the off -shell method does not alter significantly 
the results of seml-phenomenologtcal on-shell calculations ex
cept in the case when there are strongly bound states. (L.B.S.) . 

]457 PLOT OF ALL HIGH-ENERGY p-p ELASTIC SCAT-
TERING DATA USING PARTICLE IDENTI'I:Y. Krisch, A. D. 
(Unlv. of Mich., AM Arbor). Phys. nev. Lett., 19: 1149-51 
(Nov. 6, 1967). 

Previous attempts to find a single variable against which all 
.cross sections for proton-proton elastic scattering could be 
plotted In an energy-Independent way are briefly summarized. It 
Is proposed that the flattening observed near 90° In a recent 
plot of du/dt agalno.t ,92 Pl (,9 Is the center-of -mass velocity and 
P.1 is the transverse momentum) Is caused by the fact that the 
system contains two Identical particles. The cross section Is 
studied when Identity effects are subtracted out. A single smooth 
curve was obtained over a cros_s-section range of 1012. (L.B.S.) · 
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ilU8 NUCI.EON-NUCLEON ScATTERING. Breit, a·.: 
!Haracz, R. D. (YIIIe Untv., New Haven). Contract AT(30-I)
i1807, pp 21-191 of High Energy Physics. Vol. I. Burhop, 
-E. H. S. (ed.). New York and London, Academic Press, 1967. 

Some progress In the field of nucleon-nucleon scattering Is 
-reviewed In section I. Section II deals with the meaning .of phase 
:shift, the concept being Introduced directly ln.a relativistic man
;ner. In Section Ill the scattering matrix Is discussed In terms 
·of explicit formulas Involving phaHe shifts at:td coupling param
etertl. The tranHition from the magnetic quantum number rep- -
resentatlon to one Involving spin functions tram;forrnlng under 
rotations like Cartesian coordinates Is explictily present<· · for 
the scattering as well ns the density matrices. In section IV 
the calculation of qunntititlS measured In experiments Is dls

.cusscd with rtlsults usually stated In two equivalent forms. Some 
references to work on polarized· proton sources are also Included. 
Section V Js concerned with relativistic kinematics and wllh 
some -relativistic elech·omagnctlc ·effects. Section VI deals with 
the om: vton exchange Interaction assuming pseudoacalar coupling .. 
The lack of a firm foundation for the localization of OPE effects 
is discussed. In addition, some usually omitted Coulomb effects 
are mentioned which may have an Influence on the values of the 
pion-nucleon cou[Jllng constant derived from data analysis. In 
section VII the procedures used In searching for phase shifts 
giving the best Htt1 to exverlmental data are discussed. Section 
VIII begins with a discussion of the conclusion reached by Noyes 
to the effect that the effective_ range or the 1S0 state Is about 10% 

·smaller for n-p _than for p-p scattering. Section Vlii-B deals 
with the laboratory energy region from about 10 to 350 MeV. A 
brief account Is given of phase shift analyses above the meson 
threshold production and of the way In which It joins on to the 
Intermediate region In section Vlii-C. A very brief account Is 
also given of typically high energy phcltomena In the region of 

·several BeV and of some of the existing theoretical explana-
tions. Section IX Ia concerned with the empirical evidence that 
h_as !icc;um'!lat.':d f.rom _j)llrtial wave data aMlyaes concerning 
charge Independence at large distances. A brief account Is also 
given of empirical testa of the mathematical form of the OPEP. 
in section X a few remarks are made regarding the prt:H•:nt 
status of the theory and test of space-time symmetric~ of nucleon
nucleon Interactions .. (417 references with supplementary rcf<:r- · 
ences added In proof). (I.. D.S.) 

3467 VELOCITY DEPENDENT BOSON 'EXCHANGE PO
Tl'NTIAT..S AND NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING IN THE 
BORN APPROXIMATION. Sharma, Ravl Dutta. UalileiiVIUe, 
Fla., Unlv. of Florida, 1966. 295p, 

Thesis. . 
An attempt was made to understand the nucleon-nucleon (NN) 

Interaction in terms of the one-boson-exchange-potential (OBEP) 
model and to account for NN elastic scattering phase-shifts In 
the Born approxl.matlon for nonrelativlstic en_ergles (25-310 MeV) 
In the laboratory frame. Theoretically, the OBEP are derived by 
Green, the resulting expressions being given in the Dlraclan form. 
Tbe two-particle Dirac equation Is reduced to a Schrodinger-Paull 
form using a method similar to Breit's method of reduction to 
'large components. A general form of interaction Is then obtained 
In the Pauli-form which Is applied to scalar, pseudoscalar and 
three different forms of vector meson exchange potentials. The 
Schrodlnger-type equation with velocity dependence can be treated 
by the method of effective mass generally used In exact treatments. 
Another possible method tn the Born-approximation Is the direct
method which can treat the velocity dependence directly in phase
shift Integrals without going to an effective potential. The. experi
mentally !mown mesons w, w, p and 'I are used together with two
postulated scalar mesons In Green's purely relativistic model 
(cancellation of static scalar vector terms) as well as In broken
relativistic models and use Is made of modified Yukawa form with 

3 
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·a higher mass subtractive meson coming from Green's work on 
·generalized Lagrangian. This re~oves the singularities from the 
lntegrands and parameterizes the dB'EP In the Inner 'regions where 
It Is uncertain. The scalar meson masses are very l:mport\J.nt for 
the results presented In this study on phase shifts. poly ph11ses 
higher than S-waves are considered. The Borri phases afe fo.und. 
to ·be quite reliable for D-waves ·and higher and can be cort.ected 
empirically for p..:waves. The Born-approximation generill{y gives 
larger P-wave resl;llts. Comparisons are made for certl\ln sets t 
of parameter a between exact and Born phases and the differences 
are large only foi: the P-waves. Coupled states are treaied O:c

·cordlng to Stapp's formalism and are also found to conform to 
these conclusions. Three different vector mesori Interactions are 
treated and Born phases resulting from them liidlcat~ that t~elr 
relativistic terms agree for P-waves' and higher. Va~ !OI!S .theo-. 
retlcal questions should be resolved before treating the S-~ave.s, 
for which these Interactions are likely to differ. The effective mass 
method Is shown to break down If p mesori parameters play BJllni
portilnt role. The Born approxlmatlori, direct method, can help In 
that case and also 'the effects of various mesons and various terms 
In the Interactions can be seen more explicitly In the Born approxl• 
matlon. A more correct treatment of the problein wouid require 
an exact relativistically correct treatment. Two plori exchange In• 
teractlons as well as other processes_ like pair .prQ!I~ctlon, e.tc., 
should be considered for correct treatment of the 8-w'aves. (Dteser, 
Abstr.) · 

4470 (HASL-186) RELATIVISTIC N-P SCATTERING. 
CALCULATIONS FOR RECOIL PROTON SPECTROMETERit 
Hajnal, Ferenc (New York Operations Office (AEC), N. Y. 
Health and Safety Lab.). Oct. 1967. 35p. Dep: CFSTI. 

Two-particle relativistic elat~tlc scatterln~ formulas were 
adapted for recoil proton spectrometry. The bat~lc equations of 
the special theory of relativity are reviewed. Elastic scattering 
Is briefly described In the ems and laboratory coordinate sys
tems. Derivations are ~iven for the momentum, velocity, a'nd 
total and kinetic ener~les for the scattering and recoil particles 
-In the ems and laboratory coordinate systenis before and after, 
scattering. The differential cross sections are then cafi:ulated 
after deriving tlie scattcr!Pg and rccoli ·imgles In lhe ems and 
laboraiory systems. The tran11for'mstlon of the physical quanti
ties from the ems to the laboratory coordinate system Is-de
scribed. Empirical fitting of the differential elastic scattering 
eros::~ sectlont~ in the ems t~ystem was carried out in .the energy 
runge from 27 _to 630 M~V. (auth) 

_.5501 POLAIUZED PHOTON TAHGETS ANO LOW-ENEfiGY 
Nt:CLEON-NUCLEON EXI'F.HIMENTS. Lebar, f·.; Winternitz, P. 
(Ju1nt lnst: for Nuclear Hesearch, Dubna, USSH). Fortschr. 
i'hyH., 15: 49[;-[;3(;(1967). 

The IJOHHiiJI., use of u polarized proton tnt·g<"t in the investlga
tifm of low-ener~.Y nucleon.:. ou(·ll'on lnteraction11 is i·cvlt:IYL'tl. The 
reconstruction of the ,;cattcrlng mutt·ix and verification of 1'-, T-, 
and isotropic lnvarlunccs arc hrlcfly discussc•d. Possible sources 

·1uid det<:ctoca of polarlzc·d pa1·ticlcs arc considered. Th<· prohicma 
of phu~;<·-shift analy,;l,; and nucleon.- nucleon potcntluls arc tn:uted. 
Taf•h-H of I:XfH:rimcntal vulucH arc given for the polarization of 
nucleon,; ~;cattcr~.:d on nucleons. Exp~.:rimcntal quantities deter-
mim·d from tiw pha,;c-~;hift .analy,;ls arc given In graphs for the 
c''"r~it·s tl.r. and _:l:J.I III<·V. (authl 
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5503 'NUCLEON-NUc'LEON POLARIZATION BeTW-EEN 
300 AND.700 MeV. Cheng,'David (Uhiv; of Caiifornia, Berkeley); 
MacDonald, Burns; Helland, Jerome A.; Ogden, Philip M. Phys. 
'Rev., 16~: 1470-8(Nov. 25, 1967), (UCf!L-11926(Hev.)). 

The pdlari'zhtion parameter 1'(0') was measured' at beam ener
gies of ~1'10; 400, 500·, Goo·, and 70Q ·Mt:!V over the range In the c.m. 

_scaftcrihg angles :JO dcg ,;; o• ,;; 150 'deg to all accuracy of typically 
·±·o:b:J fci'r pii sc:ittet:ing, and ±0.02 for pp scattering. A pillai-iicd 
proton ·ileam was scattered from an 'unpolarized target-deuterium 
for ·quaslft;ee pn·and pp measur'emerits, hydrog<·n for free pp mea
surements-and both of the outgoiilg nucleons from 'the (qunsi-) 
elastic scittter \vere .detected by an arr:l'}; of 2,7 scintillation count
ers in multichannel coinc:ic!cnces. 'It was found that PW'l for pp 
scattering can be approximated hy A siriU' 'costl', where t\ vat·ics 
'from -o.~;; at :HO !\leV to --o.4 at 7u0 1\l<"V in tliis range. A cum
pat·isun of P(O') for free and quasifrce pp scatterin~ reveals ~uod 
agreement between the two. (authl 

S505 MEASUHEMENT O.F THE R PAHAI\II;:TER AND-THE 
PHASE SHIFT ANALYSIS OF THE j:lp SCATTERING AT 600 .MeV. 
Golovin, D. M.; Zulkarneev, R. Ya.; Kiselev, v.'s.; Medved", 
S. V.; Nil(iinorov, V. 1.; Pisarev, A. F.; Se'm·ashko, G. L. (Joini 
·lnst. fo'r Nutlear Hesearch. Dubna, USSH). Y.adern. Fiz., 6: . 
804-8(0ct. 1967). (In Hussian). . 

'fhc R pa1·amet:er of the triple scatfering of protons with energy_ 
605 1\tc\'_ :n'l protons is measured by means of the s1iark chamb<:rs 
controlled by the s_cintillatiun counters. The ph3se shifl analysis 
of the ·cxpcdn1c'ntal data on the pp-scalterin~ riC31' 600 !ll"V is 
carried out. (a'u!li') . . 

S59,8 ... (Jli'~·R-:Pl-3525) _NOVY·E REZYLTATY FAZOVOGO 
ANALIZA NUKLON-NUKLONNOGO RASSEYANIYA PRJ ENERGO 
630 MeV. (New Results of the Phase.:.Shlft AnBiysis of the 
Nucieo·n--Nu'cleon Scattering at 630 MeV) •. Glon'ti, L. M.; Kaza
rinov, Yu. M.;·Rozanova, A.M.; Silln; 1·. N. ·(Joint lnst. fqr Nu
clear Research, butina (USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Problems). 

· i9G7. 32p. (In Russian). Dep. 
The phase-shift analysis of d~ta on Jhe nucleon -nu'cleon scat

'terlng at the energies nea·r to 630 MeV was,performed. It is 
shown ihat under the assumption_ of the V&lldliy of one-meso11 
approximation, beginning from the orbital mo.ments 1 ~ 6, the 
number of liohitioits with x2 ,;; 1.5 ~ is 'equal to 5. Using a stronger 
criterion than tlie x2-·one, one can show that the maximum proba

'bliity of a first type error rejecting certain solutions is '5.10~. 
S.lo-4, arid 4%, respectively. A new set appears which differs es
sentially from the previously known B!lt. An additional set appears 

·when taking lrito account the meson production from the. non reso
nance state 'F4. (auth) 

5603 HEGGE-POLE ANAi.\"StS OF pn- np AND pji- nii 
SCATTElllNG. At·bab, Furzam; Dash, Jan\\'. (Univ. of Cali
fornia, Bt•rkt•l<•y). Phys. H1·v., 163: 160:1-lO(Nov. 25, l!ili7). 

Thi• 'diffcn•ntial cross S('('tions for thP rt·adloiis pn - np and 
.piJ- nii w(''n• lm·('·stigatt•c!. -It is founc! that bt·sidt•s the p and H (Aj) 
traj('ctorlcs, tht• "n.nc! n trajcctol'il's must Ill' inclutkrl. A vuricty 
()( scht'mt's sui':gt•stt•d by four-dinll'nsional s)·mni<'try were invcs
_tlgatt'i!. The ~xistt•nct' of various daughter traj<'clol·h's dot•s not 
;surfic~ to <'Xpiain th<' data, thuu~h th<' tlata can bt• fittc'd with u 
!parity doublet, of whil'h tht' pion nuiy or niay not be n nll'mher. 
,Jn the former case some structure must bt· introdud•d into th<' 
lpton residue· function. (Ruth) 



.. 

5606 ABSORPTIVE PERIPIIERAL r\IODEL FOR TIIREE-
DODY FIJI;AL STATES: NN- NNp. Saperstein, Alvin M. 
(1\'a)llC Stat!.' Univ., Octroi!); ShraunC'r, E. Phys. Rev., 163: 
1559-6S(Nov. 25, 1967). 

An absorpti\·e peripheral model for production processes in
volving three-body £ina! statE's is devC'Ioped. MotivatC'd by the sue- · 
cess of the absorpth·e peripheral model for the two-body reactions 
I•N - rN), the same Born approximation is incorporated as a sub
prorE"ss into a double peripheral Born approximation for production 
lion of mt•suni<: r;·sonances in nucleon-nuoleori collisions (NN -
NNp). Absorptive effects of interactions in the three-body final 
states are takC'n into account by the mrthod of the high-energy j 
distorted-wave Born approximation applied successively to two
body subsystC'ms (p,N) that arc then rC'couplcd: (N(p,N)). An ap
proximation scheme for very-low-momentum-transfer events is 
dcn•lop('d frnm which curves predieting the characterfstic shapes 
and magnitudes of the differential cross sections are calculntcd. 
Thr gcnC'ral formalism den• loped is sufficient for more detailed 
calculations at almost any degree of complexity in case the basle 
foundations of the model are found to be justlflC'd. (auth) 

S607 PLANNING OF REGRESSiON AND DISCRIMINATING 
EXPERIMENTS ON THE NN SCATTERING. Pazman, A.; 
Fedorov, V. V. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR).·· 
Yadern. Flz., 6: 853-7(0ct. 1967). (In Russian). · 

Formulas are deduced that allow one to substitute the con
tinuous regression planning by the successive one (with a finite 
time). A new method for planning the discriminating E'Xpcri
ments is presented and ·compared with ulh.,,· • .-.. :-thods. (auth) 

5608 TESTS FOR REGGE CUTS IN.N-N SCATTERING, 
Phillips, R. J. N. (Atomic Energy Research Establishment, 
Harwell, Eng.). Phys, Lett .. 258: 517-18(0ct. 30, 1967), 

Spin-dependent effects from cuts are considered. Those in 
forv.-a,·d Rcattcring, suggested r"ccntly, arc already known to be 
small. Other eff<•cts in nonfot·ward a"attering would be Interesting. 
to measure. (auth) 

5626 HIGH EI'ERGY TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS AND 36-
I'LET 2·-~IESOl"S. Kitakado, Shinsaku (Nagoya Untv., Japan). 
l'rogr. Theor, Phys. (Kyoto), 38: 653-6l(Sept, 1967), 

High-energy total cross sections of nucleons and pseudoscalar 
mesons are analyzed under the assumption that 2+-mcsons (Reg
~mnsl, which arc exchanged bP.tween )ladrons, are described by 
the :16-dimensional reducible representation of SU(3). The uni
vrrsal coupling properties and the extended nonet coupling ansatz. 
are used to determine the t:oup_l ipg or the relevant intet·action. 
(aulhl 

5911 THEORY OF PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG 
CONSISTENT WITH EXPERIMENT. Brown, V, R, (UnJv, of 
Ca!lrurnh•, Llvcrn1ore). Phyo. Lett,. 258: 5nR,;!l(Or.t, 30. i9!>7), 

Proton- proton bremsstrahlung is calculated with the Bryan
Scott and the llamada -Johnston potentials. Quantitative agreement 
with existing experiments, including photon angular distributions, 
Is olJtained. Tht! results disagree in part with those of previous 
caicuiatione. (auth) 

v.22 (1968) 

7451 THEORY OF UNI"VERsAL PRIMARY INTERACTIONS 
!;udarshaa, f;, C, 0; (Syracuse Unlv., N. Y,), Nature (London),' 
216: 979-81(0eo, 9, 1967),. (NYo-3399-127), 

Thill thoor·y orlginutlls !rom oiJscrvutluns thnt tho theory of 
JrRrlh•l~ luh•rnollunR IH•IIulnrR "'""h Ahnph•r; ''"d rnurn l!n(lahlc 
Ill uurralullllll "I'I•RI"I'IIIIy ll!ll'alul"•lph"ll~tiiii•IUI It II Ill jHtRIIIInlarl 
that eleotromagnetlllm .and weak lnteracttoaa are not primary 
properties of the nucleons but are acquired by virtue of their 
Interaction with vector and aida! vector fields. (auth) 

7494 REGGE-POLE 1\IOD.ELS FOR PION EXCHANGE RE-
ACTIONS. Durand Ill, Loyal (Unlv. of Wisconsin, Madison). 
Pbys. Rev. Lett., 19: 13411-8(0ec. 4, 1967). 

The problem of obtaining a satisfactory Regge-pole model for 
the pion-exchange reactions np- pn, "N- pN•, yp- lr'"n, and 
pp- N•N•, is discussed with particular emphasis on the d}namtcs 
as seen in the s channel. It Is pointed out that (I) satisfactory 
models can be obtained using a modified conspiracy model; (li) 
pion exchange should provide the dominant contribution to the 
forward cross sections for Incident momenta up to 30 to 50 GeV /c; 
and (iii) the energy dependence of the differential cross sections 
should change from that characteristic_ of pion exchange fort - 0 
.to that characteristic of the exchange of vector or tensor mesons 
at large momentwn transfers t ;s -0.5 (GeV/c).2 (auth) 

tSOS IUCRI,-1790:!) SPIN DEPENDENT EFFECTS IN I'N 
AND NN INTERACTIONS. Steiner, Herbert (Callrorni:t Unlv., 
De1·keloy. Lawrence n:~.dhttlon Lnb.). Oct. 1967, Contract W-
7405-cng-48. 6!Jp. Dop. CF"STI. 

Some of the e!<pcrim.,nt.l\1 nnd theoretical considerations that 
are pertinent to the study of spin-dependent effects In 11N and NN 
&a&eraa&lolli are dl1111111ed. The baalo iormalllm Is outlined, and 
tile ..-perllnental altuatlon In wN aoattertng at energtee where 
·reaonanoe production Ia Important Is discussed. Also the e_xperl
muqtal altuatton at high energies Is const~ered with emphasis on 
the crucial testa of high flnergy theories &(forded by the study of 
various apia--dependent quantities In wN a~d NN scattering. (J.f.PJ. 

7512 · SUM RULES FOR MULTIPION PRODUCTION PRO.. 
CESSES. Satz, H. (Unlv,.of California, Los Angeles), Phys. 
Rev. Lett., 19: 1453-5(Deo. 18, 1967). 

An additive quark model (together with an tsoapln distribution 
of charge con{lllllratlons) Is used to establish sum rules connecting 
·pion-nucleon with nuclcon~nucleon lnducP.d multtpton production 
cross sections. The resulting relations are shown to be well satla
fled by prMP.nt experimental data. (auth) 

7524 . (155--67/25) EFFECTS OF THE e-STATE PION-
NUCLEON INTERACTION ON THE PARTIAL-WAVE NUCLEON
NUCLEON ABSORPTIONS. Francavlglla, S. (lstttuto Superiors 
dt Sanlta, Rome (Italy). Laboratorl dl Fislca) •. Sept. 8, 1967. 
14p. Dep. . 

The absorption In proton-proton scattering around 1 GeV of 
laboratory kinetic energy of Incident proton are computed. A 
previous calculation Is e1<tended by taking Into account, besides 
the production of the resonance I=%. J = ¥2(P33), the production 
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of pions in s11 and s,.- state In respect to one nucleo_n as .are lnel~o~:e
tic process. These waves are the mos~ Important In t!te hypotheele 
of p 33 dominance in scattering. The 1P0 and 'Pt ahsoz:ptione.are 
found to violate the unltarlty limits, while the other wave_s are 
almost unaffected. (auth) · 

7525 (JINR-P2-3561) K VOPROSU 0 ROZYGRYSHE ELE-
MENTARNOGO AKTA VZAIMODEISTVIYA PRI RASCHETA'KH 
VNtJTRIYADERNOGo KASKADA. (To the Sampling Problem of 
an Elementary Act of Interaction at the Intranuclear Cascade 
Calculation). Toneev, V. D. (Joint Inst, for Nuclear. Research, 
Dubnn (USSR)-. Lab. of Theoretical Physics). 1967. 7p. (In· 
Russian). Dep. 
· A method for sampling the characterletlcs of Inelastic wN- and 

NN-Interactions, when calculating fast particle Interaction with 
the nucleus In terms of cascade theory, Is· treated. The method· 

' suggested exactly takes Into account both the. consl!rvatlon of 
energy principle and the law of momentum conser.vatlon. Iauth) 

7527 SEPARABLE POTENTIAL 'FOR THE NUCLEON- . 
NUCLEON INTERACTION. Hammann, Th.; Oberlechner, G._; 
Trapp, G. (Centre de Recherches Nuclealres, Strasbourg). 
J. Phys. (Paris),- 28: 755-62(0ct. 1967). (In FreJlcb). 

A nonlocal separable potential ~s 'presented, which reproduces. 
s, p and D wave phaile shifts for nucleon -nucleon ·scattering up . 
to 350 MeV. This potential contains very strong and short-r!lllged 
terms. As a preliminary ~heoreticil.l teet, the bllidlng energy o~ 
nuclear matter Is calculated using the reaction matrix G of •the ... 
Brueckner-Goldstone theory. Saturation Is found at a denatt,-:·: 
corresponding to a Fermi momentum kr >= 1.66 fDl"'t, with ,ui'' . 
average.blnding energy per,particle of -18 MeV; _(auth) · .. · 

7637 . . (CQ0-1573-33) NUCLE~R PHYSICS LABORATORY 
PROORESS REPORT FOR THE PERIOD NOVEM~E.R 1, 1966 TO 
OCTOBER 31, 1967. (Case-Western Reserve Unlv., Cleveland, 
Ohio. Dept. of Physics), Contract AT(ll-1)-157_3. 54p. ·Dep. 
CFSTI. .· . 

The results of experimental Investigations of neutron· elastic and 
Inelastic scattering by 12c, 58co, •&cu·, 54 Fe, 116.Fe, 114NI, and·10Nt; . 

. neutron polarization from the reaction Uc(d,n)t4N; and·fluctuatlone 
In neutron total cross sections are presented. De.velopments ln.a 
number of areas of nuclear theory, elementary-particle theory, . 
a·nd scattering theory are s~~lltul~liz:ed.; (D.C{ W.) 

9571 ON THE TESTS OF THE BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF 
COMPLEX ANGULAR MOMENTUM.METHOD, :Kaldalov, A, B, ·. 
(lost. for, Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow). 
Pbys. I.ett., 2GB: 20-3(Dec, -11, 1967), · 

The relations between ttie hellclty amplitudes of the two--body 
processes with Identical particles In the t-channal,.-:valtd .for both 
poles and cuts In j-plane, are derived. Potielble ·experiments tu 
test these relations are discussed •. (auth)' · 
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't620 ANG,ULAR DISTIUBUTION OF p-p SCATTERING AT 
!HIGH ENERGY, Armoudlar,t, G. A. (Columbia Unlv.,·New York). 
•Contract AT(30-1)-1932, Nuovo Clm, (10), 52A: 1328-32 
(J:?ec, 21, 1967). (NYQ-1932(2)-125). . . . 

A previous analysis of p-p ·interactions i!ldicated the possib!IIty 
of approximating the full p-p elastic amplitude In terms of several 
Born terms which. have the effective potential Ubc) obtained by 
shifting the singularity from x2 = 0 ,of t.he propagator In the usual 
.theory. ·.Calculations .are carried out .of the arigular distributions 
,ana .the c.ross sections and -are. C'l.mpared .w.ith tb_e data·. (L. B;S . .J 

:962] COMPOUND STRUCT.uRE ,1\fODEi. FOR THE P11 RF.So-
:NANCE AND 1·m; !'111FT OF ITS MASS IN TIIF: pp ·• pN• RfAC
iTION.' KohnynRhi·, Tsunehiro (WnRe<ln l.lnlv .. Tukyol. l'ruftt'. 
'Thcor. Phvs. (Kyutol, :1~: 990-2/0ct. l9G7l. . 
: A prevl~us experiment on thP p + p -, p .+ N• Interaction showed 
.that tho peak of the· P 11 rcsonanc:e production In th.l! missing m:t~s 
!distribution shifts from 1400 to 1500 MeV as momentum transfer 
\Increases. The .simplest case that the P11 le constructed (rom two 
1resOI)onces Is. treated. (,L.B.S.) 

ft624 NUCLEON-N,UCLEON POTENTJAL.OF ONF.-ROSON-
'EXCKANGE TYPE, Klllhl, .Yoaulle (Kyoto Univ,); Sawuda, 
~hoJii Wt~,tari, Wataro. Progr,'Theor,· Phys. (Kyo_to), 38: ts92-
:906(0ct, 1!167), 
! A pheno•iwnologioal energy lndopundcnt nucleon-nucluon potontial 
'Is prop·osed, whl.chhas a (orm correspondlng,to the. onc-ho:l<!ll
lexchung" model. For the exchanged Lluson&, sculur IJo~un~ uf mus_s 
f540 MeV and veL-tor boaons of masfl 750 1\f(,y a•·" con:<i<ha·c<i In aJ
'.ditlon tu the pion. The .I>Oll!ntinl parameters which salldfactorlly 
!reproduce.the,experlmental data on tho proton-proton and the 
)'neutron-proton systems below 350 MeV are .determined. From the 
·.potential parameters thus determined, .coupling constants of bosons 

lwlth nucleon are estimated and It Is found that they have the values 
sl~ll~.r to thos.~ obtained. in other a~~;atyses. (auth) : ; 

:9627 :PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG'. Marker, 
:Davld.George. University Park, Pa., Pennsylva,nla State Unlv,, 
1966, i71p. 

Thesis, 
In ·order to Investigate the of(-energy-shell behavior of phe

nomenological two-nucleon potenttals, off-ene~gy-.shell K-miltrlx 
ielements .andproton-protoll bremsstrahlung cross sections have 
I been calculated from four fundamentally different modds. -These 

I included: (1) JUird core plus strong· attraction of 'Hamada- Johnston 
and Brueckner-Gammel and Thale.r (BGT); (2) :soft core plus 

/
weak attraction of Bressel, Kerman, and Lomon (BKL); (3) weak, 
momentum dependent potential of Green (G) (In the S-wave only); 

jand (4) .non-local, separable potential of Tabakln (TAB). ·K-matrlx 
;elements of these pot~:ntials have been calculated for enet·gies of 
:the lncldent,proton o( 50, 100, 150 Me,V, and for. values of x. thtl 
iratio of Unal.to Initial center of mass momenta, of .2-2.0. At 50 
! Me.V, ,the 'behavior of all four as a function of x .is nearly the same 
:while at 150 MeV there are greater dlfferences·,especlally In the 
'P0 .etate, (~KL and HJ are near.ly the samtl; both dlffor apprecla

jbly from TAB! In ·thl~ state. l'he t·esults o( ppy crosa-Hectlun cal
jCulatlons at 46 and 1511 MeV are presenttld and compared with the 
!experiments of Warner, Richardson, and Gottshalk. At 46 MeV, 

l
all models give approximately 7 ,.b/ster.z for du/d!l1 d!l1 while 
at 158 MeV, HJ and ·BKL predict 11 l'b/ster.l .and TAB, ,.b/st~r.l 
A¥reement·o( theory with t!Xperlment at· 158 MeV !s e.xctlllent for 



HJ and HKL bui at 46 MeV, the pa·edlcllons are too large by·a 
factoa· 11 reatcr 'than two. Both the Cciulomb Interaction and double 
8 callc•·lng correction have been omitted from these calculations 
and when Included, bett"r agr.,cmtlnt may be obtained at the lower 
t:ntH'I(h::A. (0IB8CI". Abstr.) . 

9655 PARITY-VlOLATING NUCLEAR FORCES. Okuu, 
L. B. (Academy of Science~, Moscow). Comments Nucl, 
Particle Phys., 1: 1Bl-6(Nuv.-De.::. 1967), 

The significance of investig-.tting· the P-violatlng nuclear force,_ 
as n •est of the theory of the w1iversal weak interaction Is pointetJ, 
out . .t:xperimcntal results of nuclear reactions with cadmium, ·. 
tantalum, and lutetium are summarized. It is suggested that in
vestigation uf th" n + p - d + y a·caction would allow the establisht 
ment of the isotopic-spin dependence of the parity-violating nu
clear force .. (L.B.S.) 

9700 (NY0-2262TA-l65) llltPACi' PARAMETF.:Il DE-
f{:Hii'TiOS OF IIIGll-ESI·:I!GY SCATTEIIING, Jalnm, M. M. 
(llrown Unlv., Providence, II. I, Uept. of Physics, Connecticut 
t<nh·., :>torrs, Dept. of Physics), Sept, 1967, Contract AT(30-
l)-U62, 92p, Ucp. C FSTi, . . 
Th~ description of high-rnrri(Y scnttC'rlng of particles is cmpha-. 

•1 7.rd. ThL' formnlism Is consirlrrrrl inelurllng the elkonnl npproxl
mali<'n from thr Kkln-Gordon rquatlon, thr Impact pnramcter 
rrprc~rnlntlon of the rhstil' scattrring amplitude, unltnrlty con
dition anrl thr overlap function, thl• pro)>l•rtlcs of the function 
n1 (s,Jl). and thr optlral potential In the Impact parameter dcscrlp-. 
lion. The nppllcntlons given nrc Coulomb scattering and bound · 
states In the Coulomb potential, high-energy p + p scattering and . 
hn.tronlr structure of the proton, and hll!:h-cnergy behavior of dlf- . 
fraction peaks. (J .F.P.) 

9967 . NiJCLEON-NUCJ .. EON SCATTERING FROM ONE
BOSON-EXCHANGE POTENTIALS, II. INCLUSION OF ALL 
MOIIIENTUM-DEPENDENT TERMS THROUGH ORDER p2, 
Bryan, R. A. (Unlv. of California, Livermore); Scott, Bruce I. 
Pbys. Rev., 164: 1215-22(Dec, 20, 1967). 

The nucleon-nucleon Interaction In relat!ve angular momentum 
states I ~ 1 Is described over the energy range 25 to 350 MeV by 
a potential used In conjunction with the Schrodlnger equation. The 
potential.ls a superposition of pole terms obtained from single 
exchanges of w, p, "• 1J, u0 , and u1 mesons and, rather than taking 
the usual static limit, all terms of order k2/M2 are retained. 
Because of these momentum-dependent terms, no cutoff Is nec.
essary In I ~ 1 states. The meson coupling constants and the 
masses of the scalar mesons (u0 and u1) are the parameters which 
are adjusted to (It the experimentally determined phase param
eters. A comparison with the data Is glveri, showing a qunntltatlv.e 
fit CX1/datum = 1.6) when the model Is augmented with reasonable 
values of the a-wave parameters. (auth) 
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9971 MORSE FUNCTION AND VELOCITY-DEPENDENT 
·NUCLEON-NUCLEON POTENTIALS. Darewych, G.; Greco, 
A. E, S. (Unlv, of Florida, Galoesvllle). Phys, Rev,, 164: 
1324•31(Dec. 20, 1967). 

' 
A static soft -core potential (the Morse potential) and three 

representative velocity-dependent N-N potentials are Investigated. 
First, the problem of adjusting potentials to malntalo the 1s state 
bOund near &erci energy Is studied, and two Integral criteria are 
tested. For the Morse potential a convenient analytical expression 
for the e-wave phase shifts Is derived. By fitting experimental 
pbue ahlfta In the energy range E1ab s 400 MeV for elastic nu
cleon-nucleon scattorlng, tho potential parameters for the 1so 
and 'a1 states are evaluated. A phenomenological and two-meson
theoretic one-boson-exchange potentials In a states which are 
representative of a number of N-N potentials In current UAC are 
then examined and compared. Ways of chnrnctcrlzlng these poten
tials which are helpful In assessing tholr scattering consequences 
are pointed out. It Is shown that different mechanisms embodied In 
such potentials can account equnlly·well for tho negative s-wave 
phase shifts observed at higher energies. Cal¢~) 

. 11584 MEASUREMENTS OF THE POLARIZATION PARAM-
ETERS P AND C"" IN pp ELASTIC SCATTERING BETWEEN 500 
AND.1200 MeV. Cozzlka, G. (Centre d'Etudes Nuclealres de · 
Saclay, France); Ducros, Y.; de Lesquen, A.; Movchet, J,; Raoul, 
J. C.; van ~ssum, L.; peregel, J.; Fontaine, J. M. Phys. Rev., 
164i 1672-9(Dec. 25, 1967). 

The polarization parameter P and the spin correlation param
eter C..., In proton-proton elastic scattering were measured in an 
experiment with a polarized-proton target In the beam extracted 
from the syncbrotron "Saturne." The angular distribution of P 
was measured at 7 energies between 0.5 and 1.2 GeV. The value 
of P shows a maximum of +0.6 at about 700 MeV for a scattering 
angle of 45• In the center-of-mass system. At 1.2 GeV the value 
of PIs constetent with 0 for ecnttcrlng angles .,70• (momentum 
transfers -t., 0.8 (GeV /c)2J. The spin correlation coe({lcient C"" 
was measured at three energies, 0.735, 0.978, and 1.19 GeV, by 
ecatterlng a polarized-proton beam oo the polarized target. The 
vnluo of Cnn at uo• c.m. ducronHeR frnm 0.7 to 0.4 1111 the cnnrl(y 
Increases from 0.735 to 1.1!1 GeV. (uuth) 

11671 . LARGE-ANGLE pp SCATTEIUNG AS AN EXPEIU-
MENTAL TEST OF THE MINIMAL INTERACTION HYPOTHESIS, 
Chlu, C, B.; Harte, J.; Tan, Chung-! (Unlv, of California, 
Berkeley), Contract W-7405-eng-48, Nuovo Clm. (10), 53A: 
174-86(JIUI, 1, 196U). (UCRL-17553). 

Recently a lower bound of the general form - exp [Cs7 In sj 
has been suggested for the pp scattering amplitude at fixed angle, 
where y ~ \12• A dlscusswn Is· given of the characteristic features 
in the pp differential cross section should the minimal Interaction 
hypothesis be valid. This form is compared with the experimental 
data for the cases y = \12 and y = 1, and It Is found that the present 
data beyond the recently observed "break" In the 90" data are 
compatible with both cases although y = 1/ 2 gives a slightly better 
fit to the data. Should the lower-IJoun<l behavior Indeed saturate 
the amplitude In the large momentum transfer region, then the 
break can be attributed to the trans Ilion b"twecn the region wh.,re 
the lower bound contrlbullon dominates and the smaller It! region 
where specific t-channel exchange mechanisms are dominating. 
(auth) · 
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11683 KINEMATICAL CONSTRAINTS ON REGGEJ-POLE 
HESIDUES. Diu, B.; Le Bellac, M. .(Faculte deli Sciences, 
Orsay, France). Nuovo Cim. (10), 53A: 158-73(Jilli, 1, 1968), 

The problem of kine·matical singularities and zeros of. Regge
l••lc residues for processes with external spins Is re-cxa·mlncd·. 
Thl' analyticity of the classical Mandclstam h1varfants introduce 
n•ldltlonal constraints into the Reggcizatlon procedure _proposed' 
by Wang. The way these constraints work is described using. 
simple examples, and the role of daughter trajectorfes discussed·. 
Thl'se considerations arE! then applfed to v.ector meson· producUori 
ami charged· pion photoproductlon. In particular, the sharp forward 
I>Pak observed In this last process, as fn neutron-proton cha·rge 
•·xchange, is seen to raise a serious pro&lem within· the conven
tional Hcggc-pole model. (auth) 

11687 (JINR-P2-3597) K PERIFEIUCHESKOI MODEU 
PHOTESSA N + N- N + N + 11", (On the Peripheral Model of· 
the N + N" -· N + N + 1r Process). Suslenko, v·. K. (Joint !nat. 
for Nuclear Research, D"ubna (USSR). LliiJ. of Nuciear Problems): 
1967. 39p. (In Russian). Dep. ' 

A theoretical analysla·of the NN-NN1r process was made, A·· 
convenient reference system Is suggested. Tlie "llmlfs of the 
Invariant changes for the process of one-meson production O:·re 
determined. The differential cross sections are clilculafed-tiy 
means of the·perlpheral model and tlie critical ana·fysls·of the 
calculation methods, existing prevl"ously; is-mad·e .. The compar
ison with experimental data Is also made arid the a·pplicability" 
of the peripheral model concepts at' the energy region 500 to 
700 MeV Is l!hown. (auth) 

11688 NUCLEON-NUCI!.EON AND N0CLE0N~ANTINUCLEON . 
CHARGE-E·XCHANGE SCATTERING AND·CONSPIRACY OF Si"NGU· 
LARITIES IN THE COMPLEX ANGULAR MOMENTUM PLANE, 
Huang, Kerson; Muzlnlch, I, J•, (Ma-ssachusetts !list,· of Tech., 
Cambridge), Contract AT(30"-1)-209B. Phys, Rev:, 164:' 1726-
35(Dec, 25, 1967)", (MIT-:.!098-349)·, 

The experimental data on the reactions pn -· np and' pp- nil 
nea·r the forward .d1rect1on are ar.alyzed· for evldenc·(!· of' "-con
spiracy." From a c·omparlson between· the forward' dlffereritlal 
cross section of pn - np and the' total cross· sections· for pp and 
pn, It Is concluded that conspiracy exists, and· tlie-nature ·or the 
conspiracy Is then Investigated·. Uslrig ~xperlmentai data, ail 
Regge-pole conspiracy schemes Involving the pion and at-most 
one other conspiring family can be ruled out, under· the assump
tion of constant residue functions. An ex.tremel:Y. simple semi
phenomenological formula that-agrees wiili experiments Is then 

_proposed. The formula Is conslstent-wlthJi·model wlilch Includes 
rr exchange and conspiracies of branch cuts In the· angular mo
mentum plane. It Is suggested that the relevant brilrich cuts are . 
those arising from p-P and A1-P exchange, where p· Is the vac
uum trajectory •. (auth). 

11689 NONRELATIVISTIC SUM RULES AND THE BINDING 
ENI::HGY OF THE-DEUTERON. Cbadan, ·K,; Montes t.ozano, A. 
(Laboratolre de Physique Theorlque et Hautes En_ergles,· Orsay, 
France), Phys, Rev., 164: 1762-S(Dec. 25, 1967), 

Nonrelatlvlstlc sum rules obtained In potential scattering wltli. 
potentials of finite radius are used. to calculate In a very simple 
way the deuteron binding energy from the neutron-proton triplet-S 
phase shift. In order to use these sum rules, one· must know the 
Imaginary zeroiJ l.n the k plane (k = {E) -of the reg'!lar solution 

8 

·<P. (k,r) Of the radial Schroedinger. equation. Th~se are 8tudied in 
'.detail for a-n arbitrary potential (whether having a finltt! radius or 
!not), and their properties arc established. It is found. that tliese 
:zeros are closely related to the bound states. In particular, their 
number iii the sauie as the number of bound states. If we denote 

<the zeros by lyi(r)', J =· 1 : .. n, It Is shown that each yi(r) is an ln
:creaslng function of rand has a finlfe llm"lt for r - oo, which cor
. responds· to: a bou·nd· iltafe of energy' &i = -yf(.O); These facts, 
·togethei''wltli the sum fules, enable us to ca!c"ulate the·IJouild-state 
energies· Iii a very simple and direct manner from the phase shift 
and the t'l'lteractlon r'adius; which is an arbitrary parameter In the 
sum ruleli' and may be chosen as large as nec·essary hi order to 
be. sure· that one is really outside tiie• range of the Interaction. The 

!
;method hi applied to the deuteron, a'!isuming that the n-p intcrn·c
Uon In the 'st state has a radius of the order· of the trivlet Hcat
!tetlng.length (a,= 5.4 F), i.e., more·than 3 times the triplet ef- · 
;fectlve ·range (r0 = 1.7"3 Jo'). Tlie result is 2.:10 MeV, in good 
:agreement with the experimental value 2.224· MeV .. This par
Uc'uhir e!Ulmple shows that although,. In genera"l', the phase shift 
.and the bfridlng criergles are (except for the L<fviilson· theorem) 
lndepf.:ndent of eacll other, It may be possible, for int<H'actions of 
short range·, to calculate the latter from the fot•mcr in a simple 
w·ay- by making the physlclilly reasonable assumpilori that" the 
'lnt~;rlicflon· va·ntshes iduntlcally beyond some radius, which may 
be takcll as·la'rgc us ncccatuiry. Some pot~oiihlc applications of the 
sLim rul!ls are briefly lndlcat~d at the·cnd', (auth) 

l1690 SYNCHROTRON-RADIATION.MODEL FOR MESON 
PliODUCTION IN· HIGH•ENERGY PHOTON-PHOTON COLLISJOSS, 
A_·roold,_ Rtchard'C, (Argonrie National Lu.ti., Ill,); ilt:ckrnan,
Phllip E·,. Phys, Rev;, 164: 1822-8(Dec, :!5, 19'6.7), 
~ semiclassical model for emission of boson:s In high-energy 

hlidron·colllsions·ls proposed, based on an amilogy with el£,ctro
mll'grietlc· radiation from- a radially acccl'erated· moving charge. 
A simple assumption cor\ce·rning the shape of the· effective classi
cal' trajectories leads to absofute p~'edicilon.s With no fi·ee param
eters' for reactions-such as pp- pp1r-0 and pp- pn1r+. These 
predictions ux'e· in good a!\reemcnt with avallable·experirncntal 
dii.ta lri-the .region of validity of the mOdel, which Is confined to 
relativel'y large· momentum transfers.- (auth) 

il691- SIMULTANEOUS np AND pp PHASE SHIFT ANALY~ 
:siS·AT 18 .• 2· AND 9;9 MeV AND THE QUESTION· OF ADDIT!Vll'Y 
:oF COULoMB AND NUCLEAR PHASE· SHIFT. Janout, Z,;_ 
;Kazarli!Ov~ Yu, M.; Lebar, F,; Ulehla; I. (Joint Inst, for Nu
IC!ear Research, Dubna, USSR), Czech, J. Phys,, 18: 18-23. 
i<l968), . ·. . . ' . 
, The simultaneous phase-shift analysis of np and pp data is per
jformed at·ts.2 and 9.7 MeV. Three and four sets· of phase-shifts 

1
are obtained, respectively._ Tlie previously obtained nuclear poten
tials f?r nori•rrilxlng states· of the two-nucleon system· are used to 
calculate the maximum error In the simultaneous phase-shift 
analysis, due to the assumption on the additivity of the Coul(lmb 
and nuclear phase;.shlfts. Optimal experiments· are planned for a 
further specification· l)f the experimental qua~pties. (auth). 

;1"1692 POLARIZATION· CORRELATION IN•THE SCATTER_. 
INci OF POLARIZED NUCLEONS; Jilnbilt, Z.; Lebar',. F.; Wln
ternltt,·P. (Joint Inst, for Nuclear Research, Dubna; USsR). 
Czecli; J, Phys,, 18: 8-17(1968), 

i Experiments concerning the spin correlation tensor Cpq·ik In the 
\spattering o( pillar! zed nucleons ori polarized nucleons are dis-



.. 
cussed. Relatlv.lstlc formulas are derived for· the ·experimental 
quantities. The scattering matrix Is directly reconstructed with 
the help of experimentally measured quantities. The componente 
of Cpq;k are predicted for n-p scattering at 630 MeV and are given· 
on graphs. (auth) · 

11694 ONE-MESON-EXCHANGE POTENTIAI..c; ANO PROP-
EHTIES OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING AND OF NU
CLEAR MATTER, Ingber, Lester. San Diego, Calif,, Un!v, 
of California, 1967 •. 91p. 

Thesis. 
The problem this thesis undertakes Is to denne an Interaction 

between nucleons to be used to consistently calculate: Nucleon
nucleon elastic scattering processes reproducing experimental 
·scattering data (phase shift analyses). The binding energy and 
equilibrium density of a "large" system of nucleons (nuclear 
matter). The nature of these two problems rllquires that this In
teraction: Be appllcai.Jie throughout a laboratory Incident energy . 
range of about 0-400 MeV [l.>elow Inelastic thresholds), be defined 
with minimum phenomenology -I.e., to use as much theoretic 
·guidance as possible to define a unique Interaction. This last re
qulr<'ment actually prompted this work as phase-shift analyses o! 
nuckon-nucleon scattering st•cm to I.Je relatively Insensitive to 
varlou>~ functional forms of potentials, com~·nred to the more sen~ 
sitiw nuclear matter calculations using the same potentials. 
Sinct• the last mnjor hurdle to understanding of nuclear mutter 
uppcu1·cd to I.Jc tht' inability to dllflnc such a potentln.l, thle war~ ... 
11·n~ und<'rtnkt•n after 111) <'nllghtt•nlng St'mlnnr given by Dnvld Wong 
on Uw u~t· of n ont'-meson t•xchnn.:c model to ruther succcsHfully 
cnlculntt• nuclt'on-nuclt•on scattering processt•s using dlspcrslon-
. r<'latlon tht'ory.· david Wong nlso suggested a method for deriving 
a potC'ntlnl to bt' usC'd In Schrot'dlngcr's theory, which Is necessary 
to solve the nuclear matter problem. The total Lagrnnglan describ
Ing nuckons and tht'lr Interaction vln one-mt'son exchanges was 
nonrC'intlvlstically l't'duccd, corrt'spondlng to a Schroedinger equa• 

.Uon with a veloclty-dep<'ndcnt (not cnt'rgy-dcpcndcnt) potential of 
the form dt'scrlbt'd by Scotti-Wong (modified to Interpret cutoffs 
and momentum dt'pendcnce). To preserve the· correct eigenvalue 
properties of the Integral-equation formulation of the two-body 
Schn>C<.llnger's equation, It was found necessary to keep the paten~ :· 
ual of operator form (I.e., containing dlfforenUn.l operators), and 
not merely a function of the radial parameter. However, Integra-. 
tion by parts allows one to operate on tho Green's function Instead 
of on the wave-function. As the Green's function Is expressed In 
simple analytic (differentiable) functions, the resulting Integral- · 
equation Is really no harder to solve than one Involving a simple 
potential function. Keeping the potential In this operator form also 
allows one to correctly project the potential from a set of five In
variant helicity amplitudes onto the more common, though phe- .. 
nomenologicn.l, set of five Invariant Wlgner forms which are elgen-· 
operators of the partial-wave reduced wave-functions, In turn 
expressed as eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum. Then 
this potential, so "uniquely" defined, and giving ann.lytic functions 
throughout coordinate space, Is similarly defined to perform a 
n1odifled nuclear matter cnlculntion similar to that done by 
Brueckner and Masterson. When compared with other current 
potentials, this potential, with only 8 parameters (themselves.· 
reasonable physical quantities), proves Itself to be the best over-
n.ll description of the nucleon-nucleon Interaction, after doing de-. 
tailed calculations of nucleon-nucleon scattering, the deuteron 
state, and nuclear matter. (Dlsser. Abstr.) 
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11898 MEASUREI\·IENTS OF THE CORRELATION PARAM- . 
ETER CNN IN PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING. Jarvis, 0. N. 
(Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, Eng.); Brogden, 
;T. W. P.; Rose, B.; Scanlon, J.P.; Orchard-Webb, J.; Wlgan, 
M. R. Nucl. Phys., AlC8: 63-80(1968). 

The spin-correlation parameter ~ in proton-proton scattering 
was determined for the scattering angle 90' ems at the three en'
ergles 143.2, 98.0, and 73.5 MeV. The value of CNN (61.8') was 
also determined at 143.2 MeV. The results are expressed (where 
appropriate) as ratios to the CNN f90') value at 113.2 MeV. The 
uperlmental technique Involved a polarized proton beam and a 
polarized proton target. The radiation damage of the proton target 
constituted a serious problem In this work. (auth) 

.. 11902 DETERMINATION OF THE NEUTRON-NEUTRON 
SCATTERING LENGTH. Shield, Edward. Berkeley, Calif., 
University of California, 1967, 7lp. · · 

Thesis, 
Measurements on the reaction T(d,3He)2n at 32.7-MeV Incident 

deuteron energy were us"d to determ lne the n-n scattering length. 
.watson's theory of final-state Interactions provides a theory with 
which the experimental data giving the number of 3He at 6 and 8' 
vs energy can be compared. Comparison Is made with numbers 
of 3He near the maximum energy In which case the neutrons go 
off with little relative energy,under the Influence of a final-state 
·a-wave Interaction. The best fit of th<' data to theory gives a 00 = 
-16.1 ± 0.1'F. The applicability of this method Is proved by mea
surements on the reaction 3He(d,t)2p which give a value for a 
equal to the accepted value within the C'Xperlmental errors. ~m
pnrlsons of results with other measurements of Boo are given • 
(Dlsscr. Abstr.) 

.. 11903 FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS IN THE 2H(p,pn)p 
REACTION. Jackson, William Roy Jr. Houston, Tex., Rice 
Unlv., 1967, 155p, 

Thesis, 
The 2H(p,pn)p reaction was studied at a bombarding energy of . 

9.0 MnV 11111i R<!VOI'Ri cnlnddt•nc·e ol••l.,cllon nnRh.!R u~in.: th<! Jllco 
Unlvn•·slty Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator nnd con;puter
analy7.er system. The energies of the detected coincident parti
cles were determined using a solfd-R!atc Purface-barrit:-r dC'tcctor 
for the proton and time-of-flight measurement on the neutron. 
The data arc discussed with regard fo the observed final-state 
lnt..,ractionR a.nd the gcncmlizcd density of stat.cs. F.vlrlence iR 
seen for a ncul ron-proton final-state Interaction corresponding 
to an Interaction energy from slightly more than zero to shout 
75 keY; however, no evidence Is found for a proton-proton fln~
state Interaction. (Disaer. Abatr ,) 

11994 ONE-BOSON-EXCHANGE MODEL. Ogawa, Shuzo 
(Hiroshima Unlv.); Sawada, Shoji; Ueda, Tamotsu; Watarl, 
W11taro; Yonezawa, Mlnoru. Progr. Theor. Phys. (Kyoto), 
Suppl. No. 39, 140-89(1967), · 

The one-boson-exchange model Is reviewed. Topics discussed 
are: the Sakata model and the one-hadron-exchange model; nu
clear force In the one-boson-exchange model; assumptions of the 
one-hadron-exchange-contribution model; calculation of the 
one-boson exchange contribution; comparison of the one-boson
exchange-contribution model with experimental data; non-static 
effects involved In the one-boson-exchange contribution; the 
one-boson-exchange potential; experimental evidence for the 
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meso!)S required by the one-boson-exc!tange model, Including 
scalar mesons, pseudoscalar mesons, vector mesons, and other 
.types of mesons; the one-boson-exchange-contribution model of 
high energy nucleon-nucleon collisions; and problems of the one..:. 
b9son-exchange modeL (S.F.L.). · 

11995. DISPERSION 'tHEORETIC APPROACH. Furulchl, 
Susumu (Rikkyo Univ., Tokyo), Progr,_Theor, Phys. (Kyoto), 
Suppl, No, 39, 190-285(1967), · 

The dispersion theoretic approach to nuclear forces Is reviewed. 
Topics discussed are: the dispersion relation for N -N scattering 
In the early period; how to apply the dispersion relation to N-N . 
scattering; foundations of the partial-wave dls_perslon relation and .. 

·the Mandelstam representation; application of .the partial-wave 
dispersion relation to the evaluation of the twq_-plon-exchange 
contribution; spectral representations for N -N scattering In the 
neutral spinless model; structure Qf thl;l G!J!l !!rm N -N dispersion 
relations; structure of the partial-wave dispersion relation and 
the "proper" 211 contribution; energy. dependence of the two-pion
exchange contributions In· the neutral splnless model; properties 
of the right-hand cut and solution of the partial-wave dispersion 
relation; kinematics of the N -N system; realistic N-N scattering; 
two-pion exchange contribution without· pion-pion correlatio"; 
comparison of two...,plon-exchange with one-boson-exchange and 
with empirical phase shifts; pion-pion correlation effects in the 
two-pion-exchange contribution; effect of higher •-N resonances; 
analytic continuation of lmA(s1,t) and lmB(s~ot); and application 
of partial-wave dispersion relation as a dynamical equation and to 
ti)e_ 5-WJi_VI;l.JHDJ?_lJ~!lci~.s. (S. F .. J,..) 

11996 PRESENT STATUS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING, Nislmura, Kelgo (Kyoto 
Unlv.), Progr. Theor. Phys. (Kyoto), Suppl. No, 39, 287-346 
(1967). 

A survey is presented of the present Btati!!I·Qf eli!Mlrlmental 
lnformatlcin on· nucleon-nucieon scattering. Investigations llelng 
carried out on proton-proton scattering at 50 MeV are reviewed., 
(S.F.L.) .P. 

13646 (UCRL-17408(Rev.)) NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCAT-
TERING EXPERIMENTS AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES IN 
BERKELEY. Cheng, David (California Unlv,, Berkeley. 
·Lawrence Radiation Lab.). Mar. 1967. Contract W-74_05-· 
eng-48. 24p •. (CONF-670302-8), Dep. CFSTI. · . 

From American. Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Inter-
action Conference, Gainesville, Fla. · . 

Various N + N·experlinenfs-are described. The energle_s studied-: 
rll!lge from about 310 to 740 MeV. The polarization parameter Is- . 
the primary object of study, and results on polarization and angulAr· 
qlstrlbutlons are shown f0r the various.. experiments. (J .F .P.) . · · ._! 

13649 DIFFERENTIAL CRoSS SECTIONS IN PROTO~ 
PROTON SCATTERING AT &2,34 MeV, Sanada, J, CTokJo. 
Unlv,): Kurl7ama, K.: Takeuobt, Y.: (and others), PJ'OII'• · . 
. Theor, Pbys. (K,yo&o), 381 UO~-~(NoY,_1981l~.. . . . .... 

Differential oroiia ·aeotlonalor proton-praton scattering at . 
&2.34 MeV are tabulated. Tbe measurements were performed : 
uslpg a large aoatterlng chamber of sltdlng oyltnder type filled : 
with hydrogen gas, and Nal(Tl) aointUlation detectors_ for detec .. 
tton of the scattered protons, (L.B.S.) :. . . . 
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U650 REANALYSIS OF THE PROTON-PROTON SCATTER-
"INO DATA AT 50 MeV. Hoshtzakl, Norlo (Kyoto Untv.), Progr, 
Theor, Phys, (Kyoto), 38: 1203-4(Nov. 1967). · 

Proton-proton phase shifts at 50 MeV are tabulated based on 

1
new scattering data of Sanada. et al. (Prog. Theor. Phys_., 38: 

. No .. 5, 1202U967)). The anomaly that appeared in earlier analyses 
:w1,1s found to dlsappe!lr. (L.B_.S.) · 

13.651 THE U(9) Al?YMMETRY IN ELAS'J'IC 635 MeV pp-
SCATTERING. Zul'karneev~ R. Ya.; Kls.elev, V. S.; Nadezhdln, 
V; S.; .Satarov; V.I. ·(Joint inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna, 
USSR~. Yadern. Fiz., 6: 995-7(Nov. 1967). (In Russian). 

. The results of the U(9) asymmetry measurements of elastic 
_pp-sca~tering are described as being completely due to the totallY. 
!polarized beam. The measurements were performedat 635 MeV 
;in the angle range fro.m 28 to go• (ems). Earlier pp-scatterlng 
,phase shUts were lmprove4 by using bo_th these results and those 
of other experiments. In searching for solutions beginning from 
random values thr,ee solutions with lmax = 5 and two solutions with 
lmu =-4 WeJ:e obtained. Thus, in the energy range analyzed no 
evidence for the existence of a single phase-shift solution was 

·lobtalned .. (auth) . 

113741 DIFFIIACTION MODEL FOR STIIONG INTERAC-
ITIONS AND THE SHRINKAGE OF THE DIFFRACTION PEAK, 
.Krisch, A .• D, (Univ, of Michigan, Ann Arbor), pp 1-17 of 
:Lectures in Theoretical Physics, Vol, IX B. Brittin, Wesley E, 
:Barut, Asim 0, .(eds,). New York. Gordon and Breach, Science 
Publishers, Inc., ,1967, 

., The diffraction model for strong Interactions at high energies 
as considered. A model is assumed having a .spherically sym- ' 
jmetrlc Interaction probability density whicli' Is squashed down 
,in ,the rlll'Ar.tln_l) of the motion by .the Lorentz contraction. This 
!model leads to the prediction that the differential elastic scat
itering cross sectton should depend only on B2P1. When the p + p 
;and 1r + p elastic data are plotted against this variable, the im-

l'ergy dependence Is removed. Thus this model seems to offer 
a kinematic explanation for tl\e well-known shrinkage of the dif-
!fractlon peak. (J •. F.~.) · . · · 

·13744 (IPNO/TH-108) FORWARD NN AND Nll CHARGE 
EXCHANGE SCATTERING AT HIGH ENERGY. Gauron, P.; 
Lacombe, M. (Paris Unlv., Orsay (France). lnstltut de "Physique 
Nuclealre), Nov. 1967. lOp. Dep. 

The existence of the speculative p', having the same quantum 
numbers _as the p, Is assumed, nnd N + N and N + N !JCatterlng only 
al'e considered. The possibility of oddltlonal terms In the forward 
rllfforontlal crosa sections pea·mlla the p' poromtltero to bu varied. 
:The-n solutions consistent either with evnslon or conspiracy can be 
!found, the latter fitting the data slightly better. But those two 
leventunlitles cannot be dlstlngulsh'cd due to experimental unceF-

Itolntlcs. · The possibility of a p P cut Is considered. Although 
crudo nppa·oxlmntlons woro URI!d, It soemR lmposslblo to fit the 
·forwnrd dUCo·a·onllnl ca·oss IIOotlons without th\l holp of a 9fln~plr
'jacy, either of tne· cut with ltsetr or between· j)oles. GoOd reRults 
were obtained with a pole A1 such thnt a 1 (0) = -.0.2. But .n self-, 
lconsplratlng cut cannot_ be excluded, (J. F. P.) . · 



13755 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF-NUCLEAR. AMPLl,;.· 
TUDES IN FORWARD ELASTIC PROCESSES AT HIGH ENER
·GIES. Nlkltln, V. A.; Svlrldov, V. A.; Strunov, L. N. pp 609-
26 of Voprosy Flzikl Elementarnykh Chastlts. Altkhanyan, A. 1. 
(ed.). Erevan, Izdatel'stvo Akademll Nauk Armyanskol SSR, 
1966. (In Russian). 

On the baste of the optical model, the Imaginary .part Im A of 
forward scattering Increases Infinitely with Increasing energies,. 
while there Is no reason for a corresponding Increase In the real. 
amplitude Re A of scattering. With energies. tending to approach · 
Infinity, the mtlo ci = Re A/Im A approaches ~ero. At present a 
can be determined and the baste principles of the theory chocked 
by relating Re A (0) through the principles of causality, unitarily, 
and Lorentz lnvartance to the observed cross sections of scat• 
terlng. Experimental data obtained by Nlkltln and others on ·. 
elasuci.pp-, 11+p-, and .• -p-scatiertng acicompaniecfby the charge· 
exchange w-p- Fin Indicated that at energies :il BeV the calcu- · 
lated magnitude of meson-p-rotoro Ar.AttP.rtng atgreed with expert- · 
mental results. At energies "Of 3 to 18 BeV, the agreement both 
for meson-proton elastic scattering and scattering accompanied 
by charge exchange was not eo good. The necessity of Increasing 
In 1r'p experiments the precision of determinations of full cross 
sections and of elastic scattering determinations In the Coulomb 
Interference region became apparent, lt Ia possible that at high · 
energies dlstut·bancea of microcauaa!lty at dimensions <lo-u em 
affect the results. (JPRS) · 

13768 INFLUENCE OF ISOBAR PnODUCTION ON CHARGE 
RATIO AND TRANSVE~SE MOMENTUM OF SECONDARY PAR
TICLES IN HIGH ENERGY COLLISIONS, Rengarajan, T, N, 
(fata lnst. of Fundamental Research, Bombay), Proo. Indian 
Acad. Sci., Sect • ..<, 56: 153-73(Sept, 1967), 

An teobnr mOdel In which collision between two particles le;ds 
to the creation of only two bOdies which by subsequent decay give ; 
rise to the observed secondaries was considered. On the basts of 
such a model, the charge ratios of pions, ksons and I:-hyperoris · 
In p-p and 11'-p collisions were computed and compared with the 
available experimental data. Some features of transverse momen
tum of pions and protons In 24 GeV/c p-p collisions were also 
studied. (J.F.P.) 

tJ77Z IUCRL-17980) MULTI-REGGE APPROACH TO 
ffiGH-ENERGY PRODUCTION PROCESSES. Ball, Naren •·.; 
Chew, Geoffrey F.; Ptgnottl, Aiberto (California Unlv., Berkeley. 
Lttwrence Radiation Lab,). Dec. 1967. Contract W-7405-eng-48, 
17p. (CONF-880103-l), Dep, CFSTI. ' 

From.Confcrcnce on High-Energy Colllslons of Hadrons, 
Geneva, Switzerland. 

The production of ocvcral uncorrelatcd pnrtlclr.s eRpcciPIIY In . 
the high-energy region is considered. Recent work lA summari7.ed. 
and a detailed model for production processes Is proposed .. As an 
example a preliminary calculation for the proton -proton case Is 
shown. This cxail\ple tllustrat~tl cel'laln IJa;,lc featureo of tho 
moue!. (J.F.P.) 

13774 KINEMATICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON.THREE-PION· 
EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTIONS IN NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCAT
TERING. Furutchl, Susumu (Rikkyo Unlv,, Tokyo); Yonezawa, 
Minoru. Progr, Theor. Phys, (Kyoto), 38: 1200-2(Nov. 1967), 

A preliminary discussion Is given on the three-pion-excha.nge 
effects In nucleon-nucleon scattering In the Intermediate region, 
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and on how these effects could compete with the two-pion· effects. 
The possible classification of three-pion states Is discussed, 
•considering only the possible states of the 311' ~ NR process. The 
question of whether the w meson could effectively represent the 
three-pion exchange effects Is considered. (L.B.S.) 

'13776 SUPPRESSION OF REGGE CUTS. AT t =· 0 DUE TO 
UNIVERSALITY OF FACTORIZED RESIDUES. Horwitz, L. P. 
(~tate Unlv. of New York, Stony Brook); Ne'eman, Y. Phys, Lett., 
26B: 88-90(Dec. 25, 1987). 

The contribution of the two-p cut to the partial wave amplitude 
for N -N scattering Is examined. It Is shown that a significant 
contribution from cuts at t = 0 would be Inconsistent with the 
\mlversallty prescription followed by factorized residues of the 
Regge poles. It Is conjectured that these cut residues simply · 
vanish In the forward direction. (L.B.S.) 

.13777 THE ONE PION EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
WEAK PARITY VIOLATING NUCLEON-NUCLEON POTENTIAL, 
McKellar, B. H, J, (lnst, for Advanced Study, Princeton, N, J,). 
Phys. Lett., 26B: 107-8 (Dec. 25, 1967), . 

The one pion exchange contribution to the weak parity violating 
nucleon-nucleon potential Is calculated by relating the weak NNll' 
vertex to the nonleptonlc hyperon decays by the Suzuki-Sugarawa 
methOd. It Is also shown that the G parity odd part of the weak 
Hamiltonian cannot contribute to the potential. (auth) 

13779 STRUCTURE OF HIGH-ENERGY, LARGE-MOMEN-
TUM-TRANSFER COLLISION PROCESSES. Abarbanel, H. D. 1.; 
Drell, s. D.; Gilman, F. J. (Stanford Univ., Calif.). Phys, 
Rey, Lett,, 201 280-3(Feb, 6, 1968), (SJ...AC-PUB-371), 

It was previously argued that a qualltatl ve connection should 
exist between high-energy, large-momentum-transfer proton
proton scattering and the str.ucture of the proton as revealed In 
elastic electron-proton 11cattering at large momentum trnnRfo;rs. 
A suggestion Is made for the origin of this connection ba~cd on 
the idea that, in hadron processes, under a "diffractlve tall" a 
contact Interaction of a current-current nature should emerge 
with the same currents whose transition form factors are mea
sured in weak and electroma!.'lletic processes. Some lmpllca
tiontl of the sug-gestion for future experiments are also presente.Q. 
(L.B.S.) 

.13865 CRITERION OF WEAK PERTURBING SYSTEMS 
BASED ON ELASTIC SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS. Ivanov, 
V. V .; Fedorovlch, G. V. (lost. of Optlco-Physical Measure
ments, Moscow). Zh. Eksp. 'l'eor. Ftz., 53: 201~-24(Dec. 1967). 
(In Russian), 

A criterion Is proposed which can be used for Identifying sys
tems which weakly perturb Incident waves during scattering. It Is 
based on a comparlsori of the elastic scattering differential cross 
sections measured for different Impinging particle energies. The 
erlterlo,n Is Investigated for the case of scattering of neutrons on 
nuclei and for some cases of scattering of fundamental particles. 
It Is demonstrated that nuclei exist which weakly perturb the neu
tron wave. The Orear formula for nucleon -nucleon scattering 
and some properties of the angular distribution of elastically scat
tered high energy particles are interpreted as being a consequence 
of weakness of perturbation of the Incident wave. (auth) 
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13869 HIGH-ENERGY PHASI(SHIFTS PRODUCED BY 
REPUlSIVE SINGULAR POTENTIAlS, Pallov, A.; Rosendorff, 
s. (Technlon-Israellnst. of Tech., Hil.lfa). J. Math, Phys. 
(N, Y ,) , 8: 1829-37 (Sept. 1967), 

An expansion In Inverse powers of the energy"(usually fractional 
powers) of the WKB phase shifts 61 produced by repulsive paten- . 
tlals, singular at the origin, was derived .. In most cas.!ls tbls .. ex
panslon Is valid for angular momenta I < !max• where !max In
creases with energy. For large I a power 11erles expansion ln.tbe 
"coupling constanf' g Is developed. The two regions of validity 
complement cnch other and sometimes even overlap. The pote.n
tlnls considered have nn r-P, p;;,: 1, singularity and a km, m < 2, 
energy dependence. Define q = p + m - 2; then for q > 0, the case 
of strong interaction, one obtains 6 1 -- (gkQ)liP, when k- "'·The 
constant of proportionality Is Independent of I. However, the next 
term In the expansion depends on I. For q = 0, the case of Inter
mediate Interaction, li 1 becomes Independent of energy when k-
.,, but It depends In a complicated way on both g and I. Finally, for 
q < 0, the case of weak lnteractlo~, 61 - -gk (I+ lftll-P,_p _> l. (auth) 

15752 HIGH ENERGY INELASTIC SCATTERING BY RE-
ARRANGEMENT OF SAKATONS. Imachl, Masahlro; Mat
suoka, Tokeo; Nlnomlya, Kansuke; Sawada, ShoJI (Nagoya 
Unlv,·, Japan), Progr. Theor. Phys. (Kyoto), 38: 1198-1200 
(Nov. 1967), · . 

High-energy two- and quasi-two-body scattering Is ex_amlned 
on tbe basis of the sakaton triplet. Examples are given of allowed 
and forbidden processes caused by rearrangement of sakatons. · 
Differential cross sections are Illustrated schematically for 
seve.ral prC1Ce15ses. (L.B.S,) 

15779 . REGGE-POLE MODEL FOR 11'p, pp, AND jip SCATTER-· 
lNG. Rarlta, William (Untv. of .California, Berkeley); Riddell, 
Robert J. Jr.; Chlu, Charles B.; Phillips, Roger J. N. Contract 
W·7406·cng-40. Phys. Rt!v,, 165: 1tll:>-:JY(Jiin. 26, 1.9681. 
(UCRL-175231. 

A model for high-energy wp, pp, and jip elastic scatter!~ at 
·omall mont(;ntum k.O.usft!r IH prt!llt!nted, based on the assumed 
dominance of a few Regge poles In the cro~sed channel. For lrJl 
scattering these are the P ,-P', and p poles; for pp and jip, Ignor
ing tsospin dependence, they are P, P', and w. This model fits a 
~Ide variety of data, inc;ludirig !_he differential cross sections that .. 
shrink for pp but not for. rrp or pj:l, recent results from Brookhaver. 
on total cross sections and ratios of the real to Imaginary parts of 
the forward .scattering amplitude, ·and al~o recent 1fll and pp pnl•r
lzatlon result!!, but If gives zero polarization for rrp charge
exchange scattering. (Although the· latter disagrees with experl-
. ment, additions to the model to correct this lnsuiflclency would 
affect the o·ther results bu~ little.) The factorization property of 
'Regge poles Is tested by .these fits to data for the P and ~ cou-
plings. (auth) · 

15785 (BNL-12.058) FORWARD DISPERSION RELATIONS: 
THEIR VALIDITY. AND PREDICTIONS. Lindenbaum, 8. J. 
(Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.). Dec. 29, 1987. li4P, 
(CONF-671203-4). Dep. CFSTL 

From C,pnference on liN Scatterl.ng, Irvine,. Callf. .. . 
The discussion of forward dispersion. relations Includes meson 

(rr)-nucleon elastic scattering, meson (rr)-nuoleon forward dis-· , 
·perslon relations, asymptotic bounds on total cross sections, early 
applic.at,lons 9f forward dispersion r.elatlons, experimental mea- · 
eurements of_rr- N forward scattering amplitude, and a comp!lfl&on 
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of experimental results with the predictions of the " + N forward 
dispersion relations. Also considered are the fundamental length, 
·charge Independence, p + p and p + p forward scattering ampli
!tudes and dispersion relations, and asymptotic theory. (J. F. P.) 

.15792. GENERAL FEATURES OF HIGH-ENERGY· PROTON
PROTON AND PION-PION ELASTIC SCATTERING. McClure,· 
J, A. (Tufts Unlv., Medford, Mass). Nuovo Clm. (10), 53A: 
921-32(Feb, 21, 1968); 

Certain similarities In transverse momentum deper..dence be
_twe~n high-energy hadron elastic scattering and multi-pion pro
·ductlon are pointed out. It Is suggested these may be a conse
:quence of unltarlty, and a calculation-with a simple rriodells done 
to explore this possibility. Among other things, these considera
tions suggest ·that the slope of the large-angle p-p elastic cross 
section Is not constant, as has been thought, but that It decreases 
with e_nergy. (auth) · 

15794 AN EXPANSION OF THE SCATTERJNG AMPLITUDE 
AT VANISHING FOUR-MOMENTUM TRANSFER USING THE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE LORENTZ GROUP. Toller, M. 

'(CEJtN; Geneva), Nuovo Clm. (10), 53A: 671·716(Feb. 1, 1968), 
The scattering amplitude at vanishing four-momentum trnnsfer 

·Ia expanded by means of the matrix elements of the Irreducible 
representations of the Lorentz group Including space reflection 
and the PCT transformation. These representations are labelled 
·by a complex parameter). 11nd other "quantum numbers." Tho 
high-energy asymptotic behavior or the amplitude Is a~sumed to 
be. determined by the contributions or some poles In the complex 
A-plane (Lorentz poles). The contribution of a Lorentz pole Ill 
(lec(lmposod Into o fnmlly of Rcggo-pole conll'lbutlunll with given 

. parities and signatures. The connection with other formalisms 
which give rise to families of Regge trajectories Is briefly dis
cussed. Particles with arbitrary spin and parity are considered. 
Tho soloetloil rulus fu•· lhll quanium numbers of the Lorentz poles 
·are treated In detail, Tho role of the lhternnl ~ymmfltrles and of 
tho symmetry with respect to the permutation of Identical partl
'cloa Is dlscueecd. Thti g~:~nt:!rlll formll.lliim Is applied to the meson
:nucleon and nucleon-nucleon scattering. (auth) 

.15810 .a POSSIBLE EXISTEN.CE OF A SPIN-2 REGGE 
RECURRENCE OF THE 1S0 p-p POLE JTifE UN{IQI.JND DIPRO; 
'.i.'UN), Atiidt, Richard A; (Unlv. ot Callfornla, Livermore), 
Contract W-7405-eng-48. Phys, Rev,, 165: 1834-8(Jan. 25, 
1968), (UCRir-70462), 

A model Is developed wherein the 1D2 p-p·partlal-wave ampll
:tude Is coupled through N/D equations W a second, Inelastic chan-
1nel containing a proton and a second particle in a relative S wave. 
lThe mass of the second particle Is "smeared out" according to an 
!appropriate Brelt:-Wigner form around the l:l,:ll reRnnant:P. at. 
;126d-1120 MeV. The phenomenological potential Is adjusted to fit 
:the elastic 1D2 phase shift to 400 •1\feV and the existing Imprecise 
'data at 660 MeV. The model, when adjusted to fit experiment, pre· 
diets a pole on the second Riemann sheet at ~00.:.1300 l\leV. This 
;pole may be l.nterpreted as a bound state In the ,Inelastic channel 
and has quantum numbers (I= I, B = 2, J = 2) consistent with the 
spln-2 Regge recurrence of the pole In the 1S0 amplitude, the 
"unbound" dlproton. An alternative coupled-channel model Is 
developC'd which fits the elastic data but which does not predict 
the pole. The high-energy predictions for elustlc scnttl'rlng 
which are derived from the second model are found to differ 

!drastically from those of the first model and from thl' predlc
itlons of various theories for high-energy Inelastic processes. 
f.!!t•·'h) . 



15816 REGGE THEORY OF HIGH-ENERGY SCATTERING 
WITH RELATIVELY LARGE MOMENTUM TRANSFER, Sawada, 
Tetsuo (fokyo Unlv.). Phys, Rev., 166: l848-66(Jan, 26, 
1968), 

Functional equations for the Regge parameters a(t) and P(t) 
are derived from the ilnitarlty condition, which Is valid for rela
tively large momentum transfer. By solving these equations the 
high-energy cross section with relatively large momentum trans· 
fer are computed up to two arbitrary periodic functions. The 
result agrees with Orear's fit except for the appearance of d'lps 
'!'his result Is comparL"<i with high-energy experiments on p-p 
scattering with large momentum transfer, and some prediction 
Is made concerning the position of the dips. (auth) 

U817 PHENOMENOLOGICAL PHASE-PARAMETER FITS 
TO N-N DATA UP TO 350 MeV. Seamon, R. E.; Friedman, 
K. A,; Brett, G.; Haracz, R. D.; Holt, J. M.; Prakash, A, (Yale . 
Unlv., New Haven), Contract AT(30-l)-1807, Phys. Rev., 
165: 1S79-86(Jan. 25, 1968). (YALE-1807-42; YALE-1807-48), 

Results of phenomenological phase-parameter fits Intended pri
marily for energies between somewhat below 10 and 350 MeV are 
presented In the form of tables suitable for Interpolation. Com~ 
parlsons of the pion-nucleon coupling constant as derived from 
p-p and n-p scattering data are 11lade. Indications of a difference. 
In the value of this constant are obtained. Though relatively small, 
this difference Is outside the apparent statistical uncertainty of the 
determination. Some possible reasons .for the difference are 
briefly discussed. A total of 1988 experimental data has been used. 
Corrections for the effect of nucleon mag~etlc moments, for Cou
lomb effects, and ·for tlhort-range charge dependence nrc Included. 
(auth) · 

15811 ON THE TRANSFORMATION FROM 0, TO Oa,t BASES 
IN SLz,c; Akyonmpong, D. A.; Boyce, J. F.; Rashid, M.A. an
ternatlonal Atomic Energy Agency, Trieste, Italy). Nuovo Clm. 
(10), 53A: 737.-44(Feb. 1, 1968). 

The overlap function from Os to 0 2,1 basis vectors for unitary 
representations of SLz,c group obtained originally by Sciarrino 
and Toller Is recast as a finite sarles of products of r-funcUons. 
This has the advantage or simplifying explicit calculations of the 
overlap function for cases of prnctlcnl Interest. The use of the 
formula for the case of forward NN acatterlng Is Illustrated. (auth) 

178SB NUCLEON- AND ANTINUCLEON-NUCLEON ELAS·. 
TIC AND CHARGE EXCHANGE PROCESSES. Sum!, Yoshlo; 
Yoshida, TosiUbiro (Osaka Unlv. Kyoto Unlv.). Progr, I 
Tbeor. Phys, (Kyoto), Suppl. No. 41-42, 53-89(1967). 

Experimental data on nucleon-nucleon and nucleon•anUnucleon 
vlutl(' !ntPrar.ttnnR tn the hi~h energy region are summarized 
and presented. 'The data Include total and totai elastic cross sec
tions; singular distribution of elastic and charge-exchange cross 
section; and recoil proton polarization, together with the ratio of 

·the real to Imaginary forward amplitude In the pp elastic scatter
Ing. In the appendix several kinematical quantities are tabulated. 
Values of the Incident laboratory momentum, observed quantities, 
and the method used are presented for the 67 references, which 
cover a mnln part of the experlm~ntal tnfnrmatlon published {J•9m 
1960 to 1966. (L.B.S.) . 
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17859 NN INELASTiC PROCESSEs; :Fuflmura, Klmlo 
(Waseda Unlv,, Tokyo). Progr, Tbeor. Phys, (Kyoto), Suppl. 
No, 41·42, 282-315(1967), 

Experimental data obtained from accelerators are summarized 
ifor pp lnelasttc scattering, and their characteristic features are 
shown. The data are separately compiled for the two final chan-

1nels; the quasi-elastic scattering (Isobar production) and the mul
;tiple production. Some cosmic ray data are also .Included. Twe!lty· 
lflve references are tabulated together with Incident momentum, 
observed quantities and experimental methods .. (L.B.S.) 

17941 SOME REMARKS CONCERNING HIGH-ENERGY 
SCATTERING. Chou, T, T.; Yang, C, N. (State Unlv. of 
New York, Stony Brook), pp 348-69 of 81111 Energy Physics 
and Nuclear Structure. Alexander, Gideon (ed,). New York, 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc,,1967. 

From 2nd International Conference on High Energy Physics 
and Nuclear Structure, Rehovotb, Israel.· See CONF~670207. 

The usefulness of describing high-energy meson(lr)- nucleon. 
and nuc'leon-nucleon scattering In terms of the Interaction of 
extendt."<i structures Is emphasized. Then some speculative con
siderations, based on this Idea, are reported conc.erntng the ·~rm 
factors of nucleons IUid meson (lr) and meson (lr)- inescin (If) scat
tering at high energies. (J .. F.P.) 

17977 NUCLEAR FORCES. II. Fesbbacb, Herman; Kermaa, 
'Arthur K, Comments Nucl, Particle Pbys,, 2: 22·7(Jan.-Feb. 
1968). 

The boson-exchange theory of nuclear forces Is reviewed, and 
the form of the nucleon-nucleon potenttal Is Indicated. (C.E.S.) 

20125 (NP-17315) THE PRODUCTION OF COSMIC. GAMMA 
RAYS IN INTERSTELLAR AND INTERGALACTIC COSMIC-RAY 
COLLISIONS, III, THE FORM OF THE COSMIC GAMMA-RAY 
SOURCE SPECTRUM FROM P1l INTERACTIONS FOR GAMMA-· 
RAY ENERGIES LESS THAN 1 GeV, Stecker, F, W, (Smith· 
sonlan Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Mass,), Dec, 19, 
1967. 39p, (SAo-260), Dep, CFSTl, 

The cosmic gamma spectrum below 1 GeV arising from p-p ln· 
teracttons Is calculated. Its properties are determined by the 
. properties of secondary ne.utral pion production occurrlng at ac
celerator energies. First a detailed discussion of the general · 
properties of the gamma spectra arising from.neutral pion decay 
ts given. A determination Is made of the various features of such 
spectra that must, In general, bold true. This discussion Includes 
the results of analytic calculations of normalized gamma spectra 
from Ideal neutral pion energy distributions. An "Isobar-plus
fireball" model· Is then chosen for numerical calculations In which 
tl>e twn rlnmlnant modes of nel!tral pion production at accelerator 
energies are production of the Nt(l237) Isobar and one fireball. 
Each of these modes of.productlon then yields a component to the 
total gamma spectrum. The components are summed and the re
sults are given In terms of Integral and differential gamma spec
tra. A comparison Is made with recent balloon data of gamma 
rays resulting from atmospheric high-energy Interactions, and 
good ag~eement Is found. (auth) 
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20130' SPIN CORRELATION.PARAMETERS IN p-p SCATTER• 
ING AT LOW ENERGY.· Catlllon, P.; Chapelller, M.; Garreta, D. 
(Centre d'Etudes Nuclealres de Saclay, Glf·sur-Yvette, France). 
pp 614·16 of International Nuclear Physics Conference, Gatlin
burg, Tennessee. Becker, Richard L. (ed.). New York, Aca· 
demlc Press, 1967. 

See CONF-660906. 
Spin correlation parameters Au and Ayy In ·proton-proton s9at

terlng were measured at 11.4, 19.15; 23.45, and 26.5 MeV with a· 
polarized target and a polarized beam. The accuracy Is bett.er 
than 2%. (auth) · 

20131 NUCLE6N-NUCLEON BREMSSTRAHLUNG. Verba, 
J. W.; Slails,.Ivo; Richardson, J. Reginald; August, Leon S.; 
Van Oers, w. T. H.; Carlson, R. F. (Univ. of California, Los 
Angeles). ·pp. 619-23 of International Nuclear Physics· Confer- · 
ence, Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Becker, Richard L. (ed.); 

.New York, Academic Press, 1967, 
See CONF-660906. 
The proton-proton bremsstrahlung cross section was measured 

at.Einc c 33.5 and 46 MeV. The f'.Xperlmental data disagree with 
the present theoretical prE'dlctlons In both magnitude of the cross 
section and In Its dependence on the Incident energy. A direct mea-·. 
surement of the ·neutron-proton bremsstrahlung cross section haw 
been undertaken. ·At present only an upper limit of 300 ~o~b/(sr)1 

can be quoted. (auth) • 

20134 TWo' pn EXPERIMENTS AT 200 MeV: ASYMMETRIES 
FROM CARBON AND DEUTERWM, AND A MEASUREMENT OF 
THE TRIPLE SCATTERING PARAMETER D,. Spalding, David. 
Rochester, N. Y., Univ. of Rochester, 1967. 117p. 

Thesis. 
A double and a triple scattering experiment was performed. 

The double scattering experiment was performed on targets of 
deuterium and carbon, using 215 MeV, 85% polarized protons as 
in-cident particles. The asymmetry of recoll.neutrona was mea• 
eured·at laboratory.anglee between 10 and 35", ue.lng a neutron 
counter consisting of a polyethylene converter and multi-element 
scintillation telescope. The deuterium measurements are related.· 
to the free n·p polarization parameter. by an Impulse approXima· 
tion calculation. The deuterium results are In gOod agreement 
with the predictions of Yale phase shift solutions 3, 3M. 4M. and . 
the new Livermore solution, and are Incompatible with Yale solu· · 
tiona 0,. 1, 2, 2M. The !!Symmetries from carbon agree with free · · 
n-p ecatterlng·except at laboratory angles of 10 and 35", where 
they are greater In absolute value. The ·asymmetry from carbon . 
.showed the greatest dependence on neutron energy at these angles •. 
The triple scattering experiment was a measurement of the pa· 
rameter D~. The 215·MeV, 85% polarized proton beam was used 
with a deuterium target. The results werl! related to the free Dt 
parameter using an Impulse approximation. They are ln. agree·· 
ment with the predictions of Yale phase shift solutions 3M and 4.M, ' 
but are Incompatible with the Livermore solution and Yale solution·. 
0, 1, ~. 2M., and 3. The two experiments together are then com
patible only with Yale solutions 3M and 4M. The ·nc values obtillned 
from deuterium respectively at laboratory angles of 16, 20, and 25 · 
25' are +0.087 * 0.068, -0.018 * 0.071, and+ 0.058 * o.loa; (DJ.sser. 
Abetr.) · · · · 
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20245 RECONSTRUCTION OF THE FORWARD ScATTERING 
MATRIX AMPLITUDES, Lapidus, L, I. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear 
Research, Dubna, USSR). Yadern. Flz., 7: 178-82(1968). (In 
Russian). 
· Comparison with. the dispersion relations, sum rules, etc. re· 
quires the reconstruction'of the amplitudes of meson-nucleon, 
NN and yN forward scattering. Forwufas necessary for thl.s pro-:. 
cedure at 9 = o• are obtained. (auth) 

20271 (JINR-E1-3707) UNAMBIGUOUS PHASE SHIFT ANAL-
YSIS OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING AT 400 MeV AND 
THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF PHASE SHIFTS ABOVE THE 
PION PRODUCTION THRESHOLD. Yanout, Z.; Kazarinov, Yu. M.; 
Legar, F.; Rozanova, A. M. (Joint !net. for Nuclear Research, · 
Ih\bna (USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Problema). 1968. 34p. Dep. 

J'be phase shift analysis of·nucleon·nucleon scatterh\g data at 
energies near 400 MeV was performed. The search for the solu
tions of the phase shifts was. carried out for the maximal orbital 
momentum lmax = 4. Only the 'D 2 wave Is assumed to have an 
lmmagln~ part. Seven solution,. wer~ obtained in the region 
x1 ::5 1.5 x· . A detailed Investigation bas shown, that six onhem 
can be rejected with the probability of Type I error ~maller than 
0.59\f,. Tables·or phase shifts and the angular dependences of the 
experimental qiJsntltiee are given. :The energy dependences of 
phase shifts In the region· 10 to 630 MeV are shown In the graphs. 
(auth) 

'20272 (JINR-Pl-3702) AMPLITUDY UPRUGOGO NN-
RASSEYANlYA V SOSTOYANIYAKH S IZOTOPICHESKIM SPJNOM 
T" 0 IT" i. (Elastic N·N Scattering Amplllutles In the l;Lates 
.With the T =· 0 and T = 1·1eotoplc Splmi). Golovin, B. M.; llm.a· 
nova, A.M. (Joint lnst. for Nuclenr Hescnreh, Dubnu (US:,iH). 
Lab. o.f Nuclear Probl~ms). 1968. 29p. (In Russian). Dep. 

Tbe amplltuctee of the elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering in the 
states wltb T ~ 0 and T = 1 Isotopic l!(llns Wt'rP. calculated for n 
n'""'!>er of ener~cs In the region 23 to sao MeV. The calculations 
were made according to thB data of the previously p!Jbllehed phasl!. 
shift analysis. (aVth) 

20273 POLARIZATION PARAMETERS AND RESONANCE 
DECAY DISTRIBUTIONS IN HIGH-ENERGY TWO-BODY PRO
CESSES. l. ~ARYON-BARYON COLLII?IONS. Golab, Z.; 
Kotanskl, A. (Jagellonian Univ,, Krakow). Acta Phy!l. Pol., 
33: 37-&0(Jan. 1968), 

The cross eectl.ons, polarization parameters and resonance de
·cay distributions for the simplest types·of two-body.reactlonll are 
expressed In terms of Independent transverslty amplitudes. 
Crossing relations are explicitly written ~own for each type of 
proc;ese. lmpllcatlone .of discrete symmetries are taken Into ac
count. The case of a polarized target Ia also considered. Finally, 
tbe dispusslon of the number of lqdependent parameters, whlcb 
can be found by performing various measurements, 1!1 presented 
for each reaction. (auth) 



20277 FORWARD NN AND NN CHARGE-EXCHANGE SCAT• 
TERING AT HIGH ENERGY. Gauron, P.; Lacombe, M. (IDstitUt 
de Physique Nuclealre, Orsay, France). Nuevo Ctm. (10), 54A: 
203-8(Mar. 1, 1968): . . 

For the discussion. of the NN and NN charge exchange scatterl.ag, 
at high energy It Is supposed, In a first step, that the meson lp'), .. 
previously Introduced, exists. Solutions are fowid consistent 
either with evasion or conspiracy. But If the p' parameters are. 
made consistent with those deduced from wN and KN scattering~ . 
the necessity of a conspiracy Is found. On the other hand, lnsteauf 
of the p' the possibility of a p P cut Is cunsldered. Although 
rather crude approximations are used, It seems ImPossible .to 
fit the forward differential cross sections wlthQut the help of 
conspiracy, either of the cut with Itself .or between poles. Good 
results were obtained In the second case with a pole A1 such that 
aA (0) '"-0.2. But a self-consplratlng cut can not be excluded_. 
JJ.F.P.l 

'2027q APPLICATION OF TlfE FADDEEV EQUATIONS TO 
Till-! DETERMINATION OF THE NEUTRON-NE.UTRON LOW•. 
ENERGY PARAMETERS, Fontannnz," M, (Laboratolre de . 
Physique Theorlque et Hautes Energies, Orsay, France), Nuovo· 
Clm. (10), 53B: 53-62(Jan. 11, 1968), 

The Faddccv equations are used In the framework of separable 
approximation In order to determine the parameters of the neutrOD• 
neutron system at low energy from the doublet neutron-deuteron 
scattering length a1• The sensitivity of the 3-body reeults to the 
parameters of the 2-body T-matrlces Is exhibited and It Is shOWD 
that a good value ( 0. 7 fm) of the doublet n-d scattering length aa 
may be obtained lf we use an n-n Interaction characterized by . 
R 0" = -1.6.25 fm and r 0= = 3.79 fm. Simultaneously a good value, 
of the binding energy (E = 8.77 MeV) Is obtained. (auth). . .;...:. 

20279 DIFFRACTION MODEL FOR HIGH-ENgROY pp 
SCATTERING. Durand ID, Loyal; Llpes, Richard (UDl•. ~ 
WleoonsiD, Madison). Pbys, Rev, Lett,, 201 637-40(Mar, 18, 
1988), 

The asymptotic limit of the pp scattering cross section Is con
sidered using a diffraction-scattering model. The calculated dif
ferential cross section displays diffraction zeros, which at present 
energlell should be filled In by the real part of the pp scattering;_ 
the pp polarization sho11ld also show considerable structure. It Is 
shown that the high-energy, large-momentum-transfer hadron
hadron scattering amplitude is proportional In this model to a 
product of had~ form factors. (auth) 

20353 CONSPIRACY AND EVASION: PROPERTY·OF REGGE. 
POLES. Leader, Elliot (Cambridge Unlv., Eng.), Phys, Rev,,· 
166: 1599-162l(Feb. 25, 1968). 

It Is ohown that If standard methods are used to apply the Regge
pole theory to relativistic problema In )Vhich the external particles 
have nonzero spin, then there exist constraint equations which en
force relaUonshlpA hetween the residue and trajectory functions . 
of the participating poles In the region t - 0. The constraint equa
tions follow directly from general quantum -mechanical principles 
and It Is therefore ellaentlal to satisfy them. Moreover, the number. 
of constraint equations Increases roughly as the fourth power of 
the sptn or the external particles. 'I'hc structure of the constraint 
equations also differs radically according to whether the t-channel 
process has equal-mass particles In both the" Initial and the final 
state or uncqual-maHa par~lciC.s In both the Initial nnd the final 

state. A separate treatment ot the various aituatlone Is given. 
Several examples are worked out ID detail: 1rN - wN, wN• - wN•, 
wp - wp, NN- NN, and pp - pp. The dlacllsalon of the general 
case In which the external particles have arbitrary spiilll requires 
a llilght extension of previously given methode for the Reggelzatlon 
of processes with spin, A very lllmple, and completely general 
llcheme for the. Reggelzatlon, and for the claaalflcatlon of the 
Regge poles Involved, Is gtven. Finally, a discussion Is gtven of 
the fundamental underlying group-theoretical origin of the con
straint equations, and It Is suggested that the necealllty to satisfy. 
:them anlflcially represents a weaknesll In our present methods of 
;applying Regge-pole theory to relativistic_ processes·. (auth) 

.20438 MEASUREMENT OF PROTON-PROTON POLARIZA
TION AT 20 MeV. Catlllon,.P.; Sura, J.; Tarrats, A. (Centre 
d'Etudea Nuclealres, Saclay, France), Phya, Rev, Lett,, 20: 
602-3(Mar. 18, 1968), · 

The (p,p) polarization asymmetry was measured at 20.2-MeV 
laboratory energy ·with an accuracy as good as ±0.001. The re
sults arc consistent with the phaae-ahlft analyses at this energy, 
(auth) 

.207S1 NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING, Bryan, 
·R. A. (Unlv. of California, Livermore). pp 603-13 of lnter
·a.atlonai Nuclear Physics Conference, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, 
seeker, Richard L. (eel,), New York, Academic Press, 1967. 

See CONF-660906. 
The presentation Is limited to the so-called "pole models" for 

·nucleon-nucleon ecat~erlng. The essential feature of these models 
Is the ability to account for the gross structure of the N-N ampli
tude using Just the Born, or one-meson-exchange, terms of the 
w, 17• p, and w mesons, provided the Born term of aT= 0, J = ()+' 
meson, or equivalent effect, Is Included. An equivalent effect might 
be a T .. 0 S-wave dlplon, with which the scalar meson communi
cates. There Is as yet no conclusive experimental evidence for a 
scalar meson or dlplon In the desired mass range, 400 to 600 MeV, 
but there Is some evidence for a scalar meson near 700 MeV. 
Some prescription Is required to generate the scattering amplitude, 
since It Is complex whereas the Born terms are real. Three meth
ods bave been proposed: the Schroedinger equation model, the 
partial-wave dispersion relation model, and tbe "geo'metrlc unt
tarlzatlon" model. By and large, coupling constants determined 
by these models are consistent with determinations from other 
experiments or from higher symmetry schemes. Certain appllca
ilons of the pole models are discussed, such as to Infinite nuclear 
matter, N-N bremsstrahlung, and N-N scattering, and bound 
states. (auth) 

Z0752 OBEP INTERACTION AND NUCLEAR MATTER, 
·Preston, M.A.; Klang, D.; Yip, P. (McMaster Unlv., Hamilton, 
Ont.), pp 654-6 of International Nuclear Physics Conference, 
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, Becker, Richard L, (eel,), New York, 
Academic Press, 1967. 

See CONF-660906, 
The velocity-dependent nucleon-nucleon potential obtained from 

the exchange of several mesons was found to give reasonable 
·agreement with both the two-nucleon data and the properties of 
nuolear matter. (auth) 
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20754 NUCLEON-NUCLEON POTENTIAL WITH A. SOFT 
CORE IN THE ENERGY REGION 0.17 TO 310 MeV. Ulehla,I.; 
Bystrlcky, J .; Lebar, F. (Joint lnst; for Nuclear Research, 
Dubna, USSR). pp 687-91 of International Nuclear Physics 
Conference, Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Becker, Richard L. (ed.), 
New York, Academic Press, 1967.. · 

See CONF-660906. . 
Nucleon-nucleon potentials with a soft core, giving a good 

description of the energy dependence of the nonml.xlng' phase 
shl;'')ln elastic pp and np scattering, are found. However, 
at iow energies the simultaneous description of pp and np 
scattering In the 1Si: state with the· help of a single potential Is 
In disagreement with the experimental data. (auth) . 

20755 NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTION CONSISTENT. 
WITH EXPERIMENT AND THE BOSON-EXCHANGE THEORY· 
OF NUCLEAR FORGES. Lomon, Earle; Feshbach,.Herman , 
(Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge). pp 692-3 of Inter-· 
national Nuclear Physics Conference, Gatlinburg, Tennessee. 
Becker, Richard L. (ed.); New York, Academic Press, 1967. 

See CONF-660906. 
Nucleon-nucleon data were fitted by il boundary condition -·-

model Interaction In which the external potentials are given by 
field-theoretic forms arising from the one- and two-pion ex
change, p, w, and 11 exchange. Good fits were obtained for nucleon 
laboratory energies below 350 MeV, which are comparable with 
the best phenomenological fits. The optimum values of the boson-· 
nucleon coupling constants and masses correspond to their known 
physical values as determined by other. experiment!' .. (a_uth) 

22299 ·INELASTIC INTERACTiON CROSS SECTIONS OF 
NUCLEONS AND 1r AND K MESONS ON VARIOUS NUCLEI AT 
HIGH ENERGIES. Volkova, I. V. Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Flz.; 
31: 14?2•3(::ltlvt. 196'1). (In Russlwt). 

Inelastic Interaction cross sections for nucleons· and 1r and K 
meson·s on various nuclei were calculated from the optical model 
to a quasi-stationary approximation for various values of the ele
mentary cross section u0-the cross section of Interaction of 
these particles with nucleons. On the basis of the calculations the 
paths (in g · cm-2) for nuclear Interaction of the particles In water; 
alr; and emulsions were calculated as a function of the elementary 
cross section u0 • The total (Inelastic + elastic) cross sections for · · 
pp, np, ~r+p, 1r-p, K+p, and K""p type Interactions, respectively! 
were found to be 38, 37 to 38, _21.5, '23.li,,19 to 21, and 18 to 19 . 
mbarn, respectively, and the Inelastic cross sections, 31, 30 tQ 
31, 18.5 to 19, 2.0, 16 and 14 to 16 mbarn, respeetlvely. (JPRS)· 

22l03 n-p DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION AND POLAR~ 
IZ·ATION AT 199 MeV. Thomas., A. R.; Spalding, D.; Thorndike, 
E. H. (Unlv. of Rochester, N.Y.). Contract AT(30-1)-875. 
Phye. Rev., 167t 1240-9(Mar. 26, 1968). (UR-876-223)'. 

The relative di!Cerentlal cross sections and polarization pa
rameter~~ for free n-p scattering and for the reaction n + d -
p + 2n In which only the proton Is detected (boUnd n-p scattering), 
were measured at an Incident energy of 199 MeV, at two-nucleon 
c.m. angles between 77" and 158•. The neutron beam used, created 
by charge-exchange scattering of a polarized proton beam on a· 
deuterium target, bad an energy spread of d2 MeV, a polarization 
of 73%, and an Intensity of 1000 n/sec. The differential cross sec
tion 11 and l:he polarization P, for free n-p scattering, the ratio RM 
of the bound to the free cross section, and the difference P- Pb 
between the free arid bound polarlzatio!l parameters are listed, 

16 

The' crolili-section measurements agree· with those of Kazarinov 
and Slriu)nov and with the phaee~shlft solution (Y-IV) of Breit 
et al. but disagree with the older measurements of d'8ernsey, 
-Mott, and Nelson.- The polarization measurements are In Hatis
factory agreement with the (less accurate) results of Tinlot and 
_Warnllr, but In only fair agrellment with the phase-shift solution 
.(Y-'IV),;p• The ratio RM, typically 0':65' z 0.04, Is slgnlflcnntly 
smaller than that given by un lmpulse-npproxlmallon culculallon 
typically 0. 76. The difference betwee'ri polarlzallon parameters f~r 
free and bound scattering Is consistent with an lmpulse-approxl
,matlon. calculation but also con~lstent with zero. (auth) 

.22306 . NEUTRON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG AT 208' MeV, 
Brady, F. P.; YC?ung, J. C.; Badrlriathan, C. (Univ. of California, 
Davis). Phys. Rev, Lett., 20: 750-2(Apr. 1, 1968), 

Neutron'-proton bremsstrahlung measurements were carried 
;out usl,ng a 208-MeV neutron beam produced by deuterons striking 
:an Internal Be target In the LRL 184-ln. cyclotron. The measured 
npy differential cross sections are shown along with correspond
.lng PP'Y cross sections. (L.B.S.) 

2230B APPLICATION OF THE SATZ SUM RULES TO THE' 
HJGH MULTIPLICITY PROCESSES. Hofmokl, T. (Unlv. of 
Warsaw)i Szeptycka, M. Phys. Lett., 26B: 546-8(Mar. 18, 
1968). . . 

The relation which follows from the Satz additive quark model 
between cross sections for the reactions ~rp- N(k + l)~r and pp
NNk~r Is found to be In agreement with experimental data for k., 
4 and k .: 5. (auth) 

22367 . SOME ELECTROMAGNETIC POLAHIZATiON EX-
PJ'tESSIONS. Csonkn, P. (CERN, Geneva) •. Nuevo Cirn., 5·t'A: 
809-12(Apr. 1, 1968).: 

Some of the expressions for the cross section of electromag
netic scattering of polarized particles with anomalouB magnetic 
moments arc given. The calculation Is performed In the first 
Born approximation. The expressions given are vnlld for the 
electromagnetic scattering of any two spin-Y2 fermions. Spec-Ial 
cases are considered, proton-proton and proton-clect'ron scat-• 
!erlng. (L.B.S.) 

!ZZJ81 (JJNR-P2-3691) GEOMETHICHESKAYA PROVERKA 
1IZOTOPICHESKOI INVARIANTNOSTI ELEMENTARNYKH CHAS
ITITS. ·(Geometrical Check of the· Isotopic lnvariance). Grtshln, 

IV. G.; Podgoretskll, M. I. (Joint lost. for Nuclear Research, 
Dubna (USSR), Lah.- of High Energy). 1968.- 6p. (In Russian). 

/

Dep. . 

Some possible experiments are considered for checking the 
Isotopic In variance of strong Interactions or elementary particles. 
(authl. . · 



22412 EFFECT OF n-p TENSOR INTERACTIONS IN 1Ht. ON 
A-p SCATTERING PARAMETERS. Schrlls, R.; Buxton, L.: D. 
(Unlv. of Kentucky, Lexington). Nuovo Clm., 54B: 267-80(Apr. 11 
1!168). 

Recent analyses of A-p scattering d.atn are used to deducl'! 
ranges and depths for thQ A-nucleon triplet Interaction. Varia
tional calculations Incorporating this Information are then per
formed for the hypertrlton with Hamiltonians .which contain tensor. 
components In the neutron,..proton potentials. From the results of ; 
these variational calculations, properties of .the singlet A_:nucleon 
lnteractlon are deduced. It Is found that the Inclusion of a tensor. 
component ln the neutron-proton Interaction leads to differences 
of the order of 15% In the scattering lengths and 10% In the effec
tive ranges when compared to equivalent calculations which do not 
Include such tensor components. (auth) · 

22414 THREE-BODY ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION IN 
PROTON-PROTON COLLISIONS AND THE ONE-BOSON-EX
CHANGE MODEL. Ferrari, E. (Unlv, of Chicago. Unlv., 
Rome); Serlo, s. Contract AT(ll-1)-264. Phys.·Rev., 167: 
1298-1308(Mar. 25, 1968). (CQ0-264-402). 

The reactions pp - YKN are studied under the hypothesis of a 
dominant contribution from the exchange of a pseudoscalar meson 
(I' or KJ between the Initial protons. The dl!flculty of a rigorous 
theoretical treatment of a true three-body final state Is circum-· 
vented by assuming that the various damping effects at large mo
mentum transfers (form factors, absorption) can be described In 
terms of a simple multiplicative cutoff function. Also, the nssumP-. 
tlons and approximations which usunlly come Into play In the theo
retical ·analyHIB of these reactions are dtscua~;~cd critically. It Is 
found that tho agreement between theory and experiment Is fairly 
good, within the limits .of the _model. (auth) 

22416 NOT.E ON TilE .EFFECTIVE ilANGE APPHOXIMATION 
f'Oll Tilt; lfULTIIEN ANU MOHSE POTENTIALS, Eriksson, B, 
(Hoyul InK!, of Tech., Stockholm), Ark, Fys., 34: 49-57(1!167), 

The llulthcn !)nll.t.!o.rso pot<;nt.lull!.w~r!l unniyz.l!~ In tor.r~u" .. l>! ... th:o · 
effective· range method, Diagrams Illustrate the relations bfitwetln 
the various parameters characteristic of the effective range 
theory. The usual central two-nucleon potentials, those previously 
examined as well as the above two, are adjusted to reproduce the. 
low-energy two-nucleon scattering data now accepted. (auth) 
!Sweden) 

22417 ' MESON BREMSSTRAHLUNG MODEL TAKING PHASE 
SPACE INTO ACCOUNT. Mack, G. (Unlv,, Munich). Phys, 
Lett., 26D: 515-19(l\1ar, 18, 1968), 

Kn:~trup'y moson brumat<tl'llhlung model 111 reconsidered. En
ergy-momentum conservation Is taken Into account following ln 
part a proposal.by Anderson and Collins. Good agreement with 
the experimentally observed Inelastic flnlil proton spectrum In 
proton proton collisions Is obtained. E.lastlc pp cross sections 
can also be accounted for. (auth) 
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22418 POTENTIAL MODEL CALCULATION FOR COPLANAR 
AND NONCOPLANAR PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG. 
Drechsel, D; (Cathollo Unlv. of America, Washington, D. C); 
·Ma.xlmon, L, C. Phys, Lett., 26BI 477-9(Mar. 18, 1968). 

The cross section for coplanar and noncoplanar proton-proton 
·bremsstrahlung Is c·alculated with Hamada-Jobnston and Reid 
ipotentlals. The results agree with experiments and show a rapid 
'decrease as the kinematic llmlt for noncoplanarlty Is approached. 
'(nuth) 

.24511 PROTON PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG AT.10.6 MeV• 
Crawley, O. M,; Powell, D. L.; Rao, B, V, Naraslmha ·(Austra
lian National Unlv., Canberra), . Phys. Lett., 26D: 676-S(Apr. 1, 
19611). 

The proton proton brumsstrnhlU!IK croYH "uctlon wns monHurod 
at an lnoldunt t>roton unurl(y of 10.6 Mu_\'. Tho ~I'I'UI' llmll of l.:J 
pb/sr helps to distinguish between the various calculations at this 
energy .. Iauth) t · 

2451t PROTON PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG AT 20 MeV, 
Bahnsen, A.; Burman, R. L. (Unlv. of Rochester, N, Y.). Pbys •. 
Lett., 26B: 585-7(Apr, 1, 1968). 

The proton proton bremsstrahlung was Investigated at 20 MeV 
beam .energy. The outgoing protons were detected at equal angles 
of 35" to the beam

2 
and the cross section d2u/d0 1d0 2 was found to 

be 1.3 ± 0.4 pb/sr . · This value Is In agreement with theoretical 
calculations, and with other experimental data at low energies. 
(auth). 

24532 (JINR-E1-3708j ELASTIC SCATTERING OF 660 MeV 
PROTONS ON LMN CRYSTALS. Chekh, Ya.; Yanout, Z.; Legar, F.l 
Malek, z. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR). 
Lab, of Nuclear Problems), 1968, 21p. Dep, 

Elastic and quaslelastlc 660 MeV proton scattering on various 
targets was Investigated. Crystal LMN (LazMg,(NO,ln x 24 HzO), 
the equivalent dummy target consisting of Ba(NO,)z (36.37%1 and 
MgO (63.63%) and polythene were used ss targets. The results can 
be used (or the planning of the nucleon-nucleon scattering experi
ments on a proton polarized target. (auth) 

24538 DATA COMPILATION. ON. BARYON..:.BARYON fNTER-
ACTIONS. I, PROTON-PROTON COLLISIONS BETWEEN 1 AND 
32 GeV/c. Alexander, G.; Bernary, 0,; Maor, U. (Welzmann 
Inst of Science Rehovoth Israel), Nucl. Phys., B5: 1-28(1968). 

A• data compliatton on p~ Interactions Is reported as the' be
giniilng of a systematic. review of the strong· interaction prop
erties of elementary particles. The list of references are fol
lowed by curves showing the .total and elastic pp cross sections 
as a function of the Incident momentum. Following are differen
tial cross sections and polarization curves for various proton 
Incident momenta. (L.B.S.) · 
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24540 DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIO.NS IN PROTON
PROTON SCATTERING AT 52,34 MeV. Sanada,J. (Tokyo 
Unlv. of Education); Kurlyama, K.; Takeuchi, Y.; (and others), 
Nucl. Phys., B4: 379-91(1968), 

A measurement of differential cross sections-In proton-proton 
scatte.rlng at 52.34 MeV, of a higher precision thl!-n that of the 
measurement of 1961 was made at 29 angles from 14•. to 90• c.m. 
angle. A large scattering chamber of slldtng~cyllnder tyPe, hy
drogen gas target and Nal(~ll detectors were used. The total 
error of the differential cross sections was %0.5% over most of 
the angular range; The agreement of the present results with 
recent results at 49.41 MeV Is very good In the angular range 
greater than 20" c. m. angle In spite of the difference In method. 
(authl 

24541 MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS 
SECTION AND POLARIZATION 1N PROTON-PROTON SCATTER
ING AT ABOUT 143.MeV. Cox, G. F. (Unlv, of Birmingham, 
Eng.); Eaton, G. H.; Van Zyl, C. ·P.; Jarvis, 0. N.; Rose, B. · · 
Nucl. Phys., B4: 353-73(1968)~ 

. The differential cross· section and polarization In proton-
proton scattel'ing were measured over the angular range 16.6• . 
to 113" c.m. at mean scattering energies of 144.1 and 140.7 MeV, 
respectively. The cross sections were determined to within a 
relative precision of t0.5% and the absolute value of the 90• c.m. 
cross section was determined to %0. 7%. The asymmetry mea
suremonts were made to a precision of ±0.002 and the beam 
polarization Is known from previous work to an accuracy of 
±0.85% of its value. (auth) 

24596 PROTON-PROTON BREMSS-TRAHLUNG AT 20 MeV; 
35°: THEORY. Slgnell, P. (Michigan State Unlv., East_ Lansing); 
Marker, D. Phys. Lett., 26B: 659-61(Apr. 1, 1968). ' 

Proton-proton bremsstrahlung predictions from the Hamada
Johnston and Tabakin potentials are found to be in close agree- · 
ment with each other, with the on-energy-shell approximation, and 
";th the experimental value at 20 MeV, 30•. The Coulomb Interne-· 
Uon Is Included In the on-shell approximation. The Low approxi
mation Is also;examlned.jauthl .. 

24628 EXCITATION OF NEGATIVE PARITY NUCLEON 
ISOBARS IN THE QUARK MODEL. Clegg, A. B. (Unlv. of 
Lancaster, Eng.). Nucl. Phys., B5: 59-69(1968). 
·· · Recent measurements of excitation of higher nucleon Isobars In 
both pp and 1Tp collisions, together with speculations that have been. 
made that their excltatlon·ls due to a ·diffraction dissociation pro- · 
cess are discussed. It Is shown how this mechanism can be re
lated to recent models asr.rlblng such high energy direct reactions . 
to sums of quark-quark intersctlons, together with suggested as
signments for higher Isobars In the quark model: _if these !tSSump
tions are valid, Including the L-cxcitntlon assignments to the hio
bars, the quark-quark diffraction scattering must then Include a 
contribution Involving spin-flip. This contribution bas some con~ 
sequences which can be used to check these models and the L = 1 
assignments to the negative parity isobars. It Is also noted how 
such a spin-flip contribution could be Involved In other processes, : 
Including one, production of the A2 meson, In-which Its effects may' 
already have been observed. (authl 
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24676 (LA-D.C-8138) NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF SEPA-
RABLE POTENTIALS FOR THE SINGLET (J 2 0) AND TRIPLET 
(J 2 1). PARTIAL WAVES OF THE NUCLEON-NUCLEON SYs
TEM. MacKenzie, James J. (Minne.sota Unlv., Minneapolis. 
School of physics. Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N.Mex.). (19661. 
Contract W-7405-eng-36. · 30p. Dep. CFSTI. 

The results of numerical calculations for separable potentials 
•which will fit the singlet (J 2 01 and triplet (J 2 _1) partial waves of 
the f!UCleon-nucleqn system are pr~sented. Although no unique set 
of potentials was found, It Is shown that the principal differences 
·in the solutions are at high energies. The deuteron wave function 
and Its quadrupole moment and D state probability are also pre
sented_'for several mixing parameters. (auth) 

. 24678 POSSIBLE METHOD TO DISCRIMINATE STATISTICAL 
HYPOTHESES AT CLOSE VALUES OF x2 AND ITS APPLICATION 
TO THE PHASE SHIFT ANALYSIS OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
SCATTERING. Kazarlnov, Yu. M.; Klselev, V. S.; Rozanova, · 
A. M.; Sllin, 1. N. (Joint lost. for Nuclear Research, Dubna, 
USSR). Yadern. Fiz., 7: 340-8(Feb. 1968). (In Russian).· 

A method to estimate the probability of the first class error P 
is proposed when reject!~ one of the hypotheses with the account 
of the correlation of Its )( with the x2 value of the best of the hy
potheses. The method Is reasonable for application in the case 
when one of the hypotheses cannot be rejected using the. conven-
. tiona! x2 criterion. The estimate of P was used to discriminate 
solutions in the phase shift analysis of nucleon-nucleon scatterlna 
at 630 l\1eV. (a_uth)· . · · 

24680 PARITY-VIOLATING NUCLEON-NUCLEON POTEN-
TIAL, Lacaze, R. (Centro Braslllero de Pesqutsas Flslcas, 
Rio de Janeiro). Nucl. Phys., B4: 657-70(1968). 

A static parity-violating nucleon-nucleon- potential due to the 
two-pion exchange Is constructed, assuming the current-current 
and CVC hypotheses for weak Interactions. Rescatterlng terms 
as well as the"" P-wave In the 11trong 1T-N vertex are taken into 
account. The re11u)t~ dlf((,· fl•om those obtained by Blln-Stoyle In 
a perturbation calculation for the strong Interaction; namely, the 
range of our potentials Is longer and this might modify Partovi's. 
results for the asymmetry coefficients in photodislntegration of 
the. deuteron. (auth) 

:24681 SIMULTANEOUS PHASE. SHIFT ANALYSIS OF 210 
jMeV NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING, J-anout, Z.; Kazarlnov; 
i.Yu. M.; Lebar, F,; Wlnternltz, P. (Joint lost. for Nuclear He
!Search, Dubna, USSR), Nucl. Pbys., 84:. 527-3:!(1968), 
i ·Phase-.shlft"analysls at 210 MeV was performed taking lmax = 5. 
,New data on .the differential cross section, polarization and triple 
'scattering parameters were used and the. procedure leads to a 
,unique solution. The angular dependences of experimental quantl
·ues. are .f!hOwn In diagrams .. (auth). 

1

12!1.83 MESON-NUCLEON COUPLING CONSTANTS FROM 
NUCLI';ON-NUCLEON F.ORWARD DISPERSION RELATIONS. 
B.ugg, D. V. (Rutherford High Energy Lab., Chilton, Eng.). 
1Nucl, Pbys;, B5: 29-46(1968). 
i · Forward dispersion relations are applied to four spin-dependent 

. ·nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering amplitudes.· Data are taken from 



pp and pn phase shirt ·analyses up to 630 MeV iaii kinetic· energy. · 
Suitable combinations of amplitudes are chosen to separate llinglet 
and triplet NN contributions from the u-channel. The former Is 
dominated by the pion, but after this Is removed there remains a .. 
significant effect from exchange of aomethlng heavier and of Deg&:
tlve parity. The most likely source for this appears to be the 3w 
,£Ut, although 11 exchange might account for some of lt. The triplet·: 
NN contributions are dominated by p, w, ·aDd a mesons and are . . 
consistent with the absence of other contributors. It p alone con
tributes to the NN I = 1 discontinuity, IKpt + lp111 .. 23.0 • 1.0 for . · 
a P mass of 750 MeV/c1. The data are rather Insensitive to tbe · . 
ratio fp"' KPt iPt• and give fp • 2.S~!:L· If fp Is oot to be consider• 

ably different from the value 3.7 predicted from the electromag- . 
netic structure of the nlicleon, the pn data.requlre that contrlbu- . · 
tlone from exchange of o• and 1* mesons with I "' 1 should be small. 
Under the assumption that g., = 0, the pp data give g~1 "13.5 • .. 
1.7, and~= 14.1 • 1.5, 111o = A13 MeV/c1• Two parameters of the 
deuteron may be determiJ!Bd by fitting the deuterqn pole term. The 
effective range r. of the deuteron Is found to be 1.69 • 0.02 fm, and 
the. asymptotic ra.~_o!. p, of the. D and S wa'!'cs I~ 0_.032 :• 0 . .005 .. (auuy 

246.84 PION EXCHANGE IN n-p SCATTERING AND PHOTO-
PRODUCTION. Wilson, Richard, Comments Nucl, Particle · 
Phys,, 2: 41-7(Mar.-Apr. 1968), 

A brief historical review Is given of the experimental and t~ · 
retlcal study of pion exchange In n-p scattering and photoproductlon 
of w+ and .. 0• (L.B.S.) 

24688 QUARK-MODEL INEQUALITY. FOR NUCLEON-
NUCLEON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS, Plnskl, G, (Drexellnst. 
of Tech., Philadelphia). Nuovo Clm., 54A: 495-6(Mar, 21, 1968)~ 

It Is pointed out that a strict Inequality for nucleon-nucleon total 
cross sections follows from the additive quark model with only 
charge Independence for quark amplitudes. The limiting energy . 
below which the Inequality Is_ violated Is also noted. (L.B.S.). 

24707 (JlNR-P2-'3716) POLYARIZATSio'trnYE OPYTY PO .. 
PROYERKE T- I CPT.,INYARIANTNOSTI V NUKLON-NYKLON- . 
NOM I NUKLON-ANTINUKLONNOM RASSEYANll, (Polarization 
Experiments on the T- and CPT-Invarlance Test In Nucleon-Nu
cleon and Nucleon-Antlnucleon Scattering), Bilen'kli, S •. M.; 
Lapidus, L. I.: Ryndln, R. M. (Joint lnst, for Nuclear Research, , 
Dubna (USSR)). 1968. 20p, (In Russian), Dep, · · 

The experiments of the T-lnvarlance teat In elastic N- N scat-. · 
terlng are discussed. The results of the experiments performed 
are. given. The possible experiments on the CPT-Invarlance test 
In elastic proton- antlpro~n ·scatter!~ are al:o considered. (autb' 
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872 SMALL-ANGLE PROTON-PROTON POLAR-
IZATION ANO CROSS SECTION AT 213. Mev, Marshall, 
J. F ,; Brown, c. N.; Lobkowtcz, F. (Unlv~ of Rochester, 
N. Y,), Contract AT(30-1)-b75, Phys. Rev,, 150: 1119-
22(0ct, 28, 1966), (UR~75-144), 

This toxperlment was a slmult'aneous measurement of the 
proton-proton cross section and polarization for the angular 
range 8.9·-3s.7• em at 213 ± 6 MeV. An experimental 
normalization of the cross tlection of ±1.3% accuracy was 
obtained. The results agree with the predictions of the 
l!W!st phase-shift analyses exc.ept for llcm ~ 15•. (auth) 

924 HIGH-ENERGY CROSS SECTIONS IN A "QUARk-
DROPLET" MODEL. Woo, Chlfl¥~bung (Unlv. of Mary-· 
land, College Park). Contract AFOSR-500-64. Phys. 
Hev., 150: 1372-6(0ct. 28, 1966). 

The following experimental Information Is available about 
the high-energy scattering of pp (pn), pp (pn), 11*p, and K*p: 
(a) the total cross sections, (b) the coefficients band c In 
thll tlmull-anglc l'aramctrlzatlon of tho differential oross 
section do'/dt = Aelb,.ct•l, (c) the ratios of elastic to total 
cross sections, and (d) the qualitative feature of whether or 
not the dUfraction peak shrinks for the different processes. 
At the highest available energy, the dependence ol"these 
characteristics on the .energy becomes relatively' l.veak. A 
study Is made of their dependence on the quantum numbers 
of the particles Involved; that Is, how *hese characteristics 
are interrelated for the different processes. A "'quark
rlrnplPt" model 111 introduced for this purpose. In the &J)• 
proximation where thE' small differences between pn and 
pp scattering and between lT+p and 11-p scattering are ne
glected, a three-parameter model gives a good description . 
of the relative magnitude of the total cross sections and the 
absolute magnitudes of b. It gives a poorer but still rea
sonable description of the relative magnitudes of ·(a.1/a), 
and the absolute magnitudes of c. It Is shown how a small 
energy dependence of the three parameters can lead to an 
Increase or decrease of b with energy for the different 
processes, an·d how a further splitting of the three param
eters can satisfactorily account for the differences between 
pn and pp, and between 11+p and 11'-p. The difference between 
this analysis and the Regge-pole analysis Is discussed. A 
few unsettled points requiring further experimental check 
are summarized at the end, (auth) · · 

., .. :933 (LA-3558) A MON"fE CARJ..D SIMULATION 
:CJF'A PROTON-PHOTON SPIN CORRELATION EXPERI
Mf:NT, Bryant, If. C.; Jarmle, Nelson (Los Alamos 
Scientific Lab,, N, Mex;), Aug, 2, 1966, Contract W-
740&-eng-36, 43p, Dep. mn, CFSTI $2,00 cy, $0,50 mn, 

· A FCJHTHAN IV Code 111 de11crlbed that ilimulates In de-· 
tall the resultll to be expected from a proton-proton spin 
corrclatlup_m.eallurcmcnt .for variOJIS llllllumed values fcir 
the.correl~tlon coefficient c...,. The life history of a sue..: 
·cessful event Is described with explanations of the more 
,Important computational algorithms. Multiple scattering 
·relativistic, and en~rgy cut-off effects are Included. Plo~s 
of many of the more significant variable distributions and · 
a lls~lng of the code', CNNJ9, are presented. (auth) 

1~ 934 NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERiNG IN THE 
FRAMEWORK OF SU• SYMMETRY. Zech, Hans-Juergen 
(Unlv,, flamburg). Z, Phys,, 196: 222-39n966), (In 
German), -

As a consequence .of su.-Invarlance, spin singlet and 
spin triplet phase shUts should be equal for nucleon
nucleon scattering at even angular momenta. The useful
ness of assuming SU.-symmetry is tested by calculating, 
with the use of the Hamada-Johnston potential model for 
nucleon-nucleon Interaction considering only the su.
lnvarlant central part of the potentia,!, the phase shifts In 
the energy region from 20 to 320 Mev for I = 0, 2, 4 and by 
computing with the use of the Born series the corrections 
to these pba11e shifts arising from the reslduai parts of the 
potential. Although the approximate quality of the singlet 
phase with one of the triplet phases persists for 1 > 0, the 
results obtained do not show promise of great usefulness 
·or the hypothesis of SU.-lnvarlance for dj§cussing nucleon.-
nucleon lnteractlonf!. (auth) · 

/ 
935 NEAH-PE.RIPHERAL p-p SCATTERING FROM 
SIMPLE ONE-BOSON-EXCHANGE CONTRffiUTIONS, 
Brya.n, R. A,; Arndt, R. A. (Unlv, of California, Liver
more), Phys, Rev., 150: 1299-1307(0ct. 28, 1966), 
(UCRL-14297-T(Rev,1)), 

The non-S-wave p-p amplitude Is fitted over the 0- to · 
"345-MeV range with three pole terms utilized In a simple 
fashion; the pole terms are equated with the real part of 
the scattering amplitude. The imaginary part is then 
specified by elastic unitarily. The pole terms which give 
the fit are due to vector-meson exchange (gv2 = 2.3, fv/gv =. 
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2.3; mv = 770 MeV), scalar-meson exchange (id, = 1.6, 111o= 
390 MeV), and pion exchange (g~ ':' 12.3, m. = 135 MeV). The 
coupling constants and masses were found with an auto
matic search routine on an IBM 7094 or CDC 3600 com
puter. For experiment the single-energy phase-shift 
analyses of Arndt and MacGregor at 25, 50, 95, 1-12, 210, 

·and 310 MeV were taken. The pole parameters a.re COf!-. 

slstent with other independent experiments to within the 
accuracy of the model. The scalar meson is postulated, 
but may be responsible for the T = 0, S-wave !r-lf corre
lation observed in the reaction 1r- + p- ~r+ + w- + n at low 
energies. (auth) 

1016 (UC~!r16!!91) PRO'I;ON-PROTON SCATTER:_ 
lNG BETWEEN 4.2 AND 10 Mev AND THE 1S0 SHAPE DE
PENDENT SCATTERING PARAMETERS, Slobodrian, 
R. J.; Conzett, H. E.; Shield, E.; Tlvol~ W. F. (Lawrence 
Radiation Lab.; Unlv. of California, Berkeley), July 1966. 
Contract W-7405-:eng-,48; 12p~ (CONF-660906-30), 
Dep• mn, CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0,50 mn. 

From International Conferenc;e on Nuclear Physics, 
Gatllnbu:r;g, Tenn. 

Proton-proton scattering angular distributions were 
measured at 6.141, 8.097, and 9.981 MeV. (laboratory en·-. 
ergy) In an expt;riment designed to·achleve an absolute , 
accuracy better than 1%. A phas·e-shlft analysis has pro-:: 
duced preliminary values for the 1s0 phase shifts, as well 
as split P and 1D0 phase shifts. With this new Information 
It Is possible to reach substantially less ambiguous con
clusions concerning the shape-dependent parameters P and 
Q than was po.sslble before. (auth) 

2455 SCATTERING PHASE SIUFTS AT HIGH ENERGIES. 
Higuchi, Yoshto: Machlda, Shlgeru (Rlkkyo Unlv~,. Tokyo). 
Progr. Theoret,. Phys. (Kyoto), 36: ~13-36 (Aug •. 1966). 

The real lll!d Imaginary. parts of the partial wave phase shifts 
for elastic pp, ·~p and fip.scattering are evaluated frorri the. exper- · 

·!mental data on the total cross section,. differential cross. section. 
and tl)e ratio of the real to the Imaginary .part of the forward scat- · 
tering amplitude, assuming no spin dependence. ln. the 0ase of. Jlp 
·scattering the calculated values of the ratio of the real to the· · 
Imaginary part of the forward· scattering amplitude are u.sed,. be
cause there are no experimental data available. The results ob
talne.d depend mainly on the contributlc:iri of the diffraction scat'ter

_ing, and It Is shown that the contributions from the Intermediate 
,and large angle scattering arc quite small numerically .. It Is also 
shown, by·examlnlng several reasonable forms.of the .t d(•pendence 
of the ratio of the ratio of the real to the Imaginary part of the . 
scattering amplitude, that It does not affect th"e results appreciably. 
(L.B.S.). · 

2480 MESON-NUCLEON COUPLING CONsTANTS FROM 
EMPIRICAL NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING. ·Koepp, G.: 
So!ldlng; P. (Untv., Hamburg), Phys, Lett., 23: 494·6~av. 21, 
1966). . 

. From a fit C'~ !!ui forward scattering amplitude and ·of the partial
wave am~lltudes with J 2: 2 ln. proton-proton scattering, the·~ollow
ing values for the: vector meson-proton coupling.constants are ob
tal!!.ed: gfs, = 1.2 ,f_0.2 •. &f.., = 4.7 ± 2.1 and gfqo = 0. (auth) . 
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2481 UNAMBIGUOUS PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS OF THE 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON-SCATTERlNG AT 23.1 MeV. Bilenkaya, 
·s. 1.: Kazarlnov, Yu. M.: Legar, F,: Janout, z. (Joint Inst. for 
Nucleai Research, Dubna, USSR). Yadern. Fiz,, 4: 892-S(Oct. 
1966). (in Russian), . . 
: The phase-shift analysis of NN-scatterlng has been carried out 
ita . .iilg new data on the polarization correlation ln np- and pp- · 
collisions and on the asymmetry tensor element 'llrf at 23.1 MeV 
;·Into account.' A unique solullon with negative mixing parameter 
,£1 = -4.86 ± 1.39 was obtained for lmax = 2. The· phase-shifts are· 
given for I = 2 and· 3 lis well as plots of the experimentally 
measurabl~':;uantltles '!1 55 fur pp- and np-scattering. (auth) 

2483 DISPERSION THEbRETIC: CA LCIILATION OF THE 
T\VQ-J>ION-EXCH,A.NGE CONTRIBUTION IN NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
SCATTERING; II, DETAILED INVESTIGATION BY COMPARI
SON WIT:H THE OBEC AMPLITUDE. Furulchi, Susumu: Watarl, 
Wataro (Rikkyo Unlv., Tokyo.: Osaka City Univ.). Progr. 
.Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto), 36: 348-6.5(Aug. 1966), 

Uncorrelated 2~r-exchangc. contributions to the nucleon-nucleon 
;scattering arc Investigated In .detail by comvaring the proper 2rr 
'contrii.Jutlons with· appropriate onc-hoson -cxchnn~e nmplitudcs. It 
·is shown that (ll the isospin non-flip itmplitudc shows a h•.'ha\·ior · 
:similar to !Jle contribution from· the exchange of a single (isoscalar) 
:scalar boson, mainly' owing to the effect of the (:J:I! rcso'nanct•; Iii) 
·the behavior of the lsnspln. flip amplitudt• Is also very similar to 
:that of the contribution from the exchange of a single (lsoveclor) 
:vector boson, and the contribution h·om .thl' nucleon-pol<' term is 
dominant in this amplltudt•. Furthet·morc, the t·<'latlon of iht• ap
;proach to the potential :modd Is discussed; -anrl it Is shown lli:il'lhe· 
•two-pion-exchange process produceR 8 strong attractive.· e .. nt nil 
force and 8 rntlll'r :stnmg m•gntlvt•. LS forct•. Tht• JA<; force~ I(IVt'H a 
aplltllnl( of thr. ~PJ amplltudt•a rnul(hly equal to the obRervcd one. 

:llowe.V(!r, lhe ccnlrul force !U'l'lllll too strong. The caKt· of cutoff of.· 
itJie high 'momentum part of the conl'rlbutlon of the cxchnng<'d two 
pions· iii ·BJao examined. By the.cutoff procedure; the contribution.· 
from the .33 part' is coneiderably suppressed, and the suppression 
I.Jccomcs larger as the orbital angular momentum of the two nu
cleons bt!comus 11maUer. (a"tb) 

.2503 STUDIES ON INVARIANC.E PRINCIPLES IN ELEMEN-
TARY PARTIC·LE PHYSICS AND PROTON-PROTON BREMS-

\
STRAHLUNG. Ueda, Yoshlald. ·· (Roch~ster, N.Y.; Unlv. of 

1

Rochester, 1966). 123p. · ·· · ·· · 

I 
Thesis. .. · · 
The testing and application of lnvnrlnnce pr.lnctplcR Is dl~cussed. 

.The effects of time reversal lnvariancc violation In K - .:J11 decay 

l
'was investigated. In a l.lnear enetgy approximation for the ·coy 
matrix elements, .It can be proven uslng•the 1'CP theorem alone 
.that the.partial.decay rate:of the -r:Cor T~.or 0) mode for the K+ 
ime!lon Is nearly equal to thnt{or·the. K- meson·; provided that con
.trlhutlnnH frum the Clnnl stole I .= ~ pion configuration can he ne
glected·. Also, effects of final s.tate pion-pion ln~ernctlons are 

!computed by extending the dispersion -theoretical treatment· of 
:Khurt:-Treluian. Next as an appll~~t.lon of ln_varlance principles a 
general theor.y of rela~lvlstlc angular corrclatlo"s for successively 
decaying partldea' 111 developed~ .Relatlvlst~c lnvarlance ls guar
anteed by th·e· usc of.the hcllclty. fnrni~fntlon. A11· examph·il, the ::: 
and :1;0 arc lnvestl.:at<'cl In detnll: ·The proton-proton hremHHtrnh • 
.lung IB also lnvcstl.:nted by uslntt a field theory OR opposed In a po
tential' model. The one pion exchantte model Is ndnptcd nnd part of 
.the matrix elemtmt Is related to the photoplon· production matrix 
:clement, which Is expressed In terms of diHperRion relntlonf!. A. 



dctnllcd analysis showR t.hnt the Born approximation dlngrnm11 give 
the dominant contribution nnd that the dlai(J'aml! Involving N• or p 
resonnnces nrc ncl(llglblc for the energy cllnllldcrcd. It was found 
that the results, unlike those of the potential model, seem to give 
sallsfnctory agreement with experimental data. IOissertatlon 
Ahstr.) 

2524 COMPARISON OF THE FORMAL THEORY OF SCAT
TERING WITH THE CHANNEL APPROACH. Dollnszky, Tamas. 
Magyar Tud. Akad. Kozp. Flz. Kut. Int. Kozlem., 14: 287-97(1966); · 
(In Hungarian). 

The scattering amplitude Is defined by analytical expressions 
formulated differently In terms of the theory of scattering and In 
terms of the channel approach. The comparison of the analog con- · 
ccpts shows that the transition matrix element of the formal theory 
of scattering is fully reproduced by the collision matrP! element 
of the channel approach in the case of elastic scattering by a finite 
range central force. For nuclear reactions the matrix elements 
are seen to differ even for two-nucleon Interactions of finite range. 
The difference between the two matrix elements Is presented In an 
analytical form, and it Is shown to be due to the presence of po-. 
larlzatlon forces}.n.thl! _ex.te_mal .re_glon. (auth) 

3977 (JINR-£1-2952) SPECIFICATION OF THE N-N 
PHASE SHIFT ANALYSIS AT 23.1 MeV. Kazarlnov, Yu. M.; 
L~gar, F.;. Yanout. Z. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
(USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Problems). 1966. 7p. Dep. mn. 

The N- N phase shift analysis at 23.1 MeV was specified o.n &lie 
basis of new experimomtal data on the measurement of C::J:param- · 
eter and Pap polarization at the angle 140• (ems). lt Is shown that 
the addition of new data within the errors does not change the solu-
tion found previously. (auth) · 

3978· (JINR-E1-2969) PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS AND 
PLANNING OF EXPERIMENTS AT 18.2 AND 9.7 MeV. Kazarl
nov, Yu. M.; Legar, F.;'Uiegla, I.; Yanout, Z. (Joint lnst. for 
Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR)). 1966. 24p. Dep. mn. 

The slmultan .. ous phase-shift analysis of np and pp data Is per
fot·med at 111.2 and !1.7 MeV .. Three amJ fuu•· ;;ets of phnoc ohlfto 
are obtained, resp..ctively. Previously obtained nuclear potentials 

'for nonmixing states of two-nucleoli system are used to calculate 
the maximum error in the simultaneous phase-shift analysis, due 
to the assumption on the additivity of the Coulomb and nuclear 
phit~;e-~hifts. Optimal experiments are planned for a further spec· 
ifi<:~lion ,,f tho: !Jhasc-shlfl analysis. The anb'lllar distributions of 
the cxperlmenlal quantiti<:s arc given Oilj!raphs. (aulh) 

3984 EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE USE OF CAR-
BON-HYDROG-EN POL~RIZED PROTON TARGETS. Calllll, 
Th. A. (UnJv. of CalifornJa, Los Angeles). Nucl. lnstrum. 
Methods, 42: 327-B(July 1966). 

The experimental aspects of the use of carbon-hydrogen polar- . 
lzed proton targets for prulull-j)l'Oton scattering experiments In 
the medium energy region are discussed. Comparisons are made 
to standard double nitrate polarized proton targets, based on 
La2Mg3(N0~ 12 • 24Hp. (B.G.D.) 
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,4058 (JINR·E1·2953) SPECIFICATION OF THE N-N 
iPHASE SHIFT ANALYSIS AT 147 MeV. Kazarlnov, Yu. M.; 
!Legar, F.; Yanout, Z. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna. 

!
(USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Problems). 1966. 3lp. Dep. mn. 

Specification of the N-N phase shift analysis at 147 MeV was 

!
performed by using all data available at the· energies near to 
147 MeV. The data on effective cross section of np- and pp
scattering and pp-acatterlng polarization were normalized to 
lthis energy. The angular dependences of the experimental quai}S.l-
lties were ~alcul.ated and are presented. (auth) · 

f
4060 P-P AND N;:> SCATTERING BASED ON TRANS- · 
VERSE l\IOMENTU~f DISTRIBUTION AND M~DELSTAM REP
,RESENTATION. Chavda, L. K.; Narayan, D. S. (Tala lnst, of 
,Fundamental Research, Bombay)'. pp 535-45 of Proceedings uf 
the Ninth Symposium on Cosmic Rays, Elementary Particle 
Physics, and Astrophysics. Neelakantan, K. A. (ed,)', Bombay, 
Department of Atomic Energy, 1966. . 

. For .the study of proton -nucl.eon scattering a re'presentation of 
:the angular dependence ill inodlfled such that a scattering ampll
ltude con be derived from It which hnf! the Mail(iciRtam singularity. 
·structure and which leads to the empirically ohH<·rv•:d tranAvr:rRc 
!momentum dependence for small and large valueR of the ani{Ular 
:distribution. This result Is then generalized to obtain the full scat
tering amplitude for p-p scattering lnvol.vlng both spin-flip and 
nonspln-fllp parts of the amplitude. Finally the treatment ifl u
·tended to obtain the amplitude for n -p direct and char~~;c exchange 
scattering. The agreement with experiment of this mo<Jcl sh<>wll 
that·the same pattern of Jnteractlon and the same force" respon
sible for the p -p Rcatterlng also determine then -p direct and 
charge exchange scatterJngs. (J.F.P.) 

4064 DYNAMICAL CONDITIONS IN A SIMPLE SOLUBLE 
MODEL. Eftlmlu, C. (Unlv., BoM). Nuovo Cimento (10), 
45A: 1033-7(0ct. 21, 1966), 

The relation between the conditions characterized by the vanish
Ing of the form factor and the vanishing of the proper vertex under 
which an elementary particle appearing among the Intermediate 
states of a scattering process turns into a dynamical Regge-like 
_particle Is Investigated In a simple soluble model. (L.B.S.I 

4065 RELATIVISTIC RECONSTRUCTION OF N-N SCAT-
:rERING MATRIX. Bilenkil, S.M.; Lapidus, L. 1.: Ryndln, R. M •. 
,(Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR). Zh. Eksp. 
Teor. Flz., 51: 891-906(Sept. 1966). (In Russian). 

It Is shown how the nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix can be 
reconstructed from the experimental data at fixed values of the 
angle and energy In the relativistic case. Different reconstruction 
procedures are considered. Relativistic formulae were obtained 
for reconstructing the nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix In the 
state with total zero. lsospln from the np and pp-scatterlng data. 
(11uth) 
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4334 FORMAL TREATMENT OF n-p INTERACTIONS IN 
HEAVY NUCLEI. I, Pros~rl, D. (Gentro dl Stud! Nuclear!, 
Casaccia, Italy. Unlv., Rome). Nuovo Clmento (10), 44B: 
199-203(July 11, 1966), 

A formalism for the treatment of n-p Interactions Is outlined. 
The formalism does not require the Introduction of Isotopic-spin 
_cq-ordlna~es. (D.C.W.) · ' 

4J35 FORMAL TREATMENT OF n-p INT-ERACTIONS 
IN HEAVY NUCLEI, II, Prosperi, D. (Centro dl Studt Nu• 
clear!, Casaccla, Italy. Unh., Rome),·: Nuovo Clmento (10), 
44B: 204-9(July 11, 1966), 

A many-body theory based on "two-_operator c:oefllc~_ents" Is 
outlined. The theory can be used to describe odd-odd nuclei. 
·(D.C.W.) 

. 7456 (JINR-P-2861) AMPLITUDY UPRUGOGO .RASSEY-
ANIYA NUKWNOV NUKWNAMI. (Elastic N-N-Scattcring Ampll
_tuck~). Golovin, B. M.; Hozanova, A. M. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear 
Hmwarch, Duhna (U::;::;n). Lnh. of Nudt'UI' P•·obkmH), 1066,. 4Gp, 
Dcp. mn. ./ 
. On the basis of the pr·cvlously published clata on tht• phasr-shlft 

analysis, the dastle N-N sc:alt<'l"inft ampliludt\S an~ •·nkulall·d for· 
energies In the range 23 to 6:10 Mev, Some pct•ullarltics of the 
amplitudes arc mentioned. The value" obtained for sptnJcss tt•rms 
arc compared with the prccltctions haRe!! on dtsp .. rsion relations. 
(au_th)_. 

7507 MODEL FOR ELASTIC SCATTERING AT HIGH EN-
ERGY AND LARGE MOI\·iENTUM'TRANSFER. Contogourls, A, P, 
(Fa~ulte des &:lences, Orsay, France). Phys. ·Lett.; 23: 698-
701(Dec. 19, 1966). 

A model is p•:csented, in which the variation of the differential 
cross' section at large momentum tt·unsfer Is determined in terms. 
pf <:xperimentall.y kno"''n quantiUes. <a.uth) · 1 

.. • 

· .9697 (AERE-Bib-149) NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING 
,(EXPERIMENTAL-ASPECTS), A Bibliography, 1961-1966. Hall, 
·,J •. L. (Atomic Energy Research Establishment, lfarwell (En
gland)). Aug. 1966. 48p. Dep. mn. BIS $1.40. HMSO 7s. 

The bibliography Includes published articles and unclassified 
reports on the experimental aspects of nucleon-nucleon (p-p and 

' n-p) scattering at all energies, for the period covered by abstract
Ing journals published between August, 1981 and June, 1966. ADU-
partlcles -are n<!t tnclu.ded._ (B.G,!?.) · · 

... ~1722 STATISTICAL SCATTERING AND THE OREAR FOR~ 
MU_LA. Slsakyan, I, N.; FelnbeJ'I, E. L.; Chernavl[lkil; D, S, , 
(Lebedev lnst. of Physics, Moscow), JETP·Lett. (USSR) (Eql; 
Trans!.), 4: 290-3(Nov. 15, 1966), '· 
• Translated from Zh, Eksp, Teor. Flz., Pls'ma Redaktalyu, 4: 
432-6(Nov. 15, 1966), · · · 

It Is found tliat the universal Orear formula can be Interpreted 
as the result of a combination of t~ st;at~stlca~ scattering and cUt-

'·. 
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fract~on due to all 'statistical ·processes. Also !Iince large-angle 
elastic scattering Is governed, In general, not only by statistical 
scattering but also by dtffraction statistical sc~tterlng, It follows 
that elastic pji scattering at low energiea .Is asymmetrical about 
90', In agreement with experiment. The appearance of symmetry 
is expected when the angle, at which the differential and statistical 
scatterings are equal, becomes smaller than 90• with increasing 
,energy. (J .• '.P.) . . • 

9745 THEORY OF.PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG. 
Cromer, A~ H. (Northeastern Unlv., &ston); Sobel, M. 1. •Phys. 
Rev., 152: '1351-6(Dec, 23, 1966). . , · 

The proton-proton brems!ltrahlung cross section is derived to 
first order In the electromagnetic interaction and the nucleon
nucleo,n t matJ·ix. The cross section is expressed in terms of the 
nucleon-nucleon phase shifts and the quasi-phase parameters 
needed to describe torr the energy shell. The forni'ulas are given 
In a form suitable for calcula~ion. (auth) . 

9810 SUBSIDIARY REGGE TRAJECTORIES WITH SINGULAR 
-RESIDUES. NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING. Durand Ill 
;Loyal .(Untv, of Wisconsin, Madison). Phys. Rev. Lett., 18: S8-
62(Jan: 9, 1967). · 

It Is pointed out that the existence of secondary Rcgge trajccto~ 
ries with Intercepts a(O) which dtffer by il)tcgcr.s from that of the 
leading trajectory at t = 0, and residues which arc singular at-that 
point, Is a very general phenomenon which should occur hoth tn. the 
scattering of. particles wtth spin, and In the scattering of particles 
of unequal mass. Rules arc givc11 for determining If such trajecto
ries exist, and for determining their properties; The case of nu-

.. ~leon-nucleon scattering ts d_lscussed as an example. (auth) 

"i9811 UNITARITY CORRECTIONS AND A FOUR-POLE FIT 
•TO PERIPHERAL p-p.SCATTERING BELOW 350 MeV·. Arndt, 
\R. A,;_Bryan, R,.A,; MacGregor, M. H. (Unlv. of California, 
~Livermore). Contract W-7405-eng-48. Phys; Rev .. 152: 1490-
i1504(Dec, 23, 1966). (UCfl.L-14807-T). . 
: Proton-proton partial-wave amplitudes for~~~ 1 and for lab ki-

. !netic energies below 350 MeV are filled with a collection of singlc
:partlcle exchanges taken In Born (fixed-pole) approximation. Since 
•the aorn terms are real, and consequently nonunitary, a correctlon 
:term I~ added which makes the full amplitude unitary, and which · 
!at the ·same time satisfies the appropriate dispersion relation and 
ithreshold condition. The nature of. this corrertton term and of Its 
:association with a strip approximation to the Mandclstam r_cpre
,~tentatl~n are dts_cussed. The particle parame:~rs were fitted to a 
:reduced matrix representation of the p-p data, as described by 
Arndt.and MacGregor tn another publication. The S-wave depen
dence -was removed in a manner also discussed by these authors. 
The gross struc~re of the partial-wave amplitudes ts found to be 
approximately given by a sum of four meson-'exchange poles, those 
·correspondlnJ to-a II' meson (JP = o-, I= 1, g~ _= 14, Mw = 135 1\l.eV), 
_au meson (J = o+, I= 0, g~ = 2.9, M., = 450 ,MeV) an w meson 
'(JP = 1-, I= 0, g~ = 4, (f/g) = 0, M.., = 783 M¢V), and a p meson 
(JP = 1;-, I= 1, gp = 1.2, ((ig)p = 4, Mp = 763 ~eV). The searched 
parameters were g~, g~, g~. g~, and M.,; the remaining parame
ters were fixed at their "physical" values. IHs further found that 
the relatively small unltarlzlng corrections piay an essentla·l role 
In determining the goodness of fit, but they do not-appreclahly alter 
the pole parameters determined from the search. Studies were. 
also U!\d,ertak~n to determ.lne the manner In which this (obviously 



low-energy) model becomes quantitatively worse as iaw-iingular
momentum and high-energy contributions are added to the calcu-
lation. I Ruth) · 

9811 APPROXIMATION METHOD FOR DoUBLE-SCATTER-
ING INTEGRALS. Sobel, M. I. (Brooklyn Coil.). Phys, Rev,, 
152: 1385-9(0ec. 23, 1966). 

A m~thod Is suggested for Approximately evaluating matrix ele
ments ·ror double-scattering processes. The method of performing·: 
lnt<:'grals IR tlluR.trated In the cases of tnela!l,tiC p-d scattering and 
p-p hremARll·ahlung. The correction to p-p bremsstrahlung Is found 

:f177t REOGE CUT IN PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING. -: 
:auaq, K,; Jones, c. E.; Teplltz, v. L; (Massachusetts lnst. of 
!Tech., cambridge). Phya, Rev. Lett,, 18: 146-B(Jan. 23, 1967). 
i It Ia pointed out that a break recently discovered In the differ- . 
:entlal erose section for p-p scattering as a function of energy at : 
!e " goo may be explained In terms of a Regge cut. An attempt Is : 
!made to see whether a mechanism can be (ound that leads·natu
!rally to the observed phenomena. A model Is developed assuming 
!first that the scattering amplitude Ia given by a Regge formula 
!without the background term. A comparlsOft between experiment 
!and theory Is shown: (L.B.S.) · · . 

to he .not greater thRn 7%. (autll) .. ii20i7 . (UC~6ilooi.:ea:2) PliYinCifDEPARTMENT RE- ' 

11776 CALCULATION OF THE PARTIAL-WAVE ABSORP
TIONS AND OF THE MODULI OF THE ELASTIC AMPLITUDES · 
IN NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING BELOW 1,4 GeV. Am-. 
aldl, U, Jr.; Blancastelll, R.; Francavtglla, S, (lstltuto.Supertore 
dl Sanlta, Rome). Nuovo Clmento (10), 47Ai 85-112(Jan. 1,· .·. 
1967). 

The usual procedure to compute partial-wave absorptions In· 
pion-pion and pion-nucleon scattering from the knowledge of In
elastic processes Is extended to the nucleon-nucleon case ~d 
applied to the range 550 to 1400 MeV of laboratory kinetic en- . 
ergies. One-pion production, which Iii tlie only Important inelastic · 
channel, Is described by means of the well-known peripheral model· 
modified by the Introduction of form factors. Contrary to general 
belief, the results show that this' model does not· violate any. of the· 
unitarily conditions, which in the present case are not at all trivial. 
due to the non diagonal character of the S-matrlx in the angular · · · 
momentum representation. From the computed absorptions the ,.· ·;: 
moduli of the partial-wave elastic matrix elements are obtained.' : 
After a careful discussion, which shows that the .results are trust··' 
worthy in the 800 to 1400 MeV energy range, the absorptions are~:.;. 
compared with the data of a published phase shlft analysts per- · . · 
formed at 970 MeV and suggestions are made on the best start!Dg · 
point of future phase shift searches. Finally the possible use of:: . 
absorptions as known inelasticities to be Introduced In partial- .. · · · · 
wave dispersion relations Is outlined. It muiJl be stressed that . 
the results do not depend upon the Interpretation of the cut-:ofl 
function appearing In the inelastic matrix elements as true 
pionlc form factor. (auth) 

11778 ELASTIC pp-SCATTERING PHASE SHiFT ANALYS.IS 
AT 657 MeV WITH ACCOUNT OF ONE-BOSON EXCHANGE AND 
,REl.ATIVISTIC COULOMB EFFECTS. Azhltrel, L. S. Yadern, 
Flz., 4: 124.8-50(De.!1, 1~66), (In RUIIIII"m_ _ ..... _. . . . : .... 

. tlie phase shift analysis of experlme.ntal data on the elastic p~
scatterlng near to 6fl0 MeV was pcrf<lrmcd. taking relall~lsllc cor· 
t'ections and proton form factors Into aceount In the Coulomh scat
tering. The exchange of a scalar hoson and two vector ones was 
taken into account, besides the one pion exchange, In calculating 
'the phase shifts of higher .states In the pp system. The one-hoson · 
·exchange proves to be sl gnlflcant for a description of the proton 
poltul:!:atlon data at _small angles.- (auth) · · 

iP.9!\1'.._~y~~-JEP~~~~R 1. 96~; -~&lfo~a. Unl\'••. ~-'!."'~ore. 
l·&Wreno41 nldt ..... on .. abJ; ·Ccmtraot W~'16011•q-•&8. v .. p. . . . 
Dep. mn. CFSTI $3,00 01, .0.81! lllD. · . . . .. 

Theoretical studies were made of N-N ecatterlDI, electron 
·scattering by polyatomlc molecules, A-N Interaction, AAHe•, .the 
fOur-nucleon syatem, l: -N Interaction. and •~• scattering ampli
tudes. The fission cross sections of 141mAm and nzu were mea
sured from 0.02 eV to 6 MeV and from 0.004 to 2 keV, respectively. 
Threshold photoneutron cross sections for Fe and Be were also 
measured, as were the photoneutron cross sections of 88Y, 10Zr, 
ltzr; 92zr; and Nzr up to photon energies of 30 MeV. Cross 
sections for the reaction fCN(n,p0)1Cc were obtained from mea
surements or the cross section of the reaction 1•c(p,no) 1•N. The 
reaction 1•c(p,n)ICN was Investigated at proton energies between 
7 and 14 MeV; the.angular distributions at the highest energies 
were analyzed us.ing a finite-range DWBA formalism. Angular 
distributions for. the reaction "F(a,t)ZONe were analyzed using 
a zero-range DWBA formalism. DIHerentlal cross sections for 
(a,nl reactions on no and. teo were measured at 9.8, 11.6, and· 
12.2 MeV; and evidence was also obtained for the (n,yf) reaction 
on uaPu for slow neutrons. The neutron scattering cross sections· 
of UtPu·and zssu from 2 to 32 eV and from 2 to 22 eV, respec- . 
tlvely, were studied further. Data were also obtained on the de
excitation y rays following (y,n) and (y,p) reactions on tso; and 
the spontaneous fission half llfe of uzmAm was measured, as 
were the thermal~neutron capture cross sections of Ca, Uca, 
uca, and «ca. Neutron diffraction studies of the magnetic tran
sition In NIS as a function of composition were carried out. 

"BoUnds on the fugacity and vlrlal series of the pressure In mat
ter were obtained, and the magnetization and conductivity of Fe 
were studied from 300 to 1250 kbar. Equation-of-state measure
·meilts were carried out on rare-earth metals, and elastoplastlc 
wave structure generated in AI by a tangentially accelerated 
flying plate was studied. A dlffuslon approximation to the Inertial 

·energy transfer In Isotropic turbulence was developed; and atmo.: 
spheric focusing and refraction of blast waves were studied, as 
w·as plasma production using multiple laser beams. The eHects 
of various parameters on the output energy from a Q-spolled 
ruby oscillator were also studied, and the rate of energy trans
fer between electrons and Ions In a plasma was calculated. 
(D.C.W.) ... · . 

.. 12084 (UCRL-16322) . E-XTENDED CHARGE EFFECTS ON 
LOW ENERGY PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING. Slobodrian, 
Jt. J. (California Unlv., Berkeley. Lawrence Radiation Lab.).· 
·Aug. 1965. Contract W-7405-eng-48. 13p. Dep. mo. CFSTI 
$3.00 cy, $0.65 mn, 

A nonnegllglble correction to the proton-proton seatterlng 
parameters was found to arise from a consideration of the 
extended charge distribution of the proton, far beyond the er
rors quoted In the recent Uterature. Using the physical picture 
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glvim, It Is concluded that the p...: p nuclear potentials should be . 
less attractive than Is currently assumed. This Is due to a Uc
tltlous singular electrostatic potentla,l, which simulates a repul
sive core Inside the nuclear potenUal well. (S,F .L.) 

. 13699 kELATION BETWEEN CHARGE-EXCHANGE AND 
QUASI-ELASTIC SCATTERING AND DYNAMICS OF MULTIPLE 
MESON PRODUCTION IN HIGH ENERGY REGION. Fukuda, 
Hiroshi; !so, Chikashi (Tokyo !net. of Tech.). Progr. Theoret. 
Pbys. (Kyoto), Suppl., Nos. 37-38.-255-74(1966). 

The relation between angular dlst1·!bution and energy dependence 
of A + B - C + D type scattering cross section and dynamical be'
baviors of multiple-meson wave produced In high-energy collision 
Is analyzed through unltarlty relr.tlon. Assuming that the most 
energetic particle In Inelastic channel has the same quantum num

·ber as that of the Incident particle In the same direction, the 
various behaviors of quantum-number excha1ige scatter-Ing can be 
explained semi-quantitatively, I.e., energy dependencJl. and angular 
distribution of·ll'-p- r11, r-p- '!II. pp- pN~. pp- :c-:c- etc., as 
well as elastic scattering. Also under the above assumption a 
factorization theorem can be shown for energy depeondence and . 
angular distribution of A + B - C + D type scattering; this theorem 
Is very useful to compare various two body processes., The re- · 
suite are different In some processes from that deduced by Regge-: 
pole t!leo.rem .. (auth) · 

13713 (SLAC-PUB-266) INFORMATION'ABOUT THE TWO 
AND THREE NUCLEON SYSTEMS OBTAINED AND OBTAINABLE' 
FROM THE USE OF POLARIZED TARGETS AND QEAMS. Noyes, 
H. Pierre (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford UDlv., · 
Cailf.). Jan. 1967. Contract AT(04-3)-515. 51p, .(CONF- . . 
66120&-2). Dep. mn. CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0.65 mn. . 
. From Conference on l'l:llartzed Targets and Sources, Saolay,. 
France. . · · · · ·. 

Review of rec~nt experiments and theory makes tt' clear that the:. 
spin structure of the three-nucleon system ts.too complicated to··~ 
allow a direct determination of the scattering matrl.x tn the near. ·· 
future. In order to provide more readily appllcab~e tools ~or ex- · ·,. 
perlmental analysts, the rigorous three-body theory provided by 
the Faddeev equations should be articulated to provide a low en- · . ·. · 
ergy n-d theory comparable to effective range theory, a unitary 
parameterization for the coupled elastic scattering and breakup 
problems comparable to phase shift analysla; and,a. theory of high··,' 
angular momentum states based on the deuteron wave function · 
analogous to one-pion-exchange for the N-N system. All physical·: 
Input both better nucleon-nucleon scattering measurements, par- • ·. 
tlcularly In the n-p system, and a method for extending these re- .. 
suits to the energy-momentum regions allowed by the uncertainty 
principle lri the three-nucleon system ·are also required. Whether .' : 
It Is attempted to derive this extension from elsotromagnetlc : ·. 
measurements· of the two-nucle.on wave functiOns, or directly from< 
two-nucleon acatter.lng, It Ia found that thla extension 'requires · 
understanding ofthe coupllna of the nucleon-nucleon system to 
other elementary particles. Thanks to the high prectalon-of rec;ent 
nucleon-nucleon scattering measurement• provided by polarization 
tec1ullques, It Ia found that all the charaoterlaUc featurea of the 
two~nucleon Interaction can In fact be Interpreted •• arising from 
the exchange of ·known boaona 1111d boaon ~eaonanoea, and hence 
that tbll! extension can poulbly be mads In a phyaloaUy reaaonabte 
way. It Ia concluded that the'three-nueleon problem ahOuld be ;. 
a~r.~c!led both ~l_!lno~olfc~l.ll.~ndJ~~-~-110~ ~~¥1!• of 
elementary particle 11uyslcs, and that the coup•lngOJ' ttieae two · ··. 
approaches offers great promise, If kept In close contact with ex
periment, and If full use Ia made of the new polarized target and 
polarized ~.e.am techniques. (auth) 
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13801 NON_;COPLANARITY IN PROTON-PROTON BREMS
sTRAHLUNG AT 157 MeV. Gottschalk, B.; Shlaer, W, J.; Wang, 
K. H. (Harvard Uillv., Cambridge, Mass.). Nucl. Phys., A94: 
491-501(1967). 

The dependence on coplanarity of the reaction p + p - p + p + 'Y 
wss !nve,stlgated for outgoing protons at symmf.'trlc anglf.'ll of 30 
and 35" to the beam: The erose sectiO!J falls off, approximately 
;linearly, .as the non-coplanarlty of the f!nal state approaches the 
;limit 11et by klnematlcli. The copluar cross 11ecUons at 8 s 30 BDd 

1

35" are 10.8 1111d 14.0 j.lb/arl * 20%, reapecUvely, conal11tent with 
~revloua reaulta. (auth) · 

'1&260 MEASURE!MENT OF THE SPIN-CORRELATION PA-
RAMETER CNNIN PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING AT 680 MeV. 
Dost, Helmut E.1 Arens, John F.; Betz, Frederick W.; Chamber
~. 0Wen1 Hauroul, Michel J.; Holloway, LelBDd E-: sChultz, 
·claude H.; Shaplro,'Gllbert (Untv. of callfom.a, Berkeley). Con
tract W-7405-eng-48. Phya. Rev., 153: 1394-6(Jan. 25, 1967). 
(UCIIL-118771Rev .)) . 

Using a polarized beam BDd polarized target the spin-correlation 
parameter CNN was measured· in proton-proton scattering Cor an 
lncident-proJon lnboratory-system kinetic energy of 680 MeV. The 
polarized''beam waa made by BCiltterlng.unpularized protons from 
tlw lti-& ·ln. cycloll·on in 11n "Aternal. first llu·get of liquid hydrogen, 
&'ellultlnl( 1n 11 polllrl:taiion u( O.·H. To t•evct'tle the !)cum pohu·i:tu
tion, the incident-proton ec&tterlng angle· was reve1·scd. The target 
protons were polarized by a solid-state technique called "dynamic 
polarization" to 0.40 on the average. The elastic proton-proton in
teractions Involving the polarized protons were kinematica)Jy sep
Bl'llted from other intc1·aclions by counting both protons in coinci- · 
dence. The angular region covered by the 13 data. points extends 
h·om 51.2 to 88.7 deg In the center-of-mass system. The results 
show thut C:o;!>; rises In this region "from a!)out 0.5 to 0. 9 with 11 
t¥.pl~al o;tandard deviation of 0.1. (authl 

:15264 MEASUREMENT OF THE PRoTON-PROTON CP.UI:IS 

'

SECTION AND POLARIZATION IN THE COULOMB INTERI''ER
ENCE REGION AT 213 MeV. Marshall, James Franklin. 
Rochester, N. Y ., Unlv. of Rochester, 1966. U4p. ~ 

1 Thesis. · 
i This experiment was a simultaneous meae!Orement of the proton.,. 
!proton dlffcrenlial cr<?llll sccllon and pob.:rtzation at an Incident eu
!ert~Y of 213 * 8 MeV over the angula~ range 8.9- 37.8" em. ·In sep
!araw run11 liquid hydrogen targcll! of 0.46 and .0.69 gm cm-2 were 
;bomhardcd with a well.collimstcd 90% polarized proton beam and 
I the angular di11tribution of 11cattered protons wall measured to the 
.right alll.l lcfl "'the Incident beam line by means of two triple coin
ic:idencu Hclntlllatlun teluseope11, thu defining a.perture11 of which 
'lluht.ulllk.'ilsulid angles of 0.00471 and 0,002:15- steradians at ao• In 
:the em sy11tem. The counters were mounted on a rotating frame 
au thut they could hu shift.ud frequently from one side of the buam 
axis to tho othur during the data runs In o,rder to "cancel out ln
_lltrumentalallymmetrles. The angular re .. olution was t0.6" em 
·for thu fir11t run and t0.7" em for thu secu.nd ru!'. The a~ula1· 
r&fiK<J w.as chu<~un to overlap tho range of previous mca<~urements 
at thl11 eucrl(y of the relaUve cros11 ~:~ectlon and polaJ'iit.atlon which 
llf_ero fur em a~le11 of ~9.-uo·~_An a1J11olut.u. nurmllllZ11tlon of tho 
orosa aectloD ,wu obtained to 1.3$ accuracy. ImportaDt features 
'of this oormsllzatlon measurement Included the use of a fast llcin
tlllatlon tslescope to monitor the lncldunt beam a.id a clll'eful de
termination of the effective target thickness. An experimental 
normalization was obtained for the polarization by measuring the 
left-r!Bflt asymmetry of p-carbon scattering with the liquitl hy
!1~18!! target replaced by .a carbon lal'lrot. The data aaree ,\Oo·ell 



with the prodictiuns of a·cccnt pha~c ~hift analyaw~ except at angles 
smaller than 15• em where ·~omcwhat weaker interference effects 
.are indicated_ by the data. (Dil:lscrtation Abstr.) 

11265 MEASUREMENT OF THE PROTON-PROTON BREMS-
STRAHLUNG CROSS SECTION AT 204 MeV. Rothe, Kenneth 
Warren. Rochester, N. Y ., Unlv. of Rochester, 1966. 114p. 

Thesis. · 
A survey experiment to measure cross section11 and angular 

distributions for proton-proton bremsstrahlung at 204 MeV was 
completed. Spark chambers were used to determine energy and 
direction of the two outgoing protons. A detector with good an
gular rP.snlution determined the direction of the gamma rays and 
set a lower cutoff of 20 MeV on the gamma energy. Three gamma 
ray anglca were investigated (II) lab= 90", 135•, 45') giving a total 
of 513 good bremsstrahluflg events. Proton center of mass angular 
distributions indicate the strung presence, in the final two proton 
system, of angular momentum states with L > 0. In addition, the 
protons prefer to come off in a plane containing the gamma ray 
and the Incident beam. Proton polarization data agree well in sign 
with the elastic polarization although the average inelastic polar
ization is smaller than the elastic value at 210 MeV. The shape· 
of the polarization depends on gamma angle and at By lab= 90• dif
fers significantly in shape from the elastic curve. Garuma asym
metries average ~.146 '*' 0.044 (all events included) where the 
negative sign indicates preference to s.catter s~ch that P1nc xI\ · 
lies antiparalle,l to the beam polarization and P;ac is the incident 
beam momentum. Measured cross sections (d2a/dfl,d~) agree 
In shape with those predicted by Ueda although not in magnitude 
(the calculations. give cross sections -1.5 times higher than those 
observed). A comparison with cross sections measured Ly Gott
shalk et al., at 158 MeV indicates that the cross sections are 
larger than theirs by approximately the factor of three predicte<j 
by Duck and P_earce. An invariant mass plot my.P gi\·es an upper 
limit for the production cross section of 55 nanobarns for any res
onant state P• - P + y in the 950 :s mass :s 1050 MeV region with 
lifetimes T 10-22 :s T :s 10-ao sec. (Dissertation Abstr.) 

15332 HEAVY PARTICLE PAIR PRODUCTION. Sisakyan,· 
I. N.; Feinberg, E. L.; Chernavakll, D. s. Zh. Eksp, Teor. Fl&., , 
52: 545-56(Feb, 1967). (In Husslan). 

An lmvortant re11ult obtained In recent years Is discovering that 
Ru•:h hl~ot_h-Pn•,rgy hH<)run-lntr.rRetion. proceiiBl'll e!IJR~ _which pass 
through the compound atate ("head-on colllstona"). SUch pro
cesses do not only determine binary scattering A + B - C + D 
Involving a large 4·momentum transfer ..r=t > 1 GeV, but as 
shown, pp and da heavy pair production also. In this case one may 
differentiate between pair production In NN colllal6na Involving 
the formation of other particles, such as pions, ani! processes o_f · 
.the type A + A -.. 8 + 1i which do not Involve other particles. Ar\...'.~ 
example of the latter case Is heavy pair production by y-quanta 
when the form factor F of the ypp vertex Is determined by forma
tion of the compound state. Application to the cross section aq 
fur 11ii ljuark pair production In NN M<l Nil-collisions shows that 
If the quarks Interact with hadrons at distances lllN'-Il-1 as 
strongly as the hadrons interact between themselves. then oq 
ahould be extremely srMall ;,,-,d de.:in,lllltl tlApunentlally with the 
mass 11\q· If, however, the interaction Is weaker aq may be large 
and approach the geometric cross section. This result Is· prac
tically true for any type of generation mechanism. The same 
reasoning Is employed for estimating the time-like form factor 
for the ypji vertex. The result Is ·compared with the experiments 
on pp- e- e+(ll- 11+1 annihilation. (auth) 

i15354 REGGE-POLE FORMULAS FOR. DIFFERENTIAL 
!CROSS SECTIONS OF QUASI-TWO-BODY 11N AND NN INTERAC--! 
!TIONS. Wang, Ling-lie (Unlv. of California, Berkeley). Con-· 
itract W-7405-eng-48. Phys. Rev., 153: 1664-72(Jan·. 25, 1967). 
(UCRL-17053). 

Regge-pole formulas .for differential cross sections of some 
quasi-two-body 11N and NN Interactions, which can have· one or 
two meson trajectories exchanged, are given. The reactions 
treated are: 11N- 110(1236), 11N- w6(1236), 11N- A2N, 11N
!)N, 1rN -1)0(1236), 11N- pN, 11N- p6(1236), NN- N6(1236), 
NN- NN•(1500,Ijz-), NN~ NN•(l480,If.+). (auth) . 

15417 OPTICAL POTENTIAL FOR lfiGH-ENERGY PHYSICS; 
THEORY AND APPLICATIONS. ·Arnold, Richard C. (Argonne 
National Lab., Ill.). Phys. Rev., 153; 1523-46(Jan. 25, 1967). 

A fleld-the'oretlc exact two-body optical potential V0 Is defined, 
correapondlrig tu the exact pseudopotcntlal in nuclear physics. A 
amlill-.angle, high-energy approximation for scattering amplitudes 
In the absence of resonances or bound states is suggested, based 
largely on Investigations of Torgerson In a fairly reillistlc model 
field theory. This approximation, which corresponds to the eikonal 
or linearized WKB approximation In a nonrclatlvistic limit, in
volves only mass -shell values of V0 and can be discussed in the 
framework of dispersion relations and analyticity. The longest 
raime contributions to V0 are one-pion exchange (when allowed) and 
the; multlphcrlpheral diAgrams of Amatl, Fublni, and Stanghelllnl; 
these contributions arc termed "multlperlpheral optlcnl poten
tial" (MOP). One possibility for the asymptotic high-cnl·r~:y limit 
of MOP brings in Reggc poles through the multiphcripheral dia
grams. At energies which arc not asymptotic, but are high enough 
to ensure the· usefulness of the elkonal formalism, Important non
pole contributions to V0 arc discussed. The difference between pp 
and pp elastic scattering Is explained In such an energy region. As 
a natural consequence of the picture presented, one obtains dis
torted-wave Born-approxlmarton (DWBAl correction formulas ap
plicable to any small contributions in V0; e.g., rt>al part, spin flip, 
and charge exchange. A special case Is the absorptive correction 
to the p Rcggc-pole expression for charge exchan..:r In ,-p - ~rDn, 
which has been discussed In a previous paper. The s.,riJrr poten
tial which accommodates largc-t behavior (although only -t/s « 1 
can be properly described by the elkonal expression) Is shown to 
be a apeclal case of MOP. II MOP Is dominated by thr. Pomeran
cbuk Rogge pole (P) In elastic pp 1:1catterlng above 10 DeV /c. and 
If Is ignored spin, a real part of the forward scattl'rlng amplitude 
for thla caae Is obtained, which agrees In sign with the obHrrvPd 
valus, but 11 too •mall In mapltudet It hal an eneriD' dependence 
(In s/s0 J-l. The jip results should become Identical to the pp ones 
for energies which 11re asymptotic for j'ip also. Similar result:~ for 
the real part h9ld for all two-bo<ly reaction1:1. In 1TJl scatterin~:. a 
formalism Incorporating spin properly into the cikonal method is· 
presented, and in thl' asymptotic limit with no "anomalous
moment .. terms In the l.lorn appt·oximatlon (as suggested hy a 
PomPranchuk polrl, a spin-orbit coupling Is oiJtairwd <:on·t:spund
lnjl to usc of thl' l>lrac <·(juutlon with u ·1-v,•ctur ~Iuiie c<:nt t·ul po
tential. Thl! resultlnjl rrp spin·ll!t> !lllllllillldt~ dccn:lllw~ with In
creasing ent·r~:}· likl' 1:1-" rdutivt: to nonflip terms, hut Is 
presumably dominated by effect,; of secondary lkt,:t,:e poles such 
as P'. To describe multichannel relictions, and to obtain absorp
uve correction fot·mulas including reactive damping, an exact. 
multichannd optical potential V~ is defined, and a matrix eikonal 
mass-shell approximation is pa·opused. Such a method is valid 

-only when certain commutation relation<~ ut·e satisfied for thl• ma
·trix Born approximation; these aa·e satisfied, fot· example, If the 
t dependence of all clements of this matrix is the same, which can 
be true in mimy cases if mass diffllrences are ignored. Hegge 
poles and the Byers-Yang model are considered In this context. 
To include reso.nances in the s channel, possibilities for extend-
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ing the eikonal formalism are discussed. A·meuiod of formulation. 
utilizing dispersion relations for phase shifts allows an alternative, 
purely s-matrix approach to the cikonal approximation, but is 
physically more obscure than the field-theoretic and static-poten
tial-theory approaches. Singularities In complex J of the MOP
elkonal approach are explored. 1t is found that infinite numbers of 
branch cuts in J correspond to absorptive (OWBA) c_orrect~ons 
when Regge poles are used in MOP. An apparent paradox copcern
ing results of Mandelstam on cancellation of cuts Is discussed and 
a possible avenue of resolution, involving treating external par
ticles as Regge poles with _signature, Is desc.ribed. (auth) 

i5618 (ORo-131&:28) . NtiCi.Jl:ON-NUCLEOlf'BREMSSTRAH-
LUNO. Pearce, WUUam A.; Gale, William A.; Duck, Jan M. 
(Rice Un!v .. Houston, Tex.). Feb. 7, 1967. Contract AT(4()-1)

-1316. 20p. !CONF-670302-1). Dep. mn •. CFSTJ $3.00 cy, $0.65 
·mn • 

. From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction 
Conference, OalnesvUle, Fla. 

Cross sections for bremsstrahlung production In N-N interac
tions were calc~ated using the Tabakin separable potentials. The. 
results were _CO!J!pared with experi!Jientalobservationtl· q>.C.W,) ·. 

17036 . ASYMMETRY IN THE EMISSION OF If+ MESONS IN · · 
612 MeV pp-COLUSIONS WITH A POLARIZED PROTON BEAM. 
Borlsov, A. A.; Kuznetsov, A. S.; Lukashov, V. E.; Nurushev, S. B.; 
Solov'yanov, V. L. Yadern. Flz., 5:. 348-53(Feb. 1967). (In Rus-
sian). ' · 

Experiments are described determining the azimuth~! asy_r;n
metry In the .. -eduction of w+-mesons In proton-pr!)ton collisions,. 
using a 612 MeV polarized proton beam. The measurements were 
performed in the region of t.s. angles 85 .to 125" using a scintil
lation hodoscoplcal device. For fixed· angles the asymmetry was 
determined for three values of the w+-meson emission energy. 
The experimental results are compared with the predictions of 
the one-meson approximation model. (au~hl·. 

0037 MEASUREMENT OF THE TRIPLE SCATTERING 
PARAMETER R AT 70• CMS AND THE PHASE SHIFT AN&LYSIS 
AT 630 MeV. il':zarlnov, Yu. M.; Legar, F.; Plsarev, A. F".; 
Yanout, Z. (Joint Jnst. for Nuclelll: Research, Dubna, USSR). 
Yadern. Flz., 5: 140-5(Jan. 1967). (In Ruaslan), 
... The parameter Rp.. and the polarization In the elastic 605-MeV 
pn scattering were measured at 70", with the result R..,. • 0.09 * 
0.19 and P..,. = -0.05 * 0.1.8. These data were use.d to perform a 
phase shift analysis at 630 MeV, to calculate the experimentally . 
meas1n•able quantities and to plan further experlmentll, determln
i.l,; the parameters Dp.,. Rp.; AP.,. C~ and AI',:. The planning 
showed, thai wUhln the gtv.en exper.lmental posslbUittes, a mea
llurement .of the parameters o""·and Apowlll be the.most efficlen\ 
way to discriminate between the two remaining sets of phase sbifta. 
(auth) 

·-17031 SPIN CORRELATION IN THE ELASTIC SCATTERiNG· 
OF POLARIZED 605 MeV PROTONS ON PROTONS. Golovin, 
B. M,; Zulkarneev, R. Ya,: IQaelev, V, S.: MedYed, S. V.l 
)l~orov, V. ~.;. Plsart!V '· ~! F.: Semashlro, 0, L, CJolnt ~t. 
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1
for: Nuclear Research, Dubna, US~). Yadem. Flz., 5: 146-9 
·(Jan. 1967), (In Russian). 

The spin correlation coefficients In the elastic pp-8Catterll!g 

1
were measured ~t 9o• ems, using a polarized 605 MeV proton 

l
beam. Spark chambers c_ontrolled by scintillation counters were 
used In the measurements. The foll~:~wlng values of the coeffl
lclents were determined: CDD = 0.56 * 0.18, CKP = 0.27 * 0.18, 
/CqKa = 0.92 * 0,38. (auth) · 

-117039 NEUTRON-PROTON SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING 
:AT 14.1 MeV. Suhaml, A.; Fox, R. (Technlqn-Jsrael 'nat. of 
'Tech., Haifa). Phys. Lett., 24B: 173-4(Feb. 20, ~967). 
!

1

. The neutron-proton differential cross section was measured a~ 
an energy of 14.1 MeV for angles between 12 and 90' c.ru. A leaat
&q\lares fit of the data to a straight line has a slope of 2 * 4% be
tween the measured angles. This slope Is In agreement with the 
!predicted Isotropy as calculated by Nakamura from thll theory of 
ilfam.!lda al'd.lwjldare. (auth) 

'1711Z (CERN~7-3) SOME R~MARKS CONCERNING THE 
PROTON STRUCTURE. Scbopper, H. (European Organization 
for Nuclear Research, Geneva (Switzerland)). Feb. 16, 1967. 
lOp. Dep. mn. 

A determination of whether the e-p and p-p results are con
sistent with each other and the general conclusions about the pro
tein which can be drawn on this basis Is made. It Is emphasized 
that both the e-p and the p-p data can be fitted by two almost 
phenomenological expressions. This Is connected with the. diffi
culty In accelerating the various parts of the nucleon without 
breaking It up, and this difficulty Is independent of the specific 

. process. U, on the other hand, an optical potential Is used to 
interpret the form factors and cross sections, It Implies that the 
proton consists of two shells with radii of 0.8 and 0.35. f approxl
m!ltely. (J.F.P.) 

[17134 . (AECD-TP-15) PHASE SHIF1· CALCULATIONS FOR 
'REAL AND REALISTIC POTENTIALS. All, Shamsher; Islam, 
Mozabarul · (Atomic Energy Centre, Dacca (Pakistan)). Sept. 
1966, 14p, Dep. mn. 

Real and central potentials are considered In the program pre
sented and a procedure for phase shift calculations is developed 
which can be readily used for all types of realistic potentials, Thill 
program also incorporates the calculation of the low-energy effeo-· 
tlve range parameters; namely, scattering length and effective 
range. (J.F.P.I 

'IJS (JINR-P4-3135) OPISANIE UPRUGOGO NUKLON-
NUKLONNOGO RASSEYANIYA V MEZONNOI MODELl YADER
NYKH SlL. · (Description of Elastlc NN-Scatterlng In Meson 
Model of Nuclear Forces), Bablkov, V. V .; Kiselev, V. s. 
(Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR)). 1967. 16p. 
(In Russian), Dep. mo. 

The pha~e shifts of elastic NN-scatterlng with the orbital mo
menta L <= 1 for the energy range of G.ab ~ 330 MeN are calculated 
on the basis of an assumption that the external region of nuclear 
forces Is determlncd.hy the exchange of the lightest 1r, IJ, p, "'• s 
m_e§9n!!, _ T!le momentum dependence of the potentials Is .calculated 



tn the Born approxi~tion. The constanti of meson-nucleon cou- ·1 

pling are found which lead t.o a satisfact.ory descrl!ltion of experi
mental P, D.F, G scattering phase shifts. It Is shown that these 
values agree with those of the coupllni constantll, determined h·om 
other experimental data. (auth) 

17136 (JINR-P4-3136) SoVREMENNYE MODELl YAD!j:R-
NYKH SIL. (Modern Nuclear Force Models), Bablkov, V, V, 
(Joint Inst, for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR). Lab, of Theo-
retical Physics). 1967. lOp, (ln Russian), Dep, mo. . 

Different models of nucleon-nucleon Interaction, used In nuclear 
physics, are discussed. (auth) · 

'i713fi ONE~BOSON-EXCHANGE MODEL PARAM'E'rERS 
AND NN-SCATTEIUNG PHASE SHIFTS, Azhglrel, L, S,; Chl
zblkov, V. 1. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear ltesearch, Dubna, U;>SR), 
Yadern, Flz., 5: 405-lO(Feb. 1967). (In Russlan). 

The pa"rameters of a one-boson-exchange model are determined. 
from the nucleon nucleon scattering phase shifts in the region 25 t~ 
:JIO MeV, ut~lng the method of lca11t squares. In a four-pole model,· 
all<•wlng fur the exchange of t~cular (ul, p!iouclmwalur (lf) und two 
vo<:t"r '"'unci,,, IIIOHUIIH, tho IutHI <lot~crlttllnn or tho nueloun
nucieon. scattering correspo~s to uie" following values of the 
paramtlters: ~ = 2.1 ~ 0.5;"f..Jg.., = 0.6 :1: 0.1; 11\, = 422 ~ 18 MeV: 
~ = 2.9 :1: 0.4; Dlg = 373 :t: 13 MeV;~ • 13,1 ~ 0.2; f4 = 0.1 :t: 0.3; 
~~~~P • -5.4 * 7 .0; mp = 800 :t 140 MeV. The energy dependences of 
the phase 8hHts, calculated using these parameter!!, at•e coanpareu 
with the results of phase shift analyses at 435 and 657 MeV. ·(auth) 

17139 SPIN CORHELATION TENSOR IN THE ScATTERING 
OF POLARIZED NUCLEONS BY POLARIZED PROTON TARGET. 
Wlnternltz, P.; Legar, F.: Yanout, z. (Joint lnst, for Nuclear 
Research, Dubna, USSR). Yadern. Flz,, 5: 201-3(Jan, 1967). 
:(In Russian), 

Experiments to measure the tensor of spin correlation {rom the 
scattering of a polarized nucleon beam by a polarized proton target 
are discussed. Relativistic formulas for measurable quantities ·are 
obtained. A construction of the scattering matrix with experimen
tally ,,,.,a;;ui:uLlc \juautilics is.vcdu1am:il. (aut~tl. 

17296 (UCRl.r-16864) DETERMINATION OF THE NEUTRON-
NEUTRON SCATTERING l.F.NGTH. ShiP.ld, Edward (California 
Unlv., Berkeley. Lawrence Radiation Lab.). Dec. 19, 1966, 
Contract W-7405-eng-48. 72p. Dep. mn. CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0.65 
mn. 

Thcals, 
Measurements on the reaction T(d,llle)2n at 32.7-MeV Incident 

deuteron energy were used to determine the n-n scattering length. 
Wataon'o theory of final-state lntcructions provides a theory with 
which the exverlmental data giving the number of 1He at 6 and s• 
vs ener~ can be compared. Comparison Is made ·with numbers 

.0 f •He ncar the maximum energy, "In which case the neutrons go 
off with little relative energy under the Influence of a final-state 
a-wave interaction. The best fit o"f the data to theory gives Bno ~ 
-16.1 z 0.1 F. The applicability of this method Is proved by mea
surements on the reaction 1f1e(d,t)2p, which give a value for app 
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.equal ii> the accepted value within the experimentai errors. Com
·parlsona of the resulta with other measurements of aDD are given, 
'(auth) · 

"18893 (AD-635017) THE POLARIZATION PARAMETER IN 
:ELASTIC PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING FROM • 75 TO 2,84 
.GeV. Neal, H6iner A. Jr. (Michigan Unlv·., Ann Arbor, Dept. of · 
·Physics) •. Apr. 1966, Contract Nonr-1224(23). 114p, (TR-
2303106~23-T). CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0,65 mn. 

A double-scattering technique was employed to measure the 
!JIOlarlzatlon parameter In elastic proton-proton scattering at . 75, 
1.03, 1.32, 1.63, 2.24, and 2.84 GeV. An external proton beam 
from the Brookhaven Cosmotron was focussed on a three-lnch
"long liquid hydrogen target and the elastic .recoil and scattered 
protons were detected In coincidence by sclnti!Jation counters. The 
polarization produced In the scattering process was Inferred from 
the azimuthal asymmetry exhibited In the scattering of the""recoil 
beam from a carbon targ.et. This asymmetry was measured by a 
·set of two scintillation counter telescopes which symmetrically 
viewed the carbon target. The .analyzing power of this arrangement 
'was previously determined In an lnaependent experiment employing 
a 40%'polarlzed proton beam. The corrected values of the polar
ization parameter are exhibited as a function of the center -of -mass 
scattering angle for each lnclderit beam energy. The prediction of 
the Regge the!)ry that the polarization parameter In elastic proton
proton scattering Is related to the total proton -proton and proton
antiproton cross sections was found to be consistent with the ex
perimental results. (auth) 

• 

18896 (JINR-Pl-3167) iZMERENIE PARAMETRA R I 
FAZOVYI ANALIZ p-p RASSEYANIYA PRI 600 MeV, (Measure
ment of the R Parameter and the Phase-Shift Analysis of pp
Scatterlng at 600 ·MeV), Golovin, B. M,; Zul'karneev, R. Ya.: 
Klselev, V, S,; Medved, S, V.; Nlknnorov, V.I.: Plsarev, A, F,; 
Scmashko, G. L, (Joint lnst, for Nuclear Roscarch, Dubnu 
(USSH)). l9G7: lOp. (In Husslnn), l>op. mn, · 

The triple scattel'lng parameter H was mciUJUred In the scat
tering of 605-MeV prut.ons on prot.ons with spark chambers con
trolled by scintillation counters. The phase-shift analysis of ex~ 
perimental data ~as performed at -600 MeV. (auth) 

18898 (SLAC-PUB-238) THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 
;A,u.(90") FOR PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING AT 11.4 MeV. 
Noyes, H. Pierre (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stan
ford Unlv., Calif.). Dec. 1966. Contract AT-(04-3)-400. lOp. 
(CONF-661210-2). O..p. mn. CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0.65 mn. 

From American Physical Society Meeting, Stanford, Calif. 
Because of the deterioration of the target under proton bom

bardment, Catlllon, Chapellier, and Garreta normalize their mea
·aurements of the proton-proton scattering parameters A,.J90") 
and Ayy(90"1 at 11.4, 19.15, 23.45, and 26.5 MeV to the value of 
Au:(90") at 11.4 MeV. In order to provide an absolute normaliza
tion for these experiments, It Is noteJ that at 90" the value of Au, 
is related to the ratio Aryl Axx by the equation 1 + Au= (1 - Ay.,l 
A.utl/((/c/2//e/2) + 1 -Ar-/Ax.J where c and e are two of the four . 
triplet p-p hcllclty ampfltudcs defined by Haynal. This result Is 
lnde:pcndcnt of the singlet amplitude, and further, the unknown 
ratio Jc//le/ls shown to be well approximated by (1 + rl/(1- r), 
where r Is % of the ratio of L • S to tensor contributions of the 
3p phase shifts. It Is known from p-p phase shift analyses at 
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higher energy that the L • S Interaction Is of short range com
pared to the known one-pion-exchange tensor Interaction, and 
this ratio Is expecteq to be small: Conservative limits at this 
energy are set by existing p-p models fitted to the higher energy 
scattering, and In this way r 111 found to lie between 0.087 and ' 
0.162. The corresponding uncertainty in Au. IS ±0.0019, which is 
·negligible compared to the experimental uncertainty of ±0.013 in 
the measurement of Art/Au.. It 111 concluded that A~9o•) = · . 
-0.984 '*' 0.009 at llA M~V. (auth) 

18976 CH.IRAL SYMMETRY FOR REGGE RESIDUES. Mlt
ter, P. K.; Sawyer, R. F. (Unlv. of California, Santa Ba· · ara). 
Phya. Rev., 154: 1382-6(Feb. 25, 1967). 

It is assumed that the octet Regge trajectories of baryon num
ber zero belong to (8,1) ± (1,8) representations of chlral U(3)@ 
U(3). The relations among residues at zero momentum transfer 
'11.-hlch follow from this assumption are studied. Predictions are 
made for the %•-isobar forward-production cross section In 
baryon-baryon and meson-baryon scattering. The prediction 
(at sufficiently high energies) (du/dn);.,o (p + p - p + NH) = 
8/9(du/d0) t20 (p_+ n - n· + p) seems to be In reasonable agree
ment with experiment. The U(3) @ U(3) group ie also found useful 
in exploring the possible dynamic origin and consequences of 
exchange degeneracy (degeneracy of odd- and even-signature tra
jectories). (autb) -

19021 DETERMINATION OF THE NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
ELASTIC-SCATTERING MATRIX. V. NEW RESULTS AT 25 
MeV. Arndt, Richard A.; MacGregor, Malcolm H. (Unlv. of 
California, Livermore), Pbys. Rev., 154: 1549-57(Feb. 25, 
1967). (UCRI.r-70075). . 

Analyses of N-N experiments at 25 MeV have been hampe,-ed by 
a lack of complete scattering data, especially for the scattering 
states with Isotopic spin T = 0. In particular, there Ia an amblgullJ 
In the single-energy T = 0 solutions at 25 MeV. This ambiguity, · 
which Is dlacuase<l here In detail, Is partly resolved by the addi
tion of new (n,p) data .. Some new (p,p) data were also added. The 
resultlng_phasea more closely resemble the values expected from 
potential models-'-wlth which they are compared. The new selec- . 
tlon of data permits a determination of the pion-nucleon coupling 
constant (g'w = 14.3 * 1.3), whereas the older selectlona did not.· 
An Investigation of the parabolic approximation for each of the · 
phases Indicates the extent to which one can believe the uncertain
ties as given by an error-matrix calculation. The energy:-depen
dent analyses In this energy region 'were 'Improved by having the 
& phases· extrapolate to the scattering length and effective-range 
expansions at low energies. The resulting phases give excellent 
fits to the data at 10 MeV as well ae at 25 MeV. Experiments that 

· would further Improve the analyels at 25 MeV are euggeeted. Tbe 
present results are In some d~aagreement with a recently releaaecl 
Dubna_aJl!lysis_~t_2~ .. MeV. (auth)_ 

19023 , MODEL FOR HIGH-ENERGY SINGLE-PION PRODUC,;. 
TION •. Fraser, p.M. (Imperial Coli, of Science and Tech., 
London); Roberti!, R. G, Nuovo Clmento (10), 47A: 339-42 
(Jail. 21, 1967). . 
· A possible meqhantam for the background production of elngle 
mesons~(lr) In high-energy reactions Is investigated. The back
ground production considered Is direct production, that le, without 
.any Intermediate resonance or bound state being formed, which 
may eubsequenUy dE!cay to give an lndire~t production procese. 

.The processes considered are w• + p - w+ + r' + p, •• +' p - ~+ + 
w•· + n, and p + p - p + p + w0• Several features which would be ex
'hlblted by all these reactions over a range of Incident meeon (•) 
momenta are. pr:esented. (J. F._P.)_ · 

.19171 DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION OF 40-MeV NEU-
TRONS SCATTEHEp FROM PROTONS. Tagliaferri, Edward Jr. 
Los Angeles, Univ. of Caltfornla, 1966. 128p, 

Thtosls. 
The purpose of the experiment waa to measure the differential 

cross section of 40-MeV neutrons scattered from protons .. The 
·neutrons were produced by Inserting a hollow probe· cooled with 
0 20 Into the circulating proton beam of the UCLA 50-MeV cyclo
tron. Thto ntutrons from thto deuteron !Jn:ak-up In the heavy water 
.were collimated Into a btain and 11cattcred from protons In a piece 
of plastic scintillator. The recoil proton wus detected In this 
scintillator, In coincidence wllh the scattered neutron, which was 

ldt:tected by another 11clntlllatlon counter placed ut the dc11l_rcd 
scattering angle. The energy of the scattered neutron wus deter
·mlntod by mea11urlng 1t11 tlrnc-of-fllght from the target to the neu
tron detector. t'our neutron dctector11 wert! u11ed lllmultaneously 
during the exj,erlment, with antl-colnctdence scintillation counters · 
.placed In front cil each one to prevent charged particles originating 
In the target counter from registering as valid scattering events. 
One counter re~lned at 25~ to the ·neutron beam throughout the 
experiment to continuously monitor the energy and Intensity of the 
Incident neutrons. Two corrections were made to the results. The 
data taken at 400 In the center of mass had to be adjusted upward 
;by 33.2% because part of the pulse-height spect1·um of th" recoil 
.protons from neutron11 scattered at this angle was cut off by tht: 
discriminator on the target coun~er. The second correction was 
a downward adjustment of the data at center of mass scattering 
angles· from 90 to 140•. This correction had to be made because 
·at these angles, It was energetically possible for an Incident neu-

'· ,tron to cause the break-up of a carbon nucleus in the target 
,counter Into three detectable a particles and still have enough 
!energy left over so that Its velocity was the same as It would have 
·been had It scattered from a proton. The corrections Increased ID 
:size with lncreaatng scattering angle, ranging from 1.7 ± 0.3% at 
90• to 29 * 7% at 140•. The corrected data were normalized to the 

:differential scattering cross section measured by the Harwell 
_group with 42.5-MeV neutrons. The normalized data from the 
:three neutron detectors were then averaged. The average data 
~were fitted by the method ofleast squares to a polynomial of the 
_form du/dO = a 0 + a 1 cos fJ + a 2 cos1 fJ where IJ Is the neutron 
scattering angle •. The values obtained for a0, 8 1, and a1 were 

i13.04 * 0.38, -2.98 ± 1.15, and 7.11 ± 1.62, respectively. The cor-· 
responding coetliclents for a similar fit made to the data taken by· 

'the Harwell group are 14.20 ± 0.28, 0.16 * 0.49, and 4.-l9 ± 0.73. 
.<P~~-~~-e~J,!ltion Abstr .) 

19Zt6 IUCRL-5.0001-66-1, pp 1-40) NUCLEAR AND ATOMIC 
STRUCTURE. (Lawrence Radiation Lab.,' Unlv. of California, 
Livermore). 

Summaries are given of research on: vector mesons In a Cou
lomb potential; elementary excltaUons In an Interacting Bose gas; 

·theoretical existence of the t.""Dn hyperfragment; phenomenologi
cal A-nucleon potentials; a one-boson exchange model for p-p · 
-elastic scattering (0 to 400 MeV) In the context of a strip approxl-
. Illation to the corresponding Mandelstam representation; one-boson 
•exchange models and nucleon-nucleon scattering;' potential energy 
of the hydrogen atom; kinematic singularities Introduced by 
partial-wave projection for the scattering of particles with spin 
and unequal masses: the llo(p,d)110 and llo(p,t)Uo reactions at 



18.5 MeV; development of a Moxon- Rae-type gamma detector . 
which has an efficiency which Is proportional to the total energy 
of the Incident photons; calculation of fast-neutron Inelastic scat
tering cross sections; a two-nucleon DWBA analysis of data from 
the ae.l<'(d,a)IIO reaction; reactions (~He, d) and (He-3,t) on Iso
topes of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen with 17.8-MeV 1He Ions; 
angular distributions of the IIF(a ,t)20Ne reaction to the ground 
11tate and various excited etates using 28.5-MeV a particles; mea
surement of photoneutron cross sections just above the neutron 
binding energy for Iron and bismuth; comparison of mirror nu
clei resulllng from photoexcltatlon of 180; measurement of 11 

:(the average number of neutrons released per fission) for neu
tron fission of 2GmAm; cross sections for the (y ,n) snd (y ,2n) 
reactions with 'L.I; characteristic x-ray production In single · 
crystals of AI and Cu by proton bombardment at 70 to 100 keY; 
the 2iMg(p,ni21AJ snd 21Mg(p,n)26AJ reactions to assess the ap
'pllcablllty of a strong coupling deformed lsospln model In de
scribing the (p ,n) charge-exchange reaction; the two-body force 
by the IIC(p,n)UN reaction; elatttlc scattering of 7- to 14-MeV 
·neutrons from nitrogen; the x-rays from the fission of 2Uu with 
.a.be.n:-.crytttalttpec~ro.H:~.l!'l.er; s_econdary stand~rd y-ray energlea; 
and neutron production cross sections using protons of 7.5- to 
14.0-MeV ener!!Y. :(S.F.L.) . . 

21137 USE OF A POLARIZED PROTON TARGET.FOR THE 
STUDY OF LOW-ENERGY NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERAC
TIONS. Lehal', Frantlsek · (Czech Technical Unlv., Prague); 
Wlnternltz, Pavel, Cesk. Cas. Fys., 17: 158-211(1967). (In 
Czech). . · . 

The possible use of a polarized proton target In the lnvestiga'- . 
tlon of low-energy nucleon-nucleon Interactions Is reviewed. ·The 
reconstruction of the scattering matrix and verification of P-, T
·and isotopic In variance are briefly discussed. Possible sources. 
and detectOrs of polarized particles are discussed. All possible 
experimental quantities determined from the phase shift analysis 
are_ given In graphs {or energies of 14.5 and 2_3.1 MeV. (autb) . 

21234 DOUBLE RESONANCE PRODUCTION AT HIGH 
ENERGIES: CORRELATION's BETWEEN THE DECAY DISTRI
BUTIONS OF RESONANCES IN THE QUARK MODEL. Bialas, A, 
. (Jagellonlan Unlv., Krakow. lnst. of Nuclear Physics, Krakow); 
Quia, A,; Muryn, M, Phys, Lett., Part B, 24: 428-31 (Apr. 17, 
1901). • 

The correlations between the decay distributions of resonances 
produced In the processes 1rp- pN• Kp- K•N• and Pi> - N•iii• 
arc Investigated In the framework of the quark model. It Is found 
that thr. cliRrusRcd prccllctionR of the ql!ark model arc In .good agree
m~>nt with thr. rxiRIIng daln, nnrl they nre Hlmllnr to thll rr.Rult of the.: 
nh:wr·pt!ol! nuxld c~lr.ulntlonH, (Ruth) 

21250.. (1JCSI}-10P10-21) MESON THEORY OF NUCLEON
NUCLEON INTERACTION. Wong, David Y, (California Unlv .. 
La Jolla, San Diego). Feb. 1967. Contract AT(ll-1)-Gen-10. · 
26p. (CONF-670302-2). Dep. mn. CFSTI $3,00 oy, $0.66 mn. 

From Amerlcsn Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon lnteractiOII ·. 
Conference, Gainesville, Fla. . 

It Is found that ll nucleon -nucleon potentiKJ. can be constructed 
In terms of the exchange of six metons: lT, u, .,.,, p, w, and ~- The 
calcuilltlon of the potential and the methods for sol vlng for the 
scattering amplitudes are considered. It Is found thllt ll simple 
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:model of nuclear forces based on the exchange of correlated me
:sonlc.systems Is In good agreement with experimental data on 

. 'nucleon-nucleon scattering. Such a model can be used as a basis 
for. the detailed phenomeno.loglclll analysis of the data; and It also 

.leads to a qulliltlltlvo. undorstundlng of the nuch•nr forcl•s In tlmns 
of mosun-nuuluunnmlmosun-mouun lntor11utluns. (J.F.I'.) . 

Z125Z .THE NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTION AND EX
CHANGE UF TilE '"1 SYSTEM. Gauron, P.; Lacombe, M.; Vlnh 

· .Mau, R. (Facultes des Sciences de Parts et d'Orsay. lnstltut de 
Physique Nuclenlre, Orsay, France). Nuovo Clm. (10), 47A: 
924-B(Feb. 21, 1967). (In French). 

The results of an attempt tG treat the nuCleon- nucleon Inter
action using the analyticity and unitarity properties of the scat
tering amplitude an; given. A determination Is made or the part 
of the nucleon- nucleon potential associated with ·a (rr,ll) system 
for a comparison with the. contributions obtained previously, 
thrse results show that the exchange of the w or '"1 system 
constitutes only sorrie corrections to the exchange of one or two 
mr~ons (rr), this exchange being necessary to improve the model 
usrd for the calculation of the latter c'ontrlbutlon. (J.F.P.) 

.21256 SUPERCONVERG ENCE. SUM RULES IN NUCLEON..:. 
NUCLEON SCATTERING. D'Aurla, R.: de Alfaro, V, (Unlv., 
Turin. · lstltuto Nazlonale dl Flslcn Nucleare, Turin). Nuovo 
Ctmento (10), 48A: 284-8(1\tnr. 1, 1967), 

The case of nucleon -nucleon OJcattcrlng IR examined In order to 
establish the pusslblr. sum rules, and the problem of saturation te 
discussed. It Is found that saturation of the sum rule~ In the nu
cleon- anti nucleon channel hy the lowest Intermediate states yields 
relations which are consistent with the known values or the cou
pling constants. It Is stressed that the only sensible Indication de
rives from the relative order of the magnitude and sign of the var
Ious contributions. (J.F.P.) 

. 2f2S7 MESON-NUCLEON COUPLING CONSTANTS FROM 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON FORWARD DISPERSION RELATIONS • 
Carter, A. A. (Cambridge Untv., Eng.), Nuovo Clmento (10), 
48A:. 15-.~~l\1u~ 1, 1067), . ·. . 

The coupling constants or thew,.,.,; u mesons· were cOJtlmate<l us
Ing the proton-proton forward dispersion rdation. The cakula-. 
lions were performed as a function of the u ma~s. upon which 
limits were placed. The ratio or the real to the Imaginary part of 
the clastic proton-proton scattering amplitude was evaluated. · 
(auth) 

21258 OPTICAL-MODEL, HIG.H-ENERGY ~p SCATTEHiNG 
AND STRUCTUHE OF THE NUCLEON. Islam, M. l\1. (Drown 
Unlv,, Providence). Nunvo Clmento (10),.48A: 251-T(Mar, 1, 
1967), (NY(}-2262TA-140). 

An exact derivation of the clkonal description of the scattrrlng 
amplitude, a discussion of some of the questions raised hy Oycrs 
and Yang, and an Indication of what the scmipllenomennl<Jgicnl ro
tmlts may Imply about the structure or the nucleon arc presented. 
(J.F.P.) 
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21322 . (JINR.:P1-3189) IZMERENIE POLYA.RIZATSII 
PUCHKA PROTONOV S ENERGIEI 635 MeV. (Measurement of 
635 MeV Proton Beam Polarization); Zul'karneev,· R. Ya.; 
Nadezhdin, V, S,; Satarov, V.I. (Joint lnst, for Nuclear Re• 
'search, Dubna (USSR). Lab, of Nuclear Problems). 1967. 6p. 
(In Russian). Dep. mn, · 
· The results are reported of polarization measurements of the 

proton beam obtained by scattering on a Be target Inside the 
synchrocyclotron and used In scattering experimenta beginning 
from 1960. A method and the procetlure of experimental measure• 
. menta of azimuthal asymmetry for 350, 596, 635 MeV in pp-scat
tering at various angles are described. Possible contributions of 
false asymmetries Into experimentally found values are analyzed. 
·The weighted mean over all the beam polarization measurements 
waa obtained by the time-Invariant method and turned out to be 
0.~25"' .0.01:1 .. (autl)) ' 

21414 . . SPIN CORRELATION PARAMETERS IN PROTON
PHO'fON SCATTERING HETWEI:!N 10 AND 26 MeV. Catlllon, 
P.; <.:h11pellh:r, M.; Garr:eta, D.; Thlrlon, J. (CEN, Saclay, 
Jo'r~ance), pp 293-4 of Proceedlngll of the 2nd lnter1111Uona1· 
SY.mVCJIIIum on Polarization Phenomena of Nucltsons, Huber, P.; 
SChoPsier, H. (ecla.), Baael'IUid StuU,art~ Blrkhaeuau VerJac, 
·1968. 

Spin wrrelation psrametera for p- p acatterlng between· 10 and 
26 MeV were obtained by measuring the cross sections for the 
scattering of polarized proton beams by a polarized target. 
(D.C.W.) 

21415 MEASUREMENTS OF ~N IN 140-MeV P- P SCAT
TEIUNG USING A'POLARIZ~D TARGET. Brogden, T. W. P.; 
Jarvis, 0. N.; Orchard-Webb, J.; Wigan, M. R. (Atomic Energy 
Research Establishment, Harwell, Eng.). pp 298-300 of Pro
ceedings of the 2nd International Symposium on Polarization · 
Phenomena of Nucleons. Huber, P.; Schopper, H .. (eds.). Basel. 
and Stuttgart, Blrk'haeuser verlag, 1966. · · 

The spin correlation parameter in p-p scattering at 140 MeV · 
was measured using a polarized target of hydrated lanthanum 
mugne1:1lum nitratu.lloth 11cuttercd und recoil protons were 
recorded In c.:oincidtmcc using three counter telescopes for 
scatt~rlng angles of ±39' and 45". (D.C.W.) 

21416 RE-EVALUATION OF OLD VALUES AND REMEA• 
SUREMENT OF POLARIZATION IN P-P SCATTERING AT 140 
MeV. Jarvis, o. N. (Atomic Energy Research Establishment, 
Harwell, Eng.); Rose, B.; Scanlon, J. P;;,Eatoo, G. Jl,; Cox, G. F.; 
van Zyl, c. P. pp 301~3 of. Proceedings of the 2nd International 
Symposium on Polarization Phenomena of Nucleons. Huber, P.; 
Schopper, H. (eds.). Basel and .Stuttgart, Birkhaeuser Verlag, 
1966. . . . .: 

The polarization of. two proton beams obtained from a s~chro
cyclotron was measured as was the asymmetr~ in the elastic 
scattering of both polarized beams by Al at 10 • The polar
Ization in p- p scattering at 140.5 MeV was measured using a 
.li'll!id hydrogen __ ta~get. (D.C.W.) 

21417 PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING AT 600 MeV USING 
A .POLARIZED TARGEJ', PREIJMINARY RESULTS. Colgnet, 
G. (CEN, Orsay, France); Crqnenberg~r, D.; Kuroda, K.; (and 
others), pp 304-7 of Proceedings of the 2nd International Sym
posium on Polarization P.henomena of Nucleons. Huber, P.; 
Schopper, H. (eds.). Basel and Stu\tgart, Birlqlaeuser Verlag, 
1966, 

. The polarization for p-p scattering at 600 MeV was measured· 
using a polarized target. The spin CQrrelation parameter was 
measured at 585 M«!Y using a polarized beam and a polarized 
.target. (D.C.W.) . 

21418 MEASUREMENT OF THE DEPOLARIZATION IN N-P 
SCATTERING AT 2,6 MeV. J;>urser, F. 0.; Sawers, J, R.; . 
Walter, R. L. (Duke Unlv., Durham, N. C.). pp 311-13 ()f 
:PrOceedings of the 2nd International Symposium on Polarization 
·Phenomena of Nucleons. Huber, P.; Scbopper, H. (eds.), Basel 
.aiut Stuttgart, Birkhlieuaer V.erlag, 1966, ·, . 

Trlplc-scutterlnl( !l&ymmctrlcll wert! measured Cor nl;'utron 
.elu1:1tlc IICUtlcrinl( hy hyt.h"OI(CII (po,>lycthylcne), ••c, and Zr Ul:lillj( 
·polarized ncutrun1:1 from the !Zc(d,n)1SN reaction. 'i'h11 d••pulur
lza~l~!_l pa_ro~eter. for n- p ~;~attering·.was .'!bta!!le~,. (D.C.W.) 

i21615 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE NEW 
NUCLEON-NU<.:LEON MEASUREMENTS NEAR 24 MeV, Noyes, 
(H. P. (Stanford Unlv., Calif,), pp 238-43 of Proceedings of the 
!;and International Symposium on Polarization Phenomena of Nu
.oleons. Huber, P.; Schopper,·H. (eds.). Basel and Stuttgart, 
;Btrkhaeueer Verlag, 1966, · . . 
' The results of a phase-'shlft analysts of p-p and n-p scattering 

.Jnear 25 MeV are compared with the predictions of several poten.,. 
:ual models. It Is noted that the Inclusion of data obtained wtth 
;polarized beams and polarized targets moves the T = 1 phases 
;closer to the values predlctted by the models. The predictions of 
icertaln models.\lrB. compared with experimental data. fO.C.W.) 

23306 (JINR-EOl-3194) THE A(B) ASYMMETRY IN ELAsTIC 
635-MeV pp-SCATTERING. Kiselev, V. S.; Nadezhdln, V. S.; 
Satarov, V. 1.; Zulkarneev, R. Ya. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Re
search, Du.bna (USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Problems). 19~7. Bp. 
Dep. mn. . . 

The :reaulta of the A(B) asymmetry measurep~enta of elastic pp
scattering are described as betng completely due to the totally po
iarlzed beam. The measurements were performed at 635 MeV In . 
the angle range from 28 to 90' (ems). Earlier pp-scattering phase· 
shifts .are Improved by using both the t·esults and those of other 
experiments. In searching for solutions beginning h·om random 
values ·three solutions with }max = 5 and two solutions with lawt = 4 
are obtained. Thus, in the energy t·ange analyzed, no eVidence for 
the ex!~;~tence pf a lllnifle phase-shift solution. Is obtained'. (aUth) 

•23307 (JINR-E1-3066) . THE DESIGN OF SPECIFYING AND 
DISCRIMINATING NN-SCATTERJNG EXPERIMENTS, Fedorov, 
V. V,: Paaman, A. (Joint lnat, tor Nuclear Research, Dubna 
'(USSR). Lab, of Computing Techniques and Automation). 11966), 
,16p, Dep. mn. 

Some el'pres~;~ionll are .obt.a!Jled which made It posalbie to use 



a s~.--qu(•ntial design of regression experiments (design with finite 
time) instead of the· continuous design. A new method is proposedj 
for the desl~:n of discriminating experiments. A comparison with 
other methods is given. (auth) 

23308 (UCRL-17433) ·HIClH-ENEROY-PHYSICS EXPERI-
MENTS WITH POLARIZED TARGETS. Chamberlain, Owen· 
(California Unlv,, Berkeley, Lawrence Radiation Lab.). Dec, 
1966. Contract W-7405-eng-48, 56p. (CONF-661205-3). 
Dep, mn. CFSTI $3,00 cy, $0.65 mn, 

. From Conference on Polarized Targets and Sources, Saclay, 
France, 

Experiments with polarized proton targets are reviewed In de
tall. These experiments include both prot<m-proton and meson 
(w) -proton interactions. SuQh exporimunta arc undertaken In 
order to obtain knowledge of the spin dependence of the forces 
In strong interactions. (J.F.P.) 

13314 (BNL-994, pp 70-102) PHYSICS .... (Brocikhaven Na-
tional Lab .. Upton, N.·'L). 

Experimental and theoretical studies concerned with the struc
ture and fundamental properties of molter are described. De
Bcriptlons of various experiments carried out on particle physiCs 
at the Cosmotroil and the AGS are given, and the theoretical as
pect~ of particle physlcs .. lnstrumentatlon, and data processing 
arc discussed. Other areas of physics considered are solid state, 
nuclear structure. theoretical physics, neutron physics. and 
atomic and molecular physics. (J.F.P.) 

23403 (LA-DC-8639) LOW ENERGY NEUTRON-PROTON 
POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS. Simmons, J. E. (Loa Alamos 
Scientific Lab., N.Mex.). [1966), Contract W-7405-eng-36; 
16p, (CONF-670302-4). Dep. mn. CFSTI $3,00 cy, $0,65 mn. 

From American Physh:al Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction 
Conference, Gainesville, Fla. 

The status of n-p scaitering and poiarfzation experiments near 
25 1\lcV is reviewed. Hecent data on polarization and spin correla
tion olJscrvables are discussed in relation to phase-shift analyses, 
with some emphasis on the role of the s-d coupling parameter. 
~uulh) 

23405 (UCRL-70376) CONCEPT FOR AN ENERGY DE
PENDENT NEUTRON-NEUTRON SCATTERING EXPERIMENT 
USING A NUCLEAR EXPLOSION, Dickinson, W. C.; Bowman, 
C. D. (California Untv., Livermore. Lawrence Radiation Lab,). 
Mar, 17, 1967, Contract W-7405-eng-48, llp. (CONF-670302-
3). Dep. mn. CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0.65 mn. : 

From American Physical Society, Ni.ocleon-Nucleori'lnter
actlon Conference, Gainesville, Fla. 

An cxperiment tl1at could IJc used to d.cterminc the n-n scatter-· 
ing lent,:th· using a nuclt~ar explosion as the neutron source .is pro-
' posed. The (·xpel'ina:ntal geomett·y is discuSSl'd in detail. (D.C.W.I 
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25229 (CEA-R-3193) MESURE DES COEFFICIENTS DE 
.CORRELATION DE SPINS Au ET Ayy DANS LA DIFFUSION p-p DE' 
11 A :!6 MeV. (Spin Correlutlon Paramoters A,.,. and Ayy Mea
surements 'in p-p Scattering From 11 to 26 MeV). Catlllon, 
Philippe; Chapelller; Maurice; Garrets, Denis (Commissariat 
a l'Energle Atomique, Saclay (France). Centre d'Etudes Nu
clealres). Mar. 1967. 75p. (In French). Dep. 

The Au and Ayy spin correlation coefficients of the proton
proton scattering were measured at tbe lahoratory energies of 
11.40, 19.15, 23.45, and 26.50 MeV for the ·center· of mass scat
tering angle 90•. These measurements were made by scattering 
a polarized proton beam on a polarized proton target. (auth) _ 

25231 PLANNING OF np-SCATTERING EXPERIMF.NTS 
ABOVE THE MESON PRODUCTION THRESHOLD. Legar, F.; 
Fedorov, V. V.; Yanout, Z. (Joint !nat. for Nuclear Rese!lrch, 
Dubna, USSR), Yadern. 'Fiz., 5: 887-90(Apr. 1967). (In Rus
sian). 

· The'optlmal experiment, necessary to determine the moat' prob
able of two phase shift sets at 400 and 630 MeV, Ia designed. Ex
periments determining the quantities D, R, A, C..., and A a ·tn pn
·scattering are considered. It Ia shown that the most effective 
experiment Ia the measurem!lnt of the parameter Dpu· The mea
surements must be performed at 60 and us• (c.m.a.) for 400 and 
630 MeV, respectively .. Iauth) 

25232 SPIN CORRELATION IN PROTON..:.PROTON SCAT
TERING AT 27 MeV. Jarmle, Nelson (Los Alamos Scientific 
Lab., N.Mex.); Brolley, J. E.; Kruse, Herald; Bryant, Howard C.; 
Smythe, R. Contract W-7405-eng-36. Phya, Rev., ·155: 1438-
43(Mar. 25, 1967). (LA-DC-7494). 

The s.pin-correlation parameter C..., for proton- proton scatter
Ing was measured at 90.00 ~ 0.25° c.m. angle and 27.05 ± 0.10 
MeV. The value obtained Ia Cnu = -0.689 ± 0.070. The construction 
and operation or' the apparatus is described, detailing the cryo
genic targets and ~ast electronic logic. Tho analysis of the data 
Is explained. Related experiments and the significance of this· 
measurement In the Investigation of nucleon- nucleon scattering 
f!..re briefly discuss.ed. (auth) 

25287 DYNAMICS OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLES AND 
THE' PION-NUCLEON INTERACTION; COURSE A. Lectures 
Giver.at the Niels Bohr Institute and NORDITA, Copenhagen by 
.J. Hamilton, Copenhagen, Nordlsk lnstitut for Teoretisk 
Atomfyslk, 1966, 233p. 

The processes discussed are 1r + 1r- 1r + tr, 1r + N' 1r + N, 
N + N - N. + N, and similar processes In which a y-ray replaces 
one pion. The basis of the dynamical theory is considered, not 
to so deep a level as axiomatic field theory, but to one sufficiently 

·deep to give confidence In the reliability of the theory. Forward 
and near forward dispersion relations are dt!alt with, and some 
applications to the pion-nucleon system a·re shown. Also the ap
plication of the Mandelatam representation is treated. (DENM) 
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25314 (JINR•P0:!-3188) OBI\tEN TENZORNYMI MEZ-
O~A~II \' UPRUGO!II NN-RASSEYANII. (Exchange of Tensor 
Mesons In Elastic NN-Scatterlng). Azhglrel, L. S,; Chlzhlkov, 
V.I. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR), Lab. of 
Computing Techniques and Automation). 1967 ,. 15p. (ln Rue
elan). Dep. mn. 

The N- N scattering matrix amplitudes for the exchange of ten-. 
sor (J = 2+1 and pscudotensor (J = 2-) mesons are obtained. ·A 
"partial wave decomposition Ia made and the expressions for the ...., 
partial wave ampUtudcs are given. _(auth) . 

25315 IJINR-P2-3253) DISPERSIONNYE PRAVILA SUMM 
DLYA NN- i NR-RASSEYANIYA. (Dispersion Swn Rules for NN
and NN-Scatterlrig). Plsarenko, V. G. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear 
Research, Dubna (USSHJ. Lab. of Theoretical Physics). 1967. 
13p. (In Russian). Dep. 

By help of dispersion sum rules the parameters of the high en
ergy NN- and NN-scatterlng nrc connected with the cross section 
fnlcgrals _In _the low and middle l'nergy region. (auth) · 

25316 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF A PROTON-
PROTON SPIN CORilELATION EXPERIMENT. Bryant, How
ard C. (Unlv. of New Mexico, Albuquerque); Jarmle, Nelson. 
Contract W-7405-eng-36, Phys. Rev., 155: 1444-7(Mar. 25, 
1967). (LA-DC-8180). 

·. A FORTRAN IV program Is described that simulates In detail th• 
results to be expectL'<i from n proton -proton spin correlation mea
surt•ment for various assumed values for the "correlation ci>effl
·clcnt Cna· The life history of n successful event Is described which 
Includes n1ultlple scattering, relativistic, and energy cutoff effects, 
Plots of many of the more significant variable distributions arc 
presen_ted, and_ the advantages of the mcth~ arc dl~~~ssed. (auth) 

25317 HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEON-NUCLEON SC.ATTER1NG 
FROM REGGE POLES. Florea-Maldonado, VIctor (Unlv. of 
California, Berkeley). Contract W-7405-eng-48. Phys. Rev., 
155: 1773-84(Mar. 25, 1967), (UCRL-16918). 

A phenomenological study of N-N scattering Is ~ode according 
·;the Regge-pole theory. The p-p, p-p, .p-n, and p-n elastic pro- · 
ccsses, and p-n and jl"-n charge-exchange scattering are consid
ered. The purpose of this work Is twofold: .first, to see lf·there 
Ia agreement lietween a simple Regge-pole model "lllld the existing 
experimental data, such as measurements of t\. du/dt, polariza
tions, the riltlo of the real to the Imaginary part of the amplitude, 
and other lriferences from 11-N scattering. Second, ."If agreement 
Is found, the behavior of the trajectories and residue functions Is 
investigQted. It Is found that a Regge-pole model which Includes 
the contrlbutlona·of the trajectories P, P', (II, p, and 'R can account 
for the data. The agreement Is blltter above 15 (GeV)2. Below this 
energy, discrepancies be~een this model and experimental data 
begin to be noticed. This happens, In particular, In procest..s In 
which p.and R are the principal contributors. We find that the 
,zero-momentum-transfer data are In go.od agreement with an w 1 Intercept of 0.5;. with P, P', and w residues almost equal in value; 
and with comparatively small p and R residues. The study of the 
data at Invariant momentum transfers less than zero Indicates that 
the trajectories are straight lines or have a "small curvature. They 
seem to follow the trend of the Chew-F·rautachl diagram. Poor · 
agreement Is obtained with trajectories that tend asymptotically to 
the axis a = 0. The residues. of the trajectories of even signature, 
P, ·p•, and}\. behave slmllarly_.!....Th'D'. re"!~.g~ate~ ~1!11 or equal 

to zero, the zero ·value being attained at the point at which the cor
·reapondlng trajectory crosses the ·axis a = 0. In contrast, the res
Idues of the trajectories of odd signature, wand p, pass to the n"eg
atlve· side of the plane at momentum transfers of about -0.1 (GeV)I, 
.They remain leas than or equal to zero, the zero value being at
,talned at the point at which the corresponding trajectory crosses 
~the axis a = -1. The physical constraints of unltarlty, spin struc·
!ture, factorization, and the assumption of real analyticity of the · 
re!lldues are Imposed. (auth) 

125319 INELASTIC PROCESS AND THE ONE BOSON EX-
1cHANGE MOD~L. ·2. Klkugawa, Masayashl (Hiroshima Unlv.)l 
:Sawada, ShoJI, Progr. Theoret,. Phys, (Kyoto), 37: 88-l06(Jan. 
'11167). . . . . . 

The proton-proton scattering and one pion production In proton
·proton collision nt O.!Ji COcV nrc annly7.t'd In trrmH of the onc
·bcaon-cxc!lange model. The pion production Is assumf.'d to proceed 
!through the (3 -3) resonance production. The one ", one 1•, onr w 
·land one scalar meson exchange are taken for the clastic prrJton
proton scattering amplitudes TJ,, and the one 1r and one p exchange 
for the (3-3) resonance production amplitudes T~. In order to 
satisfy the unltnrlty condition these one-boson exchange amplitudes· 
.are related with the S matrix by S = (1 + (1/2) T0/1 - (1/2) T 0

), 

'where T0 Is the matrix formed by Tl. Ta and the elastic nucleon
(3-3) resonance scattering amplitude T~ as T0 = ITA T1/T'b T~l. 
The matrix element T~ Ia taken as free parameters. The ob
served energy distribution of recoil neutrons In the one pion pro
duction process can be succel.l!lfully reproduced by this model. 
almost Independently of the parameters T~. There the plonlc form 
.factor Is not n~c~ssarlly required. (au.th) 

:25320 MANDELSTAM BRANCH POINTS AND SCATTERING 
·oF PARTICLES AT IIIGH ENERGIES AND LARGE MOMENTUM 
TRANSFERS, Anselm, A, A,; DyaUov,I •. T •. (loffe lnst, of 
·Physics and Tech., Leningrad). Phys, Lett., 24B: 479-82(May 1, 
,1967); . 
: An llttempt ts made to determine the behavlur ur the ela11tlt: 
!cross section at high energy s and large momentum transfer t by 
iconslderlng the contribution of Mandelstnm branch points In the 
icomplex angular momentum plane. Outside the diffraction cone, 
;but for It(.« s, the cross section du/dt decreases exponentially 
with .r-t (which Ia In qualltatlvl' agreement with Orear's formula) 
and also exhibits oscillations. The possibilities .of experimental 
Investigation of these oActllntlons are diRcu.,.sed. (auth) 

!25325 LARGE-ANGLE SCATTERING AT VERY HIGH 
jENERGIES AND UNITARY SYMMETRIES. Kastrup, H. A.· 
;(Uii.lv., Beni). Nucl. Phys,, Bl: 309-16(1967). 

Recent ellperlmental results In hlgh-ene1·gy large-angle scatter
Ing-are compared with a statistical soft-meson model combined. 
with unitary" symmetries. This model is able to account for anum
ber of observed properties. In particular it follows that all elastic 
'and inela.stl"o cross sections are dominated by an SUa-Invariant ex
ponential factor which leads to the observed universality for su1.:. 
Invariant reactions, but which may be sensitive to 11ymmetry breakt 
lng In the c~ae of SU3• A method for extracting that part of the . 
cross sectlo!l which should not be seru>itlvo~ to symmetry breaking 
1_!1 Jisclls.sed. (~uth) 



25356 STATISTICAL POTENTIAL MODEL. Machtda, 
Shlgeru (Kyoto Unlv.); Namiki, Mlldo, Progr. Theoret. Phys. 
(Kyoto), 37: 107-16(Jan. 1967). 

The statistical-potential model for high energy elastic scatterlag. 
Ia proposed In order to account for large-angle scattering In a 
unified framework describing the real part of the forward elasuc.. 
scattering amplitude. The whole amplitude Is considered to be 
dccompuscd Into two parts: one Is the pure Imaginary shadow 
scattering amplitude and the other the statistical potential scat
tering amplitude. T.he statistical potential scattering amplitude 
Tiel Ia formulated under the assumption that mmy scattering 
centers are product:d when the central collision occurs, and that 
the distribution of these scattering centers Ia determined by a 
distribution function subject to some atutlatlcal law. The ampli
tude Tiel can be treated In analogy to the theory of neutron acat
tulng by crystal. Some empirical formulas can be reproduced 
from rathcr natural assumptions on the correlation function of tbe 
ahovc ay11tcm of scattering centers. (auth) 

2S422 (JINR-P01-3216) POLYARIZATSIONNYE EJ:FEKTY 
PRJ NEUPRUGOM Nd-RASSEYANII. 3, KVAZIUPRUGOE pp
RASSEYANIE. (Polarlz:ttlon Effects by Inelastic. Nd-Scattertng; 
3. Quasi-Elastic pp-Scatterlng). Oolovtn, B. M.t Kulyuklna, 
L. A. (Joint lnst, for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR)). 1987·, 
6p, (In Russian). Dep. mn. 

On the basis ot tile non relativistic l_mpulae .approximation, 
polarization parameters are calculated for the "normal total 
exper.'ment" on quaal-t:>P scattering In N-d colllalona. Iauth) 

i7i02 PROTON-NEUTRON QUASI-ELASTIC SCATTERING. 
AT 991 MeV. Murray, T. A.; Rlddlford, L.; Grayer, G. H.; Jonea, 
T, W.; Tantmura, Y. (Unlv. of Birmingham, Eng,), Nuovo Clm. 
(10), 49A: 281-72(May 21, 1967). 

The proton-proton and pt·oton-neutron elastic-scattering angular 
distributions were measured at 1.69 GeV/c (;991 MeV) from 14.5 
to 1~0' c.m.a: using fast scintillation counters In conjWlctlon witli 
ma~letlc-momentum analysis. In both cases, the forward elastic 
cross sections are considerably in excess of their rt:spective 
optical-theorem minima. the t·esults lx•ing consistent wiU1 the ex
istence of a real part in the T ; 0 scattering amplitude together 
with spin dependence in both lnte,·actlons. The proton-neutron : 
IIJlb'Ular dictributlon io more otrongly uoymmctrlc about oo• c.m.s. • 
than it is at lower energies, Indicating the onset of diffraction 
scattering and Increased interference between the scattering ampli
tudes in the T ; 0 and T; 1 1-spln states. At the larger center-of
mass an~;lcs, the <bta suggested that suh,;~tntlal corrcctlont~ wcro 
ncce~:;sary because of U1c i.napplkaLillty of the Impulse approxi
mation as a result of multiple nuclear scattering In the deuteron, 
necessitating a measurement of the ratio of quasi-elastic to elaaitc 
proton-proton sc~Ue1·ing from 100 to 150" e.m.a. tauth) 

27303 NEUTRON-PROTON BREMSSTHAHLUNG i\T 197 
MeV, Koehler, P, F. M.; Rothe, K. W.; Thorndike, E, H. 
(Unlv. of Rochester, N.Y.). Phya, Rev. Lett., 18: 933-6(May. 22, 
1967). . 

A more reliable npy cross section measurement Is provided. 
The experiment was performed using a proton beam SIId a target 
of almost free neutrons In deuterium. The proton-deuteron ra
diative processes are Interpreted by an extension of the spectator 
model. Inferred free n-p bremsstrahlung cross sections are 
given. (J.F.P.) 
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27342 (JINR-P2.;325f) . RASSHCHEPLENIE 'I'RAEK'i'"6Rii 
REDZHE I SOOTNOSHENIYA MEZHDU SECHENIYAMI .PRI 
VYSOK!KH ENERGIYAKH, (Regge Trajectory .Splltttrig and 
Relations Between High Energy Cross Sections). Kadyshevskll, 
v. G.: Mlr-Kaslmov, R. M. (Joint lnst, for Nucle1:1r Research, 
Dubna (USSR). Lab, of Theoretical Physics) •. 1967. llp. (In 
Husslan), Dep.. . 

A number of relations are obtained betwe.en the cross sections 
for meson-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon collisions at high cner
l(ics In the framework of a model unifying the Rcggc pole theory 
and the brqkcn Sl,1_Fll,.sym_m_etry_'!C,heme_.. Iauth) 

}7382 AN iMPACT PARAMETER CUT-OFF. MODEL FOR. 
NUCLEON ISOBAR EXCITATION IN INELASTIC pp SCATTER
ING. Rotssteln, A. (McGill Unlv., Montreal). Nucl. Phys., 
Bl: 655-67(1967). . 

A simple model is presented to account for the energy and mo
mentum transfer dependence, at small scattering angles, of the 
production different.ial cross sections In the reactions p + p ~ N + 
N•. N is a nucleon and N• represe11cts a nucleon isobar. The study 
·is applied to the lsospin T = % isobar at 12:J8 MeV and to the · 
T; t;2 Isobars at 1400, 1512, 1688, and 2190 MeV respectively. 
Partial waves below an Impact pat·ameter cut-off be are sup
.presscd, while forb > ~ th" partial waves a1·e given by the Born 
one-pion exchange contribution for the 1238-McV it~obar and by 
a Gaussian dist.ribution with a radius characte1·istic of elastic pp 
scattering for the T = 1/ 2 Isobars. The •·eaults of the calculations 
an~ in.good agreement. with_ the data. (authl 

27383 NUCLEON-NUCLEON AND NUCLEON-ANTINUCLEON 
ELASTIC SCATTERING AT ffiGH MOMENTUM TRANSFERS, 
Bialas, A. (Jagellonlan Unlv., Krakow. CERN, Geneva); Czyzew
ski, o. Nuevo Ctm. (10), 49A: 273-9(May 21, 1967), 

The discussion .of the present data on pp and np elastic scatter
Ing at high momentum transfers is given. It is shown that (I) the 
Orear formula can be used for the description of these data, (II) 
.the data are In disagreement with the statistical model of com7 
pound elastic scattering, (Iii) the data suggest that the elastic 
interaction of nucleons and antlnucleons at high momentum trans
fers \&...roughly independent of the kind of pa1·ticies Involved. (auth) 

27384 METHOD FOR SOLVING .THE NAMBU-SALPETER-
BETHE EQUATION AND ITS APPLICATION TO NUCLEON
NUCLEON SCATTERING IN THE Sp1 STATE. Ito, Hitoshi 
(Kinki Univ., Osaka); lllizouchi, lllasayoshl; Murota, Toshiyukl; 
Nakano, Tadao; Noda, MatuTarow; Tanaka, Fujio. Progr. 
Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto), 37: 372-97 (Feb, 1967). · 

A method for numerically solving the Nambu-Salpeter-Bethe 
equation in realistic cases is investigated. The method is baaed on· 
a \'ariational princirle and can be applied to all energy regions. 
By this method the P 1 phase shifts in nucleon-nucleon scattering 
at 10, 100, 205, and 270 MeV incident energies are calculated in 
the ladder approximation of PS( PS) coupling. Information on the 
accuracy of solutions is also obtained. The numerical solutions In 
the ca!!_e of neglecting the virtual nucleon pair effects are close to 
the results of the 3-dlmcnsional nonstatic calculation with the one
pion-exchange pott:ntial. It Is shown lhat nucleon pair effects are 
not large. (auth) 
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27388 BREMSSTRAHLUNG OF SOFT 'Y QUANTA IN p + p-
p + p + y· AND .,.- + p- w0 • n + 'Y REACTIONS. Starodubtsev, 
G. P.; Shekhter, L: Sh. (Saratoy State Univ., USSR). Izv. Vyssh. 
Uchcb. Zav(.'<l., Flz., No. 3, 146-50(19.66). (In Husslan). · 

The I.ow theorem for soft y-quantum emission ~~s applied to 
.the reactions p + p- p + p + y and.,.-+ p- 1r0 + n + y. ·Th~ first 
two terms of differential croJ!S section expansion ln.~he prope!l!lell 
by photon energies (for the proton scattering at !Jltrarehiti v~.s!lc 
thrcf!hold) we.r.e obt:J_lned. (~r-auth) 

·27515 (INP-534/PL) DIFFRACTION OF HIGH ENERGY 
NUCLEONS PN NUCLEI AND ·THE REAL PART OF THE NU.,. 
CLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING AMPLITUoE. 9~yz, W.: 
Lesniak, J., (~tltute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow tpolBJ!,d)). 
Feb, 1967, 14p. (CONF-670207-4). Dep, 

From 2nd l!i~ernational Co!lference o~ Hi~ Energy PhysJcs 
and Nuclear Structure, Rehovoth, Israel, 

A method of analyzing high-energy nucleon-nu(ll!luS scatt!lrlng 
In terms of nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering amplitude Is pre-' 
scn.tcd and the rcsult.s compared wl.th the. r.ecent experimental 
d.ata. (aut_h) · · 

27519 MEASUREMENT OF THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS 
SECTION IN PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING AT 4!1.41 MeV. 
Batty, c. J. (Rutherford lllgh t;nergy Lab, Eng.); Griffith, T. ~.: 
Imrie, D. C.: Lush, G, J.: Robbins, L. A, Nuc;:l. Phys., A9.8: 
489-502(1967). 
· The differential cross section for protOn- proto•H~lastic scat
tering at 49.4i .MeV was measure!! at 30 angjes between 13 and 
90~ (ems) with an absolute precision of 0.5 to 0.7% over most of 
the angular range. The !10' ems cross section is compared .wJ.th 
othc.r data ncar. 50 MeV. (auth) 

27629 PROTON-PROTON PHASE SHIF1'S AT 50 MeV. Per-
ring, J. K. IAtomlc Energy Research F:stabl,ehment, Ha·r.well, 
Eng.), ·Nucl. Phys., A99: 241·511967), 

The p-p scattering data near 50 MeV. Including a recent accu
rate set of cross-section me~,tsurements, are analy.zed In terms 
of phase shifts. Only the s-. P-. and D-phases are found to d.iffer 
significantly from the one-pion-exchange values. The results are 

· more accura.te than those obtained prevlc;>usly and .a.r~ more con
·slstent with .~suits J!t.~ther energies. <11uth) . 

~444 SPIN CORRELATION PARAME·TER A0 AND A MEA-
~Ilt:MENTS IN .. p-p SCATTBRING FROM 1i MeV TO 2s ifev.. · 
Catlllon, P.; Ch'apelller, M.; Garret;!, D. (CEN, Saclay, Glf-,sur• 
Yvette, France). Nucl_. Phys., ·B2: 93-109(1967). · · 

The Au and Ayy spin correlation coefficients of proton-proton 
scattering were measured wl~ an accuracy better than 2% at lab 
energl~s of 11.4, 19.15, 23.45 and 26.5 MeV for the center-of
mass scattering angle of 90". The measurements were made by 

· scnttcrlng a poJarlzed proton beam on a polar,h:ed proton target. 
(au\hl. 

29450 TWo-PROTON FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS IN THE 
.REACTIONS D("He,t)2p AND 3He(d,t)2p AT A CENTER..,OF-MASS 
ENERGY OF 21 MeV. Morton, B. J.: Grpss, E. E.: Malanlfy, 
J. J.: Zucker, A. (Oak Ridge National ·Lab., Tenn.). Phys; Rev. 
Lett., 18: 1007-9(June 5, 1967). (ORNL-P-3000), 

Triton spectra were measured at 0 ~n~ 3• fqr ~he reaction 
Dl'llc,t)2p and nt s• for ~he reaction 3He(d,t)2p at t.hc '"II!'Hl c. m. 
energy (21 MeV). The rc11ult11 were CO)'!'Ip:ircd with predlcllonll 
ofthe .Wnt11on-Migdal flnal-atnte lnt<'rnc;llo!' theo•·y. and the 
protpn-proto!' scattering length ap wall determined for each re
action. Although the overall fit for the first reaction Is poor. the 
best fit to the high-energy region C1f ~e data 111 obtained for 11p = 
-1~.6 ~ 0.6 F. For the second reaction, ap • -7,3 • 0.8 F gives. 
a_ reasonably ~ood overall nt. (au~) · 

.%9518 1\fULTIPARTICLE PRODUCTION IN HIGH-ENERGY 
;COLLISIONS. Huang, ~erson (Massachusetts Inst. ,of ·Teph., 
:c.ambrldge). Contract AT(30-l)-2098,' Phys. R.ev., 156: 1555-
63(Apr. 25, 1967). (MIT-209!!~284). . 

. The "lnc.oherent-droplet" mQdef proposed ear)ler Is solved 
for t~e general case of mulllparticle production In high-energy 
hadron collisions. For .small transverse momenta the result Is 
equivalent to taking the lnmrlant square matrix element to be 
C exp 1-(n/Nk~) :!:?,1 q,J, whc.re q; is the magnitude of the trans
verse momcntum of the lth final particle, n Is .the total number 
of P.'rticlcs In the final state, N Is an Increasing funcllon of en,
ergy, otherwise unspcclficd, and k0 is a constant. Independent ol 

:thP choice of parameters In the modcl, It Is found that In the hlgb
en<'rgy lln11t two of the h.cavlcst final P,artlcles shar.e _equally ·. 

·almost niJ of the availa!)le energy. Par~ meters of the modtll can 
b.c so chpSC!' as to reproduce the experlme!'tal constancy of the 
'average transverse momentum and the total cross s,ecllon. -The 
islmplest choice leads to the prediction that the average multi
plicity Increases logarithmically with the total em energy. lllua
;tratlv.e example!! o( en~rgy .and angulal' d.lstrlbutlons nrc_ given. 
J~uth) 

29522 REGGE POLES AND THE ALGEBRA OF CURRENTS, 
Cablbbo, N, ·(CERN, Geneva. Unlv., Aqulla,Italy). pp 359-
71 of St~ng and Weak Interactions. Present Problems, Zlchichi, 
A. (ed,). New York, Academic Press,l966. 

:rhe theory of high-energy strong lnteracUons Is discussed based 
10n the Identification of an algebra of scalar and vector currents In· 
the structure or the residue functlons-as.soclated with Regge tra-
IJectorlea. (J .F. P. I · 

29U3 HIGH-ENERGY np C,HARGE-EXCHANGE SCATTER
ING AND ONE-PION EXCHANGE. Byers, Nina (Univ. of CaJI,. 
fornia, Los Angeles). ·Phys. Rev., 156: 1703-7(Apr. 25, 1967). 

It Is shown that the "droplet" model with long-range 1r exchang~ 
included can account for the obsorved np chargo-exchange differ
ential cross·sectlons In the GeV region for. 0 < -t < 0.5 (GeV/c)l, 
The very steep rise in da/dt for-t< 0.02 (GeV/c)1 is due to long
range I' exchange and is similar to the steep rise' near t = 0 in . 
:elastic scattering or'cbarged particles due t.o .the Coulomb intcr
'actlon. From the droplet-model viewpoint, 11 exchangtl can IJe 
Identified only in large-Impact-parameter collisions. For smaller
Impact-parameter collisions, the model differs .from the absorptive 
:oPE model; however, the resulting amplitudes also have th_e one
.J!Ion_~~e at t a !11.-. file reaction np- pn In .th.e Ge:V region Is re-



markable In that It may be the only reaction in which the effect of 
long-range 11 exchange can be easily seen. In elastic scattering, 
long-range rfl exchange scattering is smaiJ compared to diffraction 
scattering, and Is masked by Coulomb effects. It might be ob
served In high-precision measuremunts of np elastic scattering. 
In jip- lin, the effect of long-range 71- exchange Is likely to be 
more accessible to experimental observation. The anomaly near 
t = 0 due to 71 exchange may tend to vanish at high energies, due· 
to the rapid decrease of the 71-exchange amplitude with Increas
Ing energy. Fits to. the data In the region 0:1 < -t < 0.6 (GeV/c)l 
Indicate strong spin dependence In np and jip charge exchange. 
(authl 

29541 REOOE POLES IN HIGH-ENERGY SCATTEIUNG. 
Phillips, R. J. N. (Atomic Energy Research Establishment·, 
li<H'wcll, Eng.). pp 268-314 of Strong and Weak Interactions. 
Present Problems. Zlchlchl, A. (ed.). New York, Academic 
Press, 1966. 

Regge phenomenology is considered. The Regge poles are pos
tulated, and their predictions are examined and compared with 
experiment. Moving poles, the Sommerfeld- Watson transforma
tion, signature, high-energy kinematics, t-chann~l poles, liN scat
tering, characteristic Regge properties, and properties of other 
models are discussed. Also discussed are non-Regge effects, the 
one-pole cases of 71- + p - ,4 + n, and "- + p - flo + n, the two-pole 
case for KN and KN charge exchange, SU(3) for "• fl. K, and K, ancl 
other lnt~ractlons with boson Rogge j)oies. (J .F .P.). 

29558 STRUCTURE OF THE HIGH ENERGY CtJRRENTS, 
Frahm, c. P.; Ne'eman, ·Y.; Yellin, Joel (Tel-Avtv Unlv., 
Israel). pp 2-14 of Symmetry Principles at High Energy. 
Perlmutter, Arnold; Kursunoglu, Behram (eels.). San Fran
cisco, w. H. Freeman and Co., 1967. 

The algebra of vertex strengths In factorized Regge residues Is 
applied to high-energy meson-baryon elastic forward scattering 
and to nucleon-nucleon elastic cross sections. The structure of· 
the high-energy currents, which satisfy the commutation relation 
of (U(3) l< U(3))8 and the coupling of the 2+ mesons to (loll~~" are 
Investigated. (L.B.S.) · 

29562 (JINR-P1-3268) DISKRIMINATSIYA StATISTICHE-
SKIKH GIPOTEZ PHI BLIZKIKH ZNACHENIYAKH X2, (Dis
crimination of Statistical Hypotheses of the Values of X2 of the 
Same Order). Kazarlnov, Yu, M,; Klselev, V. S,; RozB.IlOVa, 
A.M.; Sl!ln, I. N. (Joint Inst, for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
(USSH)). 1967, 19p. (In Husslan). Dep. 

A method ~>.as su~g.,tllt<d for evaluating the probability of a 
first type error If one rejects the hypothesis of a larger value . 
of Y. with the x2 difference of two hypotheses Ax2 ~ .10 with a larger 
number of freedom degrees when the probabllltles of hypotneses 
on the x1-criterlon are of the same order. The problem Is solved 
In two t~tage11. Flr>~t, In fonnulatlng the problem according to 
Neumann- PI rsun the probability of the first type error Is e"'Umated 
for the case ol fixed hypotheses (without the fitted parameters), 
Further, this result Is used to obtain the majorlzed estlmirte of 
the probability of the first type error In the case of linear depen
dence of the hypotheses on the fitted parameters for which the 
Ignorance of the exact hypothesis turn& uut lo be unessential. The 
result can he used In the case of quasi-linear hypotheses as well. 
It was shown that for fixed hypotheses the probability P of the 
first type error does not_excced half of the probability of the fact 

that i'- with· one freedom degree will not exceed the difference x2 
of the hyputtieses. In the cal:le of hypotheses with linear dependence 
on the fltt.ed parameters for P the estimate was obtained which 
takes Into account the probability of addJttonal nuctuil.tlon for the 
i'- minima o..llfference due to the unknown parameters determined by 
the mathematical structure of the hypotheses. P can be evaluated 
analytically either by the Monte Carlo method or by the method 
presented. The evaluation of P was used to discriminate between 
solutions In tho phase-shift analysis of nucleon-nuch;on scattering 
at 630 MeV. In this case two of the three solutions obtained earlier 
.were rejected with a P ~ 0.1% probability. The dlf(erence -j1 of 
these solution>~ with x1 for the best of toe solutions turned out to be 
13.56 and 19.10 for the number of .freedom degrees as large as 
207. (auth) · 

:29563 (UCRL-17571) BOUNDS FOR THE CORRECTION TO 
THE BORN TERM AND APPLICATIONS TO p-p SCATTERING 
FOR A GENERALIZED DISPERSION MODEL. Binstock, Judith 
:(California Unlv., Berkeley. Lawrence Radiation Lab.). May 3, 
1967. Contract W-7405-eng-48.· 4lp. Dep. CFSTI. 
· Thesis. 
· A generalized dispersion model for the unlt.arlzlng cor~ectlon to 
the Born term Is given. (Only equal-mass, elastic scattering Is 
considered.) The upper and lower bounds on this correction are 
-expltc!Uy given, In terms of the experimentally available dlrect
_channel phase shifts. This model Is shown to Include as special 
cases the Chew-Arndt, MacGregor-Arndt (J 0 even), Scotti-Wong, 
and Kantor models. The main features of the model are analyticity 
(except for cuts from unitarily and crossing), specifications both 
of the number of fluctuations of the left-hand-discontinuity .(LHD) 
of the correction term a11d uf the asymptotic behavior of the cor
rection term, and unitarily of the full partial-wave amplitude. A 
similar exploitation of the analyticity and unitarily of the full 
partial-wave amplitude is shown to yield a consistency condition 
relatlng .. the number of fluctuations of the LHD of the full partial
wave amplitude to the direct-channel phase shifts. The consls
·tency condition Is shown to have power as well as rigor, in that 
its application to p-p scattering data yields new information. 
~a.~!)l) 

29619 0(4) SYMMETRY AND REGOE-POLE THEORY. 
Freedman, Daniel z.: Wang, Jlunn-Ming (Unlv. of California, 
Berkeley). Phys, Rev. Lett., 18: S63-7(May 15, 1967), 

A more general and elegant explanation of families _of Regge 
trajectories Is studied. According to this explanation, the exis
tence of Regge families follows because, as a general consequence 
'of Lorentz lnvartance, scattering amplitudes at .zero values of the. 
Mandelstam Invariants have a speclallnvariance property. The 
little group of the Poincare group Is considered for the process 
In which momenta p1 + p2 - p( + Pz· U is shown that a much simpler 
formation of the symmetry can be given in terms-of the corripact 
group0(4), which Is Identified as the little group tn the unphysical 
region t = 0, 0 :s s :s 4m2. The general formulation of the 0(4) 
symmetry In the presence of spin and its specific aiJplicatlon to 
NN scattering are outlined. (J.F.P.) 

29875 BREMSSTRAHLUNG PRODUCTION IN p-p COLLISIONS 
AT 30 MeV,. Thompson, J. C. (Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg); 
Naqvi, S.I. H.; Warner, R. E. Phys, Rev., 156: 1156-8(Apr. 20, 
1967). 

The proton-proton bremsstrahlung production cross section was 
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measured at 30-MeV Incident proton energy and at 35• In the Har
vard geometry. Using the same assumptions abOut the dependence 
of the cross section on noncoplanarlty as were made In previous 
work at Iow energies, a value of 1.85 jb/sr1 Is obtained, with a 
statistical error of 0.25 jjb/sr2 and a total error estimated to 
place an upper limit of about 4 ,.Al/srZ on the cross section.· This 
upper limit disagrees with Slgnell and Marker's prl!diction. of 
about 15 l!h(l!r:z. _(aufu.). 

2996t (UCRL-i729S) NUCLEAR CHE.MISTRY DMSION 
ANNUAL REPORT, 1966, Cunningham, B. B.; Reynolds, F. L.; 
Stephens, F. s. (eds.) (Callfornlli Univ., Berkeley. Lawrence 
Radlutlon Lab;). Jan. 1967.. Con~raQ.U'L-.740~-eng-48, 419p, 
Dep. CFSTI. .. 

30046 NOTE ON THE OFF-SHELL SCHATTER1NO AMPLI-
TUDES. Tanaka, Hlroml (Saga Unlv,,.Japan). Progr. Theoret. 
Phys. (Kyoto), 37: 469-70(Feb, 1967), 

The accuracy of off-shell amplitudes for nucleon-nucleus scat- . · 
tcrlng obtained for incident energies below about 100 MeV assum
Ing s spin-dependent Gaussian potential with ·the Serber exchange· 
·character for the two-nucleon lntel"!lctlon Is studied. An lnvesUga
Uon Is made of how the accuracy of this procedure Is Influenced by 
the existence of the hard core In the two-nucleon Interaction. It Is 
concluded that whUe the change of,the magnitudes of the off-shell . 
amplitudes by taking accolint of the hard core Is appreclab•e espe
cially in their Imaginary part,. it does not cause such a serious ef
fect as to make the use of this procedure Invalid for small scat- · 
tcr!!'g angle_s ... <J.F.P.) 

31609 DOUBLE-sCATTERING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
PROTON-PROTON DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION IN THE 
QUARK MODEL. Harrington, David R.; Pagnamenta, Antonio 
(Rutgers-The State Univ., New Brunswick, N. J.). Phys. Rev. 
Lett., 18: 1147-5Q(June 19', 1967). 

It Is pointed out that the double scattering effects ·In the quark • 
model shown previously by Franco provides a natural explanation 
for the sharp break In the hlgh~energy proton-proton differential· 
cross section at a momentum transfer square of about 0.6 GeV/cl. 
An attempt Is made to make semiquantitative estimates of the 
double scattering contribution to the proton -proton differential 
·cross section assuming a quark-model description of the protons. 
·the elastic scattering of two high-energy protons In the ems eye-. 
tern Is considered. lt Is assumed that each proton Is com&)osed .. 
of three quarks and may be described ·by a nonrelaUviaUc com
pletely an~lsymmetrtc. spatliU :nv_e function. (J.f,P.! 

31630 . PREDICTIONS OF THE TWELVE-DIMENsiONAL 
GROUPS AND ~UCLEON-NU~LEON SCATTERIN.G, · Arndt, R. A,f 
Moravoslk,· M, J,: Wright, R. M, (UIIiv, of California, Liver- · 
more), Nuovo. Cim, (10), 49A: ·6o6-13(June· 21, 1967), (UCRL-
70054), . . . 

. Predict~ns of. the: various twelve-dlme~sional groups such as . 
su12 , M12 ; u11, and of the hybrid coplanar subgroup U, xu, for the 
vanishing of one -of the invariant amplitudes of nucleon-nucle~ . 
,scattering are compared directly With the·values of that Invariant 
ampll~l;lde_a~.a_large range of e~!~es ~ ~gl~~· ~! .9_bt~tned !~IP 

:the energy-dependent modified 'analysis of nucleon-nucleon scatter
iiog data. There is a complete disagreement petween the prediction 
~~.( IB'OUP._!~!l_!l.ry an.d _thf! experim~n.ta1 values. ~auth) · 

l1642 DISPERSION MODEL OF SCATTERING AT SMALL 
PULSE TRANSMISSION AND HIGH ENERGIES, Azimov, S, A.:· 
Arushanov, G. G.; Rasulkulov, M.S.; Khalmuradov, R. s. (lnst. 
of Nuclear Physic!!, Tashkent). lzv. Akad. Nauk Uz. SSR, Ser .. 
Flz.-Mat. N·auk, No.2, 68-9(1967). (In' Russian). · 

A dispersion model of elastic scattering at low-momentum 
transfer and high energy using the scatter lng amplitude F(s.t) 
was studied. The experimental data showed that t0 "'0.2 (GeV/c)2 

In the case of pp scattering and t0 "" 0.3 (GeV /c)2 In the case of !!p-
scatterlng. It Is shown that the suggested dispersion mode l.s · 
·more real than that of the P. T. Matthews et al. (Nuovo Clm. 21, 
19.63. 8~3). (R.V.J.) . 

.JJ60l PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG AT 204 MeV 

.-WITH A POLARIZED BEAM. Rothe, K. W.; Koe~er, P. F. M.; 
Thorndike, E. H. (Univ. of Rochest.er, N.Y.). Phys. Rev., 157: 
1147•68(May 25, 1967) •. 
• A proton-proton bremsstrahlung experiment was completed using 
204•MeV, 90% polarized protons Incident on a liquid-hydrogen tar
pL"The gamma ray was detected In a threshold counter. The two· 
jproton11 were observed 1n a spark-chamber array giving encrjzy and 
:dlrecUon Information. Cross sections and gamm:i ray and proton 
asymmetries due to the polarized beam were measured. The cross 
.ectlona obtained agree with the theorellc!ll calculations or Sobel 
and Cromer, and Duck and Pearce. Ueda's calculation Is high by a 
fa~tor near 2, but properly describes the shape of (d2o/drlrdEyl 

. ·yereua E.,. Proton asymmetries agree In sip! and magnitUde with 
;the elaatCc 210-MeV values. Gamma-ray asyrnmctrics arc of the 
:eame algn and magnitude as those obtained in our mensuremcnta of 
jP + D- d + 'Y which agree with photodlslntP.grallon calculation~. An 
,upper limit of 35 nb was placed on the production of p + p - p +It 
'lp"- p + y) decaying to a gamma and a protori for lifetimes 10- :s 
'T s 10-11 IICCl• (autb) · .. ·. 

l3605 THE POLARIZATION PARAMETER IN ELASTIC 
PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING FROM 0.75 TO 2,84 GeV. 
Nenl, Homer Alfred Jr. Ann Arbor, Univ. of Michigan, 1966. 
118p. 

Thesis. 
A double-scattering technique was employed to' measure the 

polarization parameter In elastic proton -proton scattering at 
.75, 1.03, 1.32, 1.63, 2.24 and 2.84 GeV. An external proton 
beam from the Cosmotron was focussed on a three-Inch-long 
:llquld hydrogen target, and the elastic recoil and scattered pro
tons were detected In oolnoidence by sctnttllauon counters. The 
polarization produced In the scattering process was Inferred fro111 
the azimuthal asymmetry exhibited In the scattering of the recoil 
beam from a carbon target. This asymmetry was measured by 
a set of ·two' scintillation counter telescopes which symmetrically 
viewed the carbon target. The corrected values of the polarlza

·tton parameter are exhibited as a function of the center-of-mass 
scattering angle for each Incident beam energy. The prediction 
of the Regge theory that the polarization parameter In elastic 
proton-proton scattering Is related to the total p-p and p-p 
cross sections was found. to be consistent with the experlmentaJ 
.resulta. (TSS) (Disser. Abstr.) . · 



13682 INTERACTION MECHANISMS OF TWO BODIES AT 
HIGH ENERGY. Sondereger, P, (CEN, Saclay, France), 
J, Pbys, (Parts), Colloq., 27: C4.U-22(Nov,-Deo, 1966); (Ill 
French). 

The dlatinction Is IJiade between diffraction aoatterlna, .which 
lncluiles a class of Inelastic reactiona, and eachange acatterlng. · 
The exchange processes are In good agreement with the Regge- · 
pol!! model, while the connection brtwel!n this modd and the 
diffraction mechanism ilr still· obscure. The .quark model Ia quoted 
as 11 promising outlook. (auth) 

33703 THE POSSIBILITY OF CHECKING THE 4T = 'Ia RULE 
IN REACTIONS OF SINGLE PRODUCTION OF STRANGE PAR
TICLES. ''<Jlavln, A. A,; Kobzarev, I. Yu. JETP Lett. (USSR) 
(Engl. Trans!.), 5: 226-8(Apr. 15, 1967). 

Translated from Zh. Eksp. Teoret. Flz,, Pls'ma Redakt., 5: 
277-9(Apr. 15, 1967). 

Attention Is called to the fact that Interactions with single pro
duction of strange particles and formation of the Isobar 4 (1246) 
and (or) lsoscalar mesons may turn out to be more convenient for 
checking the 4 T = t; 1 rule than previously proposed Interactions .. 
Relations, resulting from the 4 T = 1/1 rule, between the cross 
sections for the proposed lnt.eractions are presented. (J.F.P.) 

33706 FORM FACTORS AND THE ABSORPTIVE ONE-
PION-EXCHANGE MODEL. Yock, P. C. M.; Gordon, David · 
(Massachusetts lnst, of Tech., Cambridge). Contract AT(S0-1)-
2098, Phys, Rev., 157: 1362-7l(May 25, 1967), (MIT-2098'-
258), . . 

Tht! one-pion-exchange model, corrected for absorption in the 
initial and final states, is examined for those two-body reactions 
involving the production of high-spin particles. It Is found that the 
inclusion of form factors brings the theory Into agreement with 
experiment. By consideration of a number of rl!actlons, explicit 
expressions for the N11N•(l238) and 1111f vertex function form fac~ 
tors are obtained. It Is shown that these form factors do not re
quire the existence of any us yet undiscovered mesons. Implica
tions of these form factors In two-plon-exchWJge calculations are. 
also discussed. (auth) 

33718 EXCITED-DROPLET MODEL FOR pp - pN: AT HIGH 
ENEIIGIES. Arnold, Richard C. (Argonne National Lab., lll.). 
Phys. Hev., .157: 1292-51May 25, 1967). 

A surface-excitation droplet model for N~ production 1.r1 pp colli-
Aions at high energy ROd email momentum transfer Is propoeed · 
wh lch explains the 41 dependence of the flnt two obeervecl l • 1/a 
IRqbare. (auth) 

33720 Nll\.T.F.ON-NII\.T.F.ON ELASTIC SCATTF.IliNG AMPJ.I• 
TUDES, Golovin, B. M.; Rozanova, A.M. (Joint lnst, for Nu-. 
clear Research, Dubna, USSR). Yadern. Flz., 5: 1283-5(June 
1967), (In Russian), 

The coefficients of the pp elastic; scattering, pp scattering with
out Coulomb interaction and np scattering amplitudes are calcu
lated on the basis of the phase-shift analysts of the elastic pp Wld . 
·np scattering .data at the energies 23, 40, 52, 68, 95, 147, 210, 310, 
400 and 630 MeV. Some features are indicated concerning the pp 
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scattering amplitude with· and without Coulomb Interaction. Data 

:concerning the spin independent terms In the pp scattering without 
Coulomb interaction and np scattering amplitudes are compared 
iwtth the theoretical predictions based on dispersion relations. 
ilauthl. 

jJ3721 RELATIVISTIC NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTIONS, 
:Green, A, E. S,; Sawada, T, (Untv, of Florida, Gainesville), 
Nucl. Phys., B2: 267-81(1967). 

One-boson-exchange interactions are derived for pseudoscalar 
(P), vector (V), scalar (S), axial vector (A) and anti-symmetric 
tensor ITI mesons. The SchrHdiilger-Paull limit is obtained for a 
general combinatlo'n of such Dlraclan OBE Interactions. Besides 
the static terms, the reduced interactions contain relativistic. cen
tral, spin-spin, tensor, spin-orbit and velocity-dependent terms 
as well as velocity-dependent, tensor operators. The relativistic 
Interactions Vp and v. + V, at·e put·su.,d in detail. Singularity dif
ficulties are dealt wl~ by using "regulsrizt!d" flt!lds. The phase. 
shifts for N-N scattering are calculated for a purely relativistic 
model with two adjustable constants and a "broken" model with 
eight. The fits to the experimental phase shifts llre presented. 
(authl. · 

33745. sCATTERING AND INFINIT~ DIMENSIONAL SYM· 
METRY SCHEMES. Stern, J, '(Caecb Technical Univ., Prague), 
Cr.ech, J. Phya,, 17: 391·9(1967), 

Th., recently pa-oposed non-trivial binding of the Polnoare 
group with. int.,rnal symmetry groups, which leads to mass spllt
Ung.without symmetry breaking, from the point of view of scat
tering. A very general realization Is given of the corresponding 
infinite dimensional Lie algebra In the Fock space of BB.,YIJlptotlc 
states built from two scalar nu'cieons. Assuming that the algebra 
describes the exact symmetry of the S-matrlx It Is concluded· 
that no el!lstlc NN scattering .exll!ts. (auth) 

33806 (RHEL/R-129, pp 11-44) HiGH ENERGY PHYSICS 
DIVISION. (Rutherford lligh Energy Lab., Chilton (England)). 

Various elementary paJ·ticle Interaction experiments performed 
at NIMROD are described, ancl the operation and Instrumentation 
for NIMROD arc discussed. The dtwclbpment of wire spark cham

. bcrs is also. mcntlone~. (J. ~. P'.) 

33807 (RHEL/R-129, pp 45-77) NiMROD DIVISION. 
(Rutherford High Energy Lab., Chilton {England)), 

The discussion of the NIMHOD accelerator includes Its opera
tion and development', the accelerated beam utilization, beam 
transport l'omponents, 11nd the development of polari7.cd proton 
laJ'I!t'lS. The expcr.lmcntal beam lln.es ar~ also discussed. (J .F .P.) 

l3808 (RHEL/R-129, pp 97-lli6) PROTON LINEAR AC-
CELERATOR DIVISION. (Rutherford High Energy Lab., Chilton 
{England)). · 

Experiments performed using the proton linear accelerator are 
briefly described. These studies cover proton reactions with light 
and heavier nuclei. The operation and development of the proton 
linenr aooelorator arc aloo dlocuooed, (J .F .P.) 
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33872 (ORNL-4122) ELECTHONUCLEAR DIVISION ANNUAL 
PROGRESS REPORT FOR PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1966, 
(Oak Ridge National Lab., Tenn.), May 1967, Contract W-7405-
eng-26, 136p, Dep, CFSTI, 

·Progress wall made on many experiments, notably on proton
proton bremsstrahlung, on p1·oton-proton interactions at very low 
energies, on shell-model stt-ucture studies tllrough.plckup Qf nu
cleons and through charge exchange, and on characterization of 
the optical model by the interaction of protons with complex nuclei; 
Work at high res()lution was accomplished using the Elbek spec
trometer. Theoretical work continued in close association. In the 
field of accelerator development, the experimental prototype 4-
MeV Separated-Orbit Cyclotron was advanced in design, and 
earlier prototypes for the 50-MeV SOC were completed and tested. 
A ne·w polarized source for the OIUC is· under construction. (auth) 

35258 (AD--650156) POLARIZATION PARAMETER IN ELAS
TIC PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING FROM 0,75 TO 2,84 GeV,. 
Neal, Homer A.; Longo .. Michael J. (Michigan Unlv., Ann Arbor,:. 
Dept. of Physics). Mar, 1967, Contract Nonr-1224(23), 52p, 
(TR-27-03106-27-T; ORA-03106), · CFSTI. 

The polarization parameter In elastic proton-proton scattering 
·was measured at 0. 75, 1.03, 1.32, 1.63, 2.24, and 2.84 GeV by em
ploying a double-scattering technique. An external proton beam 
was focused on a three-Inch long liquid hydrogen target and the 
elastic recoil and scattered protons were detected In coincidence 
by scintillation counters. The p<ilartzatlon of the recoil beam was.· 
determined h:om the azimuthal asymmetry exhibited In Its scat
tering from a carbon target. Values of the polarization paramet!Jr 
as a function of the center-of-mass scattering angle are given 
for each Incident beam energy. ·The predictions of tile Regge theory 
for polarization In elastic proton-proton scattering and recently. 
published phase shift solutions are compared with the experimental 
results. Surprisingly good agreement with the Regge predlctloDII -
lsfound despite the low energies Involved. (a~tb) (TA.B). 

35295 (AD-651038) A REGOE-QUARK MODEL OF HADRON 
SCATTERING, James, P. B,; Logan, R, K. (Illinois Unlv., 
Urbana, Dept, of Physlos), 1967, Contract N00014-66-C-00010-
A05, lOp, CFSTI. . 

One of the· unique features of the quark model Is that one obtalu 
.re' ttlons between baryon-baryon cross sections and meson
baryon cross sections. A Regge quark model analysis was recenU, 
·performed In which agreement between these relatlo~~S ~ expert• 
ment was obtained only after a scale factot waa Ultroduced (N. 
Ahmadzadeh, Phya. Letters v22 p96 1966) In the N-N amplitude. 

.. It Ia now shown how this agreement may be obtslned without In
troducing aueh a factor, (auth) (TAB) 

35298 DISPERSION ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC SCATTERING ... 
OF HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLES, BarashenkoT, V, S, (Jolnt. 
lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubns, USSR), Fortschr, Pbys,, .14: 
741-69it966). 

The dlscusslo·n of.the dispersion analysis of high energy elasUo 
scattering Includes the zero-angle elastic ecatterlng amplitude, 
the behavior of the cross sections In the hlgb energy region, 
elaallc r- + p scattering with charge ex!)bange at zero angle, and 
the real part of the elastic ~~'' + p scattering amplitude. The scat
·terlng of proton~~ and antlproloDII on,protoDII Is also coDIIIdered. 
(J.F,P.) 
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35l05 IS THERE A PION CONSPIRACY? Phillips, R. J. N. 
(Atomic Energy Research Establishment, ·Harwell •. Eng.). Nucl. 
Phys~. 82: 394-407(1967). . · · 

A possible conspiracy, between the pion Regge pole and an 
opposite-parity pole, Is considered. It would hell!_ to reconcile 
theory with experiment, for high-energy NN and NN charge ex
change, where there are eevere difficulties otherwise. :rhe con
spirator pole Is arranged to give nc;> light o+ meson, but may give 
a heavy z+ meson. (auth) 

35314 (C00-1112-104). DIFFRACTION MODEL FOR STRONG 
lliTERACTIONS AND THE SHRINKAGE OF THE DIFFRACTION 
PEAK .. Krisch, A. o. (Michigan Unlv., Ann Arbor. Harrison M. 
Randall Lab. of Physics). (1966). Contract AT(ll-1)·1112. 17p. 
Dep. CFSTI. 
'. ·The .i:Jifiraellon model for atrong lntaractloiui at. hlgb energies Ia 
considered. A model with a spherically symmetric Interaction 

/
probability density which Is squashed down In the dlrecttoo of. the 
motion by the Lorentz contraction Ia assumed. Tbls model leads 
Ito the. prediction that the differential elastic scattering cross sec
;tton da/dt should depend only·on p1Pf. When the p + p and w +. p 
iela11tlc data are plotted against this variable, the energy dcpcn· 
ldence Is removed. Thus this model seems to•.offer a klnemaw: · 
!explanation for the well-known shrinkage of the diffraction pe!lk. 

.'(J.F.P.j . . 

f35315 (JINR-E1-3420) ~FFEC'i' OF TENSOR MESON EX-
iCHANGE ON N-N SCATTERING, Azhglrel, L. S,; ChlzhlkOv, 
!v. I. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR)~ Lab. of 
ComputiJ:!g Techniques and Automation), 1967. 7p, Dep. 

The coupling constants of the scalar (a), pseudoscalar (11'), 
vector ,.., and p) and tensor (f) mesons are determined by the 
least squares method from the elastic nucleon-nucleon scatter
Ing phase shifts. It Is shown that the account of the tensor meson 
.In terms of one-boson-exchange model leads to a better descrlp
:tton of the experimental 'P0, i 2 and 'Di phase shifts of N -N sca\
iferlng ln the energy ~glon _o/25- 330 MeV.· (auth) . 

.,35316 !JINR-E2-3345) SIMULTANEOUS PHASE ~HIFT 
ANALYSIS OF 210 MeV NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING, 
Yanout, Z,; Kazarlnov, Yu, ~.; Legar, F,:Wlnternltz, ~. (Jolnt 
,Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR), Lab. of Nuclear 
;Problem!J), 1967, 34p, .Dep, 
! A pbase-sh1ft arialysls at 210 MeV was performed with lmu= 5. 
1New data on the differential. cross section, polarization and triple 
scattering parameters were uaed, A single solution was obtained 
as a result of lt. The angular dependence of experimental values 
are shown In diagrams. Relativistic formulas for recoil particle 
triple scattering par_!Uiletera are given. (1!-uth) 

'35317 HARD CORE AND ABSORPTION IN A TWO-CHANNEL. 
·MODEL FOR PROTON-PROTON COLLISION. Hlda, Gyo; Saw

·1ada, ShoJI; Yano, Tadashl; Yonezawa, Mlnotu (Hiroshima Unlv. 

I
Univ. of Nagoya, Japan), Progr, Theor, Pbys, (Kyoto), 37: 692-
701(Apr. 1967), 

I 
The effect of bard core on absorption In proton-proton colllsloo 

_up to a few GeV Is examined by a sploless tw~ channel model wltb 



p + p - p + p and p + p - p + N•. It 111 shown· that the strong a
wave absorption can be obtained for the energy near the Inelastic 
threshold even In the presence of hard core. The Importance of 
the non-local real potential due to the competing Inelastic pro
cesses Is emphasized on the problem of hard core. (autb) 

35318 BARYON-BARYON REACTiONS AND SU3 SYPt!METRY. 
De Souza, Patrick David. University Park, Md.; Univ. of Mary
land, 1966. 90p. 

The!! I&, 
SU(:J) symmetry has been used In order to obtain relations be

tween the cross-sections for baryon-baryon reactions In the 181 

and ,S1 states. The modifications of these relations for higher 
angular momentum states are derived and It Is shown that the 
possible existence of strong coupling of the aD1 state to the .J>1 
state does not Invalidate the above derived relations. In order to 
Investigate the effect of mass splitting on these results a potential 
model calculation Is carried out In order to verify the predicted 
_equality of 1S0 n-p and 1:+-p cross-sections. The calculation Indi
cates that this relationship Is Indeed satisfied and that further 
1:·-n system has a possible bound singlet state with a binding en-· 
ergy ::; • 1 MeV. The multichannel 1:·-p reactions are Investigated. 
with an SU(3) Invariant K-matrlx using the A-p parameters of 
Burnstein and Alexander. A "calculation of 1:·-p cross sections Ia 
·carried out for center of mass energies <10 MeV. The results of 
this calculation are not In agreement .with experiment. (Disser. 
Abstr.) 

35351 THE UNITARITY CONDitiON OF THE 8-MATRJX .. 
FOR HIGH ENERGY ELASTIC SCATTERING, Kobayashi, Koso 
(Saltama Unlv., Urawa, Japan), Progr. Tbeor, Phys. (Kyoto), 87;. 
904-15(May 1967), 

The Inelasticity of the Intermediate states In the unltarlty con- . 
dltion of the S-matrlx Is Investigated for high energy elastic scat
tering of strongly Interacting particles. The Inelastic process Ia 
treated as the multiple production of mesons, for which we have 
assumed statistical Independence. The energy-momentum con- : ·· 
servatlon law In the Intermediate states Is derived In lilrma uf the . 
meson momcntum.dlstrlbutlon, and It Is shown that the effective . 
Intermediate states are In general varied with the elastic scatter
ing angles. The property of the Intermediate ·states Is discussed 
with existing experimental data on the multiple meson production; 
In high energy accelerator researches and analyses of cosmic ray . 
jet, It has been revealed that the momentum distrlb)ltion of the 
secondaries Is sharply peaked In the longitudinal direction and the 
average transverse momentum ls constant Independent of the In
cident energies. From these experimental results, It Is showri that· 
the inelasticity of the Intermediate states responsible for large · 
angle elastic scattering Is quite small compared with that .. for Blllall 
angle ~lasUc scattering. (autb) · 

35410 POTENTIAL MODEL CALCULATION OF PROTON-
PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG. Sobel, ·M. I. (City Unlv; of 
New York, Brooklyn): Cromer, A. H. Phyll. Rev., 158: 1157-t30 
(June 20, 1967). . 

Tbe cross section du/d01dOadfly for proton-proton brem·satrah
lung Is calculated for various energies and geometries, using the 
Yale potential and the Hamada-Johnaton potential. The results 
are compared with the experimental data at 200, 158, and 48 MeV, 
Good agreement Is obtained with the 15.8-MeV data, though tbe 
calculated cross sections are somewhat too large In the forward 
d_irectlori (of the scattered photon) !lnd somewhat too small.ln the 
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backward direction. The Integrated cross section du/d0 1d01 Is In 

.fair agreement with the data at 200 MeV, but at 48 MeV the experi
mental cross section Is three to four times smaller than the cal
:culated values. This could be because of the acceptance of non
'coplanar '!vents ln·the_ experiment. (aut!ll 

J765J (UCLA'-34P106•1) . ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT (ON 
~\JITICLE PHYSICS), MAY 10, 1966-MAY 24, 1967, (California 

1·:ett, Los Angeles. Dept, of Physics), Contract AT(ll-1)-34. 
;;.~. Oep. CFSTI, 
: ll"ork performed by the UCLA particle physics group from 
:lhr 10, 1966 to the present Is reported. The major effort during 
· '·" prrcedlng year has been spent on three separate experiments. 
·I! thr time of the 1966 report the Kf (JA3) polarization experiment 
,,, tn a background study stage. This experiment was completed 

' 1;,102 1h11 summer. The second r.ffort was a second data run '- . 
~·dn y ~xpe.rlment to supplement Information obtained In the .pre
, .. ttn~ yrar. Data taking was tPrmlnated In the fall, followed by 
,.1,nelve work to mPasure the absolute efflc1ency of our neutron 
, .. ;r.trreln the neutron beam at the LRL 184" cyclotron and to · 
~· aoure the absolute efficiency of the y-ray counters using the 
, • .--y monochromator at Cal Tech's synchrotron. Thirdly, a new 
.,1,..rlment has been prepared and data taking will begin about 
;~nr 15. The experiment Is a study of the differential cross aee
,,.,n nlthe reaction n + p- y + d. This reaction, In conjunction 
oHh"ltA Inverse reaction, constitutes a direct test of time reversal 
:·1ulance In photo-meson reactions. A collaboration Including 
!~-~·university of Michigan and the Moyer group at LRL was 
''''""'d to carry out this project. Work on the analysis of data 
uk•·n In preceding years bas been continued .. This Includes work 
..• K• decay experiment, 2ny experiment, find Ki decay experl
"'''"18. Investigation of proton polarization In frozen toluene and 
·-'h•r hydrocarbons has been continued. And finally, the design of 
'" rxpt•rlmcnt to measure the electromagnetic form factor of the 
•' mronn has been pursued. These experiments are discussed In 
-~:oil. Chapter III Is devo~ed to_equlpment constructed In the past 
).-ar, Chapter IV contains a bibliography of published work and re
J"IIA. (auth) 

37680 EXPi>niMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE NU.:. 
CLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTION AT 600 TO 650 MeV. Ka
zarlnov, Yu. M. (Joint !nat. for Nuclear Research, Dubna, 
USSR), Rev, Mod. Phys., 39: 509·12(July 1967), 

From American Physical Society~ Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
.. tlon Conference, Gainesville, Fla. see CONF-670302. 

The upper boundary of the unambiguous phase-shift analysis as· 
Is known, Is at 310 MeV. Above the meson production threshold 
this unambiguity Is absent. In the range from 600-650 MeV where 
physicists have worked during recent years the scattering ampli
tude was determined ambiguously and not very reliably. In this 
connection all the experiments for Rtudying nucleon -nucleon scat
tering being cnn·led out have two purposcll: first, the ""ore accu
rate determination and Improvement of the phase -shift analysis 
and second, the discrimination of the ohtalned phase-shift sP.t" for 
the determination of the most probable act of them. A short survey 
of some of experiments perform<'rl with the above purpose ~t Oubna 
In r<'cent Y<'ars Is prcat!nled. (nut h) 

37681 .EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON. 
SCATTERING NEAR 210 MeV: A CHITICAL REVIEW. Thorn
dike, Edward H. (Unlv. of Hochester, N. Y.). Contract AT(30-

41 
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1)'-875. Rev. Mod. Phys,, 39: a13-22(July 1967). (UR-875-194), 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Galnesvtlle, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

Data bE'aring on the nucleon-nucleon Interaction near 210 MeV 
are reviewed. Proton -proton elastic scattE'rhig, neutron -proton 
elastic scattering (both free and from neutrons bound In deute- · 
rium), nucleon -nucleon bremsstrahlung, and tests of in~arJance 
principles are discussed. Three-nucleon experiments are men
tioned briefly. Some revisions to published N -N scattering data 
are suggested, and comJllete tables of data are give.n. (auth) · 

)7682 A SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON NU-
CLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING WORK DONE BY THE ORSAY 
GROUP. Michalowicz, A. (Institut de Physique Nuclealre, 
Orsay, France). Rev, Mod, Phys,, 39: 523-5(July 1967·). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. · 

This report presents experimental results obtained by the. Oreay 
group In France. Firstly, experiments of differential cross sec
tion polarization and depolarization In pp scattering at 150 MeV 
arc given. Secondly, polarization and correlation measurements 
_In pp scat~e'rlng at 600 MeV are given. (auth) 

'37683 NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS. 
AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES IN BERKELEY. Cheng, DaVid 
(Univ. of California, Berkeley). Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: 526-3.0 
(July 1967), 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Galnesvtlle, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

Recent experiments ·at Berkeley on nucleon -nucleon systems 
at inter.medlate energies are discussed. Comparison of experi
mental results for measurements of pnrameters using polarized 
targets! agree well w lth rE'sults of experiments not using polarized 
targets'. The advantages and disadvantages of these different 
meth?Cfs ar~ discussed ~rlefly. (auth) 

'37684, POLARIZATION AND CNN MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN 
0.6 AND 1.2 GeV. Ducros; Y. (Department de.Physlque des Par
ticles Elementalres, Saclay, France). Rev. Mod: Phys., 39: 531-3 
(July l!J67). · 

t'rom American Physicnl Socl£'ty, NuCll:'on -NUcleon lnteractlon 
Conference, Galhcsvlllc, Fla. See CONF-670302. · 

The polarization panmeter P was measured at Saclay, at 7 en
ergies. and the CNN parameter at 3 energies. A polarlz:f?d target 
and the extracted beam of the synchrotron "Saturne" were used. 
The beam momentum was knO\yn at ±l'J·. The beam Intensity was 
)lmlted a~ 10'. protons In 400 sec. ·Iauth). 

37685 . SPIN-CORRELATiON PARAMETERS IN p-p SCAT-
TERING. CatiUon, P. (SPNME, CEN, Saclay, Fr&DCe), Re• •. 
Mod, Phys., 39: 634-5(July 1967), . 
From.Amerlc~ Physical Society, Nucleoo-Nucleon·la&erac• 

tlon·Conference, OatneavtUe, Fla. 8ee CONF-670302, 
Experlm~ts which were done· to mealure- iijlln.:.CO-rrelilti'on· : 

para111etera In nucleon -nucleon scattering are summarized, and 
resulta compa.re~ wU~ ~aee-eh!.f~ mndel!': (auth.l 

37686 MEASUREMENTS Qlo' CNN IN PROTON-PHOTON 
SCATTERING. Beretvaa, A. (Unlv. of Chlcugo); Booth, N. E.; 
Dolnlck, C.; Eaterllng, R. J .; Hill, R. t: .; Scheid, J .; Shet·den, D.; 
Yokosawa, A. Rev. Mod. Phy:~., 39: 5:Jti-7Wuly 1967). 

The spin -spin correlation p1u·ameter CNN I' or p -p MCIIIIerlng 
was measured at 5 enet·gles between 3U5.and 415 .MeV. 1\'leaOJut·e- · 
menta were made over the angular range of 50 to so• In the em 
system. A polarized beam, produced by scattering of the internal 
proton beam of the Chicago cyclotron, and. the Argonne polarized 
proton target were used for the experiment. Results obtained for 
CNN(90") at·e: 0.52 * 0.08 at 305 MeV, 0.48 ± 0.08 at 330 MeV, 
0.50 ± 0.05 at 358 MeV, 0.46 t O.UG at 386 MeV, and 0.42 t 0.04 
at ·115 MeV. Comparisons with other expel'imentul re11ults and 
with thcoreticuland phenomenological modclt1 will be m11dc. (uuth) 

37687 PRESENT AND FUTURE WORK WITH THE HAR-
WELL SYNCHROCYCLOTRON. Whitehead, C. (Atomic Enl!lrgy 
Research E~tabllshment, Harwell, Eng.). Rev. Mod, Phys., 39: 
53841(July 1967). 

From American Physical ~lety, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302, 

A brief description of present work at Harwell is given. The 
final results of the CNN measurements ut 73.5, 98 and 142 MeV 
at·e given and the status of the precision measure~ents at 100 
MeV Is presented. The results of the measurement of the forward 
cross section for the reaction d(p,n)2p at 95.7 and 143.9 MeV are 
given and mention is made of recent p, n reaction results. Finally 
a description Is given of the recent 50-MeV p, p differential cross 
section measurement made al the proton linear accelerator. (auth) 

· 37688 LOW-ENERGY NEUTRON-PROTON POLARI.ZATION 
EXPERIMENTS. Simmons, J, E. (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., 
N. Mex.). Rev. Mod, Phys., 39: 542-5(July 1967). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, GainesVille, Fla. Sell CONF-670302, 

The status of N- P scattering .and polarization experiments near 
25 MeV Is reviewed. Recen·t data on polarization and spin corre
lation observables are discussed In relation to phase-shift analy
ses, with some emphasis on the role of the S-D coupling pat;ame
ter. (auth) 

1
37690 RECENT p-p MEASUREMENTS AT INS TOKYO 

,AND p-p PHASE SHn:Ts AT so MeV: PRELIMINA,RY RESULTS 
iHoshizald, Norlo (Kyoto Univ.l. Rev. Mod. Phys 39· 548-9 ' 
'(July 1967). . •• . 
: From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

The p-pdUferenttal cross section was remeasured at 52.3 MeV 
within 1% accuracy by Sanada et al. A phase-shift analysis was 
made by using these now date and those on <;.... <;q., P, ·D, R, and 
·A. All of these data were normalized at 50.0 MeV. The solution 
Is 1S0 l9:oo·± 0.35, 1Da 1.97 ± 0.15, 3p 12.57 * 0.52, 'p1 -7.86 ± 
0.27, Pz :1.98 t·0.13, £1-1.90 t 0.19, gF1 0.43 t 0.18 (in degrees). 
The solution shows that the parameters c1 and 6(3F ) are given 
,essentially by the OPE forces. Other features of th~ solution are 
similar to t~ose of the previous one. The values of the 6('Sol and 
6I'Po) of the present solution are larger by about three standard 
deviations than those given from the Hamada -Johnston potential. 
•uth) · . 



37691 PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS AT HARWELL. Perrlng, 
J. K. (Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, Eng.). 
Rev. Mod, Phya., 39: 550-S(July 1967) • 

.From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302, 

JlcRults or recent analyaes of proton -proton and neutron -protei* 
dat.a In the 140-McV n'Kion and of proton -proton data at 50 MeV 
are reported. The existing neutron -proton data In the 25-MeV re
gion are examined and suggestions for experiments are made. It . 
Is ur~ucd that In fact the available data In this r~gion teiJ one very 
little about the Interaction. (aut h) . 

37693 n-p TRIPLE-SCATTERING PARAMETER D, AT 197 
MeV. Spalding, D.; Thomas, A. R.; Thorndike, E. H. (Unlv. or 
Rochester, N. Y.). Phys. Rev., 158: 1338-42(June 25, 1967). 
(UR-875-1t!5). 

The n-p triple-scattering parameter 0. was measured at 197 
MeV at three angles. The measurements were made by bombard· 
lng a liquid-deuterium target with polarized protons, and spin
analyzing high -energy neutrons recoiling Into forward angles. 
Spin analysis was accomplished by a charge-exchange scattering. 
on CH2• The measurements are related to the D, parameter for 
free n-p scattering through an Impulse-approximation calculatio_n 
which Includes the a-wave final-state Interaction between the 
Incident proton and the proton in the deuteron. Values obtained 
for the free np D, parameter are:- +0.095 :t 0.068, -0.014 * 0.071, 
and +0.058 * O.i03 at free n-p center-of-mass scattering angles 
of 147.4", 138.6", and 126.9", respectively. These values are 
compared with the phase-shift solutions YLAN of Breit and col
laborators, and the energy-Independent solution of Arndt and 
MacGregor. Solutions YLAN 0, 1, 2, 2M, 3, and the Arndt·M~c
Gregor solution do not agree with the data. Solutions YLAN 3M 
and 4M fit the data quite well. (auth) 

37734 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE NUCLEON,.. 
NUCLEON INTERACTION, HELD AT UNIVERSITY OF FLOR- .. 
IDA GAINESVILLE, MARCH 23-25, 1967, Green, A, E. S.; Mao-. 
Gre~or, M. H.; Wllson,·R. (eds.). Rev. MOd. Phys., 39: 495-717 
(July 1967). (CONF-6703!)2). 

The conference Includes 35 papers. Separate abstrQcts were pre
part:d for all papers. (J.F.P.) 

For abstracts of individual papers see: 37680-37691, 37794, 
JTT9!J, JTIJ45-3Tli63, JTIJ92, and JT89J. ' 

37794 ANTINUCLEAR FORCES. Phillips, R. J. N. (AtOmic 
Energy Reoenrch Eotnbllahmant, Harwell, Eng.), Rev. Mod. 
Phya., 39: 681-8(July 1967), . . · 
· From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla~ See CONF-670302. 

Theoretical modeia of the nucleon~antlnucleon Interaction are 
surveyed In the few-hundred MeV region. Their relation to the. 
nucleon -nucleon Interaction, and any light they may shed on it, ·; 
are discussed. (auth) 

37802 (JINR-P2-3374) 0 VOSSTANOVLENII AMPLITUD 
.MATRITSY RASSEYANIYA VPERED. (On the Reconstruction 
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,of the Forward Scattering Matrix Amplitude). Lapidus, L. I. 
(Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR), Lab. of Nuclear 
Problema). 1967, 12p. (In Russian). Dep. 

The comparison with the dispersion relations, sum rules, etc. 
require ·the determination of the amplitudes of meson-nucleon, 
N -N and y-N forward scattering. The formulas were obtained 
for this procedure at 6 = 0°. The functions a(O) and b(O) contained·· 
in the amplitude of meson-nucleon scattering are·determlned by 

· the measurements of the cross sections as well as the values of 
P 0/sin 6, R and A. In order to determine the amplitudes u(O), 
v(O), and h(O) contained In the N-N-scnttering amplitude It is nec
:essary to measure total cross sections and also to analyze par:
ticle polarization after scattering.· The determination of the spin
orbital amplitude c(O)/sln 6) 9 = 0° is given. The amplitude of the 
nucleon Compton-effect Is reduced at 6 = 00: An expression was 
obtll'ined for the cross section of the polarized photon interaction 
with polarized nucleons. The dete_rmination of the imaginary parts 
of the amplitudes Is made. The real parts are determined by 
~easurin~ the differential cross sections. (auth) 

37815 REGGE POLES AND HIGfl-ENERGY SINGLE-PAR-
TICLE PRODUCTION, Roberts, R. G, (Unl'(. of Durh<tm, Eng,); 
Fraser, G. M, Phys, Rev., 159: 1297-1303(July 25, 1967), 

A formalism Is presented for the analysis of the high-energy 
production procE'ss a + b - 1 + 2 + 3, where the participating par
·tlcles may hnve any general spin. Its distinguishing feature is that 
no ·assumption Is made of a quasi-two-pnrtlcle intermedl:ttc state. 
The method consists of a consideration of the behavior in the 
crossed channel a + -- b + 1 + 2 when the amplitudes :tre domi
nated by a finite number of Regge Poles. The general problem of 
obtaining crossing relations for three-particle amplitudes is dis
cussed, and finally exnmples are presented of the application of 
the formulas to the processes·" + N - 21f + N and PI> - ppnO. Iauth) 

'37835 PHASE-SillFT CALCULATIONS FOR REAL AND 
REALISTIC POTENTIALS. All, Shamsher; Islam, 1\lozaharul 
(Atomic Energy Centre, Dacca, Pakistan). J. Natur. Sci. 
Math., 6: 169-75(0ct. 1966), 

A numerical method of calculation of phase shifts was outlined. 
This method can also be used to calculate the low-energy effective 
range parameters, namely the scattering length and the effective 
range. The zero energy parameters calculated for various poten- · 
tlals with this method were compared with the ones calculated for 
the same potentials but- by other lndependnet methods and were 
found to be quite satisfactory. The accuracy of the method was also 
verified. (auth) .. · 

)7841 DETERi\IINA'flON OF THE NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
•I \STIC SCATTEHING MATRIX, VI, NEW HESULTS NEAR 50 
;:~·{·, Wrtgllt, Robert M.; MacGresor, Malcolm H.; Arndt, Rlch
tr<l A. (lhilv. of California, Lh-errnore), Phys. fiev,, 159: 
:t:2-6(July 25, 1967), (UCRL-70075(Rev,)), 

A previous phasC'-shift analysis at 50 MeV·has been improved by 
· ... :r,·~Ring the completeness of the data set. Since no new data 
:~,.,.become available at this energy, it was necessary to expand 
:~rrongC'"of rnergiE'S. Reasonable values are for the £ 1 phase 
,··~: ond for thC' pion-nucleon coupling constant g2, Cert:tin ways 
~ ~.,·1dllnJ: thC' datn rC'sult in an ambiguity In the T ~ 0 phase shifts, 
... ~ '"'r<' rxplorcd In detaiL It is concludC'd th:tt no precise, 
... :.<t·lr 1-:tlues for the T"' 0 phases can :ts yr.t be derived from 
;,.,,inJ: data near 50 MeV, although the present solutions must be 
:·.:he nrlghborhood of the corn•ct solution. (auth) · 
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37843 CONTRIBUTIONS OF REGGE CUTS TO FORWA.RD 
SVCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING. Branson, D.; Nusslnov, S.i 
Trclman, S. B.; Weisberger, W. I •. {Palmer Physical Lab., 
-Princeton, N. J.). Phys. Lett., 25B: 141-3(Aug. 7, 1967). 

Empirical consequences of possible contrlb11tions to the asymp
totic behavior of forward nucleon-nucleon scattering from cuts 
In the angular momentum plane are discussed. The model used 
for Investigating the presence of cuts Is the iteration of the· scat
tHing amplitude via elastic unltarlty .tn the a-channel. (L.B.S.) 

37844 MODEL-INDEPENDENT CONTRiBUTION IN PROTON 
PRo'TON BRE!IISSTRAHLUNG. Nyman, E. M. (Stanford Unlv., 
CRIIf.). Phys. Lett., 25B: 135-B(Aug. 7, 1967). 

Part of the Invariant amplitude for p-p bremsstrahlUng can 
be shown to be Independent of the off-shell behavior of the p-p 
Interaction. The corresponding cross section agrees with the 
measured values. The model-independent terms ate compute~! 
In a fully covariant ~d gauge-Independent fashion, employing 
the best available representation of the elastic p-p scattering 
limvlltu<le:_ (auU•) • · 

37845 THE N-N INTERACTION, 1967: AN OVERVIEW 
AND CONFERENCE SUMMARY. Green, Alex E. S. (Unlv. of 
Florida; Gainesville); MacGregor, Malcolm H.; WilSOJ!, Richard.· 
Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: 498-508(July 1967). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. · 

A summary Is gtven of our state of knowledge <if the nucleon
nucleon Interaction as derived from the Invited and contributed 
papers and the Informal discussions. It appears that much progress 
has been made since 1!160 and that despite the use of widely diver
gent formalisms current theoretical models have much of the 
same physical substance. The Informal discussions of the con
ference, particularly those related to the experimental, phenom
enological, and theoretical aspects of the nucleon -nucleon Inter
action In the elastic scattering region are aumniarlzed.· (auth) . 

.37846 DETERMINATION OF THE p-p ELASTIC SCATTER• 
lNG MATRIX. MacGreaor, Malcolm H. (Uolv. of California," 
Livermore). Rev. Mod, Phya,. 391 556-II(July 1967). (UCR~ 
70403; CONF.,;670302-5), 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon lnterao• 
· tlon Conference. Gli.lneevtlle. Fla. See CONF-670302, 

A phase-shift analySis of p:p scattering aalillro-m 10 to 400 
MeV Is presented. Phase-shift energy-dependent forms having 
a plausible analytic .structure are used, and matrix techniques 
are employed for the search procedure. An Interaction proceaa 
was used to arrive at a self-consistent p-p data ilet. This analyel8 
Ia being extended to higher energies and to the n-p system. (au_lh,_ 

37847 PHENOMENOLOGICAL.PHASE-PARAMETER FITS 
TO N-N DATA AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES. Breit. G. 
(Yale Unlv., New Haven). Contract AT(30-l)-1807. Rev. Mod. 
Phya., 39: 560-70(July 1967). (YALE-1807-42). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon lnterac• 
tton Conference, G~lnesvllle, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

New p-p and n-p phase-parameter multiple energy fits (Y-IV) 

•·.1 

·Intended for the energy range•from -8 MeV to -340 MeV employing 
1947 measurements for p-p and 1023 for n-p are discussed. lm
'provements over older work Include: more careful joining to low
.energy data Involving phase searches beginning at 1.3!!7 MeV for 
p-p and 3.205 MeV· fnr n-p; Inclusion of triple scattering and 
rpolarlzatlon data at 430. MPV; data himplilg In smaller groups 
'than previously; Increased accuracy of otie-pion-e~change lOPE) 

I
' phases; graded Introduction of OPE treatment. Related matters 
Include: effects of Coulomb field corrections and of corrections 
for the apparent violation of short~ range· charge Independence 
for the new fits lind the older YRBI (K0)- YLAN 4M; effects of 

1vary1ng the difference between the p-p and n-p effective r_angell 
within Its lincertalrity limits; ariiilyses ofmockups of experiments 
designed to Improve knowledge of the difference just mentioned: 

·comparisons of values of the pion- nucleon coupling constant ~ 
cjerlved from p-p and n-p data In relaiiofi to the l<ing-range 
charge Independence of N -N lntnrai::tlons. (auth) 

37848 PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS OF DATA ON NUCLEON"-
·N.UCLEON SCATTERING AT LOW ENEHGI~:s. Ka1.0rlnov, 
.Yu. M.; Lehar, F.; Yanout, Z. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, 
Dilbna, USSR). Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: 571-3(July 1967). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon--Nucleon lnterac-' 
•tlon Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

The use of a polarized proton tir'get (PPT) In experiments 
lbelow 30 'MeV opens new possibilities for Investigating deviations 
Jrom pure S scattering, occurring at these energies. It seems 
:highly probable, that a detailed investigation of P- and 0-state 
.nucleon Interactions at 10-20 MeV, will make It possible to 
·extend the region, In which the scattering amplitude Is deter
mined unambiguously to energies, at which the nucleons Interact 
practically only In the S state, so that the phase-shift analysis Is 
considerably simpler. It Is therefore Important to perform a 
phase-shift analysis of the existing experimental data lri order 
to obtain Information necessary for the planning of future experi
ments. This was done at 9.7, 14.5, and 18.2 MeV. Iauth) 

37849 NEUTRON-NEUTRON INTERACTION. Slaus, lvo 
!(Ruder Boskovlc lost., Zagreb). Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: 575-83 
:(July 1967). 
: From American Physical Si:>clety, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. 
I The present status of the problem of charge dependence Is 
·discussed. The Information about the neutron-neutron Interaction 

~
erlved from the two-neutron system, three-nucleon systems, 
lnal-state Interactions In multiparticle reactions, and peripheral 
rocesses Iii critically evaluated. The experimental data Indicate 

the breakdown of charge lndepend.ence by atxout 3-5%. Evidence 
concerning the violation of charge symmetry Is Inconclusive, but 
It seems that most of the data are coroslstent with the assumption 
that cha/:-ge symmetry Is satisfied within 0.5-1%. The most suit
able studies which might Improve the knowledge of the ncutron
•neutr.Q~:forces .!lre Indicated. (auth) 

·3.7050 INTERACTION OF TWO NUCLEONS AT LOW ENER-
GIES. 1 = 1. Heller, Leon (Loa Alamos Scientific Lab., 
N. Mex.). .Contract W-7405-eng-36. Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: 
'584-90(July 1967). (LA-DC-8606). 

1 
From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction 

LCo,Uerence, Gainesville, Fla .. See CONF-670302. 



A summary of the knowledge of the low-energy Interaction· of 
two nuclcomo with onl' unit of lsoharlc spin Is presented. The 
sln~ll!·<'nergy analyses of ncr.nrnte low-cnrrgy proton-proton 
scattering data are discussed with emphasis upon the electro
mnJ,.•twtlc effects which were Included and those which should be. 
The phnllf' shlft11 whlr.h result arl' prrocntcd nnc;l dlscUBBt.'d In 
tt•rms of the dfecttvc rnnge expansion and potentials. A hrlf'( 
discussion or cha rgc spnm<'try and lndcpE'ndcnce In terms o( 
pul.(·nttnla and dlap;!rslon rrlatlonA Ia given. The equality o( the 
neutron -neutron and proton -proton nuclear lnteractluna, which 
seems to be established, may not be sufficient for understanding 
the problf'm of mirror nuclei.. The question of charge Independence 
Ia much more dlffl«?ult. (auth) 

37851 PION IN~TABILITY IN NUCLEO~NUCLEON SCAT· 
TEIUNO. Lassila, K. E. (lawn state Unlv. of Sclt~ru:e and Tech• 
nology, Ames. Reaousrcb lnst. for Theoretical Physics, flelslnkJ): 
Peltola, E. I. Hev. Mod, Phys., 39: 591-2(July 1967), 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac-
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302, · 

Pion instahllity effects ure in11erted Into the OPE P part of the 
Hamada -Johnston and Yale potentials to determine If any ob8erv
ablcs art: affected by these corrections. A contribution of 0.030 F 
to the observed neutron-ncutt·on and singlet state neutron-pro.ton 
sC'att!!ring length difference is found. (auth) -

37852 l\IEsON THEORETIC N-N INTERACTIONS FOR NU-
CLEAR PHYSICS. Green, A. E. S.; Sawada, T. (Unlv. o( Flor
lcla, GAinesville). Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: G94-610(July 1967); 

From American Physil:al Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

One-boson-exchange inter~ctlons arc derived for pseudoscalar 
(P), vector (V), scalar (S), axial vector (A), and antisymmetrlc 
tensor (T) mesons. The Schriidlnger-Pauii-Brelt limit Is ob
tained for a combination of such Diraclan OBE interactions. The 
phase shifts are calculated for the purely relativistic 11 -5w model 
and it is found possible to fit the .S-wave phase shifts by adjusting 
one coupling constant and one regularlzntion parameter. Then . 
by t..reaking this model slightly several accurate representations 
of the N -N interaction are developed for all waves with a mod
erate number of adjustable parameters, several of which are 
fixed by external considerations. A physical interpretation of 
the results particularly the velocity-dependent interactions is 
presented. Finally the results are dii>CU8130;:d In rP.IAtinn In otheP 
P_\'S models. (auth) 

37853 NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTION CONSISTENT 
\VITI! TIIEOHY AND EXPERIMENT. Lamon, E.; Feshbach, H. 
(Massachusetts lnst. of Tech., Cambridge). Contract AT(30-1)-
2098. Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: 611-21(July 1967). (MIT-2098-
308). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac-
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

The nuc!E:on-nucleon data are fitted by a boundary condition 
model Interaction determined largely by theoretical forms. One
and two-pion, p, w, and 'I meson exchange adla~atl~}ocal po
tentials determine the Interaction outside ro "' V2 I' . Only the 
two-pion-exchange contribution contains a degree of ambiguity 
measured by th.~ pai'lliut:lt:nl ( '"'" .\ fu1· the pion ladder and nu
cleon pair diagrams, respectively. The Interaction Is determined 
at r

0 
by an energy-Independent boundary condition for those par-. 
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tlal waves sensitive to 'the short-range Interaction. A very good ·ru 
to the.p-p data and a good fit to the n-p data below 350-MeV nu
cleon laboratory energy, are obtained, comparable to the be~t 
phenomenological fits. The optimum· or ftxed values of exchunge 
particle masses and coupling constants corrcRpnntls to their known 
physical values, and the .\and ( parameters optimize In their 
·theoretical range. The value attained by r 0 ·corrcsponds to that 
predicted by the theory of the boundary condition model. There 
remain 19 boundary condition parameters, freely fitted, to which 
the data are sensitive. These may in principle be related to pion
nucleon· amplitudes. Rescatterlng and ~ mo:•wn exchange contribu
tions to the potential remain to be Investigated, as docs the effect 
of coupling to lm~laallc channels. (auth) 

37854 MESON THEORY OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTER
ACTION. Wong, David Y. (Unlv. of California, San Otego, La 
Jolla), Rev. Mod, Phys., 39: 622-8(July 1967). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

·Exchange o( 11, 11, p, w, ~ mesons and a pair of pions In the 
relative s state can account for all the Important feutures of the 
nucleon -nucleon Interaction. The method of dispersion relation 
Is employcd to calculate nucleon -nucleon phase shifts starting 
from the rclutivltitlc slngle-partlcle-cxchan"c Fcynman dla"rnms. 
Vulldlty of the method ho tc:;tcd lu the nonrdutlvlstlc limit where 
the't10lut1on of the dlllpcralon relation 111 compared to the 11ulution 
of .the Schrodlngcr equation for a supcrpo11ition of Yukawa poten
tials. For rx>tentials that contain a long-range attraction and a 
strong short-range repulsion thcre Is little difference between 
the two soluti.oflll. In the meson model, the attraction comes pri
marily from the"' und the a-wave two-pion cxchanl{e, The ex
change of wand ~produces the required shot·t-range repulsive 
force. Two approaches to the nucleon-nucleon acnttcriug prob
lem were considered. The meson model was taken to be the 
ba11IB of a detailed fit to the scattering data. A. total of 12 acljust
aLic par~rnders were Introduced und a fit to the PI' und np data 
was ot..tairwd. The accuracy Is comparable to that of pure phu
nomcll<Jl•JI(Ical potentials with Cllnllidcrably nwn' parum<.'lera. 
·Tht: llumbcr of parameters In the mc11on model Is rnln_imi:t..cd . _ 
using approximate symmetry considerations to clarify the phys
Ical Blgnlficance of the model. With only four adjustable param
etel's, all the Important features of the phase shift are t·o:product:d. 
These results lend support to the tdea that the lltrongly corrclattd 
multimcl!on systems p, w, and 4> play a dominant rule In the inner 
part (;:::0.3" F) of the nucleon -nucleon potential while tho: exchange 
of two pions In a relative e-state accounts [or the grl!'ss feature 
of ';he medium-range attraction. (ailthl 

37856 NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING, PION-NUCLEON 
SCATTERING, AND THE NUCLEON FORM FACTORS. Signell, 
Peter; Durso, John (Michigan State Univ., East Lansing). Rev. 
Mod. Phys., 39: 635-9(July 1967), 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302, 
. .. The one-pion and two-pion-exchange contributions to pion

nucleon scattering, nucleon-electron scattering (nucleon electro
magnetic form factors), and nucleon -nucleon scattering are ex
amined using as closely similar methods as possible. These 
contributions are compared to experimental phase shifts which 
ilo not depend on_the exchange of more than two pions. (auth) 
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37857 MESON-NUCLEON COUPLING CONSTANTS FROM 
.LOW-ENERGY PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING. Koepp, G. 
(Technlsche Hochschule, Aachen). Rev. Mod, Phys., 39: 640·7 
(July 1967). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon lnterac
tlon Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-~70302. 

Coupling constants of various scalar and vector mesons to 
the nucleon are determined from emplrlca! proton-proton 'partial 
wave amplitudes of high angular momenta. Various fits are de
scribed and compared with predictions of unitary symmetry 
schemes. (auth) 

37858 PION-PRODUCTION AMPLITUDES AND NUCLEON
NUCLEON INTERACTION. Amaldi, U. Jr. (lstltuto Superiors 
dl Sanlta, Rome). Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: 649-56(July 1967). 

From .American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302, 

The present knowledge of the partial-wave proton-proton 
absorptions due to pion production below 1.5 GeV of laboratory 
kinetic tmergy Is summarized. The three models which were 
used for obtaining this kind of Information from Inelastic data 
are dlscust>ed: the Mandelstam model, the on'e-plon-exchange 
model, and the K matrix, or damping, model. Although there 
Is some disagreement, In the near future one can hope to obtain 
reasonably trustworthy values for partial wave absorptions as 
a r ... ictiop of energy from the threshold of pion production to. 
about 1.5 GeV. This Information will be useful not only to reduce. 
the number of parameters In high-energy phase-shift analysis, 
but also to be Introduced as known Inelasticities In partial waiUI.. 
dlsporsi~J! _rela_!.IOJ!.S. Iauth) 

,.a60 NliCLEON-NliCLEON INTEIIACTION AT IIIGII F.N-
I !:til~:~. Le11<1cr, E. (Cnml.trldge Unlv., Eng.). Hcv, Mod, 
J'hys., 39: 663-!l;(July 1967), 

t"rom ,\mcrlcan Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302, 

The pr!'S!'nt situation 1!1 the understanding of high-energy 
physics Is reviewed. In high-energy physics there Is a plethora 
of theories, which orten look quite Incompatible, but which share 

.one grand claim. For each of them It !las been possible to find 
11 least one set of cxpcrlm!'ntal data with which they agree. The 
ou~tanding experimental features which arc discernible In the 
1udt·on -nucleon system at !'nergles above about 3-GeV /c Ia I \ 
oratory momentum are summarized. Some of the main theoretlcaJ 
tde~A are considered, and It Is examined to what extent they.are 

·ruml•atlble with the. expl'rlmentl!lprop~r~les de~crlbed. (auth) 

)7161 PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF PROTON-
t•IIOTON SCATTERING IN THE INELASTIC REGION. HoshJ

·13kJ, Norlo (Kyoto Univ,), Rev. Mod, Phys,, 39: 700-5(July 
1967), 

t'rom American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
uon Conference, Gatnesvtlle, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

A survey of recent works concerning the phase-shl(t analysts 
'of p·p scattering In the energy region from 400 MeV to a few GeV 
11 presented. The method of analysis and results are described. 
l'hyelcallmpllcatlons of them are also dl11cussed. A new acheme 
,,f nnalysls 111 proposed. It modUles the previous method In fixing 
tht· Imaginary phase shUts to the values from the one-pion model 
•llh unitarily. Reanalysis of the p-p data at 970 MeV show•.~ 
,.lldlly of the new scheme. (a~tl9, . . . ·· · --
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"37862 PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS OF DATA AND THE DE-
:HIIMINATION OF THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE IN THE NU
CLEON ENERGY REGION ABOVE PtON-PilODUCTION THRESH

,(JLD. Knzarlnov, Yu. M. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, 
UuhnR, USSR). Rev. Mod, Phys., 39: 706-9(July 1967), 

. From American Physlca~ Society, Nucleon-Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302, 
lll~torlcally It has bec.ome a habit that the phase-shift analysis 

ti carried out by the experimenters. Thus, each experimental 
·1n1·estlgat1on Is completed by Improving the earlier results of the 
jlh:>Bt'·shl(t analysis and thus, the phase-shift analysis may be . 
runaldrrcd af! an original method for the treatrqent of experimental 

.dala. The phase-shift analysis turn's out to be a means first, to· 
to·sl how well new eXperimental results agree with the whole 

···•l!o·cllon of earlier known data an~. second, It? !JlOre accurately 
,1.1nn further experiments. ln these conditions !l phase-shift analysl11 
.1•rogr~m Is used at one energy. The program Implies the following 

l
••aumptions: There Is a charge Independence of nuclear forces. 
Nucl••on Interaction In states with high orbital momenta Is cor-

' n·clly described with a one-pion Feynman diagram. Orbital mo
lnu·nla, beginning from those for which a one-pion approximation 
. ron ~c justified, are determined keeping In mind that In the one- · 
,pion npproxlmatlon, polarization in nucleon-nucleon scattering 

11 "luol to o. Pions are produced, mainly, from Initial states 
l~itl> total isotopic spin 1. Results of the analyses will be given. 
;(•ulh) 

l7863 PHASE-SHIFT REPRESENTATION FOR NUCLEON-
SUCLEON SCATTERING ABOVE PION-PRODUCTION THRESH
tii.D. Arndt, Richard A. (Unlv, of California, Livermore). 
llcv. Mod. Phys., 39: ?10-15(July 1967), (UCRI.r-70542). 

From American Physical Society, Nucleon-Nucleon lnterac
llun Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

A number of questions relating to phase-shift representations 
uf nucleon-nucleon scattering In an energy range where Inelastic 
•·honnrls are open and may contribute significantly to such rep
r,•at·nlntlons are discu!lsed. While attention will be directed spe
•·lflcnlly toward nucleon-nucleon scattering above 400 MeV, the 
rrlrvance Is seen of such questions being applied to similar 
o~trungly Interacting systems. (au~) 

]7864 RELATIVISTIC TREATMENT OF &tUON CAPTURE 
IS llEUTERIUM. APPLICATION TO THE DETERMINATION OF 
~t:IITRON-NEUTRON SCATTERING LE~GTH AND EFFECTIVE 
HAI>GJ::. Cremmer, E. (LabOratolre de Physique Theorlque ct 
llnutcs Energies, Orsay, France), Nucl, Phys., B2: 409-23(1967). 
. A relativistic calculation of muon capture In deuterium Is given. 

1hr Important effect of hyperflnc structure Is treated relatlvistl
,.:>IJy. A <!etermlnallon of neutron -neutron scattering length and 
•ll•·cth·c range Is made. Vertex functions are used to de11crlbe 
lhr proton-neutron-deuteron vertex an<j the Omnes method to 
''•Jmputo tne flnaf-atate Interaction. It ia ahown that au accuracy 
of 2.5% In lpectrum lllld capture rate must allow a determination 
•
1
•f r.., mnd., with an accuracy of, reapecUvely, •0.2 fm and :t0.7 
If!· (aulh) . .• _ ..••... 

3~865 \tESON MIXING AND Till-: CHAHGJo; ASYMMETIIY OF. 
TilE N-N JNTI!:RACTION. Downs, B. W. (Unlv. ,,r Culorntlo, 
Boulder); Nogaml, Y. Nucl. J>hys., 82: 459-69(1967), 

. El~ctro.~a!flletlc .. '!llxlng of lso11pln elgenstate11 for the neutral 



mesons lends to charge-asymmetry effects In the N -N Interaction. 
This Is discussed In terms of a alnglc-m~son-exchange model In 
which the coupling constants arc taken from su, and from phenom
enological estimates. Mixing of the vector· mesons Ia con11lderably 
more Important than mixing of the pseudoacalar mesons. The 
dtrrcrence (ann-app> between scattering lengths for the strong 
n-n and p-p Interactions could be about -1.5 rm, when the n-p 
m~ss dHfercnce (which contributes about -0.5 fm) Ia also con
sidered. Other charge-asymmetry e[(ects which were estimated 
are much smaller. (auth) 

37892 nvo'-NUCLEON INTERACTION AS. A RESEARCH 
TOOL IN PAHTICL~: l'HYSICS. Moravcslk, Michael J, (Har
vard Unlv., Cambridge, Mass. Untv. of California, Llvermore)j. 
Rev, Mod. Phys., 39: 870-BO(July 1967), · 

From American Physical Society, Nucleo~Nucleon lnterac• · 
.tton Conference; Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302. 

Kn'owledge of the two-nucleon lnteracUon can be used as a 
provlug gro"'d for geQeral theorlee of elementary Jlllrtlcles. 
Wiifiin th.la conteirt three aspects of the.iiiic:iieon·-nucle<in problem 
are examined: the tt<ats of some group theoretical schemes 
through the nucleon-riuoleon Interaction; a aummary·of ·the ata.; 
tus of test or general conservation laws; and an attempt to lnvea
tlgate the general analyticity structure or the S matrix through·.· 
the two-nucl~on Interaction. (auth) · 

37893 IDEAS ON NEW EXPERIMENTS ON. POLA.RIZED TAR· 
GET. Lapidus, L. I. (Joint !nat. fot• Nuclear Rutlttarch, Du!Jna, 
USSR). Rev. Mod. Phys., 39: 689-94(July 1967), 

From American Physical Society, Nucleo~Nucleon Interac
tion Conference, Gainesville, Fla. See CONF-670302, 

A possible application of polarized proton .targets and polarized 
proton and antiproton beams to the direct testing ofT, P, C In
variance and the CPT theorem Is considered. Procedure for 
direct determination of the T-violated amplitude T from experi
mental data is given. Deviations ·from symmetry properties for 
polariiation tensors in elas.lic scattering due to the bremsstralung 
effect are considered. The P invariance can be tested both in 
the up-down asymmetry measurement and in the total cross 
section measurements using the polarized beam and the polarized · 
target. The measurement of the total polarization cross section · · 
a plp2 is of interest for testing higher isotopic s~m~t.rles. (autlll. 

38224 STUDIES OF THE PROTON-PROTON BREMS:-
STRAHLUNG PROCESS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA., 
Thompson, J. C. (Univ. of Manitoba, Can,), Phye, Can., 23: 
No. 3, 6-12(Summer 1967). 

A new expcrlmC.ntal technique I~ cl<'ecrlhed for etud)ing low
energy (-50 MeV) pmton -protnn bn•msetrahlung proc<'~ees. 
The technique uses wire spark chnmh<'rs and a small on-line 
compute.r for d.'\ta handling. Some ad~nntagt'S of the system 
111~ludc Increase In eounting rate while mnlntalnlng good geom
c·,ry. compll!te removal of silt scatten•d protons since each 
detected proton Ia trnccd back to Its origin, and possibility of 
Investigating events wher<' the outgoing protons are not coplanar· 
with the Incident beam direction. (S.F.L.) · 
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38234 (LA-Dc-8856) P1l SCATTERING AT THE INTERFER-
ENCE MINIMUM, AND APPUCATIONS OF THE ABSOLUTE VE
:LOCITY GAUGE TECHNIQUE. Seagrave, John D. (Los Alamos 
Scientific Lab., N. Mex,). (1966), Contract W-7405-eng-36, 
22p. (CONF-670629-2), Dep. CFSTI, 

From Symposium on Light Nuclei, Few Body Problems, and 
Nuclear Forces, Brela, Yugoslavia, 

The unique rationale of a recent experiment to determine the 
nuclear a-wave phase shift at the low-energy Coulomb-interference 
minimum Is described together with the absolute velocity gauge 
instrumentation developed for this purpose, which ~ade possible 
proton energy measurements to the accuracy of one part In 10' and 
the location of the Interference minimum at 382.43 ± 0.20 keV. 
Energy determinations with the velocity gauge of the uF(p,o)')uo 
resonance at 340.45 ± 0.04 keV, of the 21AI(p,)') 2Bsi resonance at 
991.912 ± 0.043 keV, and of the· 'Li(p,n)'Be threshold at 1880.617 ± 
0.078 keV are compared with previous measurements that they 
·supersede. The special property. of the gauge response which 
permits d!Herentlal energy transduction concurrently with absolute 
average energy measurement has not yet been exploited, a,nd a 
number of applications are sugg.estecl. (auth) 

,· 

38405 POSSffiLE OBSERVATION OF VACUUM POLARIZA-
TION EFFECTS IN THE 15o P1l STATE. Slobodrian, R. J. 
(Univ. of California, Berkeley). Phys. Lett., 25B: 89-90(Aug. 7, 
l967). ' 

The effects or vacuum polarization on the "line shape" of the 
1S0 p-p state are calculated and are shown to be measut•able with 
present experimental techniques. (auth} · 

38416 COMPARISON OF MODERATE-ENERGY PROTON-
PROTON· MODELS. m. Noyes, H. Pierre (Stanford Unlv., 
Calif.); Slgnell, Peter; Yoder, N. R.; Wright, Robert M. Con
tract W-74ll5- eng-48, Phys. Rev., 159: 789-92(July 20, 1967). 
(UCHL-70:14(1: SLAC-PUB-269). 

The predictions of 12 proton-proton models and .Phase-shift rep
resentations are compared to a selected but comprehensive set 
of 9 to 330-MeV scattering data. The best fit was found to be 
produced by a quadratic Interpolation of Arndt and i\lacGre!{or's 
Phase-shift table, with a ratio of x2 to Its expeded value of 1.4. 
The best potential Is that of Hamada and Johnston, with a ratio 
~f_3.1. The ra~io for t~.e Tabakin.potcntialltl .28. (auth) 

39260 HIGH RESOLUTION NUCLEAR STRUCTURE 
STUDIES USING 1 GeV PROTONS. Frledes, J, L. (Brook
haven National Lab., Upton, N.Y.); Sutter, R.; Polevsky, H.; 
Bennett,G.; lgo, G.; Simpson, W. D.; Stearns, R. L.; Corley, 
D. M, Nucl. lnstrum. Methode, 54: 1-12(Sept. 1967). (BNlr-
11241). 

The experimental apparatus used to perform nuclear reaction 
experiments with 1 GeV Incident protons Is described. The main 
element of the system Is a magnetic spectrometer wh lch uses digi
tal wire spark chambers and has an energy resolution of 3 MeV 
fwhm. An on-line computer system, which presents the experi
menter with an Instantaneous scope display of the data being 

·recorded, Is indispensable to this experimental technique. The 
results of l Ge V proton~proton scattering are presented to dem
onstrate the performance of the equlpme,?l. (auth) 
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40175 . REMARKS ON EXCITATION FUNCTION OF THE 
Nt1 (1688). Namiki, Mlklo (Waseda Unlv., Tokyo), Progr. 
Theor •. Phys. (Kyoto), 37: 1344-5(June 1967), 

0 It Is shown that the excitation function of the Nts(l688), ob
tained by the missing mass method In the processes y + p- N•, 
e + p- ~ + N*, p + p - p + N*, and others, should be strengthened 
by some factor due to the existence of the doublet N11 .11688+). and 
N7~ (1688-). It Is concluded that the ·excitation function of the N:a 
(1688) Is larger than that of the N~1 (1688+), In the absence of 
the Nj~ 11!i88-)J by.the factor (1 + A2). (J.F.P •. l 

40222 SHRINKING NATURE OF DIFFRACTION AMPLI-
TUDE'S DUE TO PERIPHERAL INELASTIC PROCESSES. lno, 
T.; Kikugawa, M.; Yonezawa, M. (Hiroshima UDiv.). Nuovo 
Clm. (10), 50A: 960-2(Aug. 21, 1967), . 

An Intuitive discussion on the shrinking nsture due to the one
meson-exchange-dominated Inelastic procesa which Is behind the 
dlscuaalona of the nature of the diffraction sca,tterlng In connec
tion with the Rcgge-type behavior of the scattering amplitude at 
high energies Ia gtven. In order to examine the magnitude of the 
shrinkage due to this mechanism, the dlffractlon due to the In
elastic processes K+ + p- K• + p and p + p- N:s + p in the 
spinless model are calculated. (J.F.P.) 

40235 (LPTHE-TH-209) NONRELATIVISTIC SUM RULES 
AND THE BINDING ENERGY OF THE DEUTERON. Chadan, K.: 
Montes Lozano, A. (Parts Unl't"., Or:say (France), Laboratotre 
de Physique Tbeorique et Hautes Energies). July 1967. 16p. 
Dep. 

Nonrelatlvlstlc sum rules In potential scattering with potentials · 
of finite radius are used to calculate In a very simple way the deu
teron binding energy from neutron-proton triplet-S phase-shift. 
In order to use these 1\Um rules, the imaginary zeros In the k-plane 
(k = v'E), of the regular solution tp1(k,r) of tbe radial Schr!ldlnger 
equation are !\tudled In detail for an arb! trary potential (whether 
having a finite radius or not), and their properties are established. 
It Is found that these zeros are closely related to the bound statee. 
In particular, 'their numllcr Is the same as the number of bound 
states. lf·the zeros arc ocnoted by I y1{r), j = 1, ..• n, It can be . 
shown that each y1{r) 18 an Increasing function of r, and has a finite 
limit for r - "'• which corresponds to a bound stat,e of energy 
EJ = -'YJ2("'). These facts, together with the sum rulee, enable the 
bound state energies to be calculated In a very simple and direct 
manner from the phase-shift and the Interaction radius, which Ia 
an arbitrary J!arameter In the sum rules and may be chosen as 
large as necessary In order to be sure that one Is really outside 
the range of the Interaction. The method Is applied to the deuteron. 
assuming that the n-p Interaction In 1S1 state bas a radius of the 
order of the triplet scattering length (at = 5.4 fermi), I.e., more 
than three tin;tes the triplet effective range (rot = 1. 73 fermi). The 
result Is 2.30 MeV, in good agreement with the experimental value 
2.224 MeV. This particular example shows that, although, In gen
eral; the phas~-ahlft and the binding energies are, except for the 
Levinson theorem, independent of each other, It may be possible, 
for Interactions of short range, to calculate the latter.:from the 
former .. ln a simple way by making the physically reasonable as
sumption that the Interaction vanishes Identically beyond some 
radius, which may be taken as large as necessary. Some possible 
applications of the sum rul.ea.are brleflllgdlc~d at the end •. la,uW 
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40242 REFIN.EMENT Ot' THE PHASE ANALYSIS (:W NN-
SCATTERING AT THE ENERGY 147 MeV. Kazarlnov, Yu. M.; 
Legar, F.; Yanout, Z. (Joint lost. for Nuclear Research, Dullna, 
USSR). Yadern. Flz., 6: 174-7(July 1967). (In Russian). 

The refinement of the phase analysis of NN scattering at the en
.ergy 147 MeV Is made with the use of all available data at close 
.energies. The experlmt:ntal results for the np- and pp-scatterlng 
effective cross section and pp-scatterlng polarization Wf;lre nor-
lniallzed to tlts energy 147 MeV. (a!lth) · 

i40432 (WASH-1074) REPORTS TO THE AEC NUCLE.AR 
•CROSS SECTIONS ADVISORY GROUP MEETING, HELD AT 
!BROOKHAVEN, NEW YORK, APRIL 13-14, 1967, Motz, H, T, 
j(comp.) (European-American Nucle .. r Data Committee), Con:.· 
!tract W-7405-eng-36, 153p. (EANDC(US)-99U: INDC(US)-9U), 

I
Dep. CFSTI. 

CHROMIUM-neutron scattering at 0.35 to 0.965 MeV, dUferen
tlal cross section and polarization for 

SAMARIUM-153-energy level at 35 keV, from samarlum-152 
neutron capture 

SAMARIUM-152- neutron capture by, y spectra from ther~al 
PLATINUM-196..;_energy-level transition widths from platlnum-

195 neutron capture · 
PLATlNUM-195-neutron capture by, y apectra and transition 

widths for . · ' - · 
ERBIUM-166- neutron capture by, direct 
CARBON-13-neutron separation energy from carbon-12 neu-

tron capture · 
CARBON-12-neutron capture by, neutron separation energy 

for 
HAf'NlUM-177- neutron capture by, y spectra from resonance 
HAt'NlUM-178-energy levels from bafnlum-177 neutron reso

nance capture 
TIIULIUM-1!i9-neutron c;:apture by, resonance widths for 
URANIUM-238-neutron capture by, y spectra and resonance 

widths for 
HOLMlUM-165- neutron capture by, y spectra from 
HOLMIUM-166-energy levels from bolmlum-165 neut_ron cap~. 

ture 
TUNGSTEN-183-energy levels from tungsten-182 neutron 

capture 
TUNGSTEN-185-energy levels from tungsten-184 neutron cap-· 

ture · 
· TUNGSTEN-187-energy levels from tungsten-186 neutron 

capture · 
AHSENIC-75, BROMINE-81, COPPER-65, GERMANIUM-76, 
GERMANIUM-74, SELENIUM-SO, ZINC-70-proton reaction• 

(p,n) with, Isobaric analoa resonances In . .. -
E_RBlUM-164, ERBlUM-168, ERBIUM-170- neutron resonance 

parameters at 0.030 to 4.245 keV · · · 
ERBlUM-167- neutron resonance parameters at 8 to 373 eV 
ERBIUM-168-neutron ·resonance parameters at 0.01 to 2.89 

k«V 
OXYOt:N-17- tJner·~ey levu Is of, calculallona using Hhell model 
C:AJ.C:IIIM -411, IIIHMli'I'U-:.wu- nuuiron lotnl cro1111 suction at" 

100 !o.IIOO kuV -
SUJCON-30- deuteron differential elastic aatterllll cro11a 

sections at 3.2, 3.7, and 3.9 MeV 
BILICON-31-ensrgy levels from slllcon-30 (d,p) reactlona, 

branching ratios for 
SILICON-30-~uteron reactions (d.p) wiUI, angula~ correla.,. 

tlone and y spectra from 
·RHENIUM-185, -187-neutron resonance parameters at 2 to 

!19 eV 
ZIRCONIUM-91- neutron resonsnce parameter a at 0.24 to· 

1.54 keV 

1
SCANDIUM-45-neutron total croae eectton at 0.02 to 8000 

. eV • . 



SCANDIUM-45-'- neutron absorption cross section for, ther
mal 

SCANDIUM-use as neutron filter 
NEPTUNIUM-239-energy~level transitions from amerclum-243. 

alpha decay · · · 
AMERICIUM-243-alpha decay of, y-ycolncldence spectra from 
FISSION FRAGMENTS- range-energy relations for gases ·and· 

nickel foil · 
GASES- fission-fragment range-eriergy relations for 
RARE GASES- fission-fragment range-energy relations for 

·NICKEL- nsslon"fragment range-energy relations for foils of 
SODIUM-25-energy level at 90 keY, lifetime of 
OXYGEN-16-t.rlton reactions (t,a) and (t,p) at 1 to 3 MeV, ex-

citation functions for 
CARBON-12-trlton reactions (t,p) at 1 to 3 MeV, excitation 

functions for 
URANIUM-238- neutron capture at 0.04 to 1.90 keY, radiative 

widths for 
DEUTERIUM, TRITIUM- neutron differential elastic scattt~r-

tng cross sections at 6 to 23 MeV 
NEUTRONS-Interactions n +pat 11 to 30 MeV, polarization Ill 
URANIUM-23&- neutron fission cross section at 1 to 23 MeV 
URANIUM-235_:_ neutron fission cross section.at 2 to 21 MeV 
LITHJUM-7-deuteron reactions (d,He-3) at 22 MeV, angular 

distribution of energy spectra from 
LITHIUM-7-trlton reactions (t,a) at 22 MeV, angular distribu-

tion of energy spectra from 
CARBON-12-trlton reactions (t,a) at 6 MeV, 'Y spectra from 

·THOIUUM-232- neutron fission cross. section at 12 to 18 MeV 
'sTRONTIUM-87-neutron Inelastic scattering at 2 to 15 MeV, 

activation cross sections for 
BORON-10-neutron reactions (n,a) up to 505 keY, cross 

sections for. fast and thermal 
CALCIUM-40-neutron total cross section and resonance pa

rameters at 1 to 2 MeV 
ALUMINUM, ffiON, NICKEL, SODIUM-neutron capture reso-

nances at 1 to 100 keY 
FLUORINE-neutron ca!Jture resonances at 1 to 300 keV 
LEAD- neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
LEAD-206-neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
LEAD-207- neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
MAGNESIUM- neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
SULFUR- neut.ron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
RHODIUM-neutron scattering resonances at low energy 
ETHYLENE POLYMERS-neutron differential inelastic scat-

tering cross section at 0.33, 0.65, and 1'.02 eV 
WATER-·neutron differential Inelastic scattering cross aectloa 

at 0.15, 0.23, 0.33, 0.50, and 0.63 eV 
ZIHCONIUM HYDRIDES- neutron differential inelastic scatte·r

lng cross section at 0.24, 0 40, 0.57, and 0.67 eV 
NIOJ;l1UM HYDRID~:s- neutron <llffer•mi!RI lnelutio aoatteri.Dg 

cross section at 0.238 e V · 
URANIUM OXIDES U02- neutron differential cross sections at 

0.134 and 0.341 eV · 
ffiON- neutron spectra in, time of flight measuremeots of fast 
DEUTERIUM- proton reactions (p,pn) at 9 MeV, cross section 

and spectra for 
DEUTERONS-Interaotions p + d, bremsstrahlung production 

cross section for 
DEUTEHIUM-proton reactions (p,2p) at 11 MeV, spectra from 
DEUTEHIUM-deuteron reactions (d,dp) at 11 MeV, spectra 

from 
LITIIIUIII-6-proton reactions (p,da), (p,pa), and (p,pd) at 

9 MeV, coincidence spectra from · 
CALCIUM-10 p••oton differential elutlc •n:allerlng cross 

sections at 6 to 13 MeV, angular dlsll·tbutlons of 
· liELIUM-3-proton elastic scatte.rlng at 4 to 11 MeV by polar

Ized, asymmetries In 
NUCLEONS-Interactions N + N, bremiH!trahlung production 

cross sections for 
. NUCLEAH IU:ACTIONS- theory of elastic scattering of spln-Y1 

pnrtlcles on Rpln- Y1 taq:uts, uslllj( spin-orbit, spin-spin, and 
tonuor fut't.'OH 
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· SILICON-30- deuteron dlfrerenllal elastic scattering erose 

~l'L'llona nt 3.2, 3. 7, nnd 3.9 MeV 
sn:.ICON-31- energy levels from sllloon-30 (d,p) reactions, 

branching ratios for 
SILICON-30- deuteron rt'lactlons <d,p) with, angular cone la

tions and .y spectra from 
RHENIUM-185, -187- neutron resonance parameters at 2 to 

99 eV 
ZIRCONIUM-91- neutron resonance parameter!!' at 0.24 to 

1.54 keY 
SCANDIUM-45-neutl'on total cross section at 0.02 to 8000 

eV 
SCANDIUI\I-45- neutron absorption cross section for, ther-

mRl 
.·SCANDIUM-use as neutron rtlter 
. NEPTUNIUIII-239-energy-level transitions from amerclum-243 
· alpha decay · 
· AMERICIUM-243-alpha decay of, y-y coincidence spectra from 

FISSION FRAGMENTS- range-P.nergy relations for gases and 
nickel foil 

. GASES- nasion-fragment range-energy relations for .. 
RARE GASES- fission-fragment range-energy relations for 
NJCKEL- fission-fragment range-energy relations for foils of 

· SODIUM-25-energy level at 90 keY, lifetime of 
OXYGEN-16-trlton reaction!! (t,a) and (t,p) at 1 to 3 MeV, ex

citation functions for 
· CARBON-12-trlton reactions (t,p) at 1 to 3 MeV, excitation 

functions for . 
URANIUM-238- neutron capture at 0.04 to 1.90 keV, radiative 

widths for . 
DEUTERIUM, TRITIUM- neutron differential elastic scatter-

Ing cross sections at 6 to 23 MeV 
NEUTRONS-Interactions n +pat It to 30 MeV, polarization In 
URANIU111-238- neutron fission cross section at 1 to 23 MeV 
URANIUI\1-235- neutron fission cross section at 2 to 21 MeV· 
LlTHIUM-7- deuteron reactions (d,He-3) at 22 MeV, angular 

distribution of energy spectra from 
LITHIIJM-7-trlton reactions <t,a) at 22 MeV, angular distribu-

tion of energy spectra from 
CARBON-12-trlton reactions (t,a) at 6 MeV, y spectra from 
THORIUM-232- neutron fission cross section at 12 to 18 MeV 

'STRONTIUM-87-neutron Inelastic scattering at 2 to 15 MeV, 
activation cross sections for 

· BORON-10-neutron reactions (n,a) up to 505 keY, cross 
sections for fast and thermal 

CALCIUM-40-neutron total cross section and resonance pa
rameters at 1 to 2 MeV 

ALUMINUM, IRON, NICKEL, SODIUM-neutron capture reso-
nances at 1 to 100 keV 

FLUORINE-neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
LEAD- ileulron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
LEAD-206- neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
LEAD-207-neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 1 
MAGNESIUM- neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
SULFUR- neutron capture resonances at 1 to 300 keY 
RHODIUM-neutron scattering resonances at low energy 
ETHYLENE POLYMERS- neutron differential Inelastic scat-

tering cross section at 0.33, 0.65, and 1.02 eV 
WATER- neutron differential Inelastic scattering cross section 

' at 0.15, 0.23, 0.33, 0.50, and 0.63 eV 
ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDES- neutron differential Inelastic scatter

Ing cross section at 0.24, 0 40, 0.57, and 0.67 eV 
NIOBIUM HYDRIDES- neutron differential Inelastic scattering 
· cross section at 0.238 e V 

. iJKANIUM OXIDES U01- neutron differential cross sections at 
0.134 and 0.341 eV 

· IRON- neutron spectra In, time of flight measurements of fast 
·DEUTERIUM-proton reactions (p,pn) at 9 MeV, cross section 

nnd wpectra for · 
DEUTERONS- Interactions p + d, bremsstrahlung production 

croRs section for 
DEUTERIUM- proton reactions (p,2p) at 11 MeV, spectra from, 
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DEUTERIUM-deuteron reactions (d,dp) at 11 MeV, spectra 

from 
LITHIUM-6-proton reactions (p,da), (p,pa), and (p;pd) at 

9 MeV, coincidence spectra from , 
CALCIUM-40- proton differential elastic scattering erose 

sections at 6 to 13 ll:ev, angular dlstrlhutlona of 
HELIUM-3-proton elastic scattering at 4 to 11 MeV by polar-

lud, asymmetries In · 
·NUCLEONS- Interactions N + N, bremeetrahlung production 

cross sections for · 
NUCLEAR REACTIONS-theory of elastic scattering of apln-Y1 

particles on spin- Y1 targets, using epln-orblt, epln-epln, and 
1e.!IIIC?r forces . _ . . . 

CArtDON-i2-photon rcnctlona (y,n) at 23 to 65 MeV, neutron 
time-of-flight, Rpcctra from 

OXYGEN-16-phuton renctlona (y,n) at 23 to 65 MeV, neutron 
time-of-flight spectra from 

DEUTERIUM- photodlalntegratlon at 40 and 110 MeV, differen
tial cross sections for 

OXYGEN-16-photon reactions (y,p)_at 18 to 25 MeV, proton 
spectra from; photon reactions (y,n) and (y,p) In giant relio
nance region, gamma spectra from 

OXYGEN-15-energy-level tranaiUone from oxygen-16 ('Y,n) 
reactions In giant resonance region 

NITHOGEN-15-energy-lovol transitions from oxygen-16 (y,p) 
reactions In giant resonance region 

NUC LEA It REACTIONS- theory of giant dipole resonances 1n 
photon-Induced 

YTTRIUM-89- energy levels from electron Inelastic scatterl111 
ZffiCONIUM-90-electron Inelastic scattering at 80 MeV, angu

lar distributions for 
BISMUTH-209-energy levels from electron Inelastic scatter-

Ing . 
LEAD-206-energy levels from electron Inelastic scattering 
LEAD-207-energy levels from electron Inelastic acatterlng 
LEAD-208-energy levels from electron Inelastic scattering 

.. (D.C.W.) .... _ ... 

42258 HIGH-PRECISION MEASUREMENT OF PROTON-
·PROTON POLARIZATION BETWEEN 10 AND 20 MeV, Slobo
drian, R. J.: McKee, J. S, C.: Blcbeel, H.:. Tlwl, W. F. (Unl'f. 
of Callfomla, Berkeley). Phye. Re'f, Lett., 19: 704-6(Sept. 18, 
1967). ' 

The p-p polarization asymmetry wae measured at 9.8-, 15.8-, · 
and 19.7-MeV laboratory energy with accuracy down to *0.003. 
The Interpretation of our results requlree a significant epln-orblt 
term In the Interaction. (auth) 

.4ZZ5t EXPERIMENTS AT LOW ENERGY, Cattllon, P, 
(CEN, Saclay, France). pp 297-307 of Pplarll:ed Targets ud 
Ion Sources. Glf-eur-Yvette, France, Centre d'Etudee Nu-
clealres de Saclay, (1967], · , 

From Conference on Polarized Targets and Souroee, Saolay, 
France, Dec. 5-9, 1966, See CONF-661205, 

A description of the three experiments that have been per
formed at low energy using polarized targete Ia given. These 
experiments, performed at Loa Alamoe, Harwell, and Saclay, 
Involve thJ! nucleon-:n!Jcleon lnteractlone,. (W.~.!(.) 

·12260 THE REAL PART OF THE SPIN-INDEPENDENT 
FORWARD SCATTERING AMPLITUDE IN ELASTIC NUCLEON
~UCLEON COL~ON~. Dutton, L, M, C.1 HoweUe,_~·- J. W.1 _ 
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!Jatar, J.D.: van Ocr Raay, H. B. (Uiiiv. of iurmlngham, Eng.). 
iPbys. Lett., 258: 245-8(Aug. 21; 1967). 
1 Elastic pp and 'pd scattering In the Coulomb h1terference region 
'were studied using a sonic spark chamber technique. Analyses of 
these data yield cr = 0.10 j, 0.16 and cr0 =-0.50 j, 0.15 at 1.69 GeV/c 
In good agreemen?' with dispersion relation 'calculations, the value . 
of irp = ~.30 * 0.09 obtained at 1.54 GeV/c Is however not coriala
t~nt with these. calculations. (auth) 

42367 RELATIVISTIC TREATMENT OF STRUCTURE IN 
THE COULOMB INTERFERENCE PROBLE~. Locher, M. P, 
.(CE,RI'J, Geneva). Nucl. Phys., 82: 525-31(1967). 
: The effect of form factors on the Coulomb phase angle In elastic 
'high-energy scattering of ch!lrged particles Is discussed. The In-: 
Ouence of the angular d!.'pcndcnce of the strong interaction part on 
the phase is Included. Essentially the nonrclativiBtlc .result of 
Bethe turns out to be correct. (auth) · - · 

[42384 EXPERiMENTAL TESTING OF THE ANALYTICITY 
sTRUCTURE OF THE 8-l'tfATRIX. Arndt, R, A,1 Mora'foslk, 
/M. J. (Unlv. ot California, l.l'fermore), Nuovo Clm. (tO), 6tA: 
/108-t7(Sept. t, 1967), 
I A tentative expcrtml'ntnl teat or thP. RMlytlclty l!tructurc or tho 
/S-mntrlx In low-energy nucleon-nucleon scattering IR Jll'rformed 

l
by showing that among nn npprcclablc number or runctlona de
scribing the energy d<'pl'ndencc of ph:tRI' RhlftR In prot"n-proton 
scattering dynamlca, anttarylng various thr(>Rhold nnd aRymptotlo 
jrequlrcmcnts, those having qu:tlltntlvely the proper annlyttc Al.ruc• 
,ture give somewhat better rue tu <'xpcrlment:tl datn than thoRc 
iwlth "Improper" a,nalytlc structure. Statcmentll arc also made 

!,about U1e relative merits or various approximation ilchcmes. . 
(auth) · . · 

1'U385 ANGULAR MOMENTUM DEPENDENT POTF.NTlALI~ 
.IN NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING. Cranatrom; C. Kgl. 
Danske Vldenak. Selsk., Det, Mat.-FY.B. Medd., 35: t-23(1967), 
i We Investigate the general properties of the most general local, 
!angular momentum dependent nucl~on-nucleon potential. We gen.:. 

. crallze the arguments of a previous paper on· angular momentum 
'dependent pcitcntlals, to take Into account the complications which 
arise beca1,111e of the spin of the nucleons. AI! an example we con.: 
,elder a scalar boson exchange potential, and show that the conven-

ltlonal approximation methods for obtaining loeal pilte_ntlale froni 
f!el~ ~heory are complete_ly mls.leadlng ~n this case. (auth) I!J.ENMi 

42388 TWO-PARTICLE INELASTIC REACTIONS AND MOV-
ING BRANCH POINTS IN ANGULAR-IIIOMENTUM PLANE. 
Ansel'm, A. A.: Dyatlov, I, T. (loffe lnst. Of Physics and Tech., 
Lenl~ad), JETP Lett. (USSR) (Engl. Transl), 5: 330-2(June 1; 
1967).'' ' 

Trailslated from Zh. Eksp. Teor. Flz., Pls'ma Redaktalyu, 5: 
404-6(June 1, 1967). 

The'contrlbutlon of branch points to the asymptotic amplitudes of 
two-pattlcle Inelastic Interactions at large momentum transfers 
It/ » ml, but at It/ « s (where a Is the square of the total erne 
en_erll)'. and m Ia the nucleon n1assl Is considered •. (J. F .P.) ' 



423'16 THEORY OF TilE NEUTRON-PROTON CAPTURE. 
Be bel, D.; Ka.t~chluhn, F.; Lewlr-, K. (Humboldt-Unlv., Berlin). 
Monatsber. Deut. Akad. Wlss. Berlin, 8: 705-8(1966). (In 
German). 

In the theo1·eucal c::ah:ulatlon of the total cross section for the 
neutron- proton capture n + p - d + -y It Is essential that the 
quantum mechanical results be used as the contribution of the 
direct -y N Interaction and not the values obtained by means of 
dl~perslon theory approximation. The origin of the Inaccuracy 
obtained In the dispersion theory calculations occurs not ln·the 
diBtJcraion tht!ury approach but In supplementary upproxlma
lions. Th,. total croHS section can also be obtained by means 
or tlac:: form tnJcpcndt.nce approximation. It 111 shown that the 

·Introduction of foruo dependence con·cctlons changes the re
sult only ~lij;htly within tho limits of en·or. (J.S.R.) 

42613 
1967. 

(NP-l6992) ANNUAL REPORT, APRIL 1966-MARCH 
(Tokyo Unlv •. (Japan). lnst, for Nuclear Study). 154p. Dep. 

TIN-118-proton reactions (p,t) at 55 MeV, differential cross 
sections for 

ZINC-68-proton reactions .(p,t) at 55 MeV, differential cross 
sections for 

ZINC-67 -proton reactions (p,d) at 55 MeV, differential cross 
sections for 

CADMIUM-110 and -114-proton differential ln~Jiastic scatter
Ing cross sections at 55 MeV 

SAMARIUM-150, -152, and -154-proton reactions (p,t) at 55 
1\leV, triton energy spectrum and angular distributions for 

ZIRCONIUM-90-proton reactions (p,d) at 55 MeV, zlrco
nium-89 energy levels from 

ZIRCONII.JM-90-proton reactlnnR (p,tl"At 55 MeV, zlrconlum-88 
energy levels from 

ZIRCONIUI\t-91-proton reactions (p,d) at 55 M!)V, zlrconlum-90 
energy levels from · 

ZIRCONIUM-91-proton reactions (p,t)" at 55 MeV, zlrconlum-89 
energy levels from 

PROTONS-reactions (p,t) with zlrconlum-91 at 55 MeV, zlrco
nium-89 energy levels from 

YTTRllJM-89-proton reactions (p,d) at 55 MeV, yttrlum-88 
energy levels from 

NIOBIUM-93-proton reactions (p,d) at 55 MeV, nloblum-92 . 
energy levels from 

ALUMINUM-27 -energy lr.vels from proton elastic and Inelastic 
scattering at 55 MeV 

BERYLLllJM-9 and CARBON-12-proton reactl'ons (p;p'a) at· 
55.3 MeV, angular correl:ttion dlstdhution for · 

PROTONS-Interactions with tJ!'Qtons at 52.:14 MeV, tll(ferP.1111Rl 
cross sections for: Interactions with protons at 50 MeV, spin 
correlation parameters for 

STRONT!UM-83-beta and electron-capture decay of, ·gamma 
spectrum from 

RUBIDIUM-83-electron-capture decay of, gamma spectrum 
from ' 

RHOniUM-100-beta and electron-capture decay of, ruthenium-
100 energy levels from · 

CESIUM-1:16-beta decay of, beta-gamma delayed coincidence 
atudy of, 

SYNCJIIIOTIIONS-tlcslgn and operation at Tokyo University , 
PHOTONS-IntcrnctloDR y + p - p + '1• at ~lJO MeV, polariZRtiOII 

recoil protons In 
OEIJTF.RONS-tnt.r.rllt:tlonA y + d .... 110 • d nt 650 to ~20 MeV, 

<liffcrl'ntlnl croRs sc<;llons for 
TIN-117, -118,-119, nntl J.EAD-208-proton reactions (p,d) at 

55 MeV, differential cross sections for (S. F.!..) 
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42699 NUCLEAR FORCES. I. Feshbilch, H.; Kerman, 
A, K, (Massachusetts lnst. of Tech., Cambridge). Comments 
Nucl. Particle Phys,, 1: 132-8(July-Aug, 1967), 

The Importance of nucleon-nucleon forces In the understanding 
of nuclear structure Is reviewed, and the use of nucleon-nucleon 
scattering experiments to study these forces Is briefly discussed. 
Results are outlined which have been obtained using Incident 
nucleons with energies ranging up to approximately 350 MeV 
laboratory energy. The one-pion exchange potential Is discussed. 
(S.F.L.) 

44269. POLARIZATION PARAMETER IN ELASTIC PROTON- . 
PROTON SCATTERING FROM 0~75 TO 2.84 GeV. Neal, 
Homer A.; Longo, Michael J. (Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor). 
Contract Nonr-1224(23). Phys, Rev., 161: 1374-83(Sept. 25, 
1967). 

The polarization parameter In elastic proton-proton scattering 
was measured at 0.75, 1.03, 1.32, 1.63, 2.24, and 2.84 GeV. by 
employ.ing a double-scattering technique. An external proton beam 
from the Brookhaven Cosmotron was focused on a 3 in.-long liquid
hydrogen target and the elastic recoil and scattered protons were 
detected in coincidence by scintillation counters. The polarization 
of the recoil beam was determined from the aximuthsl asymmetry 
exhibited in its scattering from a carbon target. This asymmetry. 
was measured by a pair of scintillation-counter telescopes which 
syritmetrically viewed the carbon target. The analyzing power of 
this sy~tem was previously determined in an independent calibra
.tion experimt>nt employing a 40%-polarized proton beam at the 
Carnegie Institute of Technology synchrocyclotron. False asym
metries were cancelled to a.hlgh order by periodically rotating 
the analyzer 180• about Lite recuil beam line. Spark chambers 
were utilized to obtain the spatial distribution of the beam as It 
entered the analyzer; this Information allowed an accurate deter
mination of the corrections necessary to comp<msate for any 
misalignment of the axis of the analyzer relative to the incident
beam centroid. Values of the polarization parameter as a function 
of the center-of-mass scattering angle are given for each Incident 
beam energy. The predictions of the Hegge theory for polarization 
in clastic proton-proton scattering and recently publlshed phase
shift solutions are compared with the experimental results. Sur
prisingly good agreement· with the Regge predictions is found 
despite ~he lnw energies . .involved. (auth) 

·44272 NEUTRON-PROTON ELASTIC SCATTERING AT 15.7 
MeV. Morton, W. 'f. (Univ. of Glasgow). Proc. Phys. Soc. 
(London), 91: 899-902(Aug. 1967). 

The angular distribution of neutrons with an Incident energy of 
15.7 MeV elastically scattered from protons was measured in the 
angular·range between 180 and flO• In the center-of -mass system· 
using the nuclear emulsion technique. The results are consistent 
with the previous measurements at 14 MeV and yield a· value of 
u(180.)/u(90•) = 1.07 ± 0.02. By combining the present r£"sults with 
others at 14 MeV and fitting to an equation of the form do/df! = 
A + B cos 8 + C cos2 8, values were obtained of B/ A = -0.033 ±. 
0.022 and C/ A = 0.0-12 _± 0.026. (auth) (UK) 

44351 (ORNi..-TM-1945) GRAPHS OF SCATTERED PAR-·· 
TICLE ENERGIES VS SCATTERING ANGLES, AND GRAPHS OF 
CENTER-OF-MASS SCATTERING ANGLES VS LABORATORY 
SCATTERING ANGLES FOR NUCLEON-NUCLEON REACTIONS 
FROM 25 TO 3500 MeV AND FOR PION-NUCLEON REACTIONS 
FROM 25 TO 2500 MeV. ,Bertini, Hugo W.;. Guthrie, Miriam P.; 

51 
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Pickell, Elsie H. (Oak Ridge Natlonai" Lab., Tenn.). Aug. 18; 
1967, Contract W-7405-eng-26, 37p. Dep, CFSTJ, 

Graphs are presented Illustrating the laboratory energy of the 
scattered nucleon vs the laboratory eriergy of the Incident nucleon 
where the scattering angle Is a parameter for Incident nucleon 
energies ranging from 25 to 3500 MeV. The same types of data are 
presented for pion-nucleon reactions with energies from 2.5 to 
2500 MeV. Graphs of the scattering angle In the center-of.;.mase 
system vs the scattering angle In the laboratory system at vari-
ous reaction energies for the same reactions and over the same 
energy ranges are ·presented. The data are applt~able to the check~.' 
lng and the understa~lng of the resulta from an Intermediate- . 
energy lntriinuclear-c_ascade calculation. ~~~th) 

44380 REGGE-POLE MODEL FOR THE SCATTERING. 
MAXIMA IN 11N AND NN SCATTERING AND THE NO-COMPENSA
TIQN MECHANISM. Chlu, Charles B.; Chu, Shu-yuan; Llng•lle 
(Univ. of California, Berkeley). Contract W-7405-eng-48. Phys. 
Rev., 161: 1563-70(Sept. 25, 1967). (UCRL-17302). 

The dip-bump structure In the low-energy ll'p elasvc differential 
cross section was studied. It Is found that a zero in the hellcity 
nonllip amplitude of thP. P' trajectory gives a natural explanation 
of this structure. At the same time the high-energy ll'p total and 
differential cross sections, the 11'p polarizations, and the li-p 
charge-exchange differential cross-section data were consistently 
fitted. The hellclty nonflip amplitude of the P' trajectory will 
vanish at Op• = 0 1f the P' trajectory. chooses what we call the no-

. compensation mechanism. Consistent with the ll*p solution, the pp . 
and pp total and differential cross sections can also be well fitted. 
The secondary maximum in the low-energy !Jp differential cross 
section is reprod~ced. (auth) . 

44389 EFFECT OF-HidifER.BARYdN RESONANCES ON 
THE TWO-PION EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTION TO NN SCATT£R
ING, Durso, John W, (Miclilgan State Unlv,, East Lansing). 
Contract AT(ll-1)-1051, Phys, Rev., 161: 1636-9(Sept. 25, 
1967), · (C00-1051-6), 

'The consistency or liN and NN scattering demonstrated In a 
previous paper is reexamined by reparametrlzlng the Bowcock
Cottingham-Lurie model for 11N scattering to ln!=lude the effects 
of baryon resonances beyond the well-known 6 0(1236). The re
parametrlzation, though unphysical iri the sense of requiring a 
negative width for the Ny0518) to achieve a befit fit to low-energy 
11N data, reduces the x2 of the model by a factor of 8.6. Used as 
Input for the NN calculatlons, this new parametrization Is found to 
ylelll ellsentlally the same results as il:hen only the N and 6 6(1236) 
11re Included In the liN model. Arguments are prese·nted to explain 
the apparent lnRensltlvlty of the NN predictions to th'e fine cletalle 
of th" rN modd. (auth) 

44391 
ner, a. 
1967), 

ON PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG. Fels
(CERN, Geneva), Phy11, Lett,, 25BI 290•2(Sept, 4; . 

The cross section for proton-proton bremsstrahlung .was cal
culated for soft photons In a model independent way. Comparison 
with expe_rlments was made. (auth) 
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:44421 . NEW. TEST OF .T JNVARi:ANCE IN p-p SCATT,ERINO. 
Handlsr, R.a Wright, s. c. (Untv. of Chicago). Pbya. Rev. Lett., 
'19: 933-6(0ct. 16, 1967). 

A test ofT lnvarlance In p-p'trlple scattering· was jlerformed 
·at 430 MeV. Tlie difference In two polarlzailons which are Iden
tical If T Is valid was found to be 0. 0006 :t 0. 0028. The T-non
conservlng amplitude was found to 'be Jess thari Y2% of the T- . 
conserving amplitude_. The T-noncorisei'vlng phase was found 10· 
l:!e Jess ilia~ o.oil of _Its .~f!xlmum value. (auth) . . 

44S55 'He(p,t)2p, 'H~(p,IHe)pn AND 'He(p;3He)d REACTIONS 
AT i56 MeV AND TilE FINAL-STATE INTERACTION, . Bernas, 
M;: llee; J, K.: Bacheller, p,; Brlssaud, I;; Detrai; C.; RadVanyi, 
P.; Roy; M. (lristltut, de Phys19ue N)lclealre; Orsay, France), 
Phys, Lett., 25B: 260~2(Sept, 4; 1967); . _ 

The p-n and p-p fil)al-state lnterilCtiori In ilie (j:J, 3He) and (p,t) 
reactions on 4He at 156 MeV was measured for se\•cral t and 3Hc 
·angles and was analyzed In terins of the Watson-Migdal theory. 
·Agreement Is rather good for the shapes of the energy spcctt·a, 
1but not for their relative magnitudes. The differential cross sl!c~ 
tlon of 4He + p- d + 3He was measured from Od = 4 to 177" c.m. 
(!lli_th) 

46S:Z9 RF.~ONANCE:'; ANil ANTI:->IIHINKAGE (JI" I>IFFHAC
TION PEAK. llnsl.'be, Kntsuya (Nngoyn llnlv., Jnpnn). l'rogr. 
neor. Phys. (Kyoto), 3!1: 202-9(July 1967). 

An attl.'inpt Is made to account for_ the imcr~::r rlcpend£"nce of th'e · 
slope (shrlnkngl.' or nntlshrlnkat:<') of dlffcrcntinl cross. section 
In p-p :md p-p diffraction s<·:ttt<•rinJ;. It IR assumed thnt the ef
rccth·e lntcra(·tlon Is li£'SCl'llK,d by n potcntlnl nround the blnck 
sphere nnd that the potentlnl Is repulsive or nttrnctlvf' f~r the 
p-p or the p-p system, respectively_. ,•~p nnd K 1-p scattering 
a(e nlso discussed In connection wlt_h r:esonnnces. (auth) 

46546 HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEON SCATTERING. Wilson, 
Richard, Comments Nucl. Particle Fbys., 1: 160-3(Sept,..:oct. 
1967). 

SOme of the recent refinements In hlgh-eriergy nucleon scattering 
experlmeotl:i are dlscUtised. Various features of the Poineranchiik 
theorem, dlllpertilon relations, and large-momentum trailsfers,for 
11p and pp f!C_at~erln~ are pointed out. (L.B.S.) · 

'46548 PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG. Reltall, 
.Arne (Norges Teknlske Hoegekole, Trondhe'im, Norway). Nucl, 
·Phys., 83: 147-:i4(1967); 

The dlfforontlul unll tutu! cro1111 11ucllori for the reaction p + p -
p + p + Yare evaluawd by u1iilnK a trunslUtio operator consisting 
_of the stundari:l clectromab'lllltlc lnteructlon plus a part arising 
from exchange of pions ootwecn the two nucleons. The latter pro
cesses are treated by a simple semlphenomenologlcal model. Only 
:transitions to. the final 1S0 state are considered, The results arc 
,I' compared with experiments at 200 MeV Incident laboratory energy. 
(auth) __ . . . . . . · 

r 



46551 PRQTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG,- Reftan, . 
Arne. (Norges Teknlske Hoegskole, Trondhelm, Norway). Ark. 
Fys. Seminar Trondhelm, No. 9, 16p.(1967), 

The differential and total cross section tor the reaction p + p
p + p + 'l' are evaluated by using a transition operator consisting of 
the standard electromagnetic Interaction plus a part arising from· 
exchange of pions between the two nucleons. The latter processes 
are treated by a simple semiphenomenologica'l model. Only 
transitions to the final 180 state are considered. The results are · 
compared with experiments at 200 !\'leV Incident laboratory energy. 
(aut h) 

46553 VELOCITY DEPENDENT OBEP AND NUCLEON-
NUCLEON SCATTERING PHASE SIDFT IN THE BORN APPROX
IMATION. Sharma, Ravl D.: Green, A, E. S. (Unlv. of Florida, 
Gainesville). Nuct. Phys., B3: 33-46(1967). 

Relativistic OBEP containing Important velocity dependent 
terms in the Schriidinger-Pauli limit are treated in the Born ap
proximation. The N-N elastic scattering phase shifts are calcu
lated and the results are compared with exact calculations of the 
phase shifts. It Is found that the Born approximation can be relied 
upon for D and higher waves and gives reasonable trends for the · 
P-waves. Two methods of· treating the velocity dependence In the; 
D01·n approximation are discussed. It Is shown thnt direct Born · 
approximation treatment of velocity-dependent potentials Is valid 
whcn the dfcctive mass inl'lhod breaks ·down. Three different 
OllEP arising from diffcrcnt trC'atmcnts of:\ vc(·tor meson field 
arC' studie-d In detail :u1d arc found to give similar t·esulLs forD
wa,·cs and higher_ but differ slgnlflcnnUy In the 1P0 phase shift. 
(authl 

46555 DEUTERON VERTEX FUNCTlON IN DISPEIU?ION 
THEORY. Harkness, Richard Long Jr. Bloomington, Ind., 
Indiana Unlv., 1965. 52p. 

Thesis. 
Form factors are show'n to arise in practical applications of S- . 

01 atrix theor)•, and nrc used to restore the effects of certain 
nrglcctE'd terms which account for the structure of one or mor~ 
particles participating in a ·scattering process. These ordinanly 
nrglecten terms are shown to be especially Important In the case 
of a weakly bound composite particle, for In this case they con- . 
tribute a so-called "anomalous threshold." The reaction p + p -
r' + f) i.• analyzed and a family of terms which appear ·tn the am
plitucl~ is Isolated and defined to be the form factor of the deute_ron. 
The resulting form factor is ·essentially the vertex function of fteld 
theory. Neglecting spin and postulating unsubtracted dispersion 
relations. a first order approximation to the deuteron vertex func
tion is explicitly e\·aluated. The approximation amounts to assum
in~ that the deuteron is bound by single pion exchange. The first 
order expression is shown to generate an anomalous threshold 
when the binding energy Is decreased sufficiently. The mecha-
ni~m 1),· which the a.t. arises are thoroughly explored. The non
relativistic limit of the anomalous term In the vertex function is 
shown to correspond to the Schroedinger wa\'e function of the deu
teron calculated with a Yukawa potential. for single pion exchange. 
This correspondl!nce is interpreted in terms of the large size of 
the deutcron compared to a pion Compton wavelength, and is further 
demonstrated by showing that the anomalous term In the vertex 
function determines the low energy properties of the relativistic 
deuteron photodlsintegration amplitude in the same way that the 
wnn• function of the deuteron influences the nonrelatlvls'tlc calcu
lation of the same amplitude In the impulse approximation. Finally 
the same form factor IR e\'nluated ngaln, this time Incorporating 
spin in a fully rclati\·istlc formalism and using rho as well as pion 
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exchange in the ··m~el o( the Cleuteron In an eHort to fit an empiri
cal form factor of the deuteron derived. elsewhere. The empirical 
form factor shows strong evidence of a hard core In the deuteron 
and provides an acid test of any theory of deuteron structure at 
small distances. (Disser. Abstr.) 1 

..46661 . (OilNL-Tt.l-;-1914) TWO-PilOTON 1-'fNAL-STATE 
r.;TERACTIONS IN TilE IIEACTIONS 311c(d,t)2p, dtlllc,t)2p, 
1He(IHe,4He)2p, AND p(1He,d)2p. Morton, Bobby Joe (Oak 
Ridge National Lab., Tenn.), Sept. 1967. Contract W-7405-
en~-26. R2p, Dep. CFSTI. 

Thesl~. Sullmlttccl to llnlv. of Tennf'Rsee, Knoxville. 
The t'ncri(Y l'pcl'trn of tlu• oh~erved p~rtlclcA for the rcnc

.ttons lllcld, t)~p. D(31k, t)~p. ~ll<·(lllt-, 1 11f')~p. nnd 111(1llc, cl)2p 
:,..rrc mcnAur<'li nt forwnrd nnl(lt•R usinl( the :tli-l\lcV deuteron 
;·beam nnd the 5:1- nnd 74-MeV 111t• bcamR from tho Oak ·nhtl(c 
' 1~ochronouA Cyclotron. f:nch of the spectra was charnctertzcd 
ihy 8 peak in the high-cncq~y rei{ I on corresponding to the two 
.unobserved protons havinl( n low relative energy. These peaks 
wrre attributed to the enhancement of the cross section In this 
energy region .by the final-state interaction of the two protons. 
The data were analyzed using the final-state Interaction theory 
of Watson and Migdal. This theorl, gave an adequate represents~ 
lion of the data for the reactions He(d, t)2p and 3He(3He, •He)2p 
using the known proton- proton Interaction. However, for .the: .. 
·other reactions, D(3He, t)2p and 2H(3He, d)2p, the. obse.rved peaks 
\\'ere much narrower than the theoretical predictions. For the 
rr~ctlon D(3He, t)2p, the narrower peak could be explained by 
•~suming the primary reaction mechanism Is a charge-exchange 
process and calculating this effect using the Impulse approxima
tion. (auth) 

'46665 UNIQUE DETERMi'NATION OF THREE PROTON-
PROTON SCATTERING PARAMETERS AT 9,69 MeV. Noyes, 
·H. Pierre: Lipinski, H. M. (Stanford Unlv., Calif.). Contract 
·AT(04-3)-515. Phys. Rev., 162: 884-9(0c~. 20, 1967), (SLAC
PUB-268). 

The well-established fact thai the spin~orblt Interaction Is of· 
short range compared to one-pion-exchange (OPE) Interaction 
causes the phase-shift combination C.Ls = (-261,0-361,1 + 561,2)/12 
to be small compared to L1.y = 5(261,0 -361, 1 + 6t, 21/t2 at low energy. 
It Is found that this mak<'ft It impo~slble to carry through nn 
unambi~uous phase-shift analysis of existing data ncar 10 1\lcV 
for 6~ anc:l 61,1, but It also makes It possible to Ahow that the ratio 
~5 /C.T must lie between 0,07 and 0.15 a_t 9.611!\leV. Using this 
result. on~ can then uniquely determine 6fi. C.T• nnd C.c = 16t,o + 
361,1 + 561,11/9 and obtain 65 = 55.69• * o.zs•, Ll.y = 0.91• * 0.28". 
t.c ~ .:.0.020' 1 0.029• with relative correlations (OT) = -0.96, 
(OC) = 0.47, (TC) = -0.30. The result Is stable against varintlo.n 
of C.I.S ILI.y over tlw full physically ullowohlc ran~•·. A~lltnRt thr • 
t•xtrnpolutlon'n•·••lt•d to lndudt! IAy .. /A,.I (!Jfl"l at 11.·1 '"'\"In the 
data ~et. ngnlnHt vncuum pnlnrb.adon corr•:ctlon~. and agnlnHt 
whether or not phases with :1 > 2, 3F' 2• and (marginallyi • 2 arc 
droppNI or glvcn their OPE vnlucs. The data rrqulrc tn1 to he 
within :to'J, of tht: OPt: prC'flil'tlon, nnd the ,.ah11• oft.,- l(i\'l'n above 
al~n :tl(l'l'l'~ with thla tn·,.didion to tht· Rant~· R<:curaey. Thla IH 
important nR It 11howa ermeluaivdy thnt p-1·, dlfft·n·ntlnl eroaa 
st•ctlonR IJI'low 10 1\ll-V cnn hi! analy7.l11 uniquely nnrl ~tahll' for 
only two nucl('nr pnramC"h·ra 16fi nntl .:l.cl. hy uHlng·tlw oPi·: pre
'dlctlon 'mulllplit'(l hy tlw Coulomh-harrier pr.nrtrntlon foetor 
for nil othl'r nuclear scatlcrlnl( pnrnml!h•rR. Th<' amall value 
of 6c Is prcH!Jmnhly due to the delicate cam,ellatlon h<'twcen the 
weakly repulsive OPE central !'-wave interaction nnd the stronl(ly 
attractive lnterm.edlatc-rangc attraction arlsint:t from the exchange 
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o(two int~ractlng pions In the I,;, ·o '11-'11 S state. A single (model~ 
dependent) parameter measuring the ~trength or this attraction 
relative to OPE wfll account both for this value or 6c and Cor the 
four values previously determined at 3 MeV and below. The value 
or 6~ again confirms the predfr.ted OPE shape correction· In the 
1S0 state to. modest accuracy and, taken togcth!'r with reliultR below 
3 MeV and near 27 MeV. establisheR the existence or .. the lihape, 
correction bcyorid reasonable doubt. (authl 
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·994 (JINR-P-2332) . PLANIROVANIE EKSPERIMEN-
TOV PO n-p-RASSEYANIYU DLYA OPREDEI.ENIYA 
NAIBOLEE VEROYATNOGO NABORA FAZOVYKH SDVI
GOV. (Planning of n-p Scattering Experiments for Deter.: 
mining the Most Probable Set of Phase Shifts). Lehar, F.; 
Fedorov, V. V. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
(USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Problems). 1965. 13p. Dep. 
mn. 

The optfmal experiment Is planned to distinguish between 
three sets of phase shifts In n-p scattering at 630 Mev. 
(auth) 

1029 TWQ-PION EXCHANGE CONTRmUTION TO 
THE HIGHER ANGULAR MOMENTUM NUCLEON-NU
CLEON PHASE SffiFTS (Thesis). Durso, John WlUtaiD. 
University Park, Ps., Pennsylvania State Unlv., 1964. 
lO&p. 

Thu two-pion exchange contrUJutlon to tho hlghor (I > 2) 
angular rnornuntum phasu shifts In nucluoi\·Diicluon scat• 
turing Jot calculutud u11lnl( tho lllnl(lo i.lillptJrlllon rulutlon · 
opp1·oxhuullon tu Uau Marulul11tum ruprusentallon developed 
by C1n1 and FUbiliL Only the.s1Diul&r1Uea lii the·aoattermg 
amplitude nearest tho physical region of the killemaUo vari
ables are taken exactly illto aocollDt while the effect ol more 
distant singularities is absorbed illto arbitrary constants. 
A simple model for the complete pion-nucleon amplltude Is 
assumed and is related to the amplitude for nucleon-anti
nucleon annthUatlon into two pions by use of the c.rossing 
symmetry ot tbe Mandelstam representation. The single 
spectral functions In the Cini-Fubini approximation ~re 
then calculated by application of the llDitarlty condttlo.n of 
the S-matrlx in the nucleon-antinucleon channel. The con
tribution to the scattering amplitude In the nucleon-nucleon 
channel Is obtained by further application of crossing sym
metry. The calculated two-pion contribution yields reason
able corrections to the one-pion exchange phase shifts. 
(TCO) . 

2520 (lA-92U) RESEARCH LABORATORIES SEMI
ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE PERIOD JULY-DECEMBER 
191>3. (Israel Atomic Energy Commission, Yavne~ Soreq 
Research Establishment). 196p. Dep. mn, 

·Progress and u·ends in thu rtHtuarch program are re
ported, and operational services are described. Informa
tion is included on ope ration of the IRR -1 Reactor and 
isotope production. Research progress Is reported on 

'elementary i>article' theory, reactor physics, nuclear phys
liCS, solid state physics, Inorganic chemistry, radiation 
'chemistry, nuclear chemistry, analytical chemistry, and .. 
applications technology. Biological and medical research 
are summarized, Results of .research on nuclear hazards 
.are presented ·along with research progress on nuclear 
and mechanical Instrumentation. A bibliography of repor~!l , 
and papers associated w,lth ~he .project is included. (JRD!. 

:2685 (i.A-DC-7250) A MEAsUREMENT OF CN~ 
'IN NEUTRON-PROTON SCATTERING AT 23 Mev. Bendt, 
·p, J.; Malanify, J. J.; Roberts, T. R.; Simmons, J. E. 
(Los Alamos Scientific Lab., Unlv. of California, N.Mex.). 

'11964). Contract W-7405-eng-36. Sp. (CONF-650928-
10). Dep. mn; CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mn. 

From lnternatlonal Conference on Polarization Phe
nomena of Nucleons, Karlsruhe. 

Results of an experiment to measure the neutron-proton 
.correlation function, CNN• at 1so• c.m. and E0 = 23 Mev are 
"described. The experiment consists in measuring differ
ences- in the intensity of scattered particles when a polar
ized beam of neutrons Is Incident on a polarized proton 
·target. (1\1.0,\V .) 

2701 A MEA:Sl)R~MENT OF POLARIZATION IN 
NEUTRON-PROTON SCATTERING IN THE ENERGY 
RANGE 20-120 Mev. Langsford, A. (Atomic Energy 
Research Establlsl:l.ment.- Harwell, Eng.); Bowen, P. H.; 
Cox, G. C.; Huxtnble, G. B.; Riddle, R, A. J. Nucl. Phys., 
74: 241-60(1965), (AERE-R-4973), 

The .values of the polarization In neutron-proton scatter~ 
.ing were measured in eleven energy bands between 20 and· 
120 Mev In the angular range 20 to 160• em, using tlme
'of-flight techniques. The accuracy of the measurement Is 
greatest, typically 2 to 3%, in the middle of the energy 
range where little other data are available. There Is fairly 
good agreement between experiment and the YLAN4M 
phas_e-shift analysis predictions In the general angle and 
energy dep<:!ndence of the polarization values. Attention Is 
drawn to the fact that some discrepancies exist which ex
ceed the combined experimental and phase-shift prediction 

·errors. (auth) 
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2726 ICANCiJo: Ofo' VA J.JiliTY OJ•; TilE ON .. :-JIOSON.:. 
fo;XI'IJI\NIJ": MlliWJ.. llnnm, Yolllrol Jlushlr.nkl, Nurlo 
(Kyoto On1v.). -Progr: Theoret. -Ph,ys·. (Kyoto), 34: 465-61 
(Sept. 1965). 

The validity of the one-boson-exchange model Is dis
cussed in connection with the nucleon-nucleon scattering. 
From a consideration of the asymptotic behavior of.. the 
phase shifts calculated with this model as the Incident en
ergy goes to infinity, it is shown that an appropriate limi
tation in energy must be Imposed in order that the theory 
does not present contradiction with the Levinson theorem. 
A practical limit of applicability of the model Is effectively 
established in terms of the Impact parameter whose ·critical 
value Is fixed to be 0.4 - 0.6 h/ ll,.C; for those values of the 
Impact parameter smaller than this, the theory does not 
work.· An alternate estimate of the critical value Is given 
In terms of the ranges of the forces due to the exchange of 
each boson, showing a reasonable agreement with the for
mer value. A discussion concerning the inclusion of other 
h9.sons not yet dlsco~ered Is also glyen .. l!luth) _ . · · 

f4588 . (UCRL-11565) .POLARIZA.TION PARAMETER 
·~N PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING FROM 328 TO 736 

ev (Thesis). Betz, Frederick William (Lawrence Ra
iation Lab., Univ. of California, Berkeley). Aug, 11, 1964., 

Contract W-7405-eng-48, 90p, Dep. mn; C FSTI $3,00 cy,' 
$0.75 mn. 

The polarization parameter in elastic proton-proton 
scattering was measured at several energies and angles. 
The unpolarlzcd external proton beam from the 18.4-inch 
synchrocyclotron was made incident upon a polarized tar
g(;t. Th" full (;ncrgy of the beam was degt·aded by means 
of copper absorber to obtain beamii with iaborntory kinetic 
.en"rgics of 328, 614, 679, and 736 M(;V. The clastic proton
proton scatterings were kinematically se1>aratcd from back
ground events by detection of both protons In coincidence 
with the usc of scintillation counters. Measurements were 
made In the centcr-of-ma!IFJ anb'Uiar rt:glon from 33 to llO 
degn:t:s (at smaller anglt:ll the 11lowcr proton lacked suffi
cient runge to t:mergc from the target). The target was 
polarlzc:d J,y mc:;mH of a t"chnh1uc callt:d dynamic nuclear 
<>rh:rotatiun. ltH polat·J~utlun waH ml'IIHUl'cd IJy llltlnltol'ing 
tlu: rouclc:ur nwgtu:tlc l'c:Hununt:u Hlgnul of tlu: ft't•o lll'otonl:l 
Jr.tJh.c taq:~:t. ThJH Hl!:llai waH. cal!'H'Utt:d ill lCl'IOII uf ab>!o
lute magnitude of polarization by measurement of the .. teni
peraturc of the proton ystem and the frequ~ncy of ~ta . 
resonance when the polarlztltloh ot the target was unen- · 
hanccd. The experimental procedure was to count the 
num!Jer or clastic scatterings Into a solid angle with the 
polarization of the target parallel to the normal to the 
scattering plane and then,. under identical conditions, to 
count the elastic scatterings.wlth the direction of the po
larization of the target reversed. The measured values 
of the polarization parameter are presented as a function 
of angle for each incident proton energy. (auth) 

.4590 (UCRL-l1926) NUCLEON-NUCLEON PO-
LARIZATION AT 700, 600, 500, AND 400 Mev (Thesis), 
Cheng, Dav,ld (Lawrence Radiation Lab., Unlv, of qau
fornia, Berkeley). July 1, 1965. Contract W-7405-
eng-48, 105p, Dep. mn: CFSTI $4,00 cy, $0.75 mn, 

The·p..,lariza' .. m parameters for the two-nucleon system• 
wer_e 'Ueasured at the 184-in. cyclotron at b~am. ener!fles of 

700, 600, 500, 400 and 310 Mev. They are measured for 
both the pp and pn systems by means of a polarized proton 
beam Initially produced by scattering the external proton 
beam on a carbon target at ±6 deg, and then scattered In a 
liquid hydrogen target or. a liquid deuterium target. The 
asymmetry is measured by reversing the sign of the beam 
.polarization by reversing the pC·scattering angle. The 
.angular range treated is between 30 and 150 deg in the ccn• 
iter-of-mass system, and involves measurements at eight 
,angular positions at each energy. 1n order to calibrate th~ 
!beam polarization, the polarization parameter f'br pC is 
,also measured at the· above energies in the forward dlrcc· 
tion between 6 and 14 deg in the laboratory frame. When 

(fitting both the differential cross section, I0, and pclariza· 
tion, P, with all the data available in this energy region, In 
·lel.olS of power series, the differential cross sections In 
both the pp and pn systems were found to vary with energy 
to a greater extent than the polarization parameters. From 
.these fits, 10 and P, for the isotopic spin singlet (I= 0) stat~ 
of the 2-nucleon system is also calculated. (M.O.W.) · 

-4597 DIRECT NUMERICAL INTEGRATiON OF THE 
TWO-NUCLEON SCHROEDINGER EC~UATION WITH TEN
SOR FORCES. Lovltch, Lionel (lstltuto Nazlonale dl 
Flslca Nucleare, Plea, Italy); Rosati, Sergio. Phys. Rev .. 
1140: B877-82(Nov, 22, 1965), 
! The technique of middle-point matching accompanied 
by an iterative uppllcatlon of sultahlc correction· formulas 
.for trial values of corresponding parameters !R C(Jnlildcred 
in integrating a two-channel Schrodlngcr equation. 1n the 

!case of the deuteron wave equations, when tensor forces 
;are taken into account, a correction formula for improving 
an Initial energy value lo uocd in obtaining tho hlnrllng on
lergy and the corresponding wave functions, the formula 
giving quadratic convergence. The extension of the method 

I
to nucleon-nucleon scattering states is st~alghtforward and 
the variable quantities are, in that case, the parameters 

1ofa ph~nomcnologlcal potenti!ll. (auth) . . 

4599 M(12) PREDICTIONS FOR pp SCATTERiNG. 
Freund, P. G. 0.: Lo. s. Y. (Unlv. of Chicago). Phys. 
Rev., 140: B927-8(Nov. 22, 1965). (CQ0-264-265). 
. The relations A = -R', A' = R, CKP = 0, Cpp = CKK and 
:cN.,J.8) = D(8) + D(lT- 8)- 1 between the standard param
leters of pp scattering are derived from M(12) invarla.nce 

l
and compared with experiment. The applicability of M(l2) 
invaria~ce to scattering processes is discussed. (auth) 

.4603 ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE FORWARD-
,SCATTERING AMPIJTUDE. Banerjee, Harldas (Unlv. 
·of Delhi), Phys. Rev., 140: B989-91(Nov. 22, 1965), 

It Is argued on the basis of unitarily and analyticity 
properties of the scattering amplitude that the total cross 
:section In high-energy scattering should be bounded by 
js-11ln11s, where s is the square of the center-of-mass 
,energy. The high-energy accelefator data on j)p scatter-
11ng and cosmic-ray data on pp scattering are quite con
iststent with the law atot a: s-~ asymptotically. HIt is 
~~urther ass.umed that in .tl!~ asymptotic limit particle and . 



antiparticle cross sections are Identical, the ratio a of the 
real and the Imaginary parts of the .forward scattering 
amplitude In the asymptotic limit Is obtained as the value 
a"" --0,4, which is in fairly gnncl a~reement with there
sults of recent experim_cnts on pp scattering. (auth) 

4605 COMPARISON OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
SCATTERING DATA WITH THE PREDICTidNS OF SU(12).,. 
Kantor, P. B.; Kuo, T. K.; Pclerls, Ronald F.; Trueman, 
T. L. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N.Y.). Phys. 
llcv., 140: IJI008-12(Nov. 2:.!, 1965). (BNL-9295). 

The fo1·m uf tho nucleon-nucleon scatturllll:.llmplltude 
ill dl!termln1.·d Hubjc,.:t to Uw rclltJ·lctlon that baryon-
tmry .. n Hc·ull"rtu~: '"' tnvurlantundl!r SU(l:.!)·/' trunHfurmn
tlons. The results are found to disagree wlilieiper'fmenC'· 
The pntilllblltty that SU(12),1 may be a "leading approxlrM
tlon" to a true S-matl'lx theory Is discussed brlefil'.· (aulb) 

4613 EXPLICIT WAVE FUNCTIONS FOR ANY SPIN. 
Frishman, Y. (Welzmann Inst., ·Rehovoth, Israel);'Gots
man, E. Phys. Rev., 140: Bll51-6(Nov. 22, 1965). (IA-
1040). 

A general method is given for calculati~g the exact form 
of the helicity etgenstates of a wave function for any spin. 
·Explicit expressions of the wave functions for spin S = 1, 
%. 2, and %are listed. Examples of helicity amplitudes 
for the production of S ,;, %+and S = % + isobars in proton
proton scattering are computed. (auth) 

4637 NEW POSSIBIUTIES FOR INVESTIGATING 
NUCLEON. PION AND GAMMA-QUANTA REACTIONS ON 
POLARIZED HYDROGEN TARGETS. Lapidus, L. I. 
(Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR). PP 232-
6 of Physics and Techniques of Low 'I:'elnperatures, 
Prague, Publishing House of the Czechoslovak Academy of 
Sciences, 1964. 

A short survey is given of new experimental posslbllltles 
with elementary particles, especially at high energies, 
using polarized hydrogen targets. These new posslb111tles 
belong to an Important branch of research, the Investiga
tion of polarization effects, a source of much new Informa
tion difficult to obtain in any other way. Examples of such 
possibilities arc discussed. One of these Is elastic scatter
ing in which the polarization of Initially unpolarlzed par
tiel~:" !11 o:(fual to the a!lyuum:try In the ticatterlng cru1111 
section on a polarized target, thus the cross section asym
metry, which is simpler, may be studied In order to find 
this polarization. Other examples Include meson (11)
nuclcou, nucluon-nucleon scattering, the scattering of 'Y 
quanta on protons and nuch:l, and scattering of high-energy 
elcctron11 on pqJtons:. (J.F.P:l 

4849 (UCRL-14360, pp 1-50) NUCLEAR AND 
ATOMIC PHYSICS. (Lawrence Radiation Lab., Unlv. 
of Callfornla, Livermore). 

The experimental and theoretical studies carried out. 
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during the period In elementary-particle and nuclear 
physics are summarized, together with observations on 
the magnetic properties of K01, Puo1; NlSe, N!S, and 
FcTe. (D.C.W.) 

6046 PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG At 
1158 Mev. Gottschalk, B.; Shlaer, W. J.; Wang, K. H. 
.(Harvard Unlv., Cambridge, Mass.). Nucl. Phys.; 75: 
549-60(1966). 

The reaction p + p - p + p + 'Y was Investigated for 
:coplanar protons with symmetric angles of 30, 32.5, 35, 
'37.5, and 40•. The cross sections integrated over all 
·y-ray angles are respectively 7.8, 10.1, 12.4, 13.3, and 
,23.8 1Jb/sterad2 ± 20%. For each.proton angle, the angular 
'distribution of the emitted y ray was Inferred and was 
•found to be almost uniform with a slight tendency to for-
ward peaking. (auth) ··· 

6049 CAL.CULATION OF a-WAVE NUCLEON-
NUCLEON SCATTERING PARAMETERS IN THE I = 0, 
S = l STATE BY THE N/D METHOD. Bose, Sudesh 
(Unlv., Delhi). Nucl. Phys., 75: 682-6(1966). 

Bal:izs' method of approximating the N function by two 
· poles Is applied to calculate the scattering length and 
· effective range for a-wave nucleon-nucleon scattering In 

the 1 = O, S = 1 state. The residue of the poles is deter
mined by matching the scattering amplitude and its 
derivative with those obtained from the fixed s dispersion 
relation. Only the contributions of rr, 1J, p, and w poles are 
retained In the fixed s dispersion relation. The agreement 
between. the calculated and the experimental values Is 
found to be reasonably good. (auth) 

6053 ON A BHEMSSTHAIILUNG TIIEOHY FOil TilE 
MULTIPLE PHODUCTION OF MESONS. Blulas, A.; Huij
grok, T. (CEHN, Geneva). Nuovo Cimcnto (10), 39: 1061-
b1(0ct. 16, 1965). 

The bremsstrahlung theory of multiple meson p1·oductton 
In very-high-energy nuclcon-riuclcon colllslon!l is consid
ered. The motion of the nuclconR IH rcpr·cRcntcd by an 
arLit, clwHcn In Huch a way that the cnl!rl(y ami momentum 
luHH arc In ruuv,h :tl(r""mr·nt with the oiJHt!I'V"d vulut•H of the 
lnl:!aHtlclty K ar~l th" tr'lii!HV<!I'H" lllUIIICIII.urn q. 'l'h" ftcdcl 
~:qu:ctlun fur the: ""'"on ftcdtl IH thc:u Hulvc•cl In lh•• natui·al 
Hcalar Jn"H'Jil "l'l"'oxlmatlun. AHHumhll( thnt tlu!l·c· IH no 
other ·mechanism for the ·production of mesons. it Is then 
pos!lible to calculate for the final state the average number 
of mesons for each momentum value. From this,. the follow
Ing quantities were computed; the average multiplicity, the 
·width of the diffraction peak for elastic scattering, the dis
tributions of longltildinal and transverse momentum, and 
the distributions of log ctg 0/2 and of the azimuthal angle. 
\\'here possible a comparison with the experimental re
sults was made. Qualitatively the comparison is quite en
:couraglng. ·~ .;e conclusion Is that a more realistic version 
of the bremsstrahlung theory is likely to explain. many fea
tures of multiple meson production at very high energies. 
(authl. 
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6056 MEASUREMENT OF·PROTON-PROTON TRIPLE 
SCATTERING AT 430 Mev. Roth, R. (Princeton Unlv .. 
N, J.); Engels, E. Jr.; Wright, S, C.;·Kloeppel, P,; Handler, 
R.; Pondrom, Lee G. Phys, Rev., 140: B1533-40(Dec. 20, 
1965), (COD-881-53). 

The polarization parameters P, D, R, A, and A' were 
measured at seven scattering angles between 30 and 120' 
In thn cente~·-of-mass system with an Incident energy of 
430 .M.,v. A 56% polarized beam was prepared by scatter
ing on an intcrnal.be•·yUium target. A liquid-hydrogen 
tar~:ct was usctl for the p-p scattering, and the outgoing 
pola•·ization was analyzed with a third scattering in the 
carbon plates of a spark chamber. The scattering asym
metry £ was determined by fitting the data to a distribu
tion 1 + E cosO by the maximum-likelihood method. The 
analyz·lng powe1· of the spark chamber as a function of 
ene•·gy was measured in beams of known polarization. 
The beam polarization before and after the p-p scatter
Ing was manipulated with a solenoid and two bending mag· 
nets. The measurements are c·ompared with the extrapo· 
lations of several phase-shift and resonance analyses of 
experimental data at higher and lower energies. (auth) 

7785 (GA-6712) PARTIALLY INELASTIC TWO-
BODY COLLISIONS. Rothbart, G. B. (General Atomic, 
San Diego, Calif. John Jay Hopkins Lab, for Pure and 
Applied Science). Oct, 27, 1965. Contract A T(04-3)-
167, 13p. Dep. mn; CFSTI $1.00 cy, ~0.50 mn, 

Theoretical expressions were derived in order to more 
fully understand experimental observations and to prepare 

·optimum experimental conditions In which neutron·s ex
perience partia~ly inelastic ~.olllslons. (M.O:W.) 

7788 (JINR-E-2440) NUCLEON-NUCLEON .P0'1'£N-
TIAL WITH A SOFT CORE FOR THE 1S0 STATE IN THE 
ENERGY REGION 0.17-310 Mev. Bystrltsk!l, 1.; Legar, F.; 
Ulegla, I. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR)). 
1965, 6p. Dep. mn. 

Nucleon-nucleon potentials with a soft core, giving a 
good description of the energy dependence of the 'S0 state 
phase shifts in elastic p-p and n-p scattering, are found. 
.However, at low energies the simultaneous description 
of p-p and n-p scattering In the 1S0 state with the help of. 
a single potential is in disagreement with the experimental 
data. (auth) . 

-'7789 (JINR-P-2349) . TENZOR POLYARIZATsD 
PRI RASSEY ANII POLY ARIZOVANNYKH NUKLONOV NA 
POLY ARIZOVANNOI PROTONNOI MISHENI. (The Polar
Ization Tensor In Scattering of Polarized Nucleons on a 
Proton Target). Bilenkaya, I.; Vlnternlts, P.; Legar, F,; 
.Yanout, Z. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
(US:;lR)). 1965, ll4p, Dep. mn. 

The tensor components were calculated and discussed 
according to the phase shift data In the energy range 23.1 
to 630 Mev, (auth) 
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l791 (JINR•P-2382) OBRAZOVANIE !1'-MEZONOV 
'V REAKTSII NN.- NN!I' NA POLYARIZOVANNYKH NUKLO
,NAKH V MODELl ODNOPIONNOGO OBMENA. (Pion Pro
;ductlon In the N + N - N + N + " Reaction on Polarized 
!Nucleons In the OPE Model). Nurushev, S. B.; Solovyanov, 
jV. L. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR). 
.Lsb, of Nuclear Problems). 1965. 22p, Dep, mn. 
, Assuming that Inelastic nucleon-riucleon Interaction In
volving single pion production can be described by the one

'PIOn exchange diagram a calculation Is made of energy 
;spectra and left-right asymmetry In pion emission by col~ 
•llslons of 600 Mev polarized protons with unpolarlzed tar
get protons. The results of calculations are In quanlitallve 
agreement with experimental data on positive pion produc-
,_tion In the pp ~ pn!l'+ reaction. (auth) . 

'7796 (JINR-P-2407) TENZOR SPINOVOI KOR-
RELYATSII PRI nASSEYANII POLYARIZOVANNYKH NU
KLONOV NA PROTONNOI POLYARIZOVANNOI MISHENI, 
(Spin Correlation Tensor In the Scattering of Polarized Nu• 
cleons on a Polarized Proton Target), Wlnternltz, P.; 
Legar, F.; Yanout, Z. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, 
Du!:ma (USSR)), 1965, 40p, Dep. mn, 

Experiments concerning the spin correlation tensor C iD 
the scattering of polarized nucleons on polarized nucleons 
·are dlscc sed. Relativistic formulas are derived for· the 
experimental quantities. Components of c are predicted ror 
the energies 23.1, 40, 52, 95, 147, 210, 310, 400, and 630 
Mev on the basis of various sets of phase shifts and are 
:given on graphs, The scattering matrix Is directly recon
structed with the help of experimentally measured quanll· 
ties. (auth) · 

'7818 THE 720 Mov S-WAVE lr-1f RF,S.ONANCE AND 
THJ,; ONE-BOSON EXCHANGE MODEL OF N-N SCAT
TEIUNG. Klkugawa, M. (IUroshlma·Univ.); Sawada, S.; 
·Yonllzawa, M.; Ueda, 'r.; Watarl, W, Nuovo Cimento (10), 
40A: 647-II(Nov. 21, 1965). 

It Is pointed out that the recently reported I ""0, JP ""o+ 
~r-11 resonance with mass "'720 Mev and width -50 Mev 
may be the scalar meson predicted by the one-boson ex
change (ODE) model of N-N scattering. Discrepancies 
between the predicted mass for this unitary singlet and the 
ob11erved riul!ls sno •IIRc:uaaed. The possibility tha~ !he 
obsllrved resonance may be part of the o+ triplet or the 
~o+ 9cW.~ Is .also consider~~' The rela,Uon of the S-waye 
•acalar meaon pred1oted by the ODE model to the ·behavior 
of the •-N soatteriDg length and phase shift is discussed, 
'IJsi.J,T ,) . . 

17840 . APPLICATION. OF TiiE DASHEN-FRAUTSCHI 
,METHOD. TO THE CALCULATION OF THE DIFFEllENCE 
jBETWEEN THE nn AND np SINGLET SCATTERING 
jLENGTHS,· Goldberg, H, (Faculte des Sciences, Orsay, 
iFrancP), Nuovo Clmento (10), 40B: 24:l-n6(Nov. 11, 19n5)~ 
; The difference between the ts0 np and nn scattering 
~lengths is calculated by a method due to Dashen and 
frautschi. In the calculation the driving term used is the 
.e.hange in th_e one:-plon exchange contribution between the 



two channels due to differences In the charged and neutral 
pion masses which are exchanged, In the· charged and 
neutral ,,,,.coupling constants, and In the external proton 
and nP.utron m:tsses. The split in the coupling constants is 
also estimated with the same formalism and· constitutes an 
independent result. The over-ail resulfobtained Is ana-
aap = .-.(3;8 ± 3.4) fermi, If the elementary-particle· physics 
definition of scattering length is used. This is in qualitative 
agreement with recent experimental findings. (auth). 

7841 ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE PROTON-
PROTON 1S., SHAPE PARAMETER. Slobodrian, R. J, 
(Unlv, of California, Berkeley), Nuovo Cimento (10), 40B: 
443-5(Dec, 11, 1965), • 

It Is shown that the 1S0 shape parameter for proton-proton 
scattering cannot be determined with certainty on the basis . 
of shape-dependent fits to the five accurat~ly-known experi
mental phase shifts (at 0.38 to 3.04 Mev lab), with and with
out the vacuum polarization correction. The ;'feels of fits 
at only foiH" or three points are also considered. Results of 
a leasf squares fit to the data are summarized. It is con
cluded that existing data do not confirm as yet the validity. 
of the vacuum polarization correction. (M.J.T.) 

7870 ON THE POSSIBILITY OF USING NUCLEAR 
REACTORS IN COSMIC SPACE FOR DIRECT MEASURE
MENTS OF nn SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS. Bonda
renlm, I. I.; Kovalev. V. P.; Zolotukhln, v. G. Yadern. 
Fiz., 2: 839-42(Nov. 1965). (In Russian). 

An analysis of an experiment for the direct measureme~t 
of the n-n scattering cross section In the singlet state Is 
performed. For the measurement of the cross section, a 
pulsed nuclear reactor having a negative temperature coef
ficient and located In cosmic space at an altitude of 400 to 
500 km Is proposed. It is shown that the scattering length 
can be determined with nn error of ±1o%. (auth) 

7874 MEI\SlJfii·:MJ::NT 01-' TilE POLAIII'l.IITJON IN 
W SCATTEI!ING AT GG7 Mev. Azhglrcl, .L. S,; Kumekln, 
Yu. P.; Mc11hcherynkov, M.G.; Nur'u!ihev, S, 13,; Solovynnov, 
V.I..; Stolt:lc,v, G. ll. (Joint lnRI. fur Nuclcnr llc>Jcnrch, 
J)ulma, IJSSII). Yaclf,rn. Fl..:., 2: 11()2-I:(Nov. I!Jii5)• ··(In 
lt•uutlun), 

·n .. , l••lut·lt.ntlun In 11-11 Hcnttlli·lnl{ WIIH Hlltcllt·tl In n 
double scattering exper.lnierit; For !aria ·rmglei; r-e·;;
r,rmallzallon of the data at 635 Mev was performed. 
·• uc polarization was observed to Increase with energy from 
602 to 656 Mev. The nnbrular distribution of the polariza
tion uf 667 Mev shows a considerable contribution from the 
triplet states with orbital momenta up to I "' 5. A set of 
phase shiCts that describe. the polarization and other .experl
ment:tl data In the region near 660 Mev Is Included .. 
(D.C.W.) 
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7882 THE PHY:SICS .OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLES. 
Muirhead, H. New York, Peraamon Press, 1965, 751p. 
$20.00, 

The physical principles that are used to describe the 
properties and behavior of the elementary particles· 
are discussed. The topics Included are the discovery 
and classHicatlon of elementary particles, intrinsic 
properties of particles, quantized field theory, quantum 
theory of noninteracting fields, symmetry properties of 
free flelds, field interactions, 8-matrlx, ln·varlance 
properties, dispersion relations,. and electromagnetic, 
weak, and strong interactions. (C.E.S.) 

7883 POLARIZATION PARAMETER IN PROTON-
'PROTON SCATTERING FROM 328 TO 736 Mev (Thesis). 
Betz, Frederick William. Berkeley, Calif., Univ. of 
California, 1965. 9lp. 

The polarization parameter In elastic proton-proton 
scattering was· measured at several energies and angles. 
The unpolarized external proton beam from the 184-inch 
synchrocyclotron was made Incident upon a polarized 
target. The full energy of the beam was degraded by means 
of copper absorbers to obtain beams with lab~ratory kinetic 
energies of 328, 614, 679, and 736 Mev. The elastic pro- · 
ton-proton scatterings were kinematically separated from 
background events by detection of both protons in coinci
dence with the use of scintillation counters. Mt'asurements 
were made in the center-of-mass angular region from 33 
to 110 degrees (at smaller angles the slower proton lacked 
sufficient rango to emerge froin the target). The target 
was polarized by means of a techriique called dynamic 
.nuclear orientation. Its polarization was measured by 
monitoring the nuclear magnetic resonance signal of the 
free protons in the target. This signal was calibrated In 
terms of absolute magnitude of polarization by measure
ment of the temperature of the proton system and the 
frequency of Its resonance when the polarization of the 
target was uncnhanced. The experimental procedure was 
to count tlHl nuntbur of clastic scatterings Into a solid 
angle with the polarization of the target parallel to the 
normal to tho scattering plane and then, under identical 
conditions, to count the clrt!!tl<;. 11catterlngs with the direc.:. 
tlon of the pula1·lzatlun or tho iat·gct rl,vers<'d. The·rr; •. ,r<
'sured ValUeS or the polat·izatJon Jl:'tl'UI'IH!lt:t' il.<'l,l l!l'•;~l:lll\:d 
as a function of anl{le for each ineidcut pt·,;r,u• i.!lh:r!(y. 
(Dissertation Ahstr.) · 

9727 SPIN CORRELATION EXPERIMENTS IN 
PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING AT 380 Mev. Allaby, 
J, V.; Chisholm, A.; Eades, J.; James, A. N. (Unlv. of 
Liverpool), Nucl. Phys., 77: 449-64(1966). 

Measurements of the spin correlation. parameters C110 

and Ckp for 45" center-of-mass proton-proton scattering 
arc described .. The measurements were made usin~: 'counter 
techniques to detect asymmetries following simultaneous 
rescattcring of both protons in carbon polat·ization ana
lyzers. The results obtained were Con= +0.:10 ± 0.10 and 
·Ckp = +0.10 • 0.08. (auth) 
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9728 MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS OF SPURI-
OUS ASYMMETRIES IN SPIN CORRELATION EXPERI
MENTS. Eades, J, (Unlv, of Liverpool). Nucl, Phys,, 
77: 465-71 (1966). . 

A Monte Carlo calculation of the instrumental asymmetry 
in correlation experiments described previously is given. 
This calculation includes the effect of multiple scattering 
material in the path of the lower energy proton from the 
p-p scattering. As expected, the result was to reduce the 
value of the Instrumental asymmetry. (auth) 

9746. MESON-NUCLEON COUPLING CONSTANTS 
FHOM PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING ANALYSIS, 
Koepp, G.; Kr.amer, G. Phys. Lett., 19: 593-5(Dec, 15, 
1965), 

An attempt to determine the nucleon coupling constants 
of the well established vector mesons p, w and tfl, the 
meson (TJ) and a recently discovered scalar I = 0 meson, 
called s by a best fit to partial wave scattering matrix 
clements obtained from phase shift analysis of experimental 
proton-proton scattering data below 300 Mev, Is described. 
It is assumed that unitarily is not important for the small 
partial wave amplitudes of large angular momenta and that 
these are entirely given by the one-particle exchange con
tribution of the mesons with low mass. The main results 
are summarized. First a J = 0 "" contribution around 400 
Mev must be present and second the constants g..,

1 
and gp

1 
come out In agreement with the SU(6) relation g ..,.fg p

1 
= 3. 

(J.F.P,) . 

9777 ON THE PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS OF THE 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING ABOVE 1 Gev. Hama, 
·Yogtro: Hoshlzald, Norlo (Kyoto Unlv.), Progr, Theoret. 
Phys. (Kyoto), 34: 584-93(0ct, 1965). · 

A methi,Kl for analyzing nucleon-nucleon scattering ex
periment~; in the Ucv-encrgy region Is proposed. The new 
Hchcme IH har;cd on an explicit lncluHion, In the lntcrme
dwto:-angular-mt>mentum HtateH, of euntrihution11 ft·om 
,,,.,. IJfJtllm -t•x.c:haui~f" Jll'ut~•·tH-If'H urul un 1111 IIHHUrupUun thut 
tfu• UIUIIOI'Jol irm I:<M·JI lt:h•ni.H 1:1111 Ill! 1'1')11'1'111'111<") hy II IIIII IIIIth 

function of the orbital angular momentum l, taken as a con
tinuous variable. The phase shifts with higher 1 are as
sumed as usual to be re'presented by OPEC, and th'ose wllb 
lower I are determined from the experimental data by the 
least-squares method. The reliability of the new approach 
is checked by applying It to an analysis of the p-p scatter
ing data at 970 Mev. The previously found solutions of 
peripheral- and central-absorption types are obtained 
again: this fact suggests that the method works well. A 
niRcussion on the range of validity of the one-boson
exchange model is given, by which the previously ob-. 
tained conclusion that its use must be restricted to the 
region where the Impact parameter is larger than some 
crltlcal value bcrtt - 0.51i/I',.C.Is confirmed •. Jauth) 

9778 DISPERSION THEORETIC CALCULATION OF 
TWD-PION-EXCHANGE CONTRmUTION IN NUCLEON· 
NUCLEON SCATTERING, I, FORMULATIONS. AND 
GENERAL RESULTS OF NUMEJUCAL CAJ.(:ULA"riON. 

6o 

:Furuichl, SusuJ'!liJl Watari, Wataro (Rikkyo Unlv., Tokyo. 
!osaka City Untv.). · Progr, Theoret, Phys. (Kyoto), 34: 
1594-631 (Oct. 1965). 
· The two-pion-exchange contribution without pion-pion 

'

correlation in nucleon-nucleon scattering is investigated 
in detail using the partial-wave dispersion relation. With 
1the aim to clarify the contribution the amplitude is 

'

'divided i.nto the contributions 'corresponding to the fourth 
order perturbation (N-part) and the additional effect from 

1the pion-nucleon resonance in the (33) state (33 part), and 
1each part is further divided with respect to the angular 
I momentum of the exchanged two pions, L, so that the char
lacteristics of quantities appearing in the intermediate 
lsteps of calculation such as the effective mass distribution 
!functions may be presented in a somewhat concrete way. 
'Through the investigation of the effective mass distribution 
functions, it is found that (i) the 33 part contributes mostly 
to the L = 0 and 1 parts, which are the lowest L contribu
tions to h<•l and h(bl respectively, where the whole ampli
tude ls described as h<•l + T<ll.,<~lh(b) for the lsospin free
dom; (II) the relative order of magnitude of 33 part to 
N part shows that the (33) effect is considerably large 

'

'for L = 0 part at the large effective mass region. This 
means that the effects of (33) 1rN resonance in the two
pion -exchange· contribution for the nucleon-nucleon scat
tering have a very similar behavior to the one-scala•·
boson exchange contributions, where l'Ciatively laq~c 
effective masses arc assumed. Consequenqy, such fea
tures of the 33 part is likely to specify the characteristics 
of the two-pion -exchange contributions. In fact, the (33) 
effect is generally very large for lower partial wave um
;plitudes than the F wave, in the form 'Q{ "proper" 2Jr 
'Contribution. Comparison with other ·calculations and 
:discussions· of related problems are a!~ givo;n. (auth1 

19786 PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR NEUTRON-
PROTON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS IN. 
THE 15 TO 30 Mev RANGE. Benenson, R, E. (City Call. 
of New York, New York. Columbia Univ., New York). 
16p, (CONF-65065~7),' ORINS. Gmelin, AED-CONF-
65-170-24. 

I 
From American Physical Society, Summer Meeting, 

New York. 
A system of radiator, magnet field, and high resolution 

detector is proposed as an approach to high accuracy 
neutron-p.roton differential cross section measurements. 
A single detector serves as an array with an azimuthal 
angle spread defined by the detector height. Some geo
metrical considerations of the magnetic field and some 
practical considerations in the fabrication of the magnet 
are presented. In addition to neutron-proton scattering, 
this technique could also find application with either neu
trons or charged particle. beams for other target materials 
in solid form as long 1111 the highest particle momenta do 
not exceed limitations imposed by the magnetic field. 
'(J.F.P.) 

11564 (JlNH-P-ihl!) OBitAZOVANIE lr-MEZONOV V 
(n-p)-STOLKNOVENlYAKII Pltl ENEHGD 600 Mev. (Pion 
Produc.tlon tn (n-p) Collisions at 60U Mev). Kazarlnov, Yu. 
M.; Slmonov, Yu, N. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear ·Research, 
Dubna (USSH). Lub, of Nuclear Problems). 1965. lBp. 
Dcp. mn. 



AnKular distributions of charged pions and total produc
tion cross sections of neutral pions generated In n-p col
lisions at 600 * 10 Mev were measured. ll was found that 
a, ,10) = 1(0.115 * 0,005) i' (0.004 * 0.013). cosO+ (0.04 * . 
o.O:.!)cos20I· x (1.073 * 0.104) x 1o-27cm2/slcrad, In the ems 
of fhc colliding nucleons. The total cross sccllons of the 
reactions arc '' (np - wO) = (4 .6 * O.li) x 1o-2T cm2 and . 
u(np- w+) = a(np- Ji-') ~: (i:68 ,t 0.17) x lo-n cm2. The ob-· 
tained data do not contradict the hypothesis of charge Inde
pendence of nuclear forces. The cross ae·cllons for pion · 
prouuctlon In collisions of two nucleons In states with total . 
Isotopic spin T = 0 and T = 1 are equal to (4.4 * 0,6) x 10-n 

·and (10.85 * 0.42) x 1o-2T cm2, respectively. (auth) 

11617 RE-NORMALIZATION OF POLARIZATION IN 
n-p SCATTERING AT MEDnJM ENERGIES. Rose, B. 
(Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, En~.) • 
. Phys. Lett,, 20: 86-B(Jan. 1.5, 19_66).. . . . . . 

Pub.lished data on polarization In n-p scattering at me
dium energies are reconsidered, and certain renormallzlng 
iactoi·s and normalization errors are proposed. (D.C:W.) · 

11622 DETERMINATION OF THE NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
ELASTIC-SCATTERING MATRIX. IV. COMPARISON OF 
ENERGY-DEPENDENT AND ENERGY-INDEPENDENT 
PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSES. Arnrlt, ~lchA.r<.l A.; Mac
Gregor, Malcolm H. (Univ. of California, Livermore). 
Phys. Rev., 141: 873-BB(Jan. 1966); (UCRL--14252-T). 

(p,p) and (n,p) scattering data in six energy bands cen
tered at 25, 50, !J5, 142, 210, and 330 1\lcv. were analyzed. 
First an energy-dependent analysis was carried out. Then 
phase-shift energy derivatives were extracted from this 
analysis and used in carrying out accurate l'ncrgy-indepen
dcnt analyses. The energy-dependent phase-shift fo1·ms 
were chosen to have a singularity structure consistent with 
tlw requirements of pal'tial-wavc dispersion equations. A 
ve1·y 1·apid search procedure was utilized. The isotopic 
1<pin-l scatlt•r·ing mat.rLx was accurately determined over 
thf'ynt.•q.~.r r:lllJ;:f' utH.IPt: cnn~idcration. The i~~'"-'pic --=pin-0 
:-;caltt.:ring tu:llrix waR :d~o dt•l(~rnliru·d. hut n"l t,. !hr• snmC" 
~ICt'lll':H'\", ht•c.·:.~tsf.' of fiH• incn•nplt•l("l\4·~~: '"'' !h: ..... ,,) flnta 
!'~·led in~l. Thl' pha~•<·-~hift an:dy~{'s w•:•~· 1 :•: 1•· .J •!t.il., :IJHt 

til'-' pinll.-ntlf·h~·J·n t~wtpliti~ ,_:,m:-;tnnt ~2 was cll'tcnnincd, using 
fi rsl (p.;>i "''" u,.., (p,p)· plus (n,p) datn selections. The re
~<ults 1\'f'I'O' :1 (fll'(h!'l' !<lfhfll3rttialiOn Of the Charge iJldCpen
dl'IICl' hypollw:;i.•. M:olr·ix mel hods u~:~C'd for the search pto
l;l'dures are discussC'd, a·nd 'it' Is shown how the da.ta 
normali«atioll cu11stants can l.Jc cliurinatcd from the Sl'arch. 
A discussion is also included of th£' usc of thl• in·vc1·sc er
ror .matrix in ul.Jtaluing quantitative fits with theoretical 
models. (auth) 

11624 !\IEASUREI\1ENT OF THE N~- -N•* MASS DIF- . 
FEHENCE.. Gidal, Geoq~e; Kernan, Anne; Kim·, Sedong · 
(l.'nlv. of California, nerkeley). Phys. Hev., 141: 1261-7 · 
(Jan. 1966). (UCHI.r-16096; UCRL-16096(Hev.)). 

A measurement of the N•--N•++ mass and width differ
ences is uescribed, where N• is the nucleon resonance with 
ItJP) = %t% +) and mass approximately 1240 Mev .. The 
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resonances were produced In ihe inelastic reactions n n -
p n n- and p p - n p lT+, which are known to proceed al
most en.tlrely via N•- and N•++ production, respectively, 
in the observed energy region. A comparison of the (ntr') 
and (plT+) effective-mass distributions gives a mass differ
ence of 7.9 * 6.8 Mev and a width difference of 25 * 23 Mev 
for N--N• ++. This result agrees with predictions based on 
,the SU(3) and SU(6) symmetry.schemes. (auth) . 

.11642 PRODUCTION AND AB.SORPTION OF S-WAVE · 
PIONS AT LOW ENERGY BY TWO NUCLEONS. Koltun. 
D. S.; Reitan, A. (Unlv. of Rochester, N. Y.). Phys. 
Rev., 141: 1413-18(Jan. 1966). (UR-875-88). 

The cross sections for the reactions p + p - d + IT+ and 
.p + p - p + p + nO are calculated for s-wave· pions at. 
·threshold. The meson (lT) is produced by either nucleon 
and emitted directly or rescattered in an s wave by the ... 
,second nucleon, through a modified static interaction. The 
.two nucleons interact through a phenomenological poten
·tial. For the· Hamada-Johnston potential both calculated 
cross sections agree with experimental results. Applica
tion of the ·method of calculation to the mlclear absorptlQ.n 
-of s-wave _pions is discussed. (auth) 

11652 DYNAMICAL INELASTICITY.AND ffiGH
ENERGY p-p SCATTERING. Islam, M. M. (Drown 
Unlv., Providence). Phys. Rev., 141: 1524-B(Jan. 1966). 

A recently proposed method for calculating partial-wave 
inelasticity dynamically is applied to the high-energy p-p 
scattering. The two nucleons arc considered spinlcss. 
Their left-hand-cut contribution is calculated by making a 
6-function approximation of the absorptive part in the 
crossed channel. Partial waves with 1 :s 10 are taken to be 
completely imaginary and those with 1 > 1,; are considered 
'to be given by the Born term. Certain interesting features 

. of the present model are discussed .. (auth) 

11671 DOUBLE NN SCATTE.RING WITH A POLARIZED 
BEAM AND A POLARIZED TARGET. Bllenskii, S.M.; 
Lapidus, L. I.; Ryndln, R. M. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear Re
search, Dubna, USSR). Zh. Eksp. Teor. Flz., 49: 1653-63 
(Nov. 1965). (In Russian). 

Possible experiments for measuring the polarization of 
nucleons produced as a result of scattering of a polarized 
beam by a polarized proton target are discussed. In such 
experiments it should be possible for the first time· to 
determine the components of the third rank polarization 
·tensor M lkq· Polarization correlation is also considered 
in the case when one of the initial particles Is polarized. 
Relativistic formUlas for measurable quantities are de
rived. The problem of reconstructing the scattering matrll 
is discussed. (auth) 

11965 (JINR-P-2426) PRIMENENIE POi..YARIZOVAN-
NOI POLYARIZOVANNOI PROTONNOI MISHENI DLYA IS
SLEDOVANIY A NUKLON-:-NUKLONNOGO VZAIMODEIST-
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VIY A PRI NIZKIKH ENERGIY AKH. (Use of Polarized 
Proton Target lD the Investigation of Low-Energy Nucleon
Nucleon Interactions). Wlnternltz, ·P.; :Legar, F. (Jolnt 
Inst. for Nuclear -Research, Dubna (USSR). Lab, of Theo,. 
retlcal Pbyslcs. Jolnt Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
(USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Problems). 1965. 168p, Dep. 
mn. 

The poss~ble use of a polarized proton target In the In
vestigation of low-energy nucleon-nucleon Interactions Is 
reviewed. The reconstruction of the scattering ~atrlx and 
verification of P-, T-, and Isotopic lnvlj.rl·ance are briefly 
discussed. Possible sources and detectors of polarized 
particles are discussed. Detailed tables of experlmentfll 
values are listed for the polarization of nucleons scattered 
on nucleons and complex nuclei and In nuclear reactions for 
energ·les from 0.1 to 25 Mev. All possible experimental 
quantities determined from the phase shill analysis are 
given In graphs, for the energy 23.1 Mev. 175 references. 
(auth) 

13453 (JINR-P-2511) OBRAZOVANIE ZARYAZHEN-
NYKII .IT-MEZONOV V SOUDARENIYAKH NEITRONOV S ' 
PROTONAMI PRJ ENERGII NEITRONOV t;oo Mev. 
(Charged Meson Production In Neutron-Proton Collisions 
at 600 Mev Neutron Energy). Dzhelepov, V. P.; Kiselev, 
V. S.; Oganesyan, K. 0.; Flyagln, V. !3. (Joint Inst. for 
Nuclear Research, Dubna ('l1SSR). Lab. of Nuclear Prob
lems), 1965. '24p. Dep. mn. 

The production of mesons (IT.t) in n-p interactions at 
,about 600 Mev was Investigated using a multichannel mag
netic spectrometer. An analysis of the results sli·ows that 
In spite of the dominating role of resonance pion production, 
it is necessary to take Into account the non-resonance 
transfer contributions in phenomenological considerations. 
(D.C.W.) 

13455. (UCitlr-14240-T) THF. SPIN ST-RUCTU~E OF 
NIJCJ.Jo:ON-NlJCI.l.:ON SCATTJo:ltiNO. MoruvcRik, Ml
elmol J. (l.uwrom:o ltucllution Luh,, tfnlv. oC CnliCornta, 
I.lvormore), !nell. <.:ontruct W-7405-t:ng-4!1, 21ip. 
(CONI•'-650928-14). Ocp. mn, CFSTI $2.00 cy, $0,50 IJlll, 

From International Conference on :POtartzaUim Phenom
ena of Nucleons, Karlst:'uhe, GP.r. 

Nucleon-nucleon scatteriDg Is discussed In terms of 
rorm factors. The tntormatloa that can be obtained on tbe 
dyllamlcs of ~e two-nucleoa interaction by ~ experl-
01ental determlnstlon of tbe form factors Is •tressed,_ . 
,(D.C.W.) 

l3470 THE DETERMINATION OF THE IMAGINARY 
PART OF PHAf'?E SHIFTS IN ELASTIC pp-SCATTERING 
AT 655 Mev. Vovchenko, v. G. · (Joffe Jnst. of Physics 
:and 'Tech., ~n!ngrad). Dold. ,A.kad. Nauk SSSR, 163: 
1348-51(Aug. 21, 1965). (In Russian), 

Phase analysis of the elastic pp scattering undsr consld-. 
eratlon of the meson formation data allowed the determ!na-· 
t!on o( only those pp systems In which the meson formation· 
and absorption coefUclents were also ta!'en Into acc:~unt._ ·-

Making use of S. ·Mandelstam's r'esonimce nwdel, the pro
liuct!on cross section of IT mel!ons may be calculated froDI 
the .original state of the pp system·. Examlnatl.on of the 
angular distribution of IT mesons from the p + p - IT+ + d 
.reaction ut the p1·oductlop threshold and at Ep • GGO Mev 
findlcatcd th~t the reaction goes from the 1D2 state with an 
IS divergence. In ordt'r to determine the p~ra~eters at un 
,emitted proton energy of 65'5 Mev, the meson spectra 
:changes at un angle of 30° in the labor.atory system were 
;used. The admixture of "' mesons and electrons in the 
!system was small. The d!Hcrential ct·oss Sl'Ction uf thl! 
'p + p - IT+ + p + n reaction was calculated to he t 1 1 .l 1 

1.1) x to-2T cm2, The total eroRs section was fouthl tu IJI! 

1 (3.0 ± 0.:.!3) x 10-2T cm2 for. cJ(ll•pn)/41T and a( ITt d). Values 
:wore also obtained 'for the meson pt·oduction Cl'OI!S section 
!from other reactions. (TTT) 

'13489 NUCLEON-NUCLEON. PcYfENTIAL WlT.I! A 
.SOFT COHJ:: 1-'0H THE IS., STATE IN THE ENEHGY REGION 
;0,17- 310 Mev. l.lystrltskil, 1.; Lcgar, F.; Ulcgla, I. · 
!(Joint Inst. of Nuclear llcsearch, Dubnn, USSH). Phys. 

!
Lett., 20: !BC-7(Feb, 1, 1966), 

A nucleon-nudeon potential' with a sort core Is round which 
idet;criloeH wc:IJ lhl! j.!nerh'Y clt.:pendcncc or the IS0 phaHe Hhlft 
Ira •!laHtlr.: Jl·l' arul n-p Ht~altt·r·inJ!. II~JWUVI!r. a ulrnullunHOUH 

:,h.•J.at'f'il'tluu ••f 1• ·I• urul11-11 flt'lllh~I'IIIV. t:uwaluh:ul wllh ih•' t'Jt

perimental data could not b8.made with ttie sariie-potentlal •. 
!authi 

13493 THE REAL PART OF THE PROTON-NEUTRON 
FORWARD SCATTERING AMPLITUDE. Carter, A. A. 
(Caven<Ush Lab., Cambridge, Eng.); Bugg, D. v. Phys •. 
Lett., 20: 203-5(Feb. 1. 1966). 
: The real part of the proton-neutron fonvard scattering 
,amplitude was evaluated Crom a dispersion relatl<m. The 
!low energy contribution Crom the unphysical region may 
\be fitted with a p pole alqne. (auth) · 

.13500 NEUTRON-PROTON DIFFERENTIAL. CROSS. 
SECTION AT 129 AND 151! Mev. Measday, David F, (Har
vard Univ., Cambridge, Mass.). Phys. Rev., 142: 584-90 
(Feb. 18, 1966), · 
T~e differential cross section Cor neutron-proton scatter

ing•was measured from 70 to 180° (center-of-mass system) 
at energies of 129 j: 1 and 150 ± 1 Mev. A neutron beam 
'was used with an energy width of 6 Mev. The data have · 
·relative errors of from 3 to 4%. They were normalized to 
;total-cross-section data with the aid of phalltl-shift analysis; 
'differences ~tween various soluUons Imply an uncertainty 
'in the absolute value of these cr.oss-section data of as much 
las 6.5%. The data at 150 Mev are shown to be more reason-· 
iable than previous data ln this energy reglo~. The data at 
IP9 Mev __ agree wei! wl~h earlier work •. <auth) 



f3512 COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVE RANGES OF 
n-p AND p-p INTERACTIONS, Brett, G,; Friedman, K, A.;· 
Seamon, R. E. (Yale Unlv., New Haven), (Progr, Theo- · 
ret. Phys, (Kyoto), 34: Suppl., 449-91(1965)), (YALE-
1807-28). . 

The effective rnnges 1r 0 In 1S0 states of n-p and p-p In
teractions are compared on the basis of available data. 
The results of H. Pierre Noyes regarding the (1r 0ln-pbelng 
about I O% or more smaller than (1rolp-p are confirmed 
provided the comparison Is made for the most probable 
values of these quantities in the sense of a statistical 
analysis employing the current values of measured quan
tities with their small statistical uncertainties such as 
used by Noyes. Sources of systematic errors In the ln
tC>rprctation of experiments from which the experimental 
values have been derived are discussed. Among them are 
dynamic effects of molecular electrons for experiments 
above the epithermal energy region, effects of molecular 
binding and lntP.r·molccular inter·actions in experiments 
on th£> coherent n-p scattering cross section and possible 
uevialions from the effective range approximation, the 
nwnning of which for U1e ls1 + 3o1 state Is discussed. A 
num£>rical analysis shows that combinations of systematic 
l'I'I"Ol"!" of :r reasonable magnitude can result In •·educing 
the difference (1r·0>r-p- (1r·o>n-p to a much smallci· value 
than J.o%. An altcmative less elnborate analysis em
ployinl: a poll'ntial for all but the 1S0 states also admits 
tht· possibility of the smaller (1r 0lp-p- (1rolu-p diffl•t·ence. 
(aut h) 

13516 PHASE-SIDFT ANAr;vsis OF NUCLEON-NU
CLEON SCATTERING AT 400 Mev. Kazarlnov, Yu, M.; 
Kiselev, V. S.; Slmonov, Yu. N. (Joint lost, for Nuclear 
Research, Dubna, USSR). Yadem, Flz,, 2: 1096-1102 
(Dec. 1965). (In Russian), 

The phase-shUt analysts of the nucleon-nucleon scattering 
at the energy close to· 400 Mev was made. Five solutions · 
satisfactorily describing the experimental data are found. ' ' 
Only one of these solutions seems·to agree with the set of 
phase shifts obtained by the Interpolation of the solutions for 
.300 and 600 Mev. (auth) 

15310 (JI~ffi- p .. 2608) . 6ECIIEN1E ODfiAZOVANIYA- --
ZAHYAZIIENNYKII IT-1\IEZONOV V (n,p)-SOUDAfiENlYAKH 
PHI EFFEKTIVNOI ENEfWII NEITHONOV 585 Mev. (Pro
duction Cross Section of Charged Pions in (n,p) Collisions 
at the Effective Neutron Energy of 585 Mev). Basiladze, 
S. G.; Er·molov, P. F.; Oganesyan, K. 0. (Joint lnst. for 
Nuelcar Hcscarch, Duhna (USSH). Lab. of Nuclear Prob
kms). I!Hi!i. 7p. Dep. mn. 

L~s-ing- a scintillation tcl<.-seope and a liquid hyd.-og-cn tar
g-d Dewar vc~scl, the production cross section of charged 
pions iri neutron-proton collisions was measured at 585 
I\ lev. The value of the cross section was found. (auth) ,. 

1532l INTEGHAL HEPRESE!'h'ATIONS. FOH SCAT~ 
TEHING AMPLITUDES. II. APPLICATION. Preuazz1, 
E. (Univ. of Chicago). Contract AT(ll-1)-264. Ann. 
Phy~. (N.Y.), 36:. 250-66(Fel.J. 2, 1966). (C00-264-284), 

v.20 (1966) 
The formalism developed previously is applied to a phe-

1nomenologlcal analysis of high eneqzy proton-pt·oton clastic 
,scattering. The general experimental features aiipear to hl~ 
satisfactorily reproduced by a simple empirical spc_ctral 
function. Spin effects are neglected; for this reason the 
numerical comparison given here has to be taken simply as 
a qualitative indication ·and no least squares analysis has 
been carried on. Restricti.ng ()Urselves to a potential pic
ture and solving the inversion proble.m·in the W.K.D. ap
proximation, the potential is roughly reconstructed from 
the empirical scattering amplitude and is found to be an en
ergy dependent generalization of a Yukawa potential whose 
Fourier transform is exponentially damped for large values 
of the momentum variable. (auth) 

.15356 DEVIATIONS FROM CHARGE INDEPENDENCE 
IN n-p AND n-n SCATTERING LENGTHS BY ~MATRIX ... 
METHODS, Blswas, S. N, (Unlv, of Delhi);,Kumar, Adi
tya; Saxena, R. P. Phys, Rev., 142: 1141-4(Feb, 25, 1966), 

·The (lifference between the zero-energy 1S0 n-p and n-n 
scattering lengths is calculated, using the dispersion- thr;o
rrtic method of Dashen and Frautschi, originally ·employed 
fnr calculating electromagnetic mass splittings. It is 
assumed that the deviation is due to the pcrtu rhative effect 
of (il magnetic interaction· bctwecn nucleons, (ii) eh-cll"o
magn£>tic mass shifts between exchange bosons, and (iii) 
elcctronlagnctic mass difference between neutron and pro
ton. The calculation predicts a(np)- a(nn) = 3.58 F, if the 
definition limq-o (q cot6)-1 = 1/a is used. The result is in 
qualitative agreement with the experimental value a(np) -
a(nn) = 7.28 ± 1.9 F. The effects of the p+ -p0 mass differ
ence and the vertex corrections, which were ignored in 
the calculation, may, hopefully, account for the remaining 
deviation. (auth) 

15817 MESON RESONANCES AND NUCLE-AR FORCES, 
Barker, Bruce M.; Gupta, Suraj N.; Haracz, Richard D, 
{Wayne State Unlv., Detroit), Phys. Rev., 142: 1144-9 
(Feb. 25, 1966). 
· The effect of 11-, w-, and p-meson resonances on. nuclear 
forces Is Investigated with special attention to the 1J + tr ex
change contribution, which requtr:es extensive calculations. 
The exact relativistic results ·are expre~>sed in termfl of the 
W matrix. which was employed earlier for the one- and two
pion-exchange nucleon-nucleon Interactions. It is pointed 
out that the relativistic approach Is necessary for ~he treat
ment of nucleon-nucleon scattering up to 310 Mev. and an 
application of the present results to the experimental ·scat
terlngJiata should enable us to estimate the coupling con-
stante for the meson resonances .. (auth) · 

Inn (AERE-R-&138) TESTs FOR T-INVAR1ANCE 
IN N•N SCATTERING. PhlUlpa, R, J. N. (Atomic En
j,-fKY lloRnnrch l·:i4lnhl1Hiimt•i•f; II it nvr·IJ (l·:ni(Jiu~l)); j8-n, 
lf)f;IJ, J2JI, llnJI. IIIH $O.f,O. IIM:lll ~"· f;rl. 
. EXJlroRRinnfl nrc given for tho pulnrlzatlun tcnHorl! of 
nucleon-nucleon scattering, RI!RUmlng tlme-revcrRal (T) 
lnvariance d'oes not hold. Some palrR of tenRors, appar
ently related by T, prove to be equal regardleRR of T
.tnvariance: others offer genuine teRtR or T-lnvariance. 
(auth) 
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17345 (JINR-P-2531) PRIMf::NENIE UNITi\RNOI 
SIMMETRii K MNOZHESTVENNOMU ROZHDENIYU 
MEZONOV. (Application of Unitary Symmetry to Multiple. 
Meson Production). DallX>g, E, I. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear 
Research, Dubna (USSR), Lab, of Theoretical Physics). 
1965. 7p. Dep. mn. 

It is shown that the Watson theorem concerning the ratio 
of the average number of charged and neutral. mesons 1n 
multiple production is generalized to SU(3). The ratio of 
the number of rr pions to that of rrO and 7) 0, produced by high
.energy nucleon collisions is calculated. A comparison witt-. 
experiment was made. (auth) 

17350 (N--65-19395) ·THE nn SCATTERING LENGTH. 
Goldberg, Hyman (Paris Univ ., Orsay (France). ·Labo
ratoire de Physique Theorique et Hautes Energies). Jan. 
\965. 20p. (TH-85). . 

The contribution of the rr 1 rro mass difference to the dif
ference in the 1S0 np and nn .scattering lengths is calculated 
by a method due to Dashen and Frautschi. In the·c.alculatlon 
only the one-pion-exchange contribution is retained; and the 
difference aDD- 3ap = -4. 80F is obtained. The deviation or 
the coupling constants is also estimated, and this is shown 
to give negligible contribution to the difference. (STAR). . .. . . ~ 

17353 THE PHOTON-PROTON SINGLETS-STATE 
INTERACTION. Olsen, J. M.; Skavlem, S. Arbok Univ. 

,Bergen, Mat.-Nat. Ser .. No. 3, l-11(1964). 
The low energy proton-proton scattering data are de-

· scribed by means of a three-parameter nonmonotonic 
potential that is a superposition of two Yukawa potentials. 
The wave equation is solved by means of a variational 
method, and the results are tested by numerical integra· 
tiona for some values of the potential parameters. Cor· 
responding values of admissible potential parameters 
are plotted graphically. A parabolic relation seems to 
exist between two of the parameters. The low energy po· 
·tcntlalt~ do not Cit the 310 Mev proton-proton t~cattering 
results. jnuth) ··-. 

1n1s · HIGH-ENERGY BEHAvroR oF niE REAL · 
·PAHT OF THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDES AND SOM£ 
CONSE~UENCES FROM SU3• lgi, K.; Kawai, T. (Tokyo 

·univ. of Education). Nuevo Cimento (10), 41A; 609-12 
(Feb. 21, 1966): 

The dynamical model admitting Rcgge cuts to Regge 
poles, which was used to investigate the asymptotic be
havior of the real over the imaginary part or the for-
ward scattering amplitude, is applied to calculations of 
the ratios for high-energy scattering. These ratios are 
compared with experiment for pp and rrtp scatterings, and 

,predictions are ·made of these values for pp, K1 p, K•n 
which are not measured experiment~ lly. Also it is shown 
that a predicted reration appears to HOld where the values 
are ca.lcu.l~ted by the same._rnethod. JJ._F.P.) 
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17381 ONE-ilAR.TICLE .l>XCHANGE MODELFOH 
INELASTIC PROTON-PROtON SCATTERING. Yock, 
P. c. M. (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge). 
Nuovo Cimento (10), 41A: 635-7(F~b. 21, 1966). (MIT

. 2098-209). 
The energy dependences of those proton-proton coli is ions· 

which can be interpreted a&. the excitation of an isohar in 
tl)e final state: p + p- N•+ + p at·c examined. In particular 
the production of the nucleon isobars with masses equal to 

.,1238, 1430, 1512, and 1688 Mev arc considered. The ob
served energy dependences arc compared with the thco- · 
retical value obtained on the assumption of spin-zero ex-· 
change. The production angulat· distrjbutions arc also 
dj_SC)~Ssed, ·(J.F.P.) .. 

17413 • ON THEP.OSSiBILlTY OF INVESTIGATING 
WEAK NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERAC'flONS. Lobashev, 
V. M·, (Joffe Inst. of Physics and Tech., Leningrad). 
Yadern. Fiz., 2; 95'7-9(Nov. 196!1), (In Hussian). 

The reaction no + p1 - 02 + y is proposed as a means of 
studying a weak nucleon-nucleon interaction. A neutron 
trap in the active zone of a reactor would serve as a lrtrong 
source of gamma quanta from the above reaction. Tt is esti
mated that a collimated beam of 1010 to 10•1 quanta per sec
ond could be produce, ·'Y this 1·eaction. In principle it 
should be possible to measure a circula1· polarization on the 
order of 1 o-T within a reasonable length of time. In this way 
it is possible to observe the contribution from a weak 
nucleon-nucleon interaction. By reversing the magnetic 
field. in polarization counter at a definite frequency it should 
be possible to detect circularly polarized gamma quanta by 
·electronic me;1ns. The fundamental nature of the results 
.justifies the expenditure of a considerable amount of work 
.required .to O)le:come ~h_c /!Xf.l_t)l:.iment~l di,fficulti_es .. (T}'_T) 

"f7449 ANALYTICITY PROPERTIES OF THE SCAT
TERING AMPLIT~DE FOR A VELOCITY-DEPENDENT 
POTENTIAL. Cirelli, R,; Montaldi, E.; Prosperi, G. M. 
(Univ., Milan. IstltutO Nazlonale di Fisica Nucleare; 
Milan). Nuovo Cimento (10), 41A: 456-80(Feb. 21, 1966). 
. A .method developed In a preceding paper is applied to the 
study of the analyticity properties .of the scattering ampli
tude relative to a kind of velocity-dependent potential, 
.J = V0(r)- Y2!A2V1(r) + V1(r)A~J. which has raised some 
Interest for the description of the low-energy nucleon
nucleon_inte,r:actio!l. (auth) ,. 

i17461 lilfai-ENIWGY 1.1\nGJ·:-MOMEN'l'llM-'I'Il/\NS-
J•Eil I'IIIICJ-:~:SI·:~I i\NIJ i\NAI.Y'I'It'I'I'Y IN ('!l!JitiJlNI\Tt·: 

:sPACE; Wu, Tal Tsun (Harvard ·untv., Cambridge, 
,Mass.). Phys. Rev., 143: 1117-34(Mar. 25, 1966). 
' In nonrelativlstic scattering theory, analyiic potentials 
lead to exponentially decreasing «.liffl'rcntial cross sections 
for large momentum transfers. An attempt is· made to 
iadopt this connection for strong interactions. Since the dlf
·lfcrcntinl crofls section for proton-proton clastic s·cattcring 
,with large momentum. transrct·s dccrcases.exponcntially . 

l
with the mom!'ntnm transfc!r; it is postulatl'd that the wave 
funel.icntH of t.<tro!IJ~iy iult·nu:tlu~ p:!•·ticlc-s an• anal vUe func- .. 



linn:: nf !i,,. c:nnrdin:olo• vnrl:ololo·rl. Thlri uu:mnopllon lo·aolrl In 
a n:oloral way to an <'XI'""""! lui d<'l"'""''"c" on the ll;IIIII<Vl)rBe 
momentumtntnsfcr. On the basis of this, speculations are 
mnde about various scattering processes involving a total 
of four stron~-:ly interacting particles, two incoming and two 
outgoing. The results are, in some cases, less specific 
thnn those ·Of the previous consideration. Since it is natural · 
to consider. not only two-particle but also three-particle 
wave functions, the speculation is also extended to some 
processes where three particles are produced. (auth) 

19273 (BNL--929, pp 3-43) PHYSICS. (Brookhaven 
National Lab., Upton, N. Y .) • 

Research efforts devoted to particle physics, atomic and 
molecular physics, neutron physics, nuclear structure, and 
solid state physics ·at·e summarized. (J .R.D.) 

19441 (JINH-E-:!!:iGO) 1\!Et\Stlltf:l\!ENT OF TilE 
1'.-\HAMETEit It IN TilE ELASTIC pn- SCA'J'TEHING 

·,\T r;or, :\!l:v AND TilE NIICJ.EON-NUCLEON l'JJASE 
SIJIFT A!'IAI.YSIS. Janout, Z.; Kazarlnov, Yu. M.; Le
har, F.; l'lsaro:v, A. F.; Slmomov, Y.11. N. (.lolnt lnst. 
f••r "'"' h·ar ft•·s~::o n:h, I Julma (IISSH). J.ah, of N11eh•ar 
l'r•olol•:rro•tt. l~r.r;, 20p. llo·p. mn. 

Tlw lnplt! tH·alt•:riiiJ~ paniHI(!(I.'J' and tlu: polari;.ation tn 
p II ~·f·;ltlf•flfiJ~ :II fjiJ~, M•!V Wf•rt: IIII!:JSUI't•fl IIHiiiJ~ Sp:td< 
chamhers. 1'vleasurements were made at !10 and 125•. 
(l.l.C.W.) 

~ 94~7. (.llN!l· E-<!IW9) liNAMO!OliOIJS PHASE-SHIFT 
ANALYSIS 0,.. TIIE.!\UCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTI:.'RING 
AT ~:1.1 MeY. Bi!cnkaya, s. 1.; Janout, Z.; Kazarlnov, 
Yu. M.; Lchar, F. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna 
(USSJl). Lab, of Nuclear Problems).·. 1966, 18p, Dep. 
mn. 

The phase shift analysis of NN scattering was carried 
out with account of new data on polarization correlation In· 
(n-p) and ;,-pJ collisions and of the element of the asym
metry H·nsor a,. at 23.1 Mev. The unique solution with 
n<.':,;alive mixing parameter was found to be € 1 = -4.86 o~o c 
I. :39 for I max= 2. The phase shifts are given for lmax = 2 
and I"'"'= :J as well as the plots of the experimentally 
mca~urablc quantities a,. for (p-p) and (n-p) scatter-
inl-(S. (auth) 

19452 (UR-875-126, Paper 4) . NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
BREMSSTRAHLUNG AT 200 Mev. Rothe, K. W.; Koehler, 
P. F. M.; Thorndike, E. H. (Rochester IJnlv., N. Y, nept, 
of Physics and Astronomy). 18p. 

An incident beam of 204-Mev protons strikes a 3" hydro
gen target;· the resulting y-ray is detected in coincidence 
with two protons. They productjon cross sections are pre
sented niong with other pet·tinent reaction kinematics. 
(M.O.W.) 
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'1Vll53 (UR-875-126, Paper 5) NEUTRON-PROTON 
INTEMCTIONS AT 205 Mev. Thorndike, E. H.: Reay, 
N. W.: Spalding, D.: Thomas, A. R. (Rochester Untv., 
N.Y. Dept, of Physics and Astronomy). 12p, 

The neutron-proton Interaction was Investigated by born
harding deuterons with 20a-Mev polari?.cd protons, and 

,observing high <'ncrgy ne.utrons recoiling into forward 
·angles. The pnr;om<:t"r~ I' :~rid R 1 were measured. The 
pol;ol'izatlon para no•'":•· ;· w:oH obtained loy nwar;uring the 

.up-down nsymnwtry uf :bo.• &'o:eoilinl{ neut'rons. Thl• neu
·trons wet·c detected in a counter consisting of a poly-
. cthylcf!C convc.rlcr and a. multi-element rai11rc .Le1cscouc. 
Measurements were made at neutron laboratory angles be

·twet>n 10 and 30•. Statistical errors were typically ±0.017, 
1\fcasurements of R, were made at angles between 0 anu 20~ 
tv an accuracy oftypic.ally ±0;09. (M.O.W,) 

19454 (YALE-1807-33) NUCLEON:NUCLEON SCAT-. 
TERING. Breit, G. (Yale Unlv., New Haven, Conn.). 
Feb. 9, 1966, Contract AT(30-1)-,·1807, 24p. (CONF-
660209-1). Dep. mn. CFSTI $2,00 ey, $0.50 mn. 

From Conference on Intermediate Energy Physics, 
Williamsburg, Va. 

The discussion is confined to energies at which meson 
production has a negligible effect. Scattering can then 
be described by means of real phase shifts and coupling 
parameters. Various aspects of nucleon-nucleon inter
actions are discussed, and a review of corresponding data 
is presented. (1\I.O.W.) -

~
9477 ·· A PERIPH.ERAL MODEL WITH ABSORPTION 
OR THE PROCESS N + N - N +. N•. Margolis, B.;· 
otsstein, A. (McOill.Univ., Montreal). Nuovo Cimento 

(10), 42A: 179-84(1966). 
The peripheral model recently lntroduced·by Clegg for 

the process N + N - N + N* is modified to include absorp
tive effects due ID competition from other. inelastic chan
nels. The modified model is applied to the three nucleon 
Isobars at 1238 Mev, 1512 Mev and 1688 Mev. With ab
sorption, one finds that the theoretical values of the cross 
sections are in much better agreement with the experi
mental data. The results also justify the frequently used 
approx.imatlon that the complex phase shifts describing 
elastic scattering in the entrance and ex.it chaMels are 
the same and furthermore the value of the absorption 
parameter v associated with these complex phase shifts 
is in excellent agreement with that obtained from the.study 
of the elastic pp and pp scatteri.ng cross sections, (auth) 

'!9494 ESTIMATE OF QUARK PRODUCTION IN HIGH-
. ENEflGY NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS. Domokos, G.; Ful
_ton, 1'. (John Hopkins Univ., Baltimore). Phys. Lett., 20: 
'546-B(Mar. 15, 1966). 

A statistical model estimate is made of quark production 
In p-p collisions. The cross section is given as a function 
o[ quark mass as well as the counting rate of production by 
cosmic rays, assuming that the primaries consist entirely 
o~l protons. (auth) 
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19496 NUCLEAR DREMSSTHAHi..UNG FROM p-p 
AND p-d INTERACTIONS NEAR 140 Mev, Edgington, 
.J. A, (Cambridge Univ., Eng.); Rose, D. Phys. Lett,, 
20: 552-3(Mar. 15, 1966), 

Differential cross sections for bremsstrahlung were 
'measured for p-p and p-d interactions.near 140 Me>. 
The total cross sections are, respectively, -U.Ol ± O.OG 
~band 8 ± 1 j.ib for photon energies above 30 Mev arid 
-U.Ofl ± 0.05 j.ib and 4.0 ± 0.3 j.ib for photon energies above. 
40 Mev. These results are compar·l'rl with those of other· 
t•xpcrimentcrs and with theoretical predictions. (auth) 

19502· POLARIZATION IN p-p ELASTIC SCATTERlNG 
FIIOi\1 0.7!:i TO 2,8 Gcv. l.ongo, Michael J.; Neal, 
Homer A,; Ovcrscth, Oliver E. (Unlv. of Michigan, Ann 
A rhor). Contract NONR 1224(23), Phys, Rev. Lett., 16: · 
5:1G-fl(Mar. 21, 1966), 

The polari?.ntion parameter In p-p elastic scattering 
was meusun><l at six encr~l~s. In the rnn~e ~r~!'l 0.75 t~ ... 
:!.~u Bev. The resulls were compared with othea· t:xperl-
mental data. (D.C.\V.) · · 

19504 REAL PAHT OF THE PROTON-NEUTRON 
SCATTERING AMPLITUDE FROM AN SU(3) HEGGE
POLE MODEL. Barger, V,; Olsson, M, (Univ, of Wis
consin, Madison), Contracts AT(ll-1)-881; C00-881-59, 
Phys. Rev. Lett., 16: 545-B(Mar. 21, 1966), 

The contributions to the real part of the forward elastic
scattering amplitude f(s,o) were investigated. It was shown 
that the condition Ppn"" Ppp (p = Ref(s ,o)/lm "f(s,o)) is in 
essential agreement with the prediction of a Regge-pole 
model. (D.C.W.) 

19512 2+ MESONS AND HIGH-ENERGY SCATTERING, 
Desai, Dlpin R. (Univ. of California, Riverside); FreWld, · 
Peter G. 0, Phys. Rev. Lett., 16: r 622-5(Apr. 4, 1966), 

A discussion is presented on whether the SU(3) nonet of 
the nine JP = 2+ mesons in existence explains the experi
mental behavior of the sum of the particle and antiparticle 
total cross sections in the elastic scattering process A + 
B ~ A + B, where A stands for baryons and B stands for 
l:laryons or mesons, or wheth_er additional Regg~ trajec
_tories are_needed_.._.(B,Q.D.) ... 

19521 INFLUENCE OF PION RESONANCES ON LOW 
1-:NEHGY PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING. Koepp, G. 
(II. lnstitut fuer Experlmentalphysik, Hamburg). z. Phys., 
191: 273-301(19!i6), (In German), · 

Coupling constants of various scalar and vector mesons 
to the nucleon are determine~ from empirical proton-proton 
partial wave amplitudes of high angular momenta. Various 
·rus are described and compared with predictlon~J· of unitary 
symmetry schemes. (auth) ' 

21590 (CEHN-fiC.-2) ~~~~·Sl."HE DES P.-\Hi\~IETiti·:s llE 
1'01 . .-\RIS.-\TIO!\: ET DE COiutEL..\TION DE SJ>II'\ IHNS L.-\. 

. DIFITSION J>HOTOI'\-PHOTOI'\ .-\"GOo ~lev,\ L',\lllE D'l'NE 
CIHLE DE PHOTO:-JS POL\IUSES. (!\lea!HirL'ml·nt of Po
larization J>aranwtcrs and Spin Corrl'l;ition in l'r·oton- Pro
ton Scattering at GOO !\1l'v by ~leans of a Tar·gl'! of l'olarizcd 
Protons). Coignl'l, G. (Europ<·an Oq;anization for· Nuclear 
Hcsearch, Geneva (Switzerlarfd)). Jan. 19, 1!1()(;, 6Gp. 
Oep. mn. · 

Thl· 1-:l'n<·r·al formalism of pi"Oton-proton scatt<·ring·.aml 
its n·l at ion to tl iffc l"<•nt l'XPl' t"i nwnts is ,.,.,. it'll"l'tl. Tit<· ex

lpt•r·iments at't• also t;on)p:tr·ed to thO::il' m:t1.k• without a 
'polal"izt•rl taq~·l'l. Tlw bl•am, tht· polal'izetl pruton taq~t'l, 
and tlw <'""P<'t'i nll'nta I dt•tN't ion install at ion ust•tl an· d<•
.scribed . .-\ bt·:ttn or pt·otons capablt• of t•asily bl'ing 1-t'ans
fornwd into a polal"izt•d b<•am with intt•nsily and pularization 
su ffi e il'ill for t·xpe r·i nll'nt:tt ion was t•unst rut·tt-tl. Tlw bt·:un 
.madc it possiblt• to cvaluatt• the analysis eapal'ity of carbon 
:at ,;,,; :\J,•v at I anglt·s. ily till' ust' of this b<•am with :t 
ita rgl'l of pula rizl·d pl'Utuns till' an!-\ula r tlistr·ibution of tht• 
:par·:unl'lt•t·s of polat•ization )>0 an(J of Cl,l'l'l'f:ttion l\;r-; \\:IS . 

lnll':tsttt"l'rl in proton-pr·otun scatlt•r·ing at tiUtl !\1<'\". (J.S.H.) 

21610 (CEHN..:.65-32, pp 18i-94). STUDY OF THE 
if'EASIBILITY OF AN EXPEIU!\!ENT TO OBSERVE THE 
W PHODUCED IN STHONG INTEHACTIONS. Good, H, H.; 
'l\lehlhop, W, A, W.; Piccioni, 0,; Swanson, R. (California 
;Univ., La Jolla, San Diego). 

A feasibility study usinl{ the AGS to investil{ate the exis
tence of an intermediate \\' boson to about 6 ilev mass 
value is !Jresenlt•tl. The reaction p + p - d + W fol,lowcd by 
\\' - 1.1 + v is considered. The expected production t:l"fJSS 

section of the reaction is summarized along with the a!Jpa
:r.atus proposed for this study. (B.G. D.) 

l1617 (JINII I' Cu•iG) ·on ODNOM l'niDLIZIIE~WOM 
.METODE V ZADACIIE DVUKH NUKLONOV. (On an Ap
;proximate i\"ldhod In a Two-Nucleon Problem). Efimov, 
!v. N. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Hesearch, Dubna (USSH). 
:Lab. of Neutron Physics). 1966. 17p, Dep. mn. 
. The application uf the well-known Bubnov-Galerkin's 
method to .sulving integr·al equations is cons·idered. Use 
:is madv of ur·thogonal polynomials with weight determined, 
by tht! rauial dependence of the potential. An approximate 
factorized expa·ession was obtained for· the !-matrix off the 
energy surface. The Yukawn potential is considered as 
an example, (authl 

1
21621 (JINR-P-2584i OPREDELENIE PA.RAMETHOV 
ODNOBOZONNOI OBMENNOI l\IODELl PO FAZOVYI\1 

'SDVIGAM UPRU.GOGO NUKLON-NUKLONNOGO HAS
·sEYANIYA, _(Determination of One-Boson Exchange Model 
.Parameters by Elastic Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering Phase 
ll:ihlfto), Azhgtrci, L. 6.; Chlz:hlkov, V. I. (Joiul lu:;l. fua· 
I Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR). Lab, of Nuclear. Prob
llems). 1966. 20p, Dep. mn. 

The least squares method i~ used to dctcr·mine one-



boson exchange model paraml:!!crs from the nuciL'O·n: 
nucleon phase shifts In the energy range of 25 to 310 Mev. 
Dillcrent mNhods for the explicit unit:u·i;-.ation of the Born 
partial-wave amplitudes arc compared. ·The K-matrlx 
unil:tt'it.atiuol is shown to give the best fit to the pp-phase 
shills. For an exc·hangc of a scalar meson (a), a pseudo
scalar meson ("), and two vector mesons (w and p) a best 
lit to the NN-scattering W<IS obtained with the following 
parameters: g5 = 2.9 ± 0.4; m 0 = 373 ± 13 Mev; g~ = 13.1 ± 
0.2; g~ = 2.1 ± 0.5; fwlgw = 0.5 ± 0.1; m.., = 422 ± 18 Mev; 
~~.= 0.1 ± 0.3; f,./g 1,= -5.4 ± 7.0; mp= 800 ± 120 Mev:. The 
t·ncrgy dcpt~ndcnries calculated by the above parameters 
arc compa1·ec! with the results of phase shift analyses 
at 435 and G57 Mev. -(auth) 

21622 (JINR-P-2S8S) FAZOVYi ANALiZ 'iJPRUGOGO . ' 
pp-MSSEY ANIY A PRI 657 Mev S UCHETOM ODNOBOZON~ 
NOGO OBl\IENA I RELYATIVISTSKIKH KULONOVSKIKH 
E HEKTOV. (Elastic pp-Scattering Phase Shift at 657 
~lev With Account of One-Boson Exchange and the Helatlv-. 
istlc Coulomb Effects). Azhglrel, L, S, (.Tolnt lnst. for 
Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR). Lab, of Nuclear Prob
·lems). 1966. 7p. Dep. mn. 

The phase shift analysis of the data on elastic pp-scat
tering was perfo•·med in the neighborhood of GGO Mev taking 
into consideration relativistic corrections in the Coulomb 
scaltering. In calculating the phase shifts of higher slates 
ul pp-system account was .also taken, besides the one-pion 
exchange, of the scalar and two vector bosons. The one
hn~on exchungc lUI'ns out to be esscnti::d ful' describing 
data on .s.m.all-angle po·oton polarization. (auth) 

216lS BOUNDS FOH THE CORRECTION TO THE 
BOIL'/ TEHl\1 :\NO AI'I'LJCAT!ONS TO p-p :SCATTERING 
1-'0H i\ GENEI!:\LIZED DISI'EHSION MOUEL. Binstocl<, 
Judith (l'niv. of C:tllfornla, Berkeley), Ann. Phys, (N. Y,), 
:H;: ·l:lG-iJ7(Fch. 18, J!J(;f.), (UCHL-16174). 

'f'h" u11it:n·izin:,: l'OI'I'Cl'liuns to the Born te1·m, as given by 
thl· Chew-:\rndt. !\'laeGn::,:or-Ar11dt (j 0 even), and Scotti
\\'ong· models. ao·,,. shown to be hou11ded above and below. 
Till: hounds follow ff·ont the mathl•matical forms of the 
lloudc·l~. tu .dl .. r wllic:h fuoous a lloeure111 (Jll'UVI!d In this 
p:opt·r) applies. The eo1·o·eetion bounds a1·c l{iven for sev
eral p-p amplitude.; forthe rang·e U to :100 Mev. There
sults ""'' slnl\\'11 to explai11 why the appao·ently different 
nwdl·l;; mentioned ahove ~ive similar Dol'll terms after sub-. 
to·:tl'lion of the cot'l'ection from the experimentally detcr
mi11t·d (p-pl amplitude. A generalization of these models 
fur the u11ilari,.i11g eorreclion is proposed. which has 
p!·opco·tics leaclin:,: to pa1·tia!-wave dispersion relations, 
-and which has a specified relationship between the asymp
tolie IJc•havior and the fluctuation of the sign of the left-
hand discontinuity. Upper and lower'bounds a1'e.found for 
thl' t:Ol'l'ection term prescribed by this generalized model 
{whil'h is th')l l'C~U·iclcd. in its applicaliuu, lu nuclt!un
nuclc-on st·attcring)_ .. (auth) 
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21637 ON A CE.RTAIN.NONLOCAL POTENTIAL. De 
,La. Cruz, V,; Orman, D. A,; Razavy, M, (Univ, of Al
.berta, Edmonton, Canada), Can. J, Phys.,· 44: 629-36 
(Mar, 1966), 

A solvablt• t•xamplc of a class of nonlocal potentials, 
whose kl•rncls arc related to Grt•en's functions of Sl'C<md
ordt•r differential cquutions, ·is exam\ned. This sol\'abll' 
cxumpli.• is npplil'd to 11 few st'anda1·d problems and. i11 par
ticulat·. acceptable numct·ieal results a1·e obtained for p-1• 
•JiCUltl•ring in tht· •s state. J!.IL!lhl .. 

21680 APPLICATIONS OF A COULOMB-MOO! FlED 
s-WAVE DISPERSION RELATION. Heller, Leon; Hich, 
Marvin (Univ, of California, T.cia Alamos, N. Mex.). 
contract W-7405-eng-36. Phys. Rev,, 144: 1.324-38 
(Apr. 29, 1966), (LA-DC-7565), 

Low-energy proton-proton and neutron-ncuu·on sc:~tter
ing is :Compared through the use of a Coulomb-modifi(•cl 
dispersion relation. Basing the analysis upon a Jost
Bargmann potential, for which the·s-wave :~mplitudc in the 
uncharged case contains a sinl(lc interaction pole at 4 = 
Yz iiJ, it is shown that the corresponding amplitude in the 
charged case contains n seq'"'"''" of brnnch points ~t q = 
% niiJ. However, a !>onnll r•.'l!; .. ,. '"'"r the highly sinJ.,'1.olar 
n = 1 point still duminatcs.i.ho· di<'pr·rsion l'elation. The 
low-energy phase shifts obtained from the solution of the 
dispersion relatio.n are in excellent agreement with those 
obtained directly from the Schroedinger equation both for 
the charged and uncha1·ged cases. In a similar analysis 
based upon a Yukawa potential, the convc1·gence of the 
method is much slower as higher Born-approximation 
singularities are fed in. A technique is presented for ex
tracting the singular parts of individual Born terms aris
ing from superpositions of Yukawa potentials, and, SC'rvcs 
as the basis for computing the input to the dispersion rela
tion. This procedure does not 1·equire explicit integration 
of the terms of the Born series. It is also shown that the 
integral equation used, which was originally de1·ived hy 
Wong and Noyes by studying the analytic properties of the 
.effective-range function, is Identical to the D equation in 
the N/0 method. (auth) 

21689 GENERAL EFFECTIVE-RANGE FORMULA 
AND THE CO!\IPOSITENESS OF THE DEUTEHON. Ida, 
l\lasakuni (Tokyo Univ.), Progr, Theoret. Phys, (Kyoto), 
35: 104-16(Jan, 1966), 

1n oriler to discuss the compositcness of the deuteron, 
I:Xpcriml'ntal data on the low-energy n-p scattcl·ing.in the 
Js1 state are summarized into two features by the usc of a 
gl'nt:ral effective-range formula int•·oduccd in a previous 
work. If expn·ss"d conventionally, they arc: (i) a/ll- 1 ~ 
0.:!5, til) the effective 1·ange approximation is valid in thl'. 
low-energy rel{ion. Conditions undl'l' whil:h (ii) is u·ue arc 
investigated. Weinbcr~·s aq;ument is fqund to be ins•iffi
cicnt to excluul! the possibility that the deuteron is clctnen
tai'Y: It Js ,;hown by g1:ner;,l ccmsidt:rations and hy an anal
ysis 1n·terms uf a om!-poh· mooll'l that 1h1, lcatur.,s, (i) und 
Iii), strongly favor the dl!Uleron tube cuni)JOSill!. (:wllo) 
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24017 (lJCIIL- I l!li'la) EXCHANGE PIIOCESSES 
ANU 1S., n-p SCA'J"I't:HING LENG'J'If. Shield, E.; Slu
.JJ<,da·i:tn, H. J. (Lawrence J!adlatlon Lab., Univ. of 
Caiilornia, lll:rk<:h:yl. Mar. 10, I!H;::;, Conta·act W-
7•111!";-cn~:-•lli. 7p. IJ<:p. mn. <.:FliT I $1.00 cy, $U.!:i0 
mn. . . . 

No.:utrun-pruton Hcatll:~·lnl( IH dc>wrllwd hy a wave func· 
ti''" with u Hho•t run~:c potential und a wave function 11·ith· 
out any defined symmetry which satlsfieii Schri>.:dlnger's · 
equation. The individuality of the proton IUld n(,utron'ls 
qul·sti oncd and a theory is derived for tht: scattering length 
oft~~ 'Su interaction. (M.O.\\'.) 

24018 (AER.E-Trans-1047) THE PLANNING.OF n-p 
SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS FOR DETERMINING THE 
MOST PROBABLE SET OF PHASE SHIFTS. Lebar, F.; 
Fedorov, V. V. Translated by D. L. Allan (Atomic En
ergy Research Establishment, Harwell (England)), from 
JJNH Preprint R-2332, 1965. 13p. Dep. BIS $0.50. 
IJMSO 2s, 6d, 

An optimal experiment Is planned to distinguish between 
three sets of phase shifts in n-p scattering at 630 Mev. 
(auth) . 

24020 iNVESTIGATION OF NEUTRON~PROTON 
!;CATTERING AT 14.1 Mev WITH HlGt~-PRESSURE DIF
FUSION CHAMBERS. Gr.elner, E.; Karge, H. (Friedricb
!;chillt:r-Univ., Jena, Ger.), Ann. Phys. (7), 16: 354-9 
(196!:i). (In German). 

Tlw 'lnl-(ular distribution of neutron-proton scattering 
at 14.1 Mev was determined in the region 1so• 2: 0 2: so• 
with a hi~::h-pressure diffusion chamber. The approxhna
tiun of Lhe midpoint by a cos20-disti·ibution yidded an 
anisotropy factor a(1SO•)/a(90•) of l.OH ± 0.04. The re
sults are compared with previous experimental and theo
r~tieally obtained distributions. In particular, the angular 
distribution measurements with u diffusion chamber are 
discussed. (tr-uuth) 

24024 ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
mGH-ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN PHOTOEMUL
~ONS. Zhdanov, G. B.; Cheremlsklna, A. V. Izv. Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, Ser. Flz., 29:. 1938-41(0ct. 1965). (In Russian). 

Methods for determining the energy of nuclear inlerac
tlons In emulsions In the presence of a fixed energy thresh• 
old are evaluated, using data on about 50 primary and 135 
secondary Interactions. The method of Castagnoll, E = 
:~M, where 'Yc Is the ems Lorentz factor and M Is the 
nucleon mass, Is shown to be the least accurale .of all 
·existing methods. Three other methods are considered: . 
.E = Ey/K~ab• where E y Is the energy of the soft component 
of a.shower and l<1ab Is the correSJ!Onding coefficient of 
'Inelasticity In the lab system; E = 1>.1. £ Oj'1 /Klab. where JS .1. 

Is the average transverse momentum, ll1 Is the angle of 
emission or the secondary particles, and Kfab Is the cor
responding coefficient of Inelasticity; .E "' P.~.ln0 , where Oo 
Is the .angle of flight of the original particle relative to the ' 
direction of the particle Inducing the preceding inleraction. 
The energy s~ctr.a of primary and secondary Interactions, 
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calculated using th'ese formulas, are shown and compared 
with expert menta~. values. (M.J. T :) 

24029 IS ABSORPTION NECESSARY IN iiiGH-EJI!EHGY 
J;\;J::LASTIC PROCESSES? S~lleri, F. (Univ., Bologna). 
Nuo\'O Cimento (10), 4:!: 835-4:l(Apr. 21, 1966). 

Two arguments are presented against the presence of 
impo1·tant absorptive effects in high-energy .Physics. The 
'first comes from the phenomenological analysis of single
pion production in pp collisions and the second from the 
application of the random phase approximation to the uni
tal'ity condition for an inelastic p1·ocess. (uuth) 

'24030 PIO.N PRODUCTION IN PROTqN-PHOTON 
COLUSIONS AT 610 Mev, Busza, W. (London Univ.); 
Davis, D. G.; Duff, B. G.; (and others). Nuovo Cimt:nto 
(10), -12: 871-7(Apr. 21, 1966). . 

The process pp - ppn° was studied at 610 1\lcv for low 
four-momentum transfer collisions. The angular distribu
tions of the out~:oing protons a1·e comput·ed with the one
pion exchange peripheral model. It is found that the form 
.factor derived from pion production at higher cncq,\ies 
igh·cs w•od agreement between the observed anti theoretical 
an~;ula•:.~istributions. (auth) 

140~4 ntRF'r.T MF.ASIIHFMENT (H'.._NEIITBON-
!\'EUTHON SC!\TTEIUNG. Kuchowicz, Bronislaw, Postt:py 
Fiz., 17: 67-9(1966). (In Polish). 

An idea was developed for an experimental accomplish
.ment of n-n seatt~:ring. The ~:xperimcnt can b~ t·caliz~:ll in 
rr.oRmir. RpAr.P. ThP """' rnn FWurce c:~n h1! a pnl!;e rear: tor 
·containing enrichl:d uranium fuel. The detector (an ioniza
tion chamber filletl with 3f1e) is shicltled from direct neu
trons and it can detect only the neutrons scattered on oUter 
neutrons from the beam. ·The calculations are presented 
•for the. case of 8.6 x wn neutrons per pulse. In this case 
the background Is approximately.18per cent. (auth) 

-·24061 APPUCATION OF THE CONICAL FUNCTION 
AND MEAN VALUE THEOREM TO THE PHODLF.l\1S OF 
:)Ci\.TTEIUNG. r .. lu, Yno-yang, Wu Ll llsueh Pa.o, ~!: 
liiH!I-!JI;(Nov, !!!(•:•), (In Chllw.ic). 

ll:llh·d IJII tho"'"'"'''"'"". ····lalloJil, 1111 llf'I'I"XImult• nwthoxl 
lt1 tlllt•:t~•·Hto··d 111 uhtaln lho• tll•:tlllll'lllt:: nanpll111<h•t!, In pr~n~l~ 
pit• llll:t llll'lhud l':lll Ill• nppllt•d t" thl! >ttudy ul tho• :unphl#lt1• 
,1,0 ita\;ior ~>flow- and liti;h-cn'crt::Y sc'at'tt'i·inl(. For hir;h 
'cncri(Y :r 1p, K'p, and pp scaltct·inJ.:, the primary compari-

l
's·ni wilh ell.']lerimcnts is made by two paramctcn;. It is 
Juund that the theory agrees with_ experiments. (uuth>. 

1

24360 . (UCHL-Hi580,' pp 107-48) NUCLEAR REAC
TIONS AND SCATTERING. (Lawrence Hadiatloil Lab., 
Unlv. o( Callfa;>I:ni!J., Berkeley), . · 



HC'scnrch pt·o~rcs;; is reported on analysis of (p,t) reac
tion;;; th<'OI'y nnd descriptions of scattering reactions; 
411c(p,d)3Hc reactions with polarized protons; determina
ti<>n of proton-proton 1S0 shape parameter; alpha scattering 
on 5GFc; 40cn scattet·ing of 311e and •He; deuteron cross sec
tiuns; chn l'i!,C· .::ff.,cts on pwton-proton ~catterlng; and 8LI 
and 1Li proton reactions. (J .ll.D.) 

.25785 (JINR-P-25S2) DISPERSIONNYI ANALIZ 
UPRUGOGO RACCEYANIYA CIIASTITS V OBLASTI. 
VYSOKIKH ENERGII. (Dispersion Analysis of Elastic 
Scattering of High- Energy Particles). Barashenkov, V. S. 
(Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR). Lab. of 
Theoretical Physics). 1966. 45p. Dep. mn. 

Experimental data on measurement of the real part of the 
elastic ~rN and NN scattering amplitude at zero angle are 
discussed. The experiment is compared with th"e results of 
dispersion calculations. (auth) 

25786 (JlNR-P-2630) RELYATIVISTSKOE V~'TA· 
NOVLENIE MATRITSY N-N RASSEYANIYA. (Relativistic 
Reconstruction of N-N Scattering Matrix). Bllen"kli, 
S. M.; Lapidus. L. I.; Ryndin, R. M. · (Joint lnst. for Nu
clear Research, Dubna (USSR)). 1966. 25p. Dep. mo. 

It is shown how the nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix ell 
be reconstructed from the experimental data at fixed valuet 
of the angle and energy In the relativistic case. Different 
reconstruction procedures are considered. Relativ.lstlc for· 
mulas were obtained for reconstructing nucleon-nucleon 
scattering matrix in the state with total non-zero isospin 
from the n-p and" p-p scafterlng data. (auth) 

25::c? cnoss sf:cTioN ron PnoDuc'i'ION oF 
CIIAHWm l'lOt-:S IN n-p COLUSlONS AT A NEUTHON 
EFFECTIVE ENEHGY ::iSS Mev. Daslladze, S. G.; Ermo
lov, 1'. F.; o,:anesyan, K. 0. (Joint lost. of Nuclear 
He:-H::11·ch, llul>na, ll::>Sll). JETP Lett. (USSH)(Engl. 
Tt·an:;l.), :t: JO:t-!j(Ft,h. 1!;, l!JGli). 

Tr·:tn:d:ttt:cl fn•rn Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., i'lt1'ma lllldakt., 
:1: )l;:t-I;(Ft:h. 15, l!Jt;t;). 

The c , . .,,..,; St"t:tion fur tho production of churgod pions 
Jn 11-p intt·l·actiun~~ with E 11 -~ 5H!) Mc.!V wnH ntt.•n.sured 
n:liu:~ a ra:intillallon ttdu~u.·oiU' pllll.'Cd nl ~'0" tu lhu Jll'Utron 
lwant. The t'I"Pti:t uot'lion nhtaint·tl WUH tit u"'n't'IIWUl with 
U"""' oi>J:lirll"d pn,vlour.ly. (l;.o. Y.) 

25:J:H EXTENDED ELECTROMAGNETIC STRUCTURE 
EFFECTS ON LOW-ENERGY PROTON-PROTON SCAT
TEIUNG. Slobodrian, R, J. (Untv. of Caltfornla, 
.llcrkeley). Phys. Rev,,145: 766-71(May 20, 1966). 
(UCRL-1632!:). 

The corrections to low-energy ts0 p-p scattering param
eters, arising·from the extended electromagnetic structure 
of the proton, are calculated in the context of nuclear
interaction models without a static core, with a soft core, 
and also with a hard core of radius rc = 0.40 F. A_comparl~ 

v.20 (1966) 

son of the corrected 1S0 p-p scattering lenith "neutralized"· 
with an approximate formula (a/' Is made with the ts0 n-n 
scattering length a ... recently determined by reliable ex
perimental methods with reasonable accuracy. (auth) 

25832 ELECTROSTATIC. EFFECTS IN NUCLEON-
NUCLEON SCATTERING AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES. 
Seamon, R, E.: Friedman, K. A.: Brett, G. (Yale Unlv., 
New Haven). Phys. Rev., 145: 779-86(May 20, 1966). 
(YALE-1807-31), . . 

Making use of a local static potential model of the 
nucleon-nucleou interaction, estimates are made of the 
effect of the electrostatic Interaction on tests of long
range charge independence, with. special reference to 
data analyses In which the I = 1 phase shifts are assumed 
to be the same in p-p and n-p scattering at bombarding 
energies above 10 Mev. The major effect found is caused· 
by a combination of the changes in the expected values of 
the observables produced by tbe changes iri the phase
parameters of the searched low-L set of I= 1 phases, and 
the associated shifts of the I = 0 phase-parameters of the 
searched Jow-L set that result from their adjustment to 
compensate for the change of the I = 1 set that is caused 
by the Coulomb corrections when a minimum of x2 is 
looked for. These effects cause an increase in the pion-

_ nucleon coupling constant derived from n-p scattering 
..on the I.Jasis of the YnD! (l{Q), YLAN4M seurchc>~ by 5 to 
7'1, depending on details of the calculations. The violali"D 
of charge indt•pendence known to exist at very low energlrt 

·in the 1S0 ,;talc, when extrapolated to the 10-350 Mev en
ergy ran.:o for that statu l>y means of the model, reduCt'S 
the above change by rou~:hly 1% of gb. The direct eff<·Ct ,J 
the Coulomb correction!! on the one-pion-exchange tOPll 
set of phaAus in p-p scattering Is to increase (gPp·j> ~y 1!11 

amount e"li rnat.ed not to be greater than 1% of g0• The 
value:-< of (~olv. rand (g~)0_ 1, obtained In Yule st•urches of :.-.• 
YHB1(K 0), YLA.'I/<!1\1 seric·s come closer together lly abuut 
:J or -t'X, of ~~n at1 a result of the combined effect of corrcc· 
lions mentioned. Eloctrostatic corrections of p-p ph3Sr
J!Urarnctcrl! give values of the total scattering cross s<·r!.' 
a 0 •. 0 on the lltlo;umptlon of charge symmetry of nucleon
nuclt,on forces; tht·ee values ure compnred with rccenL 
mcn•urr·(·mciiL-:1 of McnHclroy and Pnimlerl. The applic:tbrl:=·· 
of mulllplt•-scattcrln~ cm·reclions of Glaul>e•· to n-Il~.- •. · 
tcri11~: at tllll l"l'lativl'ly low Cllt"l"gil•H of till' t'XJlt'rin~<'lll~ '' 
hr·if'l"ly dllu:UfiH<"rl. In vlt:w of Ult! um•t•r·t:~lntl<">l In th<""'" ,~ 
Wt•ll 1111 in llu• "'''t'lt·ontul h.~ l'ot·r·.-,:t.louu, th«"I'C' aptu•:arto t.o 
lu• .... l'flllflf)U r •••. tluubllnt~ c~lllll't~ct IIYIUUU•try. ()U :h'ftiUIII·· 

thl' Al"ht•mntlc chnrnt"lor of tho model URI!Il, nil of the clcc• 
troRtnlie corrt'ctlons rt'ported here have qualitative slgnlfl
cant"e only, hnvlng been Intended for general orientation 
only. (auth) . 

2!iG60 PLANNING OF np.SCATTI·:HING EXI'EitiMENTS 
FOH DISCitli\11NATION BETWEEN VAitl(JlJS SETS OJo' 
i'IIA:-.J·: SlllJo'TS. l.q~ar, F.; Fcdorov, v. V. (.Joint Jn:<t, 
for Nucll!ar Hescarch, Dulma, USSH). Yadern. Jo"iz., a: 
6!13-G(Apt·. l:Jt;G). (In ltust~ian). 

An optimal l"Xperinwnt is plannr·d to <IIRcriminate i><'lwr.-cn 
!hl· ~et~ of pha><c shifts in np-sc:rtt.,ring at 1;::11 i\lr·v. Iauth) 
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25363 HECONSTIWCTION OF THE N + N - .rr + d 
REACTION AMPLITUDE. Shekhter, L. Sh. (Joint Inst. 
for Nuclear Hesearch, Dubna, USSR). Yadern. Fiz., 3: 
73!l-5l(Apr. 19u6). (In Hussian). 

The reconstruction of the N + N- rr + d reaction ampli
tude for a given energy and scattering a'lgle, is discussed. 
It is shown that it is necessary to measure the following 
quantities, so as to reconstruct directly the amplitude up to 
a common phase-factor: differential cross section for an 
unpolarized beam and target, left-right asymmetry for a 
polarized .beam, le(t-right asymmetry for a polari1.cd target, 
addition· to cross section due to various orientations of the 
beam and target polarizations, deuteron polarization for 
unpolarized, tran:;versally and longitudinally polarized 
initial proton beams. (auth) 

25C66 SPIN EFFECTS IN HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEON-
NUCLEON SCATTERING. Kaidaiov, A. B.; Karnakov, 
D. M. (Inst. of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 
~tate Atomic Energy Commission, USSR. Moscow Engi- . 
nccring Physics Inst.). Zh. Eksp, Tear. Flz., 50: 691-3 
(Mar. 1966), (In Russian) .• 

Polarization of finite nucleons in NN-scattet·ing is con
sidered under the assumption that the main singularities 
In the complex j plane possess definite quantum numbers. 
An experimental possibility Is mentioned for checlq.ng the 
hypothesis· that the vacuum state determl.nes the behavior • 
of the scauering llmplltude at high energ1es. (autb) : 

27816 TRANSVERSE-MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION, 
:\1.\~DELSTA~I REPRESENTATION AND OPTICAL PO
TENTIAL FOR p-p SC:\TTERH;G, Chavda, L. K.; 
!'larayan, D. S. (Tata Inst. of Fundamental Research, 
Bombay). Nuevo Cimento (10), 43A: 382-96(May 21, 
1966). 
. The experimenta'l angular distribution of particles in p-p 
scattering seems to depend essentially on a single variable 
p = q sin () instead of depending separately on the momen
t~m q and the angle of scattering 0. For small val~es of p1, 

. the angular distribution can be represented as a Gaussian 
in IJt as exp [-apH and for large values of p1, as an exponen
tial in p as exp [-bp,] .. Using this empirical information a 
scatter i~g amplitude which has the Mandelstam sinb'Ularity 
structure and which leads at the same time to the empiri
.cally observed transverse momentum dependence for s~1all 
and large p

1 
is constructed. The relevant spectral functtons 

are calculated and the scattering amplitude expressed as 
the usual integrals over 'the spectral functions. It is shown 
that for spinless identical particles, ·the ratio of the real 
part to the imaginary part' of the scattering amplitude in 
the lonvard direction goes to zero at hi~h energies and that 
this ratio in nonforwat·d directions is smaller than that in 
the forward direction. From the scattering amplitude su~
gestcd.an optical potential is del'ived which would b(ivc ap
fll'Oximately th~ observt!d p-p scattet·in~. (auth) 

27817 HIGII-ENEHGY LAHGE-ANGLE SCATTERING 
.AND FORCES AT S!\·IALL DISTANCES. Cottingham, W. N,; 
Dombey, N.. (Hutherford High-Energy Lab., Chrlton, Eng.)~ 
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Nuovo Cimcnto (10), 4:JA: :Jn-·112(~1ay 21, .l!JtiG). 
CorniJh.:x pulL·uli:.d nlcJdt:ls of prutnn-p1·uto11 hi:•;h-t·r•t.:q.~y 

lafj4l:-an~h: sc.:attt·rtn~ an· inn·sti~:ttt·d. It is f"uad thur 
·then: urc two css~·ntially <iiflt:rent kind;-; of puteut ial which 
gt:rH:rate t:xponentialiy :;mall scattt:rinJ.: arnplitudt:s. The 
J),,t<:ntials mu,;t IJC vt•ry sinj.\i.Jiar· at the ori~-:in ot· else 
bc,unrlt·d anri also smouth. Expt·t·inH:ntal tests to distinj.\uish 
between thew are proposed.·. (uuthi 

27830 ONE-BOSON-EXCHANGE MODELS AND 'tHE 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON PROBLEM; Arndt, R. A.; Bryan, 
11. A.; MacGregor, M. H. (Univ. of California, Livermore), 
l'hys. Lett., 21: 314-18(May 15, 1966). (UCRL-14687-T). 

The four-pole boson exchange model Is fit to nucleon
nucleon data. using a matrix representation for the data'. 
The coupling parameters thus obtained do not depend 
markedly on unHarlt.v corrections applied to the model. 
Iauth) 

27&56 PROTON-PROTON RRE~tSSTRAHLUNG. Ueda, 
Yoshiaki (Indiana Unlv., Bloomington). Phys. Rev., 145: 
1214-28(1\tay 27, 1966). 

Proton-proton bremsstrahlung is investigated by using 
a field-theory, as opposed to a potential, ll}Odel. The one
pion-exchange model is adopted, and part of the matrix 
element is related to the photon-pion proouction matrix 
element, which is expressed in terms of dispersion re
lations. A detailed analysis shows that the Born-approxi

.mation diagrams give the dominant contribution and th'!t 
the diagrams involving N• or p resonances arc negligible 
for the energy considered. The results, unlike those of 
the potential model, seem to give satisfactory agreement 
with experimental data. (authl 

27863 VECTCJH-MESON COUPLINGS TOTHE BARY-
CJNS. Sul(awuru, II.; von Ilippel, Jo'rank (Cornell Unlv., 
ithac:a, N.Y.). Phy11. Hcv., 145: 13:11-?(May 27, .1966): 

Some argumentll··are'presented by which the couplings of 
the vector mesons to the baryons are fixed. These argu
mentll amount to an exten&lon of the nonet schemt~ whtch 
has already been successfully applied by Okubo and by 
Glashow and Socolow to the 1- and 2+ mass formulas and 
decays. It Is found that, using the vector-meson couplings 
obtained and the physical vector masses, the following ex
perimental observations are largely accounted for: the 
proportionality of the electric and magnetic nucleon form 
factors tO each other and to the p-(Nfsl+ magnetic-dipole 
transition form factor: the suppression of backward cp 
production In K--p experiments; the over-ail suppression 
of rp production In IT-p experiments: and the lsospln indepen
dence of the hard core In nucleon-nucleon scattering. The 
relative leptonlc decay rates of the p, w, and cp are also 
estimated, and It Is predicted that the.re will be suppres
sions In /'(1500) production corresponding .to those ob
served in rp production. (auth) · 



27892 STUDIES OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTER.; 
ACTION USING NONLINEAR SPINOR THEORY. Char, J, 
Munich, Unlv,, 1963, 49p, $2.00 Gmelln, AED-D!ss. 63•' 
817. 

Nucleon-nucleon lnteracUons are Investigated by means 
of dispersion relations. Only the ir and 'I me11on contrlbu· · 
tiona to scattering amplitude are taken Into account. cou·. 
piing constants 11-nucleon and I)-nucleon are calculated. 
Results are In agreement with experimental data. (GmellD 
fu~.) . . . 

Z8l21 SYMMETRY DEFECTs IN pOLARIZATION 
MEASUREMENT. Libert, J. (lnstltut Interunlversltalre · 
des Sciences !'Juclealres, Mons, Belg.). Nucl. Instrum~ 
Methods, 41: 348-54(1966). (In French), . 

the result of a polarization determination depends on · · 
the possible Influence of symmetry defects due to an Im
perfect experimental set-up. This problem Is presented 
in a general way. The usual m,ethods of measurement are 
discussed and their properties, appearing In the literature 
in an unprecise and Incomplete manner, are established 
rigorously. (auth) 

29985" (CONF-640509iPt.l), Paper 1) POLl-:" CON-
Tit!DUTIONS TQ N-N SCATTEiliNG BELOW PION i'HO-. 

·nuCTION. llryan, It. (Paris Unlv., Orsuy (France). 
Laboratolre Jollot- Curle de Physique Nuch!nlrc). 29p, 

It Is shown that the essential features of N-N scattering 
over the 0· to 300-Mev energy range are embodied In the. 
one-ml)son-exehange terms due to thew, r>. t), 11, and "o· 
where the latter symbol stands for a T = 0, J , o+ meson 
of mass near that of the neutrino. A detailed theoretical 
discussion Is presented. (M.Q.W.) 

29999 CROSS SECTION OF QUARK GENERATION. 
Maksimenko, V. M.; Slsakyan, I. N,; Feinberg, E. L.; 
Chernavskli, D. S. (Lebedev Inst. of Physics, MDscow). 
JETP Lett, (USSR) (Engl. Trans!,), 3: 219-21(Apr. 15, 
1966), 

Translated from Zh. Eksp. Teor, Flz., Pls'ma Re
daktslya, 3: 340-4(Apr. 15, 1966), 

The absence of quarks h'Om p-N eolllslons In accelera-. 
tors or cosmic rays has led to the conviction that th~lr 
mat>s mq is much higher than their generation threshold; 
li Is further assumed that their generation cross section 
u 4 can not be much smaller than - (10 -3-10- •)a0, where 
u0 "' :10 mb Is the cross section of Inelastic NN collision. 
It Is llhown that Independent experiment und theory l~ad to 
Oq- exp (-:! mq/111, where 11 Is the pion mass,."t~u thai allY 
lncrea>~e of m,1 hy an amount equal to.m 14 reduct'!! <Iq by -5 
Ul'dcr·,. of mngnltutlt>, (II,U.D.) 

30001 INTimACTION STHENGTIIS 01" Till': NEUTRON 
AND PHOTON. Daniel, II. (Max.·Plancl<-ln:;titut fucr 
Kt•rnphy::;ik, llcitlelhcr~-:). pp llal-:l of Kolloquium Uehcr 
/l-Zerfall nml Sehwadw Wechsclwidmnl(cn. llcidell>el'l(, 
M:•x-l'lam·k-lnstituts fu<·r Kcrnphy::;ik, l!l!i::i.· 

E\·idl·nee is aecumlllatt•d to Hhow that there i:; a universal 
difference in the Interaction slrt'nl(ths of the neutron and 
proton. The interactions considered arc weak intcrat:lion, 
strong interaction, 11nd clcctl·omagnetic intenction. ·(J .S.R.) 

30004 NEUTRON-PROTON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 
N.EAR 20, 24, AND 28 Mev, Groce, D. E.; Sowerhy, B. D. 
(Australian National Univ., Canberra). Nucl. Phys., 83: 
199-208(1966). 

The neutron-proton total cross section is mcasurC'd at 
three neutron energies in a good geometry t•·ansmission cx
pC'riment using a pressuri?.ed gaseous sample. The result
ing cross sections are 4!13.3 ± 2.4 mh at a laboratorv neu
tron energy of 19.565 ·± 0.026 Mev. 307.2 ±1.7mb at 
2:1.!151 ± 0.017 1\!ev and 337.6 ± 2.1 mb at 27.!150 ± O.IJI:l 
~lev. (auth) . . · 

·300J8 "L'JCOIIERENT DI{QPLET" 1\IODEi: 01" IIIGII-
ENEHGY LAHGE-ANGLE l:iCATTEHING. Huanl(, Kerson 
(ln:;t. for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J .). Phys. Rev., 
141i: 107:i-!J(June 24, l!Jii6). 

The hil(h-encr~y large-angle scattering between two 
hadt·ons is thoul(ht of a:; inca:· erent scattering between two 
objects of complicated intern I ::;tructure. A model is pro
po::;cd whereby the incohcrcn c is simulated by a simple 
recipe. Consequences of the .node! can be deduced simply. 
The salient feature of the rc: ult is that transve•·se mo
mentum transfer is stron~-:ly inhibited for kinematical re• 
sons. Orear's empirical fit lot· large-an~lc p-p scattering 
is obtained. (auth) 

300~2 CHARGE ASSYl\lETRY OF MESONS CREATED 
IN PHOTON-NEUTHON INTEitACTIONS. Rob, L. (FTJF. 
Prague). pp 80-4 of International Conference on High
Energy Phy!iiics. Budapest, Central Hesearch lnst. of 
Physics, 19G3. 

Anl(ular distributions of rr·• and 11-. mesons produccd in 
protml illtel'aCtiOi\S li'illi neUtrons and protons in a nuclc•ar 
emulsion stack were measured. 117 p-n interactions and 
165 p-p in!<Jraetions were found. Methods of m~al:lUI'Cnll'nt 
and idcntification of the fast and slow secondary partici<Js 
a•·c briefly discussed. The ems angular distributions from 
the p-n Interactions exhibited a pronounced asymmetry; the 
coefficients were found to he K(rr4

) = +0.71! .t O.Hl and 
K(:r-) = -0.75 ± 0..10. i·'o•· p-p intet·actions, K(rr') ~ -0.001 • 
0.180 and K(rr-) ~ -U.Uu .< 0.25. (L.n.S.J. · 

31997 illi·E~lSSTHAiiLUNG l'i!IJI)UCTION IN ·11:!-~lev 
p-p COLLISIONS. Warner, llohert E. (Univ, of !\lanilolm, 
Winnipeg), Can. J. l'hys .. -H: 12::!!J-:17(June I!JI.;u). 

l\lt·asUJ"l'llll:nts of tlw <:I'OSS sc-ctiun d2il/cl!l 1d!!2 for the• 
hr•·msstrahlun~-: n:aclion p 1 p- p 1 p 1 y wt·•-e madt• with 
·lk • t M<:v incid<·nt prolons. ·Both final protons Wl'r<J de-
11-<:l<·d in coineid.,net· :tl •·qual :1111-\lt·s on cith.,,· side of the 
IH·:un and coplana•· with tht• ht·:11u, and hn>mss!J'ahlung 
<:Vt·nts Wt·J'<· i•lt·nt ifi<·d ldn<:mat ica lly. Cross S<'Ct ions of 
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32004 CALCULATION OF CHORS S~:CTIONS.FOH 
pJ:UTEHON PIIOTODISINTEGHATION ANO NEUTHON 
CAI'TUHE BY A PHOTON FOH TilE .CASJ:: OF A NONLO
CAL POTENTIAL. Dotsl•nko, ll. B.; Salasyuk, V. M. 
11\Jev Slat(' U1.iv.). Izv. Vyssh. Uchcb. Zaved., Fiz., No. 
5, ~0-5(1965). (In Russian). · 

Thl' processes of photodisinte~ration of a dc'utet·on by a 
~;11nma quantum and of radiative captut·e of a neutron by a· 

' 11 ruJon with emission of a gamma quantum at·c cxaminl·d. 
Thr. Interaction between UJC nucleons is describe<! by a non
hx:al potC'ntial of the Yamaguchi type but with the repulsion 
"ausPd by the nucleon cores taken into account. The 
~chriidingcr equation for the proposed potential is solved 
t·xal·lly. The values of the parameters of the. potential 

·arc dC'termined 1_norc precisely in comparison wiU1 pt·e-
1·iously obtained values. The effective photodisintegration 
and radiative-capture cross sections arc calculated. The 
calculations show that the proposed potential allows the 
processes of photodisintegratlon at low energies (up to 20 
~tl'vl to be described sufficiently well. The calculated radi
ative-capture cross section agrees somewhat better with 
L'XJll'riment than that determined for oU1er potentials. (tl'-
uuth) 

32008 DISPERSION THEORY CALCULATIONS FOR 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTEJifNG. Feldman, K. S.; 
Hochberg, s. (Imperial Coil. of Science and Tech., 
London). Nucl. Phys., 83: 645-65 0 96r.). 

The nuekOJi-nuch·on lnlf'racllon is lnvesligatt:d uHing the 
dispersion formaliHm of G"oldhcrger, (;riHaru, Jllac:!Jr,well 
and Wong. The conlrlhutlon:-o due to· the cxch:mge .. of one 
and two pionR arc Included. The N/0 mdhod Is employed 
a~ the resullin~ scl1:1 of integral equations arc Holvcd to· a 
dcsi red degree of accuracy by di~ital computer techniques. 
Scattering phase shifts and coupling parameters arc cal
culated for values of the total angular momentum J ~ 0, .•• , · 
5 at lal.Joralory cncrgtcs up to 400 Mev. Fair agreement 
with experiment is obtained for J 1!;. 3. A short discussion 
of the deuteron is incorporated and Its binding energy 
estimated. (aulh) 

32016 POLARIZATION AND SPIN CORRELATION 
PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS IN 600-Mev PROTON
PROTON SCATTERING USING A POLARIZED PROTON 
TARGET. Colgnet, G. (lnstltut du Radium, Orsay, 
France); Cronenberger, D.; Kuroda, K.; Michalowicz, A.; 
Olivier, J. C.; Poulet, M.; Telllac, J.; H"q;huii, M.; · 
Ryter, c. Nuovo Clmen~ (10), 43A: 70!l-15(June 1, 1966). 

Using a polarized or unpolarlzed proton beam previously 
described and a _polarized proton target (70%) the parnm
c:te.i's P(O) and <11; 1. (0) were measured in the anb•ular In
terval fr<'m 2:1 to 10·1" In the ccnte1·-of-mass system nt 
ni.JOul 600 Mev. The experimental set-up and tl\c way In 
which the data were carried out nrc discussed. Hesults 
are presented and compared to those already obtained 1~ 
the sa.me .energy region. (auth) 

·3Z030 CHARGE-DEPENDENT EFFECTS ·IN-NUCLEON-
NUCLEON 1Sg'SCATTERING LENGTHS BY THE DASHEN• 
FR~ tf1;'SCHI _M_ET~9J:I• Duck, I._; KhaJI,IIa '·.F. (Rice 
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.Unlv., Houston, Tex.). Nuovo Clmento (10), 43A: 1047-
61(June 21, 1966). (TID-22556). 

The dispersion relation of Dashim and Frautschi was 
used In conjunction with the nucleon-nucleon scattering 
amplitudes of Scotti and Wong, al)d the nucleon electro
magnetic form factors to calculate the charge dependence 
of the nucleon-nucleon 1So scattering lengths due to single
photon exchange and to the-charge dependence of the j>ion 
mass and coupling constants. The contribution of the one
photon exchange is considerably enhanced over what one 
would expect from a potential calculation using hard cores. 
(auttil 

'32048 CO,NSIDI;:RA TION OF n-p DIRECT AND 
,CHARGE-EXCHANGE SCATTERING BASED ON TRANs
VERSE MOMENTUM DISTRffiUTION AND MANDELSTAM 
REPRESENTATION. Narayan, D. S. rrata Inst. of 
Fundamental Research, Bombay). Nuovo Cimento (10), 
44A: 213-17(July 1, 1966). 

The n-p direct and charge-exchange ·scattering was con
sidered according to a recent model of Chavda and Narayan 
lbased on transverse-momentum distribution and l\landel-
1Slam rcpt·esentation, and the results are compared with the 
·available experimental data .. (auth) 

:32059 PROTON-PROTON BREMS~'TRAIILUNG WITH 
.THE TABAKIN POTENTIALS. Duck, I.; Pearce, W. A. 
.<Rice Unlv., Houston, Tex.). Phys. Lett., 21: 669-71 
(July 1, 1966). n'ID-22804). 

p-p--y cross sections calculated with the Tabakin poten
tials are found to be in good agreement with experimental 
results at Ep = 158 Mev. A discrepancy persists at Ep = 

1SO Mev. (aulh) 

:32062 PROTON-PROTON BREMSSTAHLUNG AT 
.204 1\fev. Rothe, K. W.; Koehler, P. F. M.; Thorndike, 
E. 11. (Un!v. of Rochester, N.Y.). Phys. Rev. Lett., 
16: 1118-21(June 13, 1966). 

The gamma encr~y spectra, the angular distributions in 
the two-nucleon ems and the gamma and p-p asymmetries 
due to an initially polarized, 204-Mcv proton beam arc 
presented. (G.O.Y.) .. 

"32073. PION-PION CORRELATION EFFECT IN TWO-
PION-EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTION FOR NUCLEON-NU
CLEON SCATTERING. Furuichl, Susumu (Rikkyo Unlv., 
Tokyo); Watanabe, Keljl. Progr; Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto), 
35: 408-15(Mar. 1966). 

The pion-pion correlation effect is Investigated, starting 
from the pion-pion scattering phase shifts which show the 
presence of a p meson in the I.= L = 1 stale ami a strung 
attraction without resonance In the I = L = 0 state. By com
paring with the one boson exchange contribution amplitude,· 
the roles of the pion-pion correlation and the n.ormallzatlon 
f+ (+)O (0) = Co in nucleon-nucleon scattering are clarified. 
.~omparlson with the empirical phase shifts In the lsotrlplet 



state. shows that C0 - 0 and a rather smali value of gl.., are 
probable and not inconsistent with the analysis of.pion<& 
nucleon scattering. (auth) 

32173 !~!PACT PAIIAMETEII FOIIMALISM, II, . 
IIICII·I·.NI·:H!:Y ELASTIC SCATTI·:IiiNl: •. Adn<•hi, Tu~htrni 
fTtol··;•t i\1f·flt1p•tlit:rrr ,.,.,.lnll•·ul f'tdl.). 1'1'11~1·, 'f'JH.'IIJ'f.'l. 

l'h'io.1, fl. ·,·•rl•l), :1:•: ·Jf;;l. H ltl\l~tr, I!H:f:), 

The mathl'matical structu1·e of tho impact panuneter 
fonnalism fll'opused by Kutanl and Adachi is discussed, 
Till' fonnali:<m is rcgardl'<l as a counteq.>aJ·t of the partial 
wan• t•xpansiun of the seattering amplitude. An impact 
p:tranwwr amplitude is defined as a function of impact 
pa•·anwter and total ene1·gy. This amplitude has two char
al"tt•ristic fp:lturt•s, corn•sponding to partielc-like and 
wav<·-likt• pictun•s. The latter nature has not been taken 
into at·<·uunt in previous impaet paraml'ter formalisms. 
In onlt•r to ill\'estigatc the character of the impact param
clt•r :unplitudt•, this formalism is applied to high cn-
•·•·gy da:<tit· scallel'ing, A phcnomenolo~:ical analysis of 
till' diffraction scattering is characterized by tii'O param
,·lt.'rs. V:11·ious c•xpressions fo1· the impact paramt•tcr 
amplitucl•·s ll'hich are connected ll'ith the large angle 
proton-proton seatte1·ing a1·c deri\•cd. The absorption co
dfi<·i<'nt:< fur each partial \1':1\'c arc obtained. The Lom
ml'l funl'lion of two \':ll·iahles is widely used in the dif
fral"tion sl'attc>ring, just as it hus been employed in the 
dillra!'tion theory of classical light ll'an;s. (auth) · 

34151 (IS&-66/15) CALCULtiTION OF PAfl.TIAL- . 
WAVE ABSOfl.PTIONS AND OF THE i\IODULI OF TilE 
ELASTIC AMPLITUDES IN NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCAT
TElliNG BELOW 1.4 Gev. Amaldi, U. Jr.; Biancastelli, fl..; 
Fr~ncnviglla, S. (Istituto Superiore di Sanita, nome (Italy). 
l.aboratorl di Flsica). Apr. 16, 1966, 58p. Dep. mn. 

A general procedure is outlined for obtaining the absorp
linns in each partial wave when the ampl itudcs for the pro
duction of any number of panicles in nuc.lcnn-nucleon inter
ilclion.s at a ~ivcn ha1·iecntric eJH..'I'J.~:y ar•.· l~ntl\\"11. This 
prol'cdurc is then applit·d t•) sin~~~~ jd••'.' i'"., .. ;u.·finn :n_ 
nudeun-nuclo·n11 inlt!ral'liom; a1 O.H •:· 1.4 Be·v ll>.t •. l.l.) 

34155 (UCH1r14297) THfl.EE-POLF. FIT TO p-p 
SCATTERING BELOW 350 l\lev. Bryan, H. A,; Arndt, 
fl.. A. (Lawrence Hndiation Lab., Unlv. of California, 
Livermore), ,June 30, 1965. Contract \V-7405-eng-48, 
58p. Dcp. mn. CFSTI S3.00 cy, S0.50 mn.. . . 

Dc·spite the complexity of the p-p scattenng data, 11 1~ 
shown that it is possible to fit the gross structure of the 
0-to :!50-i\Icv scattering amplitude, excluding the S-wave, 
with a sum of threl• poles: a vector pole (V), a scalar pole 
(a), and the pion pole (;;). The vector pole represents a , 
sum of '"· p, and cp effects. The scalar pole was not estab
lished experimentally, but is cunsistent with the scalar 
pole at 4HO Mev that Thurnauer introduces to fit the low 
cnt•rgy rr· + p - rr+ + r.- + n data. The real part of the am
plitude is fitted with the following parameters: g~ = 12.3, 
g~ = 2. 3, fvh:v = 2.:.1, g.; = 1.6, and m., = 38: i\I('V. These 
vahl!'s arc. arrivc~d at by means. of "n !Dill 10\H sc;~,rch 
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against the experiA'lental P, D, .F, and G phase shifts of 
MacGregor, Arndt, Noyes, and Bailey. Studies are also 
made of four-pole fits to the data, wherein the V pole is 
resolved into p + w(or ¢). One effect is to raise the cr mass 

'to 4:!4 Mev. (auth) 

34178 'So p-p SCATTERING PARAMETERS OB-
TAINED FROM A fiE-ANALYSIS OF EXPERI:\olENTAL 
DATA. Slobodrian, R. J. (Univ. of California, Berkeley). 
Nucl. Phys., 85: 33-9(1966). (UCRL-16690). · 

Existing uncertainties in the scattering parameters that 
describe the low-energy p-p scattering were significantly 
reduced extending the analysts up to 4.203 1\Iev lab energy. 
I} comparison with. theoretical predictions is made. (auth) 

34179 BASIC NEUTfl.ON-NUCLEON INTERACTJOO\'. 
Perring, J. K. (Atomic Energy Research Establishment, 
Harwell, Eng.). pp 13-20 of Nuclear Structure Study With 
Neutrons. Neve de Mevergnies, M.; Van Assche, l'.; 
Vcrvicr, J. (eds.). Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing 
Co., 1%6. 

·A status report is presented on scattering experiments 
at high and low energies and the theoretical interpretation 
of such interactions. (B.G .D.)_ .· 

34180 Pfl.OTON FORM FACTOH AT HIGH EN'ERGY. 
Barnes, K. J. (Imperial Coli. of Science and Tech., L1ln
don); Guindon, W. G. Nl!OVO Cimento (10), 44A: 374-8 
(July 21, 1966). · 
. It is suggested that high-energy proton-proton scattering 
could be used to set limits on the high-energy behavior of 
the proton electromagnetic form factors. Although it is 
verified that a modified high-energy limit of the Moeller 
formula is all.that is required the complete expression for 
the elastic electromagnetic interaction of lii'O identical 
spin-'/2 particles with structure was derived in terms of 
covariant variables and is given for reference. Iauth) 

34183 ~!ULTIPLE !\IESO:O.(PHODUCTI0!\1. Takagi, 
S. (Kyoto Un4v.); Dake, S.; Yokoi, K. Nuevo Cimento 
(10), HA: 4S9-68(July 21, 1966). 

A statistical model of multiple meson production is 
proposed, in which the constancy of fiT' the transverse 
momenta of generated mesons, is taken into account and 
which is more consistent and comprehcnsi\·e than the 
simi! a r model proposed by the Polish group. In the high
·enf:rgy limit the following· asymptotic behaviors are prc
dictl·d: il secondary pions have a unii'orm logtg 11 dbtribu
tion, iil multiplicity of·sccondary pions ha:> a logarithmic 
dcpl·ndcncc on the total available energy of the sy;tcm. 
·The anb'Ular distribution and the multiplicity of secondary 
pions for finite a\·ailable energy at·c also predicted and, 
onthe assun1ption of jJT = .JOO ~lev/c and K = 0.5, the pre
diction reproduces the experimental results very well in 
a wide incident -nucleon momentum region: 2 • lOI'J t:v /e ;::; 
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P 0 ::: 2 • 1012 ev /c. Or. the above-mentioned basis it is dis
cussed that the essential average feature of ultra-high
energy nucleon-nucleon interaction is condensed iri the 
constancy of pT" (auth) · 

34192 TilE f) + H MODEL 1\.'IID pn CIIAHGE-EX~ 
C!IANGE SCATTEIUNG. Jluegaascn, II.; Frisk,:\. 
(CJ-:HN; Geneva). Phys. Lett.,~:.!: UO-l(July 15, 19GG). 

Fn>~n nwdlum erwr~·;y nuclcnn-nul"ll•on data It ls con
.-luct.·d that a con~l,;l<'nl dc•st"'lplion In ll'I'IIIH of H<·~-:~l' 
l"•l4•:1 i!: pfl::::i!•l•• only if Ill(' pnlal"izutlnn IH 11~11\ZI~I'u In 

/1 .1' • 11
11

11 fll' II If • IJII :ll.llll'dlllll\ 11lll'l't1.1f 1H, (llll!.fl) 

34222 INFRARED APPROACH TO LARGE-ANGLE 
SCATTERING AT VERY HIGH ENERGIES. Kastrup, H. A. 
(Princeton Univ,, N.J.). Phys. Rev., 147: 1130-5(July 29~ 
1966). 

The hypothesis is investigated that the observed expo
nential decrease of the elastic large-angle high-energy 
proton-proton cross section is a consequence of soft
meson emission in strong interactions at very high' ener
.gics. This interpretation is suggested by the observation 
.of leading particles and low ems energies of the secon
dary mesons in cosmic-ray collisions. Neglecting the 
recoil of the soft mesons implies the fa~torization of thP. 
cross section into a potential part and an infrared part 
which is given by Poisson's distribution law. These prop.
.erties alone provide a number of interesting experimental 
predictions. Adding the assumption of asymptotic clilat.a
.tion invariancc determines the energy dependence of the 
potential cross section and yields new results: The mag
netic form factor of the nucleon becomes a simple function 
of the multiplicity of soft mesons produced in quasi-elastic 
elech·on-'nucleon scatteril1g. If this relation can be r.on~ 
firme~ experimentally, it will provide a new method of 
measuring electromagnetic form factors' at very high ener
gies. Furthermore, the factor cxp (-il) of the Poisson dis
tribution can account for the exponential decrease of the 
clastic proton-proton cross section, and this interpretation 
gives sev~ral new experimental IH'edktions: (authl 

34Z23 MESON MASS SPLITTING, COPLANAR U(3) x 
U(3) SYMMETRY, AND NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING, 
La!, c. s. (Univ. of Chicago), Phys, Rev., 147: 1136-
B(July 29, 1966), 

For the case of nucleon-nucleon scattering, it is shown 
that there are large corrections to the pn•dicUon of co
planar U(3) x U(3l symmetry·a·~:~· u cuns-cttucncc: ,-.j' tl"' 
mass-splitting effects in the intermedin~<- ""''"·''' ,.t:ct··>~ 
of the crossed channels. These con·cctiuus ;,, •.· .·.d.:ll
latcd fo1; certain coefficients of the pp scuttcl'lfll-\ :u~tpll
tude by using a tneson pole model.: A comparison is 
given with the result of experimental phase-sbift analy
ses. (auth) 
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34233 PHOPOSAL TO TI::ST TII\tE-REVEitSAL JN-
VAltlANCE IN TilE HEACTIONS I'+ d '-'' n·+ p. _Barshay, 
S. (Hut~er·s State Univ., New Brunswick, N.J.). Phys. 
'ncv. Lell., 17: 4!l-5:J(July -t, 1%G). 

It is sug~;<:sfl•d !hut a signifkant test of time-reversal 
invar·iallCl" l'an l)l' carTil<I out hy compat·ing; till' differential 
cross sections for the reaclions )' + d - n + p and n + p -
'Y .+ d at, or above, about ~90-1\Icv/c photon labo1·atory mo
mentum, or about 5!JO-l\lcv neutron laboratOl'Y kinetic en~ 
.CI·~y. respectively, with unpolarized initial and final parti
elcs. (ll.G.D.) 

'34584 NEUTRON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR 
NEUTRONS, PROTONS, AND DEUTERONS IN THE EN
·ERGY RANGE OF 90 TO 150 Mev. Measday, D. F. (Har
vard J.Jniv •• Cambridge, Mass.); PalmiP.ri, .r. N. Nucl. 
'Phys., 85: 142-52(1966). · 

The neutron total cross section for scattering by protons 
1and deuterons was measured to an accuracy of 2% in the 
jen.ergy range of 90 to 150 Mev. Monoklnetic neutron beams 
:were used and the results are therefore free of the sys
ltematlc errors associated with many earlier measurements. 
;The n -p cross sections agree with an earlier measure
ment of Taylor, !Jut below 100 Mev they are several per 
cent larger than the results of Bowen ct a!. The difference 
between the neutron cross sections for deuterium and hy
.drogen are consistent with the results of Hiddle ct al. be
·low 120 Mev. The neutron-neutron cross sections were in
fern!d, and they ag1·ee with the results of Riddle ct ai: 
(authl 

:3603] (JINR-E-2743) PHASE.:SHiFT ANALYSIS 
:OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING AT 400 Mev. 
,Kazartnov, Yu, M.; Legar, F.: Yanout, Z, (Joint lns.t, for 
:Nur.IP.A.t' Research, Dubila (USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Prob
lems), 1966. 16p, Dep. mn. 

; New experimental data were used to specify the phase• 
!&hlft analysts of the nucleon-nucleon scattering at 400 Mev1 
!As n result of this specification two phase-shift sets re
·mnin from the previously obtained three ones. (auth) 

37739 (JINH-E-2726) TilE MEASUHEMENT Of.' TilE 
TRIPLE SCATTEHING PAHAMETEH RJ>D AT 70° AND TilE 
PIIASE-SIIIFT ANALYSIS AT 6:JO Mev. Kazarinov, Yu. M.; 
!A!gar, F.; Pisarev, A. 1-'.; Yanout, Z. (Joint lnst. for Nu
clear Research, Dubna (USSH). Lab. of Nuclear Problems). 
1966. 30p. Dep. mn. 

The triple scattering parameter Rp0 and the polarization 
·tn the elastic p-n scattering were mcaoiurcd at 70° for G05 
Mev protons. The values were found to IJc: Hpn = 0,0!1 ± 

,0.19 Ppq =-0.05 ± 0.18. The phase-shift analysis was 
.performed at 630 Mev taking these data into account, Ex
perimental quantities were calculated and furthe1· experl
m.ents determining the parameters Dpn• Rp,; Apn• c::~, 

,and Ar,' were plaMed. It follows from the plunnln'g that for 
:the given experimental possibilities the measurement of 
!the Ilpn and Apn pa •·ametcrs is the mo11t effective way to 

ldlllcrlmlnatc IJctwccn the two remaining 11cts of phase 
shlfta. (au~h) . 



37743 (UCRt,~16S66) POLARIZATION IN PROTON-
PROTON SCATTERING USING A .POLARIZED PROTON 
TAHGET, PART I, 0~330 TO 0,740 Gev. PART II. 1,70 
TO 6.15 Gcv. ~etz,. F .. ; Qrannls, P,; Chamberlain, 0, 
(and others) (La.wre·nce-,.Ra.dlatlon Lab,. Unlv. of Cali
fornia, 13erkeley). ····Apr~: 19Ji6, Contract W-7405-eng-48, 
14p. (CONF-660420--2)., Dep. rnn, CFSTI $1,00 cy, $0,50 
mn, 

From International Conference on Two-Body Problems 
at High Energy, Stony Brook, N, Y, 

The results of two experiments to measure the polariza
tion parameter. in p-p scattering are reported. Both experi
ments utilii.e.~ri\mpolarized proton beam Incident on a 
polari·zcd-prot6n ·target. One experiment was performed 
at the Bcdw!t:y 184-inch cyclotron using Incident protons 
of :l~8. !H·I, 679, and 7:16 l\lev kinetic energy. The other 
experiment w~s performed at the Bevatron and measure
noents were t~kcn at 1.7. 2.85, 3.5, 4.0, 5.05, and 6.15 Bev 
kindle l'Hl'l'h'Y· The angular regions measured were from 
20 to I 00" center of mass; the square of the four-momen
tum. transfer _ranged from 0.1 to O.S_(Bev/c)Z_. (~u_th) 

37769 KINE~!ATIC ENHANCEMENT OF lti-:SONANCE 
l'l!'>llflf"l'lto~J IN CI·:HTAIN TW11-IIf111Y HEACTIIINS, 
~.,,,,., l•1"fl• fJ. if.''· f('f-:lff·l, t;•·it~>VI~), 11•yu, 1.•·11.., ~~~~ 
:···•. '' 11\•tv. I J '~•: 1 :). 

An cxpiandtion Is given ·or the fact thilfciirtaln quasi two 
body reactions have a constant cross section with r£!Spect · 
to incitll'nt moml'ntum. It is supposed that there Is a dif
fraction scatter at one vertex followed by a final state 
intl'r~elion. This nwchanism Is applied to reactions pro
ducl·d by incidtmt pn:otons, pion,., kaons, and gammas. 
(nuth) 

37772 EVIDENCE OF A HIGHER SYMMETRY IN NU
CLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING. Brown, C. N,;-Thorn
dike, E, H. (Unlv, of Rochester, N. Y.). Phys. Lett., 
22: 236-S(Aug. 1, 1966). (UR-875-150), 

SU(12) l! predicts six relations among the nucleon-nucleon 
scattering amplitudes. Experimentally the relation ReB,= 
1/ 2 HeG 0 Is satisfied to 5-10% between 95 and 210 Mev, 
whil<• the other r<'lations yield fair ngrel•nu•nt for forward 
·sc:~ttcrfng and poor agreement for non-fot·ward scattering. 
(aut h) 

37796 HIGH-ENERGY ELASTIC SCATTERING AT 
SMALL MOMENTUM TRANSFERS. Ida, Masakuni 
(Tokyo Unlv.). Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto), 35: l074-
87(June 1966), 

Experimental data on high-energy p-p, p-p, >T'-p and 
K•-p elastic scatterings for small momentum transfers 
·arc analyl.ed under the assumptions that the spin effect 
is negligible at high energies and that the imaginary part 
of the scattering amplitude predominates over the real 
one for low momentum transfers. Four parameters, all 
of which have definite physical meanings, arc introduced 
and determined numerically from experimentally available 
quantities. It is found that protons arc more transparent 
for a pion or a kaon than for a proton. The transparency 
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,increases with increasing energy independently of . 11C. 

shrinkage or non shrinkage of the diffraction peak.· lt ap
pears that there exists a non-negligible amount of con- · 
trlbution from the real part of the scattering amplitude 
to the elastic· cross section except for p-p scattering, 
whieh is explainable by a simple model with no real am-
plitude. (auth) 

:37802 rr-li'IESON PRODUCTION IN 655-1\lev pp _COL-
LISIONS AND THE DETERMINATION OF ABSORPTION 
COEFFICIENTS. Vovchenko, V. G. (Ioffe Inst. of Physics 
and Tech., Leningrad). Yadern. Fiz., 3: ll01-6(June 
1966). (In Russian). 

The parameters of the rr-meson creation resonance model 
are re-estimated, taking all possible transitions from the 
initial pp-system, allowed by S- and P-state <!mission iqto 
account. Three independent parameters give a statistically 
satisfactory description of the results of measuring cross 
sections, angular distributions and rr+- and rr0-meson · 
spectra in the reactions pp- rr+pn and pp- rrllpp. An anal
ysis of inelastic pp-scattct·ing by the parllal-wnvc m<'lhod 
:s performed on the basis of the resonnnce mod(') assump.
tions. (auth) 

.37862 AnSOrlPTIVE MODIFICATION OF SINGLE 
PAHTICLE r,;xcHANGE MODELS AT HIGH ENEHGJES. 
Chiu, Yarri-Tsi, New Haven, Yale Univ,, 1965, 140p. 

Thesis. 
The effect of competition from open channels in high

energy scattering has been shown to significantly modify 
the predictions. of the single-particle exchange model for 
high-energy peripheral reactions. In this work, the proper 
multichannel potential scattering problem is discussed in 
detail in the WKI3 approximation and is considered in the · 
light of the absorptive effects genet·ated by other open com
peting cha~ncls on the Born amplitude of the reaction in 
question. The·modified amplitudes for the single-particle 
exchange model so obtained arc then shown to satisfy the 
requirement of unitarily to first order in the Born term of 
'the reaction. A self-consistent scheme for unitarization 
of amplitudes for the single-particle exchange model is 
considered using the multichannel K-matrix formalism. 
The parameterization of the amplitudes including spin and 
the construction of modified single-particle exchange re
act ion matrices arc considered in detail. In particular, 
rea,·ticm matrices for scalar meson, pseudoscalar meson, 
vector meson, hyperon, and isobar productions in meson
baryon and baryon-baryon scattering were ·constructed for 
the modified single-particle exchange model. Construction 
of Regge amplitudes in the presence of spin and the partial 
wave analysis of Hegge amplitudes in the direct Ghanncl 
were studied. Arguments for the inclusion of absorpti\·e 
effects in U1c Rcgge pole exchange model arc presented; 
and the amplitudes for the n-p charge exchange reaction 
proceeding via a Hegge pole p-meson exchange are ob
tained. Compat·isons with experiment for several repre
sentative reactions are considered in order to delineate 
·the areas of success and failure of the modified single
particle exchange model._ (Dissertation Abstr.) 
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38081 PROTON-PRoTON SCATTERING: REVISION 
AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 
FRfJM 1.4 TO 3.0 Mev. Knecht, David J, (Air F'orce 
Cambridge Research Labs., Bedford, Mails.): Dahl, PerF,; 
Messelt, s. Phys, Rev., 148: 1031-44(Aug, 1:9, 1966). 

Itcvi~ed experimental valut!s arc ~lvcn for the differential 
cross section for proton-proton scattering ilt energies of 
1.:197, 1.855, 2.425, and 3.037 Mev. These result from the· 
consolidation and re-evaluation of all published and unpub
lished data obtain~ In an experiment reported earlier by 
Knecht et al. Phase-shift analyses have been made. The 
preferred solutions determine thve S-wave phase shift KO 
and the central-force ("effective") party of the P-wave 
phase shifts, under the assumption that the noncentral-force 
parts and all higher anb'Ular-momentum phase shifts are 
known with sufficient accuracy from one~plon-exchange 
theory; the values of y derived In this way are small, with 
zero- not excluded. Other solutions In which noncentral 
force~ range from zero to very large values are given for 
comparison. The uncertainty in each of the derived phase 
shifts is calculated and dtscu~sed in detail: uncertainties 
oiJtained by the usual statistical method arc shown to tie too 
small. The polarization implied by each phase-shift solu
tion has been calculated, and it Is shown that reported mea
Hurements arc in dt.;aJ.,rrccment riot only with the prc~cnt 
data and tloetJrellcal IH"edlctlon>l hut wllh any comhlnation 
1Jf central, tcn>~or, and Hpln-urblt forci.:H. (auth) 

38186 PRODUCTION OF CHARGED PIONS BY 600 
Mev PROTONS ON VARIOUS NUCLEI. lleer, E.; Hirt, W,; 
Martin, M.; Michaelis, E. G.; Serre, C.; Skarek, P.; Wright, 
B. T. (European Organization for Nuclear Research, Ge
neva). 20p. (CONF-660209-15), ORAU. Gmelln, AED
CONF-66-023-18. 

From Conference on Intermediate Energy Physics, WU-
llamsburr:. V;1, . 

The method and analysts of measurements of charged 
pion production on various nuclei by 600-Mev protons from 
the CERN synchrocyclotron are discussed In detail. Pro
du<;tion cross sections were measured for CH2, C02, ·Be, C, 
AI, Cu, Ag, and Pb at pion energies between 100 and 350 
Mev and for production angles of 0.8 and 21.5": the resulta 
are presented. Hydrogen cross sections obtained by CH2-
C subtraction, and neutron cross sections evaluated by 
CD2-CH3 subtraction are also presented. The results are 
in agreement with other data. (L.B.S.) 

39752 (JINR-E-2765) PLANNING OF n-p SCATTER-
ING EXPERIMENTS ABOVE THE PION-PRODUCTION 
THRESHOLD. Janout, Z.;.Fedorov, V. V.; Lehar, F·. 
(Joir:tt lnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (USSR). Lab, uf 
Nuc~ear Problems). 1966,. 26p. Dep. mn. 

The planning of the optimal experiment was performed 
for the measurements of D, R, A, Cnn, Ass in n-p-scatter
i~ at 400 and 630 Mev. From the obtained results follows 
that. the measurement of the parameter· D is most effective 
for discrimination of two phase·-shifts sets at both ener
gies. The measurements must be made on the angles 6U 

.,;and 115" ems at 4UO and 630 Mev, respectively. (auth) 

' .. :'· 
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39756 (JINH-P-2742) FAZOVYI ANALIZ NUKLON-
NUKLONNOGO HASSEYANIYA PHI ENERGJI 14.5 Mev. 
(Phase-Shift Analysis of the Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering 
at 14.5 Mev.). Kazarinov, Yu M.; Lcgar, F.; Yanout, z. 
(Joint lnst. fot· Nuclear Hesearch, Dubna ((JSSH). Lah. of 
Nuclear Problems). 1966. 12p. Dcp. mn. 

·The phase-shif~ analysis of the experimental data ob
tained at an energy neat· 14.5 l\lcv is pcrlot·med. Three 
phase -shift sets with a positive phase -shift 1s0 wa\·c are 
obtained which give a satisfactory description of available 
experimental data. The rcsulls of the analysis show that 
the polarized beam and polarized target experiments are . 
the most effective way to determine precisely the deviation 
from the pure S-state scatterin~. (auth~ 

39759 (JINR-P-2776) SPINOVAYA KORHELYAT~IYA 
PHI UPRUGOM ltASSEYANii POLYAHIZOVAt\NYKII PilO
TONOV S ENERGIEI 605 Mev NA PROTONAKII. (Spin Cor
relation In Elastic Scattering of 605-l\lcv Polarized Pro
tons on Protons). Golovin, B. M.; Zul'karneev, R. Ya.; 
Kiselev, V. S.; Medved, S. V .: Nlkunorov, V. I.: Plsarev, 
A, F.; Semashko, G. L. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Hescarch, 
Dubna (USSR). Lab. of Nuclear Problems). 1966, 8p. 
Dep. mn. 

Spin corrdatiou coefficients for clastic p-p scattering 
were measured at the angle of 90"cms. A polarized 605 
1\Iev proton be\).m was used in the experiment. The mea
.sure~ent_s were made with spark chambers controlled by 
scmt1llat10n count~rs. The following coefficient values 
were found to be C,0 '" 0.56 ± U.18; Ck = 0.27 ± 0.18· c = 
0. 92 l. 0.38. (auth) · · P ' •1kn 

·39777 HIGH-ENERGY LARGF.-ANGI,E :'iCATTERJNG 
BY A STRONGLY SINGULAR COMPLEX POTENTIAL. 
Kourls, C. B. (Nuclear Research Center Democ·rttus, 
Athens). N,uovo Clmento (10), 44A: 598..:612(Aug. 1, 1966). 

The experimental data for high-energy prot01i"~proton 
and pion"-proton· scattering at large angles are analyzed 
in terms of a complex, energy-dependent potential··of the 
form V(r) = e-il>gr-4 with g.= 7J 4k2• In general, for center
of-mass angles above 30" a good fit to the data is found. 
The raUo of the clastic to the total cross section for the 
above potential is also calculated and is compared with 
the exJli)r_lmental values at different energies. (l!uth) 

.39i89 POLARIZATION.IN PROTON-PROTON SCAT-
TF.RINGS AT 735 Mev.· M¢Man.igal, Paul G.; Eandt, Rich
ard D.; Kaplan, Selig N.; Moy~r;-Burton J. (Unlv. of Cali
.fornla, Berkeley). Contract W-7405-eng-48. Phys. Rev,, 
148: 1280-1(Aug. 26, 1966). (UCHL-16720). 

New measurements by Cheng of p-C polarization as a 
function of _angie,and Incident proton energy allow nn un
certainty In !I previously reported measurement of p-p 
polarizat!Oil. to hP. Fedu<;ed. On the baHI>J of this new In
formation, ·lt).l!;~onclude(f:thnt. the p-p polarization at 735 
Mev reaches .a·mllJ!:Im~m·of (60 :1:. 2)%. (aut~) 



39791 POLARIZATION PARAMETER IN p-p SCAT-
TElliNG FHOM 328 TO 736 Mev. Betz, F.: Arens, J.: 
Chamberlain, 0.; Dost, H.; Grannis, P,; Hansroul, M.; 
Holloway, L.; Schultz, C.; Shapiro, G. (Unlv. of Califor
nia, Berkeley). Contract W-7405-eng-48. Phys, Rev., 
148: 1289-96(Aug. 26, 1966). (UCRL-16749). 

The polnrization parameter in elastic proton-proton 
6cattering wns mcasut·ed using nn unpolarlzed proton beam 
nnd n polnrized proton target. Measurements were taken at 
a lnboratory kinetic energies of 328, 614, 679, and 736 Mev 
in !he angular reboions from 33 to 110 degrees center-of
mnss. The results indicate that the maximum polarization 
at a given energy increases in the region from 328 to 679 
Mev. At 32!ll\1ev the results are In good agreement with 
those of n previous experiment at 315 Mev performed by 
the doul)le"scattering technique. (auth) 

39797 THEORY OF·w PRODUCTION .IN NU.CU:ON
NUCLEON COLLISIONS. Chilton, Frank (Argonne Na-. 
tiona! Lab., Ill.): Saperstein, A. M.; Shrauner, E. Phys. 
Rev., 148: ·1380-4(Aug. 26, 1966). . 

The cross section for N + N - W + N + N is calculated in 
a double peripheral model. The effects of the principal 
corrections such as absorption, resonant final-state Inter
actions, and the rrrrW form factor are considered. ll pair 
production, whl~h is Intrinsically related to W production 
through the conserved vector current, is examined as a 
means of testing· this model and also as a source of back
ground. (auth) 

39799 APPLICATION OF PARTIAL-WAVE ANALY-
TICITY TO NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING, Kantor, 
Paul B. (State Unlv. of New York, Stony Brook). Phys. 
Rev., 148: 1411-18(Aug. 26, 1956). 

1n order to give a qunntitative discussion of models for · 
nucleon-nucleon scattering which are founded on analyticity · 
·and unitarlty of the S matrix, the fact that each partial-wave 
amplitude has a nonvanlshlng Imaginary part In the physical 
region must be dealt with unnmbigousl_v. Thn"· f.,'Ual Is · 
nchieved by evaluating certain integrals ovt•r .he physical 
region, using rigorous bouncls when experlmentnl data are 
unavailable. The resulting modiUed amplitudes have known 
experimental ~certainty, and can validly be compared 
directly with dynamical models which do not themselves 
satisfy the requirements of unttnrily, such as the popular 
slngle-boson-excha~ge models,. TJ:te modified amplitudes 
are· t8bulated and various testa for models are discussed, 
(auth) 

'39806 GENERAL ANALYSIS OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
SCATTE"IUNG: CRITICAL TESTS FOR REGGE-POLE 
THEORY. Leader, Elliot (Cambridge Untv., Eng.); 
Slansky, Richard C. Contract W-7405-Eng-48. Phys. 
Rev., 148; 1491-1501(Aug. 26, 1966). (UCRL-16597). 

Using analyticity and crossing,_ the experimental quanti
ties for the physical channel can be expressed In terms of 

·the crossed-channel amplitudes. For N-N scattering, a new 
set of t-channel amplitudes {gJ are Introduced for which_ 
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ilie a-channel experlmentat quantltliis· Io, D, Dt, CNN." CKPo 
:P, R, A, R', and A' are very simple In form. By use of 
~these It Is shown that the measurement of certain spin- · 
dependent parameters In N-N scattering can provide criti
cal tests of the validity of the Regge-pole model of high
energy scattering. In particular It is possible to test the 
.factorization theorem, which Is an immediate consequence 
of the slmpl~-pole Regge theory. The relationship of the 
new amplitudes g 1 to the Wolfensteln parameters Is give!l .. 
(auth) 

39826 PION PRODUCTION IN np COLLISION!? AT 
"600 1\lev. Kazarinov, Yu. M.:·Simonov, Yu. N. (Jotnt· 
Inst, for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR). Yadern. Fiz., 
4: 139-47(July 1966). (In Russian) •. 

Angular distributions of charged pions have b¢en mea'": 
sured as •.veil as the total production ·cross .. section of 
neutral pions generated in np colli.!;ions at 600 ± io -Mev. 
It was found that a. (0) = ](0.115 ±·0.005) 'f (0.004 ± 0.013) 
cos 8 + (0.0·1 r 0.02) cos2 0] x (1.07.3 ± 0,104). 10·21 cm2J 
steradian- in the c.m.s. of the colliding nu"cleons. The totnl 
cross sections of the reactipns arc a(np- rrllJ .. = (4.(i ± 
O.G) • 10-27 cm2, a(np -rr+) .= a(np- rr-) = (1.68 ± 0.17) · 1o-2T 
cm2. The obtained data do not contradiCt the hypothesis of 
charge independence of nuclear forces. The cross sections 
for pion production In collisions of two nucleons in states 
wah the total isotopic spin· T = 0 and T = 1 were found to be 
(4.4 ± 1.0) • 1o-27 cm2 and (10.85·± 0.42) • 10·27 cm2, respcc-
ti\"ely, (auth) .· 

"':. 

39S34 FORMATION OF CHARGED .n.-:MESONS IN 
COLLISIONS BETWEEN 600-Mev NEUTRONS AND PRO
TONS. Dzhclepov, V. P.; Kiselev; V. s·;; Oganesyan, K. 0.; 
Flyagin, V. B. (Joint Inst. of Nuclear Research, Dubna, 
USSR). Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., 50: 1491-150-I(June 1966), 
(In Hussian). 

The energy spectra of charged mesons produced in n-p 
encounters involving 600-Mev neutrons are measured in a 
.broad angular range by means of a multichannel magnetic 
spectrometer. The spectra are charactel'ized by the pres
ence of a large number of low-energy mesons. The peak 
of the spectra is at an energy of -0.6 from the largest 
possible value. The angular dfstributions of rr' mesons 
in the c.m.s. is described by a formula. The total meson 
production cross section a0 p(rr+) = a(rrap-) = (1.3 + 0.2) · 
10-21 cm2. An analysis of the results shows that despite 
the dominating role of re6onance pion production, in · 
phenomenological studies the contribution of nonrcsonance 
transitions should be taken into aceount. (auth) · 

39844 NUCLEON-NUCLEON POLARIZATION AT 700, 
600, 500, AND 400 Mev. Cheng, David. Berkeley, Calif., 
Unlv. of Callfornla, 1965. 105p. 

Thesis. 
The polarl?.atlon parameters for the two-nucleon systems 

were measured at the 184-ln. cyclotron at beam energies 
of 700. 600, 500, 400, nnd :no Mev. They are measured for 
both the pp nnd p_n systems by menns of a polarl7.cd proton 
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beam Initially pr'oduccd by scattering the external proton 
beam on a carbon target at ±6 dog, and then scattered In a 
liquid hydrogen target or a liquid deuter h:; target. The 
outgoing particles are detected by 19 proton counters and 8 
neutron counters fixed In space. All possible coincidence 
pairs arc recorded through an on-line computer. The asym
metry Is measured by reversing the sign of the beam po
larization by reversing the pC scattering angle. The angular 
range treated is between 30 and 150 deg In the center-of
mass system, and Involves measurements at eight angular 
positions at each energy. In order to calibrate the beam 
polarization, the polarization parameter for pC Is also mea
sured at the above energies In the forward direction be
tween 6 and 14 deg In the laboratory frame. The NN polar
Ization parameters, P(ll), are almost Independent of energy. 
In the pp system, P(O) can be approximated by A stn 6• cos 
o• where A varies between 0.85 at 310 Mev and 1.1 at 700 
Mev .. In the pn system Pmax In the forward direction varies 
between 0.42 at 310 Me:v and 0.34 at 70~ Mev, and Pmln In 
the backward direction varies between -0.25 at 310 Mev and 
-0.4 at 700 .Mev. When Httlng both the differential eros!' . 
section, 10, and polarization, P, with all the data available 
In this energy region, In terms of power series, the differ- · 
entiat cross sections In both the pp and pn systems were 
found to vary with energy to a ·greater extent than the po- · ·. 
larization parameters. From these fits; lo and P, for the .. 
Isotopic spin singlet (I = 0) state of the 2-nucleon system, · 'I 
arc also calculated., The energy variation Is considerable 
In this state. The polarization Is small, but It tends to In
crease and be negative at the high end of this energ;Y range .. 
_(Dissertation Abstr.) · . . 

39848 INFLUENCE OF THE NN* CHANNEL ON ELAS
TIC NN SCATTERING. Shepard, Harvey Kenneth. Pasa-· 
dena, Cailf., California lost, of Tech., 1966, 151p. 

Thoolo, .. 
The problem of two channels, NN an~ NN•, coupled 

through unltarity, is studied lo see whether sizable peaks 
can be prOduced In elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering due· 
to the opening of a strongly coupled Inelastic channel. 
One-pion-exchange (OPE) Interactions are calculated lo 
estimate the NN* ~ NN• and NN - NN• amplitudes. The . 
OPE production amplitudes are used as the sole dynaml-· 
cal Input to drive the multichannel ND-1 equations In the 
determtnantal approximation, and the effect on the J = 2+ 
(IDz) elastic NN scattering amplitude Is studied as the 
width of the unstable N• and strength of coupling to· the · 
Inelastic channel are varied. A cusp-type enhancement 
appears In the NN channel near the NN• threshold but for 
the known ·value of the N• width the cusp is so "wooly" 
that any resulting elastic peak Is likely to be too broad 
and diminished In height to be experimentally prominent • 
. A brief survey of current experimental knowledge of the 
real part of the 1Dz NN phase shift near the NN• threab
old Is given, and the values are found ·to be much smaller 

,than the nearly resonant phase shifts predicted by the· 
C()upled channel mod!!l .•. (D!sset;ll\~lcm Abs~r.). 

3ff09 . POLARIZATION TENSOR IN THE SCATTERING 
OF POLARIZED NUCLEONS ON A POLARIZED PROTON 
TARGET. Bileokaya, S,l,; Wlntemltz, P.; Legar; F.;·. 
Yanout, z. (Joint lnst. for Nuclear Research, Oubna, 
:uss)l).__ Y!Ulem_. ~lz., 4a 1~2-8(Jul~ 1966). · _'~n Russian). 
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The components of the polarization tensor In the scat- · 
terlng of polarized nucleons on polarized· nucleons are 
discussed and calculated using phase-shift ~nalysls data 
foT ~arious eneq~ies In the region 23.~ to 630 Mev. (a_uth) 

41793 (JINR-E-2822) DISPERSION SUM RULES FORi 
STRONG ~~D E~f;CTROMAONE.TIC INTERACriONS, 
Mntveev, V, A.; Plsarenko, V. G.; StrumiRRkll, B. V. 
(Joint ln11t. for Nuclear Research, Dubna.(USSH), Lab, of 
Theoretical Physics), 1966, 8p. Dep. mn. 

Dispersion sum rules for strong and electromagnetic 
interactions of nucleons arc considered. In the reR<mance 
approximation the relations between coupling constants · 
and magnetic moments of nucleons arc obtained. The re
sults are In good agrce_mcnt ~~th the experiment. (auth) · 

41800 (UCRL-14716) ELASTIC AND INELASTIC 
PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING: A BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Schauer, Carlotta V. (Lawrence Radiation Lab., Univ. of 
California, Livermore). Mar. 28,.1966. Contract W-
7405-eng-48, 24p. Dep. mn. CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0,50 mn, 

A selectil•e bibliography is presented on elastic and in~
elastic proton-proton scattering covering the period 19GO 
to January 1966. References were compiled from Chemicai 
Abstracts, Nuclear Science Abstracts, and Physics Ab~ 
stracts. (B.G.D.) 

418i0 DISTORTED-WAVE ONE-PION-EXCHANGE 
MODEL FOR INELASTIC PROTON-PROTON 8Ci\'I''I'F.R
ING. Yock, P. C. M._ (Massachusetts I!ist. of Tech., 
Cambridge). Contract AT(30-1)-2098. Nuovo Clmento 
. (10), 44A: 777-83(Aug, 1, 1966). (MIT-2098-246). 

The one-pion-exchan!!e model, modified to allow for 
-initial- and unal-state interactions, IS applied to those 
inelastic two-body proton-proton scattering processes 
involving the excitation of the two lightest nucleon isobars. 
The m'odel apparently overestimates the N•+ (1238) pro
duction cross-section, but gives a satisfactory account of 
N•+ (1430). production. (authl 

41873 TWO~PION-EXCHANGE EFFECTS IN NN 
SCATTERING AND CONSISTENCY\\'" :H rrN SCATTERING. 
Durso, ,John W. (Michigan State Univ., East Lansin~). 
_Contract AT-(11-1)-1051. Phys. Rev., 149: 1234-42 
(Sept. 30, 1966). (TID-22834). 
· The two-pion-exchange contribution to nucleon-nucleon 
·scattering was recalculated using the method of Amati, 
·Leader, and Vitale: previous errors were eliminated. The 
new results show that low-energy pion-nucleon scattering 
phenomena and two-pion exchange effects in nucleon
!nucleon scattering can be explained in a consistent way. 
The results also show that the two-pion pal'ls of the NN 
phase shifts are dominated by the cross-channel s-wave 

•contribution, In contrast to the results of Am:iti et al. The 
..cutoff sensitivity of both the total and high-wave c1·oss-



channel contributions is examined, and arguments are 
priO'sented to explain the strong sensitivity of the high-wave 
part. (auth) 

41877 LARGE-ANGLE NEUTilON-PROTON CNN 
PARAMETER AT 23.1 Mev. Malanlfy, J. J.; Bendt, P. J.; 
Hoherts, T. R.; Simmons, J. E. (Loa Alamos Scientific 
Lab., N.Mex.). Phys. Rev. Lett., 17: 481-4(Aug. 29, 
1066). (LA-DC-7537) 

The neutron-proton spin-correlation parameter, CNN, 
was measured at On= 140 and 174° c.m., by scattering 
polarized IH'utrons from a polarized proton target. Com
parison to recent phase-shift analyses Is made, and a 
sensitivity of the S-O coupling parameter to the data Ia 
noted. (auth) 

41882 ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF PROTON-PROTON 
BHEMSSTRAHLUNG. Sinus, Ivo; Verba, J. W,; Richard
son, J. Heginald; Carlson, R. F.; van Oers, W, T. H.; 
August, L. s. (Univ. of California, Los Angeles). Phys. 

·Rev, Lett., 17: 536-S(Sept. 5, 1966). 
An accurate mc•asurement of the proton-proton brema

strahlunl!: cross section which can be compared with the 
ind<•pcmlent mc·asurement at 4R Mev by Warner (Phya. 
LC'ttcrs Ill: ~S!l(J :165)) iR prea<'nled, In order to lnvestl
i!:ILC the energy dependence of the crnR!I section, and to 
Investigate the angular distribution of gnmma raya fnr ll 
fixed pnir' of proton anglea. (B.G.D.) 

41895 LAHGE ANGLE PHOTON-PHOTON ·sCAT-
TEHING AND HEAL PAHT OF TilE SCATTEHING AM
PLITUDE. Yamamoto, Yoshltaka (Tokyo Univ.). 
Progr. Theoret. Phya. (Kyoto), 35: 809-20(May 1966). 

·n,c large angle 1-'- P scattering In the accelerator energy 
region h1 discussed. This large angle scattering Ia assumed 
to be due to the r·eal part of the scattering amplitude. The 
rtal amplitude for an arbitrary nn!l"le lA derived, by using 
only the txpcrimental information on the imaginary ampli
tude for small mom~:nt.um I '''"fif{•r, and the ratio of the r.::al 
to thc imaginary for·ward amplitude. A model for the central 
colliHion Is introduced. Thc differ·entiaf croAA section for· 
lan~e momentum tranHfer and the total elaAllc cr·qss section 
can hc ohtaincd fr·om thiH r·cul amplitude. Thuy fit the ex- · 
JJ<.:rirnentai cur·vcH wcll, and support theaRsumption, It is 
al>w iufern:d from the real :unplitut.lc that the region of the 
centr·al c()ll i~;ion iH of tho or·der of a nucleon Compton wave 
lenJ.:tlr. laulh) 

41896 I.AIIf:J(·ANCJ.!> EL/\~l'flC l'lt01'(JN-l't!OTUN 
SCATTEIIIN<; AT IIIGIJ ENEHGY, llnndo, Ma~<ako; 
Tak:otb, ·y.,,.hlo (Kyoto IJnlv,), Pr·ugr, Th<!Orct, J>hys, 
(Kyoto), :1~,; M:l4-!JtMay i!Jf:li), 

A JlflHHJJ,Jc "~JIIaualirm of thl' c.lllll':lcll:r•lttllc f,·Hilll't!H uf 
l:1f)~t· :!IIJ~fl' t·l:t:illf" fJI'IIIoH··fJI'oiUII .'H':ttlt•l'iiiJ~ Ill hlj~ll t'lltii'

J~It•ll '" Ulll~l~f'l:lt•d .,.,,,.,.,,,.,.,or lht~ dlflnu·llon lll'llllt't'IIIJ', 
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o(a <:loud pion of tlie target proton from the Incident pro
ton •s calculated; this gives the main contribution in the 
region II where the scattering angle ranges from 20 to 70'. 

·(auth) 

41899 ONE-BOSON EXCHANGE POTENTIALS IN 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING. Cronstroern, C.; 
Laurikalnen, K. V, (Unlv, of Helsinki), Soc. Sci. Fenn., 
Comment, Phys. Math., 31: No. 4, 1-16(1965), 

The N-N scattering was investigated assuming one-boson 
exchange process only. In addition to the OPEP, poten
tials corresponding to 1}-, p- and w-meson exchange and a 
hard core are included in the N-N interaction. The results 
are not sufficiently compatible with all experimental phase 
shifts, and it is observed that the agreement could be im
proved by introducing a potential term corresponding to ·a 
hypothetical isotriplet scalar boson. (authl 

41915 MEASUREMENTS OF.THE DIFFERENTIAL 
CROSS-SECTION AND POLARIZATION IN PHOTON-PHO
TON SCATTERING AT ABOUT 143 Mev. Jarvis, 0, N,; 
Cox, G. F.; Eaton, G. H,; Rose, B.; Van Zyl, C. P. 
(Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, Eng.). 
pp 595-601 of Proceedings of the Williamsburg Confer

·ence on Intermediate Energy Physics. Vol, II. Wil
liamsburg, Va., College of William and M[lry, 1966, 

Measurements of the differential cross section and polar
ization in proton-proton interactions at 143 Mev were re
peated with improved accuracy. The cross section data 
were obtained to a ·relative precision of better than ±0.5% 
and the absolute scale was determined to ±O.S'X,. The polar
ization data were determined to a relative precision of 
about 1% of the maximum value :.nd the absolute scale to 
0.85%. These data are shown. (J.F.P.) 

41916 EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEON-
NUCLEON SCATTERING AND POLARIZATION BELOW 
1 Bev, Rose, B. (Atomic Energy Research F.st.nhlish~ 
mertt, tiarwell, Eng.). pp 603-47 of Proceedings of the 
WiUiamsburg Conference on Intermediate Energy Physics. 
\'ol. II, Williamsburg, Va., College of William and Mary, 
1966, 

The present state of nucleon-nucleon data is reviewed. 
There has been a resurgence of interest in the problem at 
300-700 Mev, partly stimulated by the availability of 
polarized targets. Some of the new data is clearing away 
old discrepancies and some revealing new ones. The pre
cision of existing data is rarely as high as claimed, and 
much greater precision will be needed if unique energy 
independent analyses are to be carried out at the higher 
energies. Twice as many experimental P.apers are pnh
llshea on the p-p as on the n-p system. It is proposed that 
more attention be devoted to the neutron proton system 
with neutron beams, in preference to quasi-free experi
ments using the deuteron as a neutron target. The prob
lems of doing so artl discussed. Hecent results on nuclear 
bremsstrahlung are briefly mentioned. (auth) 
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41"921 P-P BREMSSTRAliL.UNG CALCULATIONS. 
Signell, P. (Michigan State Univ,, East Lansing); Marker, 
D. 12p. (CONF-660209-14; Tl0:..22859), ORAU. Gme
!in, AED-CONF-66-023-14 •. 

From Williamsburg Conference on Intermediate Energy 
Physics, Va. , 

The predi.ctions for p,py Interactions are calculated from 
potentials of four types using the two-potential formalism 
of Gcll-Mann and Goldberger: hard-core, long-range finite 
core, weak momentum dependent, and nonlocal separable 
potential. The results for the 50 Mev calculations are dis
cussed, and discrepancies between. theory and data are ana
lyzed. (L.B.S.) 

44074 SOME EFFECTS. OF THE STRONG INTER
ACTIONS ON THE PROPERTIES OF NEUTRON-STAR 
MATTER. Wolf, Richard A. (California Inst. of Tech,, 
Pasadena). Astrophys, J., 45: 834-41(Sept. 1966). 

A modified phase-shift method Is used to estimate the 
chemical potentials ·of neutrons and ·protons In neutron-star 
·matter. The computed chemical potentials ilre used to cal
culate the densities of protons, electrons, and muons in 
neutron-star matter containing no strange particles. The 
strong interactions Increase the number densities of pro
tons and electrons by as much as a factor of 5 over the 
values calculated by the free-particle.approxlmatlon. The 
. clustering of protons into "nuclei" Is considered, and It Is 
'shown that "nuclei" are likely to form at densities less 
•than about 3/4 nuclear density. The question of superfluldlty 
in neutron-star matter Is discussed. The effects of strong 
interactions on neutrino emission are also considered, and 
an expression is given for the rate of the reaction n + n
n + p + e- + iland its inverse. (auth) 

44191 PHASE.,;SHIFT ANALYSIS OF NUCLEON-
NUCLEON sCATTERING AT 400 Mev. Kazartnov, Yu, M,l 
:Lebar, F ,; Janout, z. (Joint Inst. of Nuclear Research, 
Dubna, USSR). JETP Lett~ (USSR) (Engl. Transl,), 4: 
75-8(Aug. 1, 1966). . 

Translated from Zh. Ekspertm. Teor. Ftz., P1s'ma 
Redakt,, 4: 110-14(Aug. 1, 1966). 

The results of a phase shift analysis In nucleon-nucleoo 
scattering around 400 Mev are presented using data on 
triple-: scattering polar!zatlon and parameter~~ .. (~_;B.S.) ,: 

44196 THEORY OF DEUTERON PRODUCTION IN 
PROTON-PROTON COLLISIONS, Chahoud, J, N,; 
Russo, G.; Sellert, F. (Unlv., Bologna. IsUtuto Na
zlohale dt Flslca Nucleare, Bologna). Nuovo Clmento 
(10), 45A: 38-57(Sept. 1, 1966), 

A dynamical.model is presented for the reaction p + p -
d + .lf+ based on the assumption that Its amplitudes are 

·dorilinated by graphs with anomalous thresholds. The pre
dictions of the model are calculated and found to be in good 
agr~ement with experiments. (auth) 

44222 TilE p' TRAJECTORY AND ITS CONTHI8UTION 
TO NN AND 1rN CHARGE EXCIIANGJ:: SCATTEIIING. lloe
·gaascn, H.; Fischer, W. (CERN, Geneva). Phys. Lett., 
22: 516-19(Scpt. 1, 1966). 

The zero Intercept of a p' Regge trajectory Is determined 
:from experimental data on nucleon-nucleon collisions. A 
,neat explanation of the positive polarization In ry - ~n le 
;presente~. (auth) · 

446.32 (CONF-660303·, pp 1084-9i) PROPOSED 
RECOIL TECHNIQUE FOR NEUTRON-.PROTON DIF
FERENTIAL CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS IN THE 
lS-30 .Mev RANGE. Benenson, R. E. (City Coil., New 
York. Columbl:l Unlv., New York); Patton; w. (Colum-
•bla Unlv,, New York), . 

A method is described for employing a single well
shielded counter for the slm,ultaneous recording of a con
tinuous distribution of recoil angles from a thin radiator. 
Angles are Inferred from the cos2 00 angle-energy relation 
;through pulse heights tn a high-resolution solid-state de• 
'tector. Recoil trajectories are caused to converge onto the 
;detector by means of a nearly. uniform magnetic field In 
iwhlch the radiator is placed. The pos:'lble advantages of 
jsuch a system arc discussed, analytical and graphical 
'methods'for specifying the specially shaped pole edges are 
.described, and som,e practical details of magnet fabrlca
:uon arc mentioned. (auth) . 

.46378 CROSSING RELATIONS AND SPIN STATES. 
Jacob, M, (MATSCIENCE, Madras),· pp 55-62 of 
Symposia on Theoretical Physics. Vol. 2. Ramakrl~;h
nan, Alladi (ed.), New York, Plenum Press, 1966. 

Conservation of p~l'it.y ~11<:1 timP. rP.vet·sal invariancc are 
used to reduce the number of Independent p -p u mplitudes 
to five. In the crossed p-p channel parity conservation and 
,charge .conjugation·liwarlance are used. 1\lesoil (n-)-nucleon 
\11_cattcrlng Is also considered. (.J.F .P.l. 

.46379 EFFECTIVE-RANGE APPROXIMATION 
if!A.S~D 9N REGG.E. POLE~_. Wga~llkar, B. M, (Tat~ 
Inst, of Fundamental Research, Bombay). pp 87-93 of· 
Symposia on Theoretical Physics. Vol. 2. .Hamukrish
nan, Alladl (ed.). New York, Plenum Press, 19G6. 

It Is shown h01v sinb'Ularities In the complex momentum 
plane can be used to provide a good description uf low
energy n-p scattering. The expt·cssion obtained has n·o 
arbitrary constants and gives reasonably good a~rcement 
jwlth experimental data. The effect of rcggeizing the nu-
1cleon was to cut down Its contribution even at threshold 

!
compared to what it is when treated as an ordinary part,i.-

. c!e. (J .F.]?,~ . . · . . · 

1
46381 . MEASUREMENT OF THE PARAMETER R IN 
THE ELASTIC pn-SCATTERING AT 605 Mev AND THE 
!NUCLEON-NUCLE()N f'H.A..SE S.H~.F.T. ANAL iSIS,. K.azari-



nov, Yu. M.; Legar, F.; Pisarev, A. F:;.Simoriov, Yu. N.: 
Yanout, Z. (Jointlnst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna, 
USSR) •. Yadern. Fiz., 4: 567-77(Sept, 1966). (In Russian), 

The triple scattering parameter Rpn and the polarization 
Ppn in pn-scattering at 90 and 125" (ems) were measured 
at 605 Mev. The measurements were performed using 
spark chambers. The polarization power of the analyzers 
and "instrumental parameters" were determined experi
mentally. Corrections for geometric distortions due to 
the track photographing system are taken Into account. 
The values were found to be: Rpn(90") = 0.50 ± 0.11, 
Ppn(!JO")- -0.07 ± 0.06, Hpn(l25")" -0.06 ± 0.28, Ppn 
(1:!5") = -0.44 ± 0.16. Three previously known phase-
shift sets at G:liJ :\fcv were specified. It is shown that 
one of the sets can be excluded on the basis of the new 
riHta,_ (auth) 

46723 n-p THIPLE SCATTEHING PAHAMETER R1 AT 
~u:s Mev. Hcay, N. W.; Thorndike, E. 1!.; Spalc,ling, D.; 
Thoma>t, A. H. (Unlv. of Hochester, N.Y.). Phys. Hev., 
1:JIJ: 1;01-fi(Oct. U, l!Hifi). (UH-875-132). 

Thr: ncutrun-proton Interaction was studied by bombard
In!: tlcutcruns with ~o:s-Mcv polarized prohms und observ
ln!: hi~h-eneq;y ncutronH recoiling Into forward nnv;les. The· 
trlplc-Hcal4cring paramdcr H, waH mcm!Urcd at neutron 
laburut<>l'Y :~nglc>~ between IJ and 20", uslnv; u Hpln-analyzlng 
Hcatterer of li<Juld hyrlrr,~:cn, and deteertnv; charv;e-exchange 
Heallr:rr.:d l""'•t•mH thcr·efrom. The measureritcnll:l arc re
Jat~:d t<> till: ln:e n-p Hcattel'lnv; nmpllturlcH hy Jnt•nnH of nn 
IIIIJ,UIIII:·-app,.oxluwliiJII t::dt:ulal lou wh ll'l1 lrwludcH the tl

w:ovo· Jlro:ol-tolat~: Jrot.,nu.:tlun br:IWI'<lll thr~ Jnr:lrlr·rot pn>t.on nnrl 
t!H: proton in tlir: ·deute-ron. ·The··:nea1nired values of Rt are 
'"'""''" •·cd 1\'ith the phat~e-shift solutions YLAN of Breit and 
t·.,1J=",h•.ol·:oto>J·s and with the energy-Independent solution of 
Arndt and ill:oeGregor. Solutions YLAN 0, 1, 2, 2~!. and 3 
du nut agree with the data. Solutions YLAN 3M and 4M and 
the Arndt-MacGregor solution fi~ the data quite well. (auth) 

v~20\(1966) 
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